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ABSTRACT
Cities are endowed with and accumulate assets based on their unique histories, which
in turn define the choice set of the present. These assets range from the natu-
ral—sheltered ports, fertile land—to the constructed—concrete and cement, institu-
tions and people. This dissertation examines the eﬀects of one of these assets, urban
rail, on residential location and travel behavior, from the era of horsecars and street-
cars to the present in Boston. It explores the hysteretical eﬀects of past access to
rail—the extent to which the urban system retains the impacts of rail even when it no
longer exists.
Current density and travel behavior are measurably influenced by past access to
rail. The built environment and demographic patterns are found to be the strongest
mechanism for these persistent eﬀects. Past access to rail has shaped the city, and
that shape has, in turn, aﬀected travel behavior. For density and auto ownership
there is an additional measurable eﬀect of past access unexplained by the built en-
vironment or demographic patterns. This legacy is plausibly explained by cultural
eﬀects—mnemonics—due to personal history, behavioral norms, and zoning/politics.
Past access to rail has a stronger eﬀect on density than on auto ownership. The daily
choice of modes is almost entirely conditioned on current circumstances.
Because places shaped by rail retain its imprint, these findings imply that there is
need to consider how policy decisions will influence the city’s future choice set. The
greatest benefits from the endowments of urban rail are likely where redevelopment
costs are low and growth potential is high—particularly light industrial areas near
strong central cities. Realizing these changes requires mechanisms that allow and en-
courage government and private entities to be patient with the long time frames for
adaptation to rail infrastructure. One such step is requiring, rather than allowing,
supportive zoning and other policies within the Federal Transit Administration’s New
Starts capital program—including such items as increased as-of-right density, reason-
able limits on parking, car sharing, and graduated drivers licensing laws. This research
strengthens prior findings that similar approaches can encourage sustainable cultural
norms.
Thesis Supervisor: Nigel H.M. Wilson
Title: Professor of Civil and Environmental Engineering
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Responses to history are heterogeneous, determined by time order, whim, and
cumulative causation. The tangible parts of the city—its roads, buildings and
people—are the result of untold discrete events. The accretion of events—the
intentions and accidents of history—determine the choice set of the present.
The past can be a determinant of the realm of possibilities, even as it does not
have a deterministic relationship to realized futures.
From apparently similar starting points, two places can end up with diver-
gent futures. Choices are made following some initial decision, and the tape of
history is played forward uniquely [Gould, 1989]. A sailor lands in a harbor in
the new world. Settlers follow. A factory is built. Workers build housing. A
town grows. Streets are laid out. More factories, stores, buildings fill empty
spaces. Urban rail emerges by private or public planning. More buildings. A
city takes shape over the course of centuries.
Cities are composed of long-lived capital—buildings, roads, and rail among
them—and multiple actors with many intentions [Altshuler, 1965]. Externalities
in desirability build up friction to change based on the conditions of the sur-
rounding built environment, and the socioeconomic characteristics of an area’s
residents and businesses. Perceptions of current conditions lag past events.
There is no single piece of intent—no strand of history that can be woven as the
protagonist. The choices in the future are constrained by the decisions made
yesterday and today.
This dissertation puts forth the hypothesis that urban change is hysteretic.
It is not possible to understand the direction of the present without knowing
the history of the system. Instead, urban systems have hysteretic properties
similar to iron. When iron ore is brought into contact with a magnetic field it
retains some of the magnetization after the magnetic field has been removed.
The shape of the city—its density, its urban form, and way people move about
it—retain the imprints of the historical processes that caused and continued to
influence the evolution of the city form.
One such historical process is the evolution of urban rail from single cars
pulled by horses, to those powered by electricity, and eventually multi-car trains
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running on elevated, surface, and underground tracks. To test whether urban
futures are conditioned by past exposure to urban rail, this dissertation exam-
ines the impacts of proximity to horsecars, streetcars, elevateds, and subways
on residential density1 and travel behavior in one city—Boston—over an ex-
tended time period—from 1865 to the present. The overarching hypothesis is
that urban rail has permanent direct and indirect eﬀects on the geography of
density and behavior over exceptionally long time frames, and that these eﬀects
outlast the urban rail itself—they are persistent and hysteretic. Additionally,
this dissertation tests whether heterogeneity in response to new urban rail is
conditioned by the previous rail infrastructure in place.
Current forecasting techniques assume that the response to new urban rail
infrastructure is not dynamic; that the current system state is determined by de-
scriptors of the present, without knowledge of the past. But, for example, in the
Boston area, there is less circumferential travel than models predict. One anec-
dotal explanation is that over their lifecycle people tend to move radially out-
ward. Thus, when traveling for non-work purposes, they have more propensity
to return to their former neighborhoods. [D. Brand, personal communication,
Feb, 3, 2012] The use of k-factors to adjust models for observed zone-to-zone
deviations from theoretical travel behavior—plausibly due to the omission of
hysteretical patterns—has historically been standard practice [Boston Regional
Planning Project and Alan M. Voorhees and Associates, 196x, Alan M. Voorhees
and Associates, 1967, Hill and Peat, Marwick, Mitchell and Co., 1972].
On the opposite end of the spectrum, planners often eschew numbers. They
instead draw inspiration and lessons, rather than straight lines to the future from
the history of places. But, this work is seldom done systematically. The lessons
drawn are lore. This dissertation attempts to demonstrate that responses to
past urban rail are systematic. Thus, lessons can be drawn scientifically.
The decision to purchase (or to get rid of) an auto takes place approxi-
mately once a decade. Significant job title changes happen on a similar time
scale, as does the decision to change employers. Residential location changes
are infrequent. Most people move from renting to owning at most once in their
life. Buildings are torn down and new ones built in their place once a century,
if that. These decisions are inertial, unordered, and undoubtedly related to a
persons’s lifecycle (Figure 1-1). Auto ownership is dependent on residential lo-
cation; residential location change is conditional upon auto ownership. Outputs
change outcomes with a lag. Analysis therefore needs to be undertaken over a
suﬃciently long time scale that these changes can be captured. To that end,
this dissertation knits together historical sources on infrastructure location and
relatively disaggregate population data with current socioeconomic data.
This dissertation finds that current density and travel behavior patterns are
measurably influenced by past access to rail. The built environment and demo-
graphic patterns are found to be the strongest cause of these persistent eﬀects.
Past access to rail has shaped the city. Places that were oriented to transit when
1Density is used throughout this dissertation to refer to the aggregate of individual resi-
dential location choices.
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Figure 1-1: Stylized timeline for location and travel decisions
Density Auto ownership Auto mode share
Demo. + BE controls No Yes No Yes No Yes
Prior streetcars 0.355 0.152 -0.058 -0.024 -0.002 -0.002
Current rail 0.025 0.021 -0.019 -0.013 -0.015 -0.015
Elasticity estimates derived from direct estimation of aggregate models. Methodology
and additional findings from alternate estimation methods detailed in Chapter 9.
Table 1-1: Summary of elasticity estimates
first developed maintain the signals associated with that orientation over time,
just as places built around auto usage put up impediments to retrofitting to
transit usage [e.g. Dunham-Jones and Williamson, 2009]. Urban form is shaped
by the ways it is accessed. That shape has in turn aﬀected travel behavior.
For density and auto ownership there is also a legacy eﬀect of past access
beyond that explained by associated built environment and demographic pat-
terns. This is an estimate of indirect eﬀects—the omitted characteristics of the
BE, the cultural influence of family and neighbors due to past choices or the BE,
regulatory constraints, and political will. Past access to rail has a stronger eﬀect
on current density than on auto ownership (larger elasticity estimates in Table
1-1). The daily choice of modes seems to be almost entirely conditioned on the
current environment. Past and current rail both influence travel behavior and
their eﬀects are additive, but past access does not condition future response.
Places that had streetcars and today have rail are not found to respond to that
new rail diﬀerently than places that were not proximate to streetcars.
If history influences travel behavior, then including a historical perspective
within the forecasting process can increase the accuracy of such forecasts. Such
inclusion is clearly called for by the findings of a legacy eﬀect of past rail on
current levels of density and auto ownership. However, the use of better de-
scriptors of the current motivators of travel behavior in the forecasting process
is a pre-requisite for the inclusion of historical access patterns.
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Finding that there is a legacy eﬀect of past rail that persists when the rail
no longer exists implies that past actions are not entirely reversible by current
plans. If growth was the predicate for the observed eﬀects in Boston, what
this dissertation shows is that the technologies existing at the time of that
growth—rail among them—dictate the shape of the BE, and continue to rever-
berate in travel choices for subsequent generations. The hysteretic properties of
the city—its quasi-irreversability over long time frames—mean that the long-
term eﬀects of current choices may dictate where and how future growth can
take place.
A focus on future infrastructure needs in the present, and the influence of
present choices on the future choice set, is necessary to make decisions that
do not preclude that infrastructure, or the built environment it supports. Fu-
ture adaptability, rather than present optimization, implies a deviation from
operational issues—signal timing, lane widths within existing rights-of-way,
etc.—toward development paths. These paths are both physical—right of way
size and infrastructure location—and procedural—representative community
processes, and incentive structures that can cohere municipal, neighborhood,
and developer goals.
Areas where the costs of redevelopment are low and growth or growth po-
tential is high—light industrial areas near strong central cities such as the inner
corridor of the proposed Green Line in Boston—may benefit over long time
frames from urban rail. Persistence also implies mechanisms that encourage
patience on the behalf of government and private entities—a wider perspective
on when and where development from rail will occur and thus persist. The
commercial development of Cambridge’s Kendall Square was in part dependent
on the housing made accessible by the Red Line’s extension to Alewife. Alewife
has begun to be made desirable for new housing three decades later in part due
to the increase in transit accessible jobs in Kendall Square. This is beyond the
forecasting window for the eﬀects of new rail extensions.
If density is desired for agglomerative or environmental reasons, there is a
case to be made for building new rail now, even if that density is only achieved
over the longer time frames associated with urban growth. The current focus
on ridership and short-term operating costs biases the Federal Transit Admin-
istration (FTA) New Starts program for capital investments in public transit
to projects that serve existing built environments. If there is to be a federal
role in supporting city, state, or regional project priorities, changing current
federal processes is a pre-requisite. Requiring, rather than allowing, supportive
zoning as part of the requirements for funding from the FTA is one such step.
Supportive zoning is a mechanism that does not require immediate changes to
the character and density of an area. It allows market forces to decide when
the timing for such changes is appropriate, rather than precluding such changes
through regulation.
Finally, the legacy (indirect) eﬀects of past rail, if cultural, can be reinforced
by a set of policies that influence perceptions of travel behavior and the BE both
as their main goal, and as an additional eﬀect above and beyond their intended
direct eﬀects on travel behavior. These policies range from parking restrictions,
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and the encouragement of temporary surface lots rather than longer-lasting
structures, to zoning for outdoor cafes, car sharing, bike lanes, and graduated
drivers’ licensing laws for young people. These interventions at the state, city,
neighborhood, and block level can influence sustainable residential and travel
behavior, and support national goals.
1.1 Mechanisms
The typical model focuses on the present tense, as at the top of Figure 1-2.
The present is assumed to be at equilibrium based on the assets that now ex-
ist—transportation, employment, retail, housing location, etc. In these models,
the past created the conditions for the present, but has no direct eﬀect on present
conditions. This dissertation explores the eﬀect of the past on the present. In
the proposed conceptual model at the bottom of Figure 1-2, past processes mir-
ror current processes. In addition, (A) past rail access influences the placement
of current rail, (B) some of the BE lasts from the past to the present, and that
which lasts may be related to the placement of rail, (C) the BE that existed
in the past influences the form of the newly constructed BE, (D) past behav-
ioral patterns influence current behavior, and (E) past access to rail can directly
aﬀect current behavior. There are legacies from past to present that are not
explained solely by a description of current conditions.
The mechanism behind (A), (B), and (C) is that cumulative causation (pos-
itive feedback cycles), direct and indirect cost savings, and inertial forces mean
that it is easier to replicate network design as new transportation technologies
emerge than it is to create networks anew. Durable capital—long-lived resi-
dential, industrial, and commercial buildings—is built around transportation
infrastructure—roads and rail, ports and stations. This private investment is
an order of magnitude greater than the public or private investment in trans-
portation infrastructure [Kothari, 2007]. Public investment triggers larger pri-
vate investment, which in turn constrains future public investment.2 Private
investment in housing may also compensate for the lowered cost of transporta-
tion—the substitution of mass transit for the auto [Haas et al., 2008].
Structures are rebuilt (in theory, at least) when the increase in value for the
developer exceeds the costs of new construction [Wheaton, 1982]. But initial
construction happens in stages, and over time the economics of development
change the optimal size and use of a given parcel. As neighborhoods age, build-
ings grow more diverse through infill, and there is systematic variation between
and among land uses in capitalizing the value of access [Landis et al., 1995].
Waves of reconstruction are therefore increasingly unlikely. The diversity of
use, size, and design means that there are always some buildings whose use
value precludes redevelopment.
Changing the placement and size of links in a network thus requires sig-
nificant incremental value within the BE. Even if it would be advantageous to
2The initial investment may also be private, with a degree of public involvement, as with
the initial construction of turnpikes and streetcars.
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Shaded: measurable and modeled characteristics, with available data.
Figure 1-2: Typical v. proposed conceptual model structure
the entire area, the coordination and compensation problem between landown-
ers and government is similarly steep. Nor do governmental entities necessarily
promulgate policies that encourage redevelopment. For example, zoning changes
tend to reduce the allowable density or subject new development to municipal
negotiations. This decreases the value, or increases the (time) costs of redevelop-
ment. As opposed to greenfield development, increased recognition of the costs
of neighborhood “renewal,” and coordination among neighborhood residents,
has eﬀectively increased the costs (or perceived costs) of moving or constructing
new transportation infrastructure.
Explaining (D)—the influence of past behavior on current—the choice of
modes might persist past the presence of a particular rail line because travel
choices are habitual [e.g. Garling and Axhausen, 2003, Bamberg et al., 2003,
Ronis et al., 1989] based on service characteristics. If service is suﬃciently
replicated on some other mode when that rail is removed, the change may
not be overly disruptive for riders whose habits have already formed. Transit
operators reaction to customer behavior may further this eﬀect by maintaining
rail routes that are the most used, or replacing those routes with equivalent
service by other modes.
The plausible mechanisms that relate proximity to past rail, demographic
patterns, the built environment, and travel behavior are presented in Figure
1-3. The built environment can influence the attributes of the travel behavior
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Figure 1-3: Mechanisms
choice set. For example, more connectivity (links per intersection) means more,
and more direct, walking routes to a given point. This diversity of higher qual-
ity options makes walking more pleasurable or less costly. Demographics, as
proxies for roles and responsibilities [Chapin, 1974], as well as partial proxies
for preferences, can similarly influence travel behavior patterns. Past proximity
to rail can aﬀect current behavior through its influence on the development of
the BE and the demographic patterns of where people live. Additionally, past
rail access may be a proxy for the omitted characteristics of the BE unique to
past rail than influence behavior—for example, parking availability.
Cultural eﬀects—shorthand for heuristics that simplify complex decision
making [Nunn, 2012]—may be due to properties of the BE, and may also be
the result of historical travel behavior choices in places once proximate to rail.
Above and beyond the travel-utility-modifying characteristics of the BE, culture
can aﬀect behavior because the built environment acts as a mnemonic device
that reminds people of their own, or their family’s past choices [Rapoport, 1982,
1994]. The built environment unique to—or highly correlated with—past access
to rail may be a signal that recalls preferences based on past experiences with
the BE and travel, or observations of people who had similar roles and their
behavior. Exposure to the patterns of the historical BE concurrent to its use
influence perceptions and attitudes toward the portion of the BE that persists
into the present. In this way, travel behavior may be, to some degree, habitual
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across generations—the entire choice set is not examined by each generation,
except in relationship to past choices by prior generations.
Culture can also be the product of perceptions of behavior control that af-
fect the weights of existing attributes of the travel behavior choice [e.g. Karash
et al., 2008, Ajzen, 1991]. If people are influenced in mode choice or auto own-
ership by their neighbors, because out-migration takes place gradually, places
with higher transit usage in the past will continue to have higher transit usage
long after the adjacent urban rail no longer exists. This is a plausible—not a
provable—mechanism for why past urban rail continues to aﬀect behavior, even
if there are no lingering BE eﬀects of past rail.
These cultural eﬀects may interact with the residential location choice, so
that, for example, someone who has a job in a transit accessible location is likely
to continue their choice of modes as long as they live in that area and work at
that job. Their continued mode choice may change both their attitudes toward
future residential locations, and their expectations of future travel as embedded
in the auto ownership decision. In turn, this influences their subsequent residen-
tial location choice, and so on. Thus, the phenomenon of self-selection—where
the characteristics of the BE determine residential choice, and travel behavior
is pre-determined—may be partially caused by past exposure to public transit.
This likely also interacts with lifecycle, so that young people, who are temporar-
ily poor and urban oriented, choose to live in areas with urban bus service that
replaced historical rail.
In sum, the mechanisms for past rail’s influence on current behavior are
plausibly its eﬀect on demographic patterns and the built environment (whether
measured or omitted), which in turn aﬀect behavior directly. The mechanism
may also be culture that persists over time, which is unlikely to be separable from
the cultural eﬀects of the BE. These direct and indirect eﬀects are influenced
by municipal actions—transit agency bus service provision, zoning and other
regulations, and the exercise of power by politicians or neighborhood groups.
1.2 Approach
Examination of the eﬀects of urban rail throughout time has focused, with
few exceptions, on either a relatively short time period in the historic sense
[e.g. Baum-Snow and Kahn, 2000, 2005, Kahn, 2007b], or on the development
of a single mode up to its period of dominance [e.g. Levinson, 2008b, Xie and
Levinson, 2010, King, 2011]. While the results of such analyses are illuminating,
their goal as a historical exercise is limited. They attempt to determine the path
of development as if it were ever upward. As if layers were only added to systems,
rather than taken away. As if the past led inexorably to the present.
Some eﬀects are long-lived simply because of chance. Alchian [1950] cites
the thought experiment of the French mathematician Borél that begins with
one million pairs of Parisians flipping coins. They play until they have an even
number of heads and tails. If they toss coins once per second for an eight hour
day, at the end of ten years there will be still be 100 pairs flipping coins. After
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one thousand years (assuming inheritance of the job within families) there will
still be a dozen pairs madly flipping.
This does not imply the impossibility of predicting the winners or analyzing
the causes of their success. Even if the characteristics of each firm or project
are random, by observing the correlation between the external conditions and
the success of firms, the characteristics of firm permanence can be determined.
This determination requires information not only on the “winners” but also on
the “losers”—those firms that no longer exist.
Past research into the eﬀect of rail infrastructure on patterns of land use and
travel behavior has focused on only one of three situations—where rail did not
exist previously, and now does. In this situation the treatment continues, and
the control is all those places that neither formerly had rail, nor received new
rail. Adding places where rail once existed but no longer does allows a focus on
persistence—the eﬀects of a treatment that has long since stopped. There are
also those places that once had urban rail, saw it disappear, but then decades
later had it return. Those places have been treated twice.3
This dissertation’s primary hypothesis is that there are persistent eﬀects
of past rail proximity on current density, auto ownership, and mode choice
patterns. The secondary hypothesis is that the first treatment conditioned the
response to the second treatment, so that those areas are more responsive to
new rail infrastructure in the present.
1.2.1 Model structure
The main role of models is not so much to explain and predict—though
ultimately these are the main functions of science—as to to polarize
thinking and pose sharp questions.
—M. Kac, 1969, p.699
In order to explore these hypotheses, this dissertation builds models of behavior
grossly characterized as long-, medium-, and short-term—residential density,
auto ownership, and mode choice. Where data are available, behavior is mod-
eled at both the aggregate and actor level in order to test for the ecological
phenomenon—where conclusions drawn from individual behavior are not repli-
cated when aggregated, and vice-versa.
While this dissertation is not able to develop an identification strategy to test
the mechanisms described earlier individually, it is able to group them into direct
and indirect (legacy) eﬀects. The direct eﬀects include the utility of present rail,
the utility modifying characteristics of the BE, and the roles and responsibilities
(leading to activity patterns and constraints) embodied in demographics. The
models of auto ownership and mode share thus proceed sequentially, beginning
3All of these situations are simplifications because of definitional issues with rail transit.
The nature of the rail service in quality or activity reach is continuously changing in one
direction or another. The binary existence/non-existence is a special subset of the general
eﬀects of rail service on land use.
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with (a) controls for past and current rail placement and exogenous factors, and
then adding (b) demographic controls and (c) controls for the structures and
network characteristics of the built environment (see Figure 1-4). The models
of density omit controls for demographics and structures because of possible
endogeneity issues.
The sequential nature of these controls helps identify the strength of the hy-
pothesized mechanisms. If the eﬀect of past rail placement on current placement
is the main mechanism, then there will be no systematic relationship between
past rail access and current behavior in model (a). Similarly, the comparative
strength of past rail access on current behavior after controls for demographic
patterns in model (b) indicate their influence.
The legacy that persists after model (c) is due to the omitted characteristics
of the BE, the cultural influence of family and neighbors due to past choices or
the BE, regulatory constraints, and political will. Inasmuch as those measures
of demographics or the BE are unique to areas with old urban rail, the correctly
specified model is (a) or (b). If these measures are instead independent of old
urban rail, the correct model is (c). Inclusion of these controls thus circumscribes
the indirect eﬀects.
All models use spatial regression techniques to correct for spatial auto cor-
relation. Additional robustness checks for alternative causal explanations and
behavioral measures are performed as needed. Omitted from study are non-
residential developments—employment, retail, and so on. While they are clearly
an important part of the urban change wrought by rail, there are issues with
data consistency over long time frames, and the theoretical basis for firm de-
cisions are beyond the scope of this dissertation. Because residential choice is
also omitted from these models of travel behavior, the degree to which self-
selection is the causal influence—the behavior is the product of the location
decision, rather than the eﬀect of the BE or culture unique to past rail prox-
imity—is unknown. The inclusion of demographic indicators helps reduce, but
does not eliminate, the hypothetical impact of self-selection [Brownstone and
Golob, 2009, Cao et al., 2006, Mokhtarian and Cao, 2008, Boarnet, 2011]. So
too is institutional change with rail service provision omitted.
1.2.2 Case
Nothing ever happens to America that has not previously taken place
in Boston.
—Life Magazine [October 19, 1911]
The analysis in this dissertation is restricted to one city—Boston. In Boston,
over the past four decades, half the lines in the system have been either partially
abandoned or relocated.4 Frequency and capacity of service have changed, and
4The A (Watertown) branch of the Green Line was abandoned and the Orange Line in
Charlestown and the South End relocated. For maps see Chapters 4 and 5.
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Shaded: measurable and modeled characteristics, with available data.
Figure 1-4: Model structure by chapter
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in turn so has the utility of the system to access jobs, shopping, recreation,
and other desirable activities. Parts of the former streetcar system have been
in continuous operation from the time the cars were pulled by horses. Others
have been replaced by subways, by elevateds, or by buses. Still others have
been abandoned altogether. The distinctive pattern in which the urban rail
system in Boston has evolved—and the unique, lumpy, indirect path it has
taken—creates fertile ground for disentangling the direct and indirect eﬀects
of these historical processes on present day patterns. While the specifics of
Boston’s history are unique, the pattern of gradual and selective replacement of
urban rail was replicated in cities across the nation.
1.3 Dissertation structure
The remainder of this dissertation is organized as follows:
• Chapter 2 draws upon a variety of topics including the monocentric city
model, travel behavior influencers, and longitudinal change in urban areas,
to provide a theoretical and empirical basis for the eﬀect of past urban
rail on subsequent built environment and travel behavior patterns.
• Chapter 3 proposes a structure for analyzing outcomes, presents the data
sets used in this dissertation, and discusses methodological issues.
• Chapter 4 describes the Boston context, with a focus on the horsecar and
streetcar eras. It presents evidence of the response to new rail after the
construction of the Red Line extension from Harvard Square to Porter
Square, Davis Square and Alewife.
• Chapter 5 documents the permanence and persistence of urban rail infras-
tructure in Boston from 1865 through 2000.
• Chapter 6 analyzes the relationship between urban rail and subsequent
patterns of density within Boston.
• Chapter 7 investigates the mechanisms behind the persistent eﬀects of past
rail infrastructure on levels of auto ownership in Boston between 1980 and
2000 through a series of aggregate and household level models.
• Chapter 8 utilizes aggregate and individual level models to examine the
eﬀect of past urban rail on current mode share. It pays special attention
to adaptation over time, and includes tests for self-selection.
• Chapter 9 summarizes the findings of the previous chapters, and discusses
their implications for planning and future research applications.
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Chapter 2
Literature review
The advent of the trolley line and more recently the automobile . . .
has been the most potent force in our recent American history in
aﬀecting redistribution of our population.
—R. McKenzie [1924, p.293]
It is a fact not unobserved upon that the current state of cities can
be traced back to their patterns when growing.
—S. Marshall [2005]
The eﬀects of network infrastructure are based on its use. This dissertation
examines one type of infrastructure—urban rail—which concentrates that use
in space. The degree to which that network is used influences the patterns
of the built environment that emerge around it. This is one outcome of the
monocentric city model [Alonso, 1964, Muth, 1969], where the cost of travel
dictates residential location.
But the base monocentric model neglects many factors that influence travel.
It assumes that all travel takes place on a featureless plain filled with roads that
lead to the CBD workplace. There is heterogeneity in networks, housing, and
travel behavior that the basic model assumes away for tractability.1
Networks are not limitless. They are diﬀerentiated, and lumpy [Sussman,
2000]. Multiple modes with variable speeds exist in some places and not others.
Employment varies in concentration and quality throughout the region.
Travel behavior is not solely driven by work. Preferences, roles, and con-
straints on activities result in observed diﬀerential patterns by income, gender,
race, lifecycle, and historical experience.
The city is not at instant equilibrium. People and things are durable. Deci-
sions are not constantly remade, but are dependent on prior choices. Memory
1Both Alonso and Muth indicate that access measures can be adapted to account for some
of this variation.
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and habit influence urban behavior, from residential location to travel. Individ-
ual behavior is not independent. The choices of your neighbors and friends play
a role in your own. History is present in current choices—whether in shaping
attitudes or preferences that lead to behavior, or by transmitting networks or
the built environment through time to the present.
This chapter begins with a look at the theoretical eﬀects of travel as predicted
by the monocentric model and selected extensions, and examines some of the
empirical findings that emerge from this literature. It then moves on to what
drives transportation behavior, with a focus on the built environment, roles and
constraints as manifested through demographic diﬀerences, and attitudes and
preferences.
This chapter concludes by looking at a rather heterogenous literature on lon-
gitudinal change within urban areas. It begins with an overview of the urban-
focused historical GIS literature. It augments this with a discussion of evolu-
tionary processes and path dependence as they apply to urban change. It then
provides an overview of two literatures that act as longitudinal criticisms of the
monocentric model: invasion-succession/gentrification and spatial mismatch.
Finally, it examines the empirical findings of built environment and transport
network eﬀects on the long-term residential location decision, the medium-term
auto ownership decision, and the short-term mode choice.
2.1 Development patterns and trends. What does
travel aﬀect?
Transport is an intermediate good [Hansen, 1959]—it is derived for the most part
from the demand for other activities: “most trips involving passenger vehicles
. . . are valued, not for what takes place during the trip, but rather for what
lies at the end.” [Mohring and Harwitz, 1962] Transport projects change the
cost of travel. Those gains can be taken in multiple ways [Jara-Diaz, 2007].
Networks aﬀect the cost of shipping goods and thus the prices of final outputs
[Isard, 1960]. Reduced travel times allow travel to the better shopping mall
and the purchase of cheaper or better goods [Jara-Diaz, 2008]. Increased access
allows people to find a better paying or more fulfilling job within a satisfactory
commute and allows employers access to more workers.
The expectation is that the relative price changes that result from trans-
portation infrastructure will redistribute land uses, densities, and the socioeco-
nomic characteristics of businesses and residences. For example, a new airport
in a residential neighborhood is a disamenity (noise). Those residents who can
move out will, and businesses that value proximity to interurban travel will
move in. This takes place with both a lag and a lead [Badoe and Miller, 2000,
Knaap et al., 2001]. For example, businesses may not move in until it has been
established that there will be useful flights in and out of the airport. Res-
idents will move out long before the planes start arriving, in anticipation of
the noise. But there are also constraints for residents that introduce lags that
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do not have smooth functional forms. Proximity to an existing job aﬀects the
choice of residential location. Moving has high monetary and social transac-
tion costs—leaving friends, family, known neighborhood shops—and is beset
by residential segregation among other constraints, preferences, and regulations
imposed by lenders [Meen and Meen, 2003].
Changes in the cost and speed of access co-evolve with economy-wide trends
in the location of residences and industries, creating demand disturbances that
change prices because of the movement of existing jobs, and the destruction and
creation of businesses. This is a result of both the actual utility of travel, and
the potential utility—the option value [e.g. Geurs and van Wee, 2004]. These
changes interact with residential preferences that vary between socioeconomic
groups—for example the trade oﬀ between travel time and the exclusivity of
having a big house on a large plot of land [Wheaton, 1977]. Evaluating the the-
oretical eﬀects of infrastructure on residential preferences requires considering
service provision by local government, taxes, and land use regulations that result
in Tiebout [1956] sorting. All of this modifies travel time and route choice. The
resulting feedback loops and system eﬀects can move in unexpected directions.
2.1.1 Monocentric city model: theory
The monocentric city model relates transportation to housing and wages through
the mechanism of residential location. This section begins with a brief treat-
ment of the mathematics behind the demand side of the model suﬃcient to re-
veal its assumptions, conclusions, and relevant shortcomings. It then discusses
extensions to the model, along with additional explanatory models of residen-
tial location. For a formal treatment of the monocentric model, complete with
derivations of the elasticities and detailed comparative statics and treatment of
the production side, there is no better source than the original authors.
Both Alonso and Muth tie the derivation of the monocentric city model
to von Thunen’s (1863) work on agricultural land rents. In the von Thunen
model a so-called featureless plain controls for any diﬀerences in crop production
or quality, so that the only diﬀerentiation is distance to market. As distance
increases, costs increase. With a single commodity, the value of the land is
equal to the residual of the value of the goods after production and transport
costs. Thus any land past a certain distance from market will not be developed.
Similarly, land close to two equal-sized markets will be valued in relation to
the closer market. Transport costs to the closer market are lower and therefore
residual value is higher. Transport costs are thus the driver of land value.
The application to residential location follows naturally. The single activity
to be engaged in is work instead agriculture. The market where labor is sold is
the central business district (CBD). If the price (wages) and demand for all other
goods are held constant, the more it costs (in money or time) to commute, the
less is leftover to pay for a place to live. Thus distance from the CBD determines
commuting costs, which in turn determines land value.
More formally, the Alonso-Muth model assumes a single income group and
single mode. Every person works in a disc shaped CBD, and receives a daily
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Figure 2-1: Monocentric model indiﬀerence curves and budget constraints
wage, y. Individuals all have the same utility function U (q, c) based on the
consumption of housing q and everything else c. There is a straight line path
from every house to the CBD, such that commute costs are tx, where t is the
cost per distance of travel, and x is distance from the CBD. It follows that in
equilibrium at each and every location realized utility must be the same. Each
person is indiﬀerent between e0 and e1 in Figure 2-1. If u(e0) > u(e1), it would
cause people to change their consumption patterns to match e0 and vice versa.
The price of housing p (x) is thus solely a function of distance to the CBD. As
in Figure 2-1, because x0 > x1, p (x1) must be less than p (x0) in order to keep
utility constant, for a given housing size. Thus, each person maximizes their
utility U (q, c) subject to the budget constraint p (x) q + c = y   tx.
With constant housing prices per unit of housing, the choice of location
is a trade oﬀ between quantity of housing and commute distance. If housing
quantity is kept constant, land price varies with distance. If housing quantity
varies, density varies inversely with distance. The bid rent curve is the set of
prices for land that an individual would pay at any given distance while deriving
a constant level of satisfaction. Likewise, housing demand varies with distance
in relation to the cost of commuting, as in Equation 2.1.
(2.1)
@q
@x
=
 t
q
< 0
Generalizing commuting cost as a function of distance k(x), the equilibrium
condition must hold that
(2.2)
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=
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q
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The shape of the bid rent curve is thus dependent on the ratio of price to
size, the ratio of the (negative) utility derived from commuting, and that from
housing, and the functional form of commuting costs.
Alonso indicates that there are three reasons increasing income could lead
to location at the outskirts of the city. (1) Diﬀering sensitivity to price changes
of land. The quantity of land demanded q increases with income, leading to
a bid rent curve that is less steep as income increases. The poor thus outbid
the rich for land near the CBD. (2) The marginal rate of substitution between
commuting and housing ux/uq varies with income. The marginal utility of land
uq decreases as people consume more land (it is a normal good). The marginal
disutility of distance increases as “accessibility becomes scarcer relative to land.”
[Alonso, 1964] This “taste” aspect of the location decision would lead the curve
to be steeper for the rich. (3) The relative importance of commuting costs. If
commuting costs do not vary with income—they are not related to the wage
rate—the last term of Equation 2.2 increases (becomes less negative) with in-
come because of increasing q. This would lead the bid rent gradient to be less
steep for the rich.
Alonso concludes that taste is the most important explanatory factor—the
rich are price-oriented and the poor are location-oriented. Accessibility therefore
behaves as an inferior good. As income increases, less of it is purchased. Muth’s
conclusion is similar to Alonso—if the income elasticity of demand for housing
is greater than that for commuting, the rich will locate on the outskirts. Muth
asserts that because time costs are some fraction of the total cost of transport,
income elasticity must be less than unity if the value of time is equal to or less
than the wage rate. If housing is a normal good, more is desired with higher
income—the rich live further from the city. This is empirically problematic. It
does seem to describe most cities in the US, but not many European and Latin
American cities.
Based on cross-sectional data, Wheaton [1977] finds that—contrary to Muth’s
assertion—the income elasticities of land and commuting are similar. If true his-
torically, the Alonso-Muth explanation for spatial segregation by income based
solely on commuting does not hold. This implies amenities—the local site char-
acteristics, from climate and education to property taxes [Albouy, 2009]—hous-
ing market externalities, Tiebout sorting and municipal fragmentation, or ex-
tensions of the monocentric model that do not rely on this ratio, may hold more
relevance.
Literature reviews [e.g. Huang, 1994, Giuliano, 1995] and meta-reviews [De-
brezion et al., 2007] have found that access is capitalized into property values,
although Huang notes that earlier less methodologically sophisticated studies
found larger eﬀects. Similarly, studies show that the attributes of housing play
an important role—and sometimes a more important role than access [e.g. Giu-
liano et al., 2010]. This might imply that the monocentric model is overly sim-
plistic. Alternatively it can be interpreted as confirming the housing commute
trade oﬀ inasmuch as housing quality (which includes quantity) varies with dis-
tance [e.g. Brueckner and Rosenthal, 2009].
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2.1.2 Assumption: omnipresent radial network to CBD
The Alonso-Muth model’s extensibility explains its attractiveness as an explana-
tory framework. Four of the simplifying assumptions and their associated model
extensions are examined in the remainder of this section.
Omnipresence is needed if the sole measurement of commuting is distance to
the CBD. But, as Muth [1969, p. 20] notes, “if one substitutes the more general
term accessibility for distance, the initial analysis is formally unchanged.” The
aim is thus to define accessibility. Simply substituting the generalized cost of
travel for distance in the model does not discard the sole primacy of CBD.2 Es-
timating the value of various types of time—travel, waiting, parking, etc.—and
the perceived and actual costs of travel—fares, wear and tear, fixed costs—has
sprung a whole literature [e.g. Wardman, 1998, Abrantes and Wardman, 2011],
due in part to the key role it plays in the adaptation of the monocentric city
model to the appraisal of transport projects [e.g. Mohring, 1961]. While five
decades of research uses distance to transportation to test the predictions of the
monocentric model, starting with Wheeler [1956], other measures of access have
also been used, including travel time [e.g. Voith, 1991].
Using a functional form of time, distance, or generalized cost in the de-
nominator rather than the numerator provides a measure of accessibility—often
called a gravity function. The opportunities [e.g. Pellegrini and Fotheringham,
2002] or activities in the numerator are each weighted by distance, rather than
relying on an assumption that they all exist at a single point or points. As a
consequence of dispensing with unrealistic assumptions, these measures expose
the endogeneity between opportunities and the transportation network. The
base monocentric model dispenses with this endogeneity by placing employment
opportunities at a single point and assuming they do not move. Just as resi-
dential location reacts to distance to employment, employers factor residential
locations into their employment location decisions.3 Without the monocentric
assumption, over time employer relocation can aﬀect both the spatial disper-
sion of opportunities, as well as the time it takes to reach those opportunities.
Even without employer relocation, congestion is endogenous with accessibility
measures.
2.1.3 Assumption: single mode, single speed network
Before considering two modes in full, it is worth examining one mode that
increases in speed over time. An increase in the speed of commuting will decrease
time costs. This makes the bid rent gradient less steep. If fixed costs are
unchanged, more speed leads to lower land values at the center and higher on
the periphery. The point of crossing bid rent gradients will depend on the trade-
oﬀ between @k/@x and ux in Equation 2.2. With an increase in fixed costs the
gradients will cross closer to the periphery. The remaining money to be spent
2Other areas have equal amenities, and thus generate equal amounts of non-work trips.
3In fact this is accounted for on the production side of the monocentric model in the size
of the CBD.
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Figure 2-2: Two mode model
on housing decreases evenly at all distances. Similarly, with a decrease in fixed
costs, the gradients will cross closer in or not all—land values increase equally
at all distances.
These two modes that encompass the entire city are defined by time cost
(speed) and fixed and variable money costs. There is only a single population
so, as before, in order to achieve equal utility with equal wages, people trade oﬀ
the time and money costs of transportation against the costs of housing. Thus,
a mode with lower fixed costs and lower speed would be dominant within some
inner ring of distance X, as in Figure 2-2, after which the other mode would
dominate. Any other combinations of speed and costs would result in only one
mode being used. In the first case, after determining X, the model need not
take account of that mode, since it can simply use the realized time and money
costs to find the bid rent at any location.
In the single mode model with two income groups, distance is the only
diﬀerentiator between rich and poor. Two patterns are possible: rich-poor or
poor-rich. As has been established, the dominant pattern is dependent on the
relative income elasticities of housing and commuting. Change in technology
that aﬀect the time or money cost of commuting can switch these patterns.4
This is the basic intuition behind the LeRoy and Sonstelie [1983] model.
In its explanation of the change in the spatial location of rich and poor over
time the LeRoy and Sonstelie [1983] model takes Wheaton’s [1977] conclusions
that there is little variation in the income elasticities of housing and commuting
as its departure point. In their extension there are two income groups and two
4Taking advantage of the continued assumption that housing is completely fungible.
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source: LeRoy and Sonstelie [1983]
Figure 2-3: Two mode bid-rent curve
modes. The introduction of a faster mode, and its decreasing fixed and marginal
money costs over time, leads to evolving location patterns.
Mode i travels 2 miles in ti hours, has variable cost of ci per 2 miles, and a
fixed cost of f i per day. Mode a is faster than mode b (tb > ta), but has higher
variable and fixed costs (cb < ca andf b < fa). For a given wage w at distance
d, mode a will be used if fa + cad + wtad < f b + cbd + wtbd. At low wages,
cb < ca may outweigh wtb > wta, and thus mode b will always be used. If this is
not the case, there will be some distance d⇤ at which people switch from mode
b to mode a.
(2.3)d⇤ =
fa   f b
cb   ca + w(tb   ta)
Bid-rent functions r for mode a and mode b can thus be combined (h is
housing), with a kink at d⇤ where the switch from b to a appears, as can be seen
in Equation 2.3.
(2.4)r(d, u, w) =
(
  cb+wtbh d < d⇤
  ca+wtah d > d⇤
This kink in the bid rent curve in Equation 2.4 can be seen at point d⇤ in
Figure 2-3. Because d⇤ and the slopes of ra and rb vary between income groups,
multiple patterns of rich and poor location and mode usage can be represented
within the model.
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Baum-Snow [2007a] introduces radial highways into the monocentric model,
which allow heterogeneous speed for a single mode, without variations in fixed
cost. Baum-Snow and Kahn [2005] utilize a similar model, but for two modes
with heterogenous eﬀects on park-and-ride and walk-and-ride users.
Gin and Sonstelie [1992] use disaggregate census data in Philadelphia to
estimate bid rent gradients for five diﬀerent wage groups in 1880. They find
that for distances where streetcar use by higher income groups is predicted,
the bid rent gradients are flatter. At these distances, the bid rent gradient of
the rich using the streetcar is not statistically diﬀerent from the lower income
groups’ bid rent gradients for walking. They take these findings to support the
model in LeRoy and Sonstelie [1983].
2.1.4 Assumption: housing as an undiﬀerentiated good
If CBDs are no longer assumed to be merely employment centers, but are also
bundles of amenities (natural, modern or historical) then non-commute travel
may also aﬀect the bid rent gradient. The value of housing is therefore a func-
tion of distance to multiple types of goods and services. Exogenous amenities
(natural and historical) function like employment in their eﬀect on the bid rent
gradient [Brueckner et al., 1999]. This spatial component of the variation in
amenities can be traced to the theory of equalizing diﬀerence [Smith, 1776], and
can be tested via hedonic pricing models [e.g. Rosen, 1974].
Kern [1981] builds a model where some goods and services— cultural, social,
and entertainment activities—are available via non-commute trips to the CBD.
With heterogeneous preferences for these goods—a taste parameter—some rich
people have steeper bid rent gradients, and thus live closer to the city. Be-
cause Kern ties this heterogeneity to demographics—non-family, younger rich
people—either a change in demographics or a change in the tastes of a demo-
graphic group can generate changes in residential location.
Brueckner and Rosenthal [2009] trace the spatial distribution of income to
the demand for new housing on the part of high income households, and the
tendency for cities to develop and redevelop from the center over time. This is
essentially a filtering model [e.g. Sweeney, 1974, Weicher and Thibodeau, 1988]
with redevelopment. Accounting for the amenity value of redevelopment by
using the age of the housing stock 20 years prior, Brueckner and Rosenthal [2009]
find support for their model. The age of dwellings are negatively correlated with
distance from the CBD. Income is associated with the age of the housing stock
after controlling for distance from the CBD.
2.1.5 Assumption: competitive market
Thus far, the baseline assumption has been that there is no friction in the
market for housing. But consider the case where there is segregation in the
housing market by income group, race, or some other characteristic due either to
discrimination or preferences. If there is also friction in movement—for example
migration costs are high—non-equilibrium conditions can persist. If the market
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is at disequilibrium, people may have less access than would maximize their
utility. This would manifest itself in lower wages than they would otherwise
have because of limited access to employment.
In particular, consider a two mode model where African Americans, poor
people and other groups are historically reliant on mass transit and hence cen-
tral city locations. If macroeconomic trends disperse jobs over time so that
they are less accessible by mass transit, a disequilibrium condition could persist
where the high fixed cost of automobile ownership provide the friction that pre-
vents adjustment through migration. This spatial mismatch hypothesis requires
segregation of residential patterns by race or income [Kain, 1968].
If one group cannot adapt to changing circumstances of location employment
by moving, the monocentric model—where compensating diﬀerentials in prop-
erty values make up for a loss in access—no longer holds. This market failure
leads to poor outcomes for one class of people as a consequence of historical
patterns of spatial income distribution predicted by the monocentric model.
Hess and Almeida [2007] find that context plays a role in the eﬀect of prox-
imity to new transit on property values in Buﬀalo. Buﬀalo’s urban decline was
tied to little in-migration from other areas. Proximity to the light rail system
was capitalized into values in high income areas, but had a negative eﬀect in
low income areas. The implication is that existing pockets of poverty—without
overall urban growth—prevent the migration mechanism which allows a read-
justment in space based on new amenities.
2.2 What aﬀects travel behavior
In a world more complicated than the monocentric model, the motivations and
characteristics of travel behavior are many and varied. The characteristics of
trips vary by mode, vehicle, and day. The number [Mokhtarian and Cao, 2008]
and timing [Mahmassani, 2000] of trips are conditioned by the attributes of the
residential location [Rapoport, 1994, 1982], the roles and constraints associated
with lifecycle and demographic descriptors [Chapin, 1974], and attitudes and
preferences [Ajzen, 1991]. Trips, tours [Krizek, 2003], or activity patterns [Bhat
and Guo, 2007] are conditional on the location of activity, and mode choice on
the decision to own vehicles. The entire system is inter-connected.
2.2.1 Built environment
Very little is known about how the built environment influences
travel, and there is little agreement on how to reliably learn more.
—Boarnet and Crane [2001, p.4]
The built environment influences travel behavior [Ewing and Cervero, 2001,
2010]. Whether that is because of attitudes and preferences that lead to resi-
dential location choice, or because of its utility modifying characteristics is the
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subject of much debate. The evidence seems to point to both explanations
playing a role [e.g, Mokhtarian and Cao, 2007, 2008]. If the BE aﬀects travel
through the constraints it places on behavioral choices, those are likely to be
the result of network characteristics [e.g. Boarnet and Crane, 2001, Cervero and
Kockelman, 1997, Frank et al., 2006, among others using street connectivity,
block size], characteristics of residences and workplaces that aﬀect private and
public parking provision [e.g. Weinberger, 2012, Guo, 2011], the location of de-
sired activities, and how hard or easy it is to get to those activities by various
modes. These attributes are often summarized as the 3 Ds—density, design,
and diversity [Cervero and Kockelman, 1997].
If the BE aﬀects behavior through residential location, or through percep-
tions of behavioral control [Ajzen, 1991], and not just physical constraints, then
the perceptions of the BE matter as much as the measurable qualities. Gim’s
(2012) meta-analysis of the studies of land use on travel behavior diﬀerentiates
between objective and perceived land use. The BE is not a direct actor, but
has attitudes and perceptions as intervening factors. This may be related to
the residential location choice, or may be independent. Gim’s review indicates
that some analyses find agreement between objective and perceived land use
measures, and some do not. Maat et al. [2005] argue that the assumptions be-
hind why the BE aﬀects travel behavior are flawed because reactions to the BE
are complex. The BE changes activity patterns, modes, routes, and travel time
among other things. They therefore argue that studies of the BE’s aﬀect on
travel behavioral should be grounded in utility- and activity-based theory.
How does the BE actually aﬀect behavior? Lee et al. [2011] approach this
by clustering areas into 20 types of residential and 14 types of workplace built
environments based on characteristics of the housing stock, network character-
istics, and transit proximity. This approach may better mimic the perception
of the BE, which is unlikely to be separable based on each of these indicators.
Because the BE is treated as a discrete object, and characteristics therein clus-
tered, this elides the mechanisms of how the BE aﬀects behavior. However, that
perception of the BE is also unlikely to be discrete.
Rapoport [1994, p.462] hypothesizes that “the physical attributes of the set-
ting are clues that act as mnemonics, reminding people about the situation
and hence about appropriate behavior, making eﬀective co-action possible.” In
other words, the BE acts through history and culture. The built environment
is a manifestation of the cultural context and in turn reproduces that culture.
2.2.2 Demographics, attitudes, and preferences
The eﬀects of demographic characteristics on travel behavior, too, are inter-
twined with their influence on the residential location choice. Their hypothe-
sized relationship with travel behavior is based on an association with the roles
and constraints unique to a particular demographic group [Chapin, 1974]. Indi-
viduals have ties to people and things in space that motivate travel. They also
have memory of past travel experiences. Demographics are shorthand for these
ties—for the roles and constraints that actually aﬀect behavior. Having children
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motivates a school trip. Living in another country influences the perception of
modes [Burbidge, 2012]. People cluster in space based on these characteristics.
Thus demographic attributes serve as partial proxies for the attributes of the
residential location, and in doing so empirically reduce, but do not eliminate,
self-selection bias in behavioral models [Brownstone and Golob, 2009, Cao et al.,
2006, Mokhtarian and Cao, 2008, Boarnet, 2011].
Demographics are not strictly separable from attitudes and preferences.
Chapin’s model of travel patterns uses both supply—motivations and roles that
lead to a propensity to engage in an activity—and demand—perceptions of avail-
ability and quality that provide the opportunity. Demographic attributes—as
proxies for roles and motivations tied to those roles—are not entirely pre-
determined. One does not choose to age, but does choose to have a child. The
link back through space and time aﬀects the perception of availability and qual-
ity of activities—from school systems to restaurants—and travel characteristics.
In Chapin’s structure the role and background factors are pre-conditions, while
needs are (a) based on subsistence, and (b) culturally, socially, and individually
defined.
Ajzen’s [1991] theory of planned behavior combines these factors as motiva-
tors of action. Travel behavior is plausibly influenced by perceptions of behav-
ioral control that aﬀect weighting of the attributes of the behavior. Neighbor’s
travel choices may also enter the travel behavior decision directly by influenc-
ing the attributes of the choice itself. Perceptions—as mediated by roles and
attitudes—are almost certainly a product of past exposure. Even if behavior is
chosen each time rather than habitual [Garling and Axhausen, 2003, Bamberg
et al., 2003, Ronis et al., 1989], historical travel patterns and activities by an in-
dividual, or the BE associated with social history, may influence travel behavior
through the actions of others.
History and attitudes are expressions of culture—decision making heuristics
(rules of thumb) that simplify complex decision making [Nunn, 2012]. Culture is
transmitted between individuals, with similarities to the evolutionary process of
selection [Boyd and Richerson, 1988]. Culture has mostly been used in the social
sciences as an explanatory factor diﬀerentiating the development trajectories
of nations [e.g. Acemoglu et al., 2001]. Nunn also summarizes work on how
culture aﬀects intra-national migration, and how it interacts with preferences
via social learning. For example, rain on the Fourth of July reduces exposure to
the cultural norms of patriotism and measurably impacts the later likelihood of
becoming a member of the Republican party [Madestam and Yanagizawa-Drott,
2011]. Culture plays a role in historical persistence because it is slow to adapt.
In sum, the built environment unique to—or highly correlated with—past
access to rail may be a signal that identifies a place that has characteristics
associated with the residential location and behavior preferences of an individual
or household. Those preferences in turn are based on past experiences with
the BE and travel, or observations of people who had similar roles and their
behavior. Exposure to the patterns of the historical BE concurrent to its use
influence perceptions and attitudes toward the portion of the BE that persists
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into the present. Attitudes and preferences are cultural artifacts that aﬀect
behavior both through the residential location and directly.
2.3 Longitudinal urban change
Historical settings provide a unique opportunity to identify adjust-
ments that may occur over long periods of time.
—R. Hornbeck [2009]
The study of longitudinal urban change is long and varied. This summary
focuses on a subset—historical GIS in an urban content. Three types of studies
make use of historical GIS: (1) quantitative at a single point in time, (2) change
over space and time, and (3) qualitative [Gregory and Healey, 2007]. This review
focuses on the second. A further subset of this literature is how a line or a series
of points intersects an area. Exposure to that line or points is the treatment,
and the area is the unit under study. These studies tend to be at a high level of
aggregation—nations, regions [Donaldson, 2010, Axhausen et al., 2011], metro
areas [Davis and Weinstein, 2002], or counties [Atack et al., 2008].
The urban subset using historical data is not extensive. Levinson [2008b]
examines the eﬀects of the expansion of the Underground in London. Xie and
Levinson [2010] perform similar analysis for streetcars in Minneapolis. Baum-
Snow [2007b] uses highway rays to look at population density change in central
cities in the US between 1950 and 1990. Baum-Snow and Kahn [2000, 2005]
and Kahn [2007b] examine the eﬀects of new urban rail infrastructure in the US
between 1970 and 2000. Glaeser et al. [2008] use the same data set to look at
the relationship between poverty and new transit infrastructure. Ahlfeldt and
Wendland [2008] examine the impacts of the transportation network on land
value in Berlin between 1890 and 1936.
Other work is indicative of how the rail network interacts with development
historically, but does not include actual data on the networks. Edel and Sclar
[1975] look at land values at the town level in Boston between 1870 and 1970.
They find little change in value 1 mile from the center of the city in Figure
2-4—from 78% of the central value in 1870 to 94% in 1970—but at 10 miles find
massive change—from 5% of the central value in 1920 to 20% in 1930, and 41%
in 1970. However, their study predates the wide-scale use of GIS, and thus they
do not use any indicators of historical network placement. Similarly, Atack and
Margo [1996] examine the price of vacant land in New York City between 1835
and 1900. While there is some indication of the role of transport improvements,
it is not conclusive given the relatively gross estimation.
Batty [2011] characterizes the research on travel behavior and residential lo-
cation over time as the result of slow and fast processes. The slow processes are
due to infrastructure—transportation and the built environment—with faster
processes due to demographic, economic, and migratory phenomena. The jour-
ney to work is a fast process, while housing supply is a slow one.
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source: Edel and Sclar [1975]
Figure 2-4: Boston density gradients, 1900-1970
This section begins with an all too brief overview of the literature on evo-
lutionary geography and path dependence as a theoretical basis for the eﬀect
of history on the present. It continues by looking at the literature on two de-
scriptors of shortcomings of the monocentric model because of inequities that
emerge over time: gentrification and the spatial mismatch hypothesis. Finally,
it summarizes the findings of past research on longitudinal change in networks,
residential location, auto ownership, and mode choice. These four areas are the
primary subject of analysis in subsequent chapters.
2.3.1 Evolution & path dependence
Boschma and Frenken [2011] characterize an evolutionary approach to economic
geography as a focus on the processes of history that result in the uneven dis-
tribution of economic activity across space. Whereas equilibrium analysis finds
that outcomes are independent of initial conditions and sequence, evolution as-
sumes that the future is not independent of past [Gluckler, 2007]. Evolutionary
geography is dynamic, irreversible, non-equilibrium, and focused on the gener-
ation and impact of novelty [Boschma and Martin, 2010]. By examining the
retained impact of the past, the analysis in this dissertation can point to non-
equilibrium processes, but does not model them explicitly.
Path dependence is non-ergodic—exhibiting an inability to shake free of
history [e.g. David, 2005]. It is manifest in probabilistic paths conditioned on
past states that result from technical interrelatedness, economies of scale, and
the durability—quasi-irreversibility—of sunk investment. The usual examples of
the built environment and the transport system are durable because replacement
costs exceed variable costs [Martin and Sunley, 2006]. Through this mechanism,
“the past ... sets the possibilities, while the present controls what possibility is
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to be explored, which only becomes explained ex post." [Martin and Sunley,
2006, p.402] As such, path dependence does not assert that the present does
not matter—it is neither deterministic nor random.
Current conditions cause current outcomes, but this is misleading because
“the necessary conditions for current outcomes occurred in the past.” [Pier-
son, 2000] This is the source of the need to study the events and process of
history. Institutions bring history into the present beyond the conditions that
begat them. These institutions structure the context where interactions take
place. Institutions are "history-shaped behavioral entities ... carriers of both
specific problem-solving knowledge and of specific coordination arrangements
amongst multiple organizational members holding (potentially) conflicting in-
terests.” [Castaldi and Dosi, 2006] While usually applied to firms, this descriptor
fits governments as well.
Bertolini [2007] also places urban development within the evolution litera-
ture. Transport and land use polices are organizational routines, and urban
context is the selection environment—the domain in which transport and land
use policies compete. Because policies aﬀect the selection environment, trans-
port and land use co-evolve with the urban context. Bertolini finds that “the
shape of infrastructure networks (and not their function)” slowed renewal of
urban areas, and eventually led to conservation in Amsterdam.
Because of the probabilistic paths which it foments, deleterious policy cannot
be erased instantaneously, if at all—its accumulated eﬀects persist. “Once a city
places a road or enacts a set of zoning rules that destroy a small neighborhood
retail base, tearing up the road or removing the zoning rules will not lure the
business back." [Woodlief, 1998]
In urban areas, the test of this evolution, as with much in economics, is the
adaptation to plausibly exogenous shocks. Davis and Weinstein [2002] find a
persistence in regional population density over an 8,000 year period in Japan,
with particular strength over the past 4,000 years. They use the external shocks
of WWII bombings to examine the extent to which subsequent city size retains
some impact of the shock, or reverts to its former size and growth pattern, and
find that, in the long-run, city size is robust to these exogenous shocks. Brakman
et al. [2004] perform a similar experiment for German cities that were bombed
during WWII. They find that subsequent growth is aﬀected by these shocks in
East Germany, but that city size reverts to the prior path in West Germany. The
implication is that the response to these temporary shocks are not some natural
phenomenon, but are instead the result of policy decisions. Collins and Margo
[2004] examine the impact of riots during the 1960s on property values, and find
that the durability of the building stock makes for complex adjustment of supply
to a demand shock. Similarly, Glaeser and Gyourko [2001] find slow adjustment
periods in population in rust belt cities, despite the loss of amenities and wages
because of no lower bound on housing prices: “the cities remain because their
homes have lasted."
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2.3.2 Invasion-succession & gentrification
The work on invasion-succession is the predecessor of much of the study of lon-
gitudinal urban change. It stems not from economic principles and equilibrium
analysis, as in the monocentric model, but from ecological phenomena. Recent
research into gentrification uses the monocentric model as a basis for examining
the same types of observed change. This section considers these literatures as
descriptors of longitudinal change. The description of the perceptions of and
response to neighborhood change is an important subset of the literature, but
is not covered here.
The invasion-succession cycle emerged from the urban ecology movement of
the early 20th century [e.g. McKenzie, 1924, 1926]. McKenzie traces a rise in
spatial segregation by income to an increase in fluidity (range of movement):
“the introduction of a new form of transportation, such as the automobile, com-
pletely disturbs the ecological equilibrium and makes for a re-accommodation
on a new scale of distance.” [McKenzie, 1924, p.176] These changes can lead to
invasion—“the displacement of a higher by a lower cultural group”—followed by
succession—“the process of obsolescence and physical deterioration of buildings
makes for a change in type of occupancy which operates in a downward tendency
in rentals . . . until a new cycle is commenced.” This is akin to a filtering model
with deterministic preferences for housing stock. The distinguishing character-
istic is that the invasion is caused by an event that precipitates reassessment
of the value of a particular area. These events include complete degradation
of housing (obsolescence), new “important” public or private structures, new
industries, and new transport technology such as the streetcar or automobile.
Gentrification initially referred to the process in London where upper- and
lower-middle-class people moved into lower priced houses, upgraded, and sub-
divided them [Glass, 1964]. Glass’ description rests on two elements: (1) an
increase of housing prices until “all or most of the original working class occu-
piers are displaced”, and (2) an increase in the density of poverty elsewhere.
Gentrification implies migration.
The base monocentric city model is at equilibrium, and thus migration does
not occur. When change happens over time—either through increases in income
or changes in technology—the free movement of people within the city is what
allows it to return to equilibrium. Migration is the mechanism for equilibrium
via residential location choice. What follows is a brief look at selected works in
the gentrification literature as they relate to migration.
Vigdor [2002] uses a simple two area, two income group extension of the
monocentric model. Each income group can decide to live in either area A
or B, or in neither of these areas. For example, in Table 2-1 preference shifts
increase the bid rent for rich people in neighborhood 1, and have no eﬀect on
neighborhood 2. Poor owners in Neighborhood 1 gain property value. The eﬀect
on poor renters is indeterminate. It depends on the trade oﬀs between land and
all other goods, and the costs of moving.
Vigdor’s findings for Boston between 1970 and 1998 support the income
driven model of neighborhood change over the preference driven model. Changes
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Household Type Neighborhood 1 Neighborhood 2
Rich 125 100
Poor 150 50
(a) Initial equilibrium land bids
Household Type Neighborhood 1 Neighborhood 2
Rich 175 100
Poor 150 50
(b) Preference driven gentrification land bids
source: Vigdor [2002]
Table 2-1: Vigdor model of gentrification
in transportation infrastructure and technology that have commensurate income
eﬀects lead to migration. The level of aggregation—Public Use Microdata Sam-
ple areas that contain 100,000-200,000 people—may be such that it hides more
localized eﬀects of changing preferences.
Controlling for demographics, network, and built environment attributes,
Kolko [2007] finds support for the hypothesis that gentrification is a spillover
eﬀect from nearby areas.5 Tracts that increase more than 25% above the MSA
average income have slightly more within-MSA in-migration.
McKinnish et al. [2010] use confidential US Census long form data from 1990
and 2000 to look directly at migrants. Using both a logit model of householders
who moved into a housing unit in the low-income neighborhood sample between
1990 and 2000 (gentrifying v. non-gentrifying tracts), and a cohort regression
model, they find that migrants to gentrifying tracts have higher incomes, are
more likely to be college educated, and are more likely to be white.
2.3.3 Spatial mismatch
The take home from the spatial mismatch hypothesis is the supposition that
even though the attributes of an area may not change, changes that take place
elsewhere aﬀect the opportunities and travel behavior of its occupants. With
constraints on residential location, migration, or employment, historical patterns
can manifest heterogeneously based on initial conditions.
The essence of the spatial mismatch hypothesis is the persistence of dise-
quilibrium conditions where accessibility and labor market entry problems are
associated with race, income, or economic class. Kain’s [1968] initial hypoth-
esis was that housing market segregation led to this disequilibrium condition.
5Spillover is defined as the eﬀect of neighboring tracts on the change in income of the tract
in question. Neighborhood tracts are made operational as the 10 nearest tracts, or all tracts
within 20 miles, whichever is fewer—weighted based on proximity normalized to 0 and 1 based
on distance from tract—with 1 the shortest distance in each instance.
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More recently, the same outcomes have been hypothesized to result from the
high costs of migration and labor market discrimination. The reviews of the
literature over the past two decades [Kain, 1992, 2004, Ihlanfeldt and Sjoquist,
1998, Blumenberg and Manville, 2004], as well as Kain’s initial work, for the
most part find that there are racial and income-based components to the spa-
tial mismatch between jobs and residential location that partially explain the
disparity in employment outcomes between groups.
As Kain [1968] points out, the endogeneity of residential and employment
location decisions makes it diﬃcult to disentangle housing market segregation
from job market discrimination. Much of the empirical literature is unique
in using accessibility to jobs as an indicator of spatial mismatch [e.g. Ong and
Blumenberg, 1998, Blumenberg and Hess, 2003, Shen, 1998], but there are endo-
geneity problems with co-determination of residential and employment location
that remain. A number of methods have emerged to control for this endogene-
ity. Studying youth employment controls for residential decision making agency
[e.g. Raphael, 1998], but the type of employment available to youth may be
significantly diﬀerent than that available to adults. Additionally, because wages
and skills are correlated over generations, the seemingly exogenous choice may
be false [Ihlanfeldt and Sjoquist, 1998]. Longitudinal data would seem to ac-
count for this problem, but in practice controlling for the diﬀerences in demand
for housing and amenities is problematic. If the income elasticity of demand for
housing and amenities associated with living at a distance is positive and greater
than that of commuting time—as is the basic hypothesis of the Alonso-Muth
monocentric model—then longitudinal data will falsely show that there is little
correlation between accessibility to employment and employment outcomes. To
combat this, Shen and Sanchez [2005] look at a population of relocaters, and
find that relocation is not associated with accessibility gains. This may come
from the disequilibrium conditions, may imply that accessibility is a satisficing
rather than maximizing indicator, or may indicate housing market segregation.
2.3.4 Networks
The evolution of a particular network is a product of the land use transporta-
tion organism, rather than a part that can be optimized separately. Network
evolution is not separable from land use development. Levinson [2008b] adopts
the term co-development for the process of rail infrastructure building and land
development—by which he means both joint deployment and joint changes in
technology over time, for example from horsecars to streetcars.
Legacy networks persist because of mutually reinforcing constraints. Xie
and Levinson [2011] point at the extreme to London post-great-fire in 1666.
Although most of the BE was destroyed, the network was essentially rebuilt
in place due to ownership complexities. Similarly, in Chicago post-fire, the
network was rebuilt. The literal sunk costs of networks and the surrounding
BE are accompanied by institutional and psychic sunk costs. Because network
growth is based on multiple decision makers over time, optimality is constrained
by ability, information, and cost. Thus the current state of a given network,
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and changes thereupon, are at best “local optima.” [Xie and Levinson, 2011] In
analyzing the socioeconomic factors that led to new rail extensions in the US
post-1970, Kahn [2007b] finds that, among other factors, places that use public
transit are more likely to receive new transit.
Early empirical work on network evolution is sparse. At the country scale
the focus is on underdeveloped countries [e.g. Taaﬀe et al., 1963], and on smaller
scales descriptive rather than theoretical approaches [e.g. Barker and Robbins,
1975, on London]. For an overview of more recent work on simulation and pre-
dictive development see Xie and Levinson [2011]. Recent work on the longitudi-
nal developments of the network themselves are descriptive, and mathematical
rather than historical. Erath et al. [2009], Axhausen et al. [2011], and related
studies uses a compiled database for Switzerland including networks for 1888,
1910, 1930, 1950-2000 by decade, with concurrent socioeconomic data.
Xie and Levinson [2011] conclude—from their study of a variety of histor-
ical transportation networks—that networks are deployed over time in such a
way that maximizes accessibility to desirable land uses. The focus throughout
network research is almost exclusively on how networks grow, rather than how
they are destroyed.6
2.3.5 Residential density
Most of the work on the eﬀect of the BE and transportation networks on residen-
tial density is cross-sectional in nature. For a summary, see Ewing and Cervero
[2001, 2010]. Looking longitudinally, Iacono and Levinson [2011] note that the
BE of neighborhoods tend to reflect the transportation technology dominant
concurrent to their construction, even as technology changes. They assert that
this is why the monocentric model may persist as an explanation for urban form
even with the emergence of polycentricity dependent on the auto.
The longitudinal work on residential density has focused on the chicken/egg
problem of network existence and land use. The focus of the literature reviewed
here is on rail networks, but the road network literature is broadly similar. For
example, Lichter and Fuguitt [1980] find evidence in both directions in their
study of growth and the US Interstate system between 1950 and 1975.
Xie and Levinson [2010] use a Granger causal structure to study the co-
development of residential structure density and the historical streetcar net-
work in Minneapolis. Minneapolis has some similarities to Boston in the timing
of its network, but on a much smaller scale. There were 2 horsecar lines in
1875, electrification after 1889, and 523 miles of track in 1931, but no subways.
Minneapolis’ institutional history also diﬀers from Boston. Streetcars were reg-
ulated as a monopoly from inception, rather than going through a period of
consolidation following multiple small private owners.
Xie and Levinson [2010] use square feet of residential property per land area
as a proxy for density, and the year built field of their parcel data set as an
6With the notable exception of Xie and Levinson [2008], although that is based on an
optimization, rather than historical perspective.
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indication of development. Because of their focus on the chicken/egg problem
they use a single period lag of 5 years. This allows them to find that streetcar
development preceded density within 800 meters of a streetcar line. They do
not examine whether the eﬀects of proximity to the streetcar network change
over time, with more mature portions of the network having larger eﬀects.
King [2011] uses a similar method for New York City, and finds that commer-
cial density preceded subways, but that subways did not precede residential or
commercial development. This is likely due to the rather extensive rail network
that preceded and was concurrent to subways in New York during the period
studied. Restricting development patterns to one subset of a mode is likely to
result in diﬀerent findings in each metropolitan area studied, as a result of the
historical uniqueness of development patterns and technology penetration.
Levinson [2008a] finds imperfect temporal agreement between measures of
population density and station density in London over time. The correlation
has remained relatively stable outside the city of London, but decreased within
it since 1841. Growth has decoupled from station development over time. In
a companion piece, Levinson [2008b] finds that rail and population density are
mutually reinforcing outside the city center, but that rail density preceded pop-
ulation density within the city center. In Boston, Baum-Snow and Kahn [2005]
find that tracts with new transit between 1970 and 2000 are between the density
of those that do not receive new transit, and those that already had it.
2.3.6 Auto ownership
Auto ownership is a manifestation of the degree of automobility expected in the
present and future. It is a product of the demographic characteristics of the
household—lifecycle, income, etc.—and the constraints and activity patterns
embodied in these. Auto ownership is conditioned on the residential and em-
ployment location, and jointly determined with those choices. It, in turn, aﬀects
activity patterns, mode choice, route choice, and so on. A change in auto own-
ership levels may be a manifestation of the choice to live in a particular area,
rather than the eﬀect of living in that area [e.g. Mokhtarian and Cao, 2007,
2008].
Cross-sectional models within urban areas include aggregate and household
models. For example, at the tract level, Voith [1991] finds a 4.5% reduction
in auto ownership rates proximate to rail stations in Philadelphia. Holtzclaw
et al. [2002] studying Chicago, Los Angeles and San Francisco find that, at the
TAZ level after controlling for density and demographic characteristics, transit
access is associated with lower levels of auto ownership.
At the household level, Deka [2002] uses both a multinomial logit model
of auto ownership levels and an OLS model of vehicles per household to find
that transit access is associated with reduced auto ownership in Los Angeles.
Hess and Ong [2002] use an ordered logit model of auto ownership in Portland,
Oregon to find that, after controls for demographic measures, places with more
mixed land uses have lower auto ownership levels, but that transit access is not
significant beyond its impact on land use. Zegras [2010] uses a multinomial logit
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model for Santiago, Chile to find that the propensity to own more than 1 vehicle
is reduced proximate to transit, after controlling for demographics, relative auto
and transit accessibility, and the characteristics of the BE.
Longitudinal studies of auto ownership are less common. Controlling for
tract level eﬀects over a two decade period, Baum-Snow and Kahn [2005] find
no significant changes in the number of people who are auto-less in areas that
receive access to rail. Significant commuting usage change may thus mask less
significant change in non-commute usage. This is tempered because they do
not test how many households reduce the number of vehicles they own. Cao
et al. [2007] use a structural equations approach and quasi-longitudinal data in
Northern California and find that, after controlling for self selection, a change
in accessibility aﬀects auto ownership and auto usage. Aditjandra et al. [2012]
use a similar method in Tyne and Wear, UK to find that demographics have the
strongest eﬀect on the change in auto ownership levels, but that accessibility
also influences auto ownership and use.
At the disaggregate level, Adjemian et al. [2010] find that in the Bay Area
people are more likely to choose the same types of cars as their neighbors. This
implies a role for the inclusion of spatial factors in examining auto ownership.
But, as they warn, it is not possible to distinguish the mutual dependence of a
spatial lag of auto ownership from self-selection that would result in the same
statistical finding without an actual cultural or other explanation.
2.3.7 Mode choice
Mode choice, however habitual it may be, is predicated on the current environ-
ment—the characteristics of the person, trip, and alternative available. It is a
function of current needs, not expected future needs. Auto ownership mediates
between residential location and mode choice, although it may suﬀer from is-
sues of joint determination. Self-selection is thus less likely to manifest in mode
choice after controlling for auto ownership levels. Baum-Snow and Kahn [2000]
find that migration has a positive eﬀect on transit usage—approximately 10% of
the total increase in usage in areas that received new transit in the US between
1970 and 2000. This implies both (a) limits to the strength of the relationship
between commuting and residential location and (b) a relatively minor role for
self-selection.
Ewing and Cervero [2010] summarize the recent cross-sectional work in terms
of elasticity estimates of BE and network proximity on the choice to take pub-
lic transit. Estimates range from less than .1 for employment and residential
density, to between .2 and .3 for network measures, and approximately .3 for
transit proximity.
Longitudinally, Baum-Snow and Kahn [2000] find that moving from 3km to
1km from transit because of new transit infrastructure increases usage at the
tract level by 1.42 percentage points, after controlling for demographic charac-
teristics of the household, and tract fixed eﬀects. They find that the smaller
the distance from transit initially, the stronger the eﬀect on use. Baum-Snow
and Kahn [2005] find that new transit lines between 1970 and 2000 reduce the
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decline in transit mode share near the CBD, and increase ridership versus a
decline farther than 10km from the city. Their analysis is not particularly sen-
sitive to distance from old rail lines within 5km of the CBD, perhaps because
of the density of the network. It is sensitive to proximity for the less dense new
lines. They also look at Boston specifically, and find that new rail aﬀects mode
share outside 10km of the CBD in aggregate, but not within 10km.
Baum-Snow and Kahn [2005] also use a diﬀerence estimator of the change in
mode share with demographic, tract, and metropolitan-area fixed eﬀects. They
find a significant increase in transit mode share in tracts newly exposed to urban
rail farther than 10km from the Boston CBD. When the metropolitan-area fixed
eﬀects are distance based—they are interacted with distance to the CBD—new
rail also increases mode share within 10km of the CBD.
2.4 Conclusions
Within the basic theoretical framework of the monocentric model, the literature
shows that travel characteristics influence urban form. Access is capitalized
into property values and rents, although not necessarily to the extent that the
monocentric model would predict.
The built environment, roles and responsibilities associated with demograph-
ics, attitudes and preferences, and network access all influence transportation
behavior, as manifested in the choice of residential location, auto ownership, and
mode. Demographics, the built environment and preferences are intertwined,
and “what nature hath joined together, multiple regressions cannot put asun-
der.” [Nisbett, 2009, p.18] Nevertheless, there does seem to be some evidence
that while preferences for residential location are co-determined with the auto
ownership decision, their eﬀects are more muted in mode choice. Both the built
environment and rail proximity influence levels and change in auto ownership
and mode choice, with and without controls for self-selection, and each other.
The built environment and transit proximity are independent actors, although
highly correlated.
This literature shines little light on the role of past proximity to rail, but
does provide some indirect theory for why it might exist. The evolutionary
economic geography and path dependence literatures hypothesize that the quasi-
irreversability of the BE strongly impacts future paths for neighborhoods and
cities. Empirical evidence either for or against this notion is scant. The co-
development of rail and land use in the past clearly shaped cities and the current
transportation network, but the degree to which the past continues to influence
travel behavior is unexamined.
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Chapter 3
Analysis and data structure
This chapter describes the data and analysis methods within this dissertation.
Prior to 1960, disaggregate data on the population is sparse. Transportation in-
frastructure routes required conversion of paper sources to digital vector files ap-
propriate for analysis. Four periods of analysis have been selected, correspond-
ing to landmarks in infrastructure development and data availability: 1865,
1925, 1960, and 2000.
• 1865 is a decade subsequent to the horsecar replacing the omnibus, but
two decades prior to urban rail’s electrification. Urban rail in this period
was both organized and functioned diﬀerently than it would in the future.
Operating companies were disparate and competing. The speed improve-
ment over prior transportation technology—wagons and walking—was less
marked. Fares were too high for it to be considered truly mass transit.
Despite these diﬀerences, it marks the first presence of fixed guideways. It
also coincides with the 1860 census, which is the first for which data more
disaggregate than the city level are consistently available.
• The second period, 1925, takes place at an inflection point of the system.
Much of the core subway and elevateds were in place within the CBD, but
electrified streetcars dominated outside the CBD. Operation consolidation
and fare standardization were mostly complete, leading to increased adop-
tion by poorer people: the era of mass transportation. System expansion
was the norm at this point: few lines were abandoned in the transition
from the horsecar. 1925 is also the last point at which there is little mode
choice competition from later technologies—bus public transit or the au-
tomobile. Analysis of this period takes advantage of a 1% sample from
the 1930 census that includes the address of each household, which allows
population estimates at the tract level.
• By the third period, 1960, the major elevated and subway lines in the
system were complete. Streetcars were all but extinct, replaced by buses
and trackless trolleys, or abandoned altogether. Mode choice competition
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from the auto was prevalent, especially for the upper half of the income
spectrum. This was accompanied by massive and concentrated changes
to the built environment; slum tear downs and urban “renewal.” 1960 also
marks the first time that data was aggregated by the US Census Bureau at
the census tract level for the entire metropolitan area, and thus provides
a wealth of demographic and behavioral data not available previously.
• The modern period, 2000, is marked by the dominance of the auto for
mode choice outside of a small core of transit oriented development. In the
urban core it also is subsequent to the revolt against highway expansion,
and concurrent with the re-emergence of demand for central locations and
associated concerns over gentrification. As a result, in Boston—somewhat
uniquely among the older urban rail systems in the US—the decades be-
tween 1960 and 2000 saw transit system expansion.
To meet the varied data availability of these eras, this dissertation uses both
aggregate analysis and spatial regression. The former results in large samples for
areas with and without rail for sparse data prior to 1960, but is relatively gross
in the conclusions it enables. The latter can point to diﬀerential eﬀects based on
access to rail, the built environment, and demographic factors, but requires data
which is not available until 1960 or in some cases 1980. It also necessitates close
attention to methodological issues including (a) the definition of areal units and
measures of urban rail access, (b) the modifiable areal unit problem (MAUP),
(c) spatial auto-correlation, (d) the joint determination of travel behavior and
residential location, and (e) the omission of the decision-making mechanism for
the construction and destruction of rail corridors. Subsequent chapters build
discrete choice models of auto ownership and mode choice, which are described
in more detail therein.
3.1 Data sources
Analysis of how past rail access aﬀects current location and travel behavior
requires knitting together historical sources on infrastructure location and rel-
atively disaggregate population data with current socioeconomic data. This
section provides a brief description of the sources used in this dissertation.
3.1.1 Rail
The eras for which the geographic location of infrastructure has been collected
are representative, but not comprehensive. Recreating each change in the system
is implausible. Given the lack of commensurate socioeconomic data, the proper
inference of the eﬀect of past rail on current behavior from, for example, 40 time
periods, is also unclear. Moreover, the maps from which the representative rail
routing is derived were not in general use by the public. Maps that survive may
have not been representative of the exact system at a given point, but rather
of the general outlines of the rail system as it existed more or less during an
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approximate year. The limited selection of periods reduces the specificity of the
inference on individual routes, but allows for more general findings of the role
of past access on present conditions.
The vector files used for analysis are derived from paper maps that had been
previously digitized. The base infrastructure for the horsecar era comes from
the Chase Map of 1865 [Chase, 2006], and for the streetcar era from the Mather
Boston Elevated Railway map of 1925 [Mather, 1925]. These digital maps are
georeferenced using ArcGIS 10 to provide a background on which to trace the
rail vectors. Because these maps were often more figurative than literal, addi-
tional map and textual sources—in addition to common sense and the current
rail alignment—are used to recreate the paths of past rail. Rail infrastructure
for 2000 is reconstructed from year 2010 files provided by the Central Trans-
portation Planning Staﬀ [Massachusetts Oﬃce of Geographic Information and
Central Transportation Planning Staﬀ, 2007]. Similarly, the rail system from
1960 is recreated by subtraction of routes that no longer run, and addition of
past alignments by reference to past figurative system maps, and assorted tex-
tual records.1 The properties of the alignment of urban rail resulting from this
work are discussed in detail in Chapter 5.
3.1.2 Aggregate
The standardization of population data across eras within relatively disaggre-
gate spatial aggregations is challenging. Disaggregate data at the ward level is
available for the city of Boston prior to 1900, but information on the geogra-
phy of the wards is more diﬃcult to come by. City of Boston ward definitions
vary between eras with the evolution of population centers and the interests of
government. Boston is also an increasingly small proportion of the population
of the metropolitan area over time. Municipal fragmentation makes collection
of consistent data across eras and areas at a relatively disaggregate level a her-
culean task. Using consistent methodology, data availability is spotty prior to
1960 below the town level. Instead of relying on existing aggregations, disaggre-
gate data for 1930 and 1860 (corresponding to the 1925 and 1865 rail networks)
were obtained from the Integrated Public Use Microdata Series [Ruggles et al.,
2010] and then aggregated to the tract level using tract definitions for 2000. US
census data provides reliable sources from 1960 onwards at the tract level [Ge-
oLytics, Inc., 2009, GeoLytics, Inc. et al., 2003], with data on auto ownership
restricted to 1980 and later.
The 1% sample for 1930 is tested against tract level aggregations computed
directly by the census for the city of Boston. Variability in the sample likely
biases estimates of the eﬀect of rail on density downward for earlier periods, and
also likely reduces eﬃciency of estimates.
For details on the methods, possible biases, and summary statistics, see
Appendix A.
1The ne.transportation, misc.transport.urban-transit, and rec.railroad groups are a partic-
ularly fruitful source.
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3.1.3 Individual
Single day travel diaries for the 1991 Boston travel survey conducted by CTPS
were filled out by 9,281 people in 3,903 households stratified at the TAZ level
who made 39,373 trips [Boston Metropolitan Planning Organization, 1991, Har-
rington, 1995]. This dissertation joins household locations, trip origins, and des-
tinations to TAZ geography. Socioeconomic data is re-aggregated to 1990 TAZ
geography, and transportation access measures derived for each individual. For
summary statistics see Appendix B.
3.1.4 Additional data sources
Information on historic places, as a proxy for the importance of, and preserva-
tion of an area are geocoded from Massachusetts Cultural Resources Information
System [Massachusetts Historical Commission, 2011]. Appendix C provides ev-
idence that there are a larger number of historic places relatively far from the
City of Boston between 1865 and 1925. The degree to which this geographic
pattern is a product of actual historic importance, rather than indicative of dif-
ferential approaches to registering historic places, is unknown. If this pattern is
a product of some process other than actual historic importance or preservation,
it potentially reduces the utility of this indicator.
Additionally, in order to investigate the extent to which the BE is associated
with urban rail construction, parcel data was obtained for the City of Boston
[Boston (MA) Assessors’ Oﬃce, 2010]. The consistency issues with this data
are discussed in Appendix D, and summary statistics presented.
3.2 Methods
The overarching goal of this dissertation is to understand the causal relationship
between past access to rail infrastructure and subsequent residential location
and travel behavior. The extent to which infrastructure in period t  n aﬀects
outcomes at time t is a measure of the persistence of urban rail’s eﬀects after
controlling for infrastructure in periods t  n+ 1 to t.
The behavior under study is grossly characterized as long-, medium-, and
short-term. Mode usage is a daily activity, even if habitual, and thus is cate-
gorized as short-term. Residential location is commonly held to be long-term
behavior, while auto-ownership falls somewhere in between, as does employment
location [e.g. Lerman, 1976, Weisbrod et al., 1980]. This is not a deterministic
fact, but a stylistic one. Except when they occur concurrently, they are co-
dependent, rather than unidirectional. The residential location decision is not
independent from a given job location or level of auto ownership. The tenure
of a job, home, or auto may also vary as a general rule across demographic
groups. The characterization into long-, medium-, and short-term in this dis-
sertation does not imply any assumptions about model structure that would be
invalidated by variability in the actual succession of decisions.
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This dissertation uses two basic analysis methods for the areal data: (1)
aggregating by levels of access to rail past and present for between group com-
parison, (2) using the areal aggregations in a regression model. Findings from
a between group comparison are statistically valid because of the large sample
sizes they allow. However they cannot control for interaction eﬀects between
explanatory variables and maintain those sample sizes. Thus they can point
to the rationale behind those diﬀerences, but are not conclusive on their own.
The structure of and issues with areal aggregate regression models are detailed
throughout the remainder of this section. These aggregate models are supple-
mented by disaggregate demand models for travel behavior in order to examine
the degree to which the ecological findings hold at the individual and household
level. Those methods are discussed prior to their use in Chapters 7 and 8.
3.2.1 Model structure
Drawing from the literature, residential location and travel behavior are hy-
pothesized to be a function of demographics, the built environment, and past
infrastructure. Data on attitudes, preferences, and cultural norms are not read-
ily available to this dissertation, and thus are assumed to be part of the error
component.
Large scale change is the accretion of small changes over time. How past
access to infrastructure shapes the present is thus a function of (a) how it aﬀects
current behavioral levels, and (b) how it aﬀects changes in behavior. Equation
3.1 formalizes the approach for current behavior, while Equation 3.2 applies to
changes. In both models, the focus is on the eﬀect of access to transportation
infrastructure in past periods on the behavior in question.
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Built environment and demographic indicators are measured with a lag
where possible in the cross-sectional model in order to avoid problems with
endogeneity that may result from the joint determination of the behavior in
question and demographic or BE patterns [e.g. Brueckner and Rosenthal, 2009].
While this risks omitting relevant changes in these indicators over those two
decades, findings are relatively robust to this specification. The inclusion of
the base year levels in the diﬀerenced model accounts for heterogeneous change
based on the cumulative eﬀects of past developments. In both models, levels of
transport access are not diﬀerenced. The implicit assumption is that behavior
is aﬀected by the level of past access in a given period, rather than the change
between periods.
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In theory, these models cascade, so that predicted density influences auto
ownership, which in turn influences mode choice. This is most applicable for
the discrete choice models where the data are based on the same individuals,
and their actions as members of a household. In practice, actual auto ownership
levels have a small eﬀect on mode share using the modeled form (vehicles per
worker). Thus, the inclusion of predicted rather than actual values is unlikely
to have a significant eﬀect on parameter estimates. In the tract-level models,
the use of temporally lagged behavior to prevent endogeneity presents data
availability issues for including this cascade. A mismatch also exists between
the form predicted from the auto ownership model (vehicles per household), and
the way auto ownership is entered in the auto mode share model (proportion of
zero-vehicle households). Altering the mode share model significantly reduces
its explanatory power—in theory and practice the tract-level average of auto
ownership has less eﬀect on auto mode share than the proportion of households
without a vehicle. Given the need to jettison controls for possible endogeneity,
and the unlikeness of significant findings, cascading eﬀects are not modeled,
but robustness checks on this decision are performed. To the extent that these
cascading eﬀects actually exist, their omission in these models will result in
finding weaker eﬀects of past rail access on subsequent auto ownership and
mode choice than actually exist.
Because access to rail is plausibly endogenous with demographic patterns
due to attitudes, preferences, and roles that lead to residential location choices,
and with characteristics of the built environment, the controls are not actually
separable in determining the influence of past proximity to rail on current mode
choice. Thus, in subsequent chapters, models with and without these controls
are utilized in order to estimate a range of eﬀect sizes. Substantially diﬀerent
findings with and without controls allow insight into the mechanism of how past
proximity to rail aﬀects current behavior.
This diﬀerenced model is useful because it does not make the assumption
implicit in cross-sectional models that equilibrium is instantaneous. It examines
the process of change, rather than assuming that the current rates of auto own-
ership are based on current conditions. It should not be viewed as a substitute
for a cross-sectional model, but as a complement. A model of the diﬀerence
between period t and t+ 1 omits causation for conditions at t. In this case the
eﬀect of interest is the presence of rail at t   1. It stands to reason that the
presence of rail at t   1 may aﬀect equilibrium conditions at time t + 1, the
change between t and t+ 1, neither, or both.
The model structures detailed in Equations 3.1 and 3.2 are not panel. Panel
models require that time is a consistent driver of change, and that both depen-
dent and independent variables are consistently available across time periods.
Other research controls for period equivalency by using metropolitan area con-
trols as proxies for the variables that drive inter-period change.2 This is only
eﬀective if one believes that the control variables are exhaustive. If there are
small deltas between periods, it is plausible to argue this case.
2For example, King [2011] uses population growth at the metropolitan level.
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In the four to six decades between each of the eras this dissertation explores,
the number and magnitude of omitted variables is simply overwhelming. In
addition to transportation and housing, each period encapsulates significant
changes to professions, education, income, and just about every other social,
economic, and demographic characteristic—not to mention the Civil War, the
Great Depression, two World Wars and the baby boom. Each of these changes
interacts with the transportation and land use system. Some are the trends
in demographics or other drivers that motivate the increase in population that
transportation infrastructure and land use serve. It is arguable that the rest
of these changes did not discriminate in their eﬀects between areas based on
the existing infrastructure. That is, while they are important drivers of urban
change over the course of the last century and a half, it does not significantly
bias the analysis of infrastructure’s eﬀects to eﬀectively ignore them throughout
the course of the analysis. Thus, this dissertation uses a weaker, but more
defensible assumption that over long periods the variability in omitted variables
between tracts is unpatterned noise.
Moreover, as Woodlief [1998] points out, as long as the coeﬃcient on the
prior period is non-explosive (it is between -1 and 1), a time series with a single
period lag assumes exponential decline in eﬀect over time. This
“serves to attribute the bulk of historical determinative value to the
immediately previous observation in the series, rather than to the
first few values that actually determined the equilibrium of the sys-
tem. Proximates are mistaken for ultimate causes.”
As opposed to a panel model with a single period lag, the approach used in this
dissertation reduces statistical significance, and does not allow conclusions that
treat time as a continuous function. If results between periods are not consistent
it can lead to an increased number of Type II errors, where the null hypothesis
of no significant eﬀect of infrastructure is mistakenly accepted. However, it also
can decrease Type I errors, where findings of history’s influence are not rejected
when they should be.
Specification problems can be roughly categorized into those which produce
Type I and those which produce Type II errors. These errors are produced
by mis-specified functional definitions, areal boundaries, and omitted variables.
The means by which this dissertation deals with each of these issues is detailed
in the remainder of this section.
3.2.2 Issue: defining and measuring rail infrastructure
Throughout this dissertation the term urban rail is used as shorthand for fixed
guideway mass transportation with frequent stops within an urbanized area.
The decision to include or exclude specific modes and routes is not black and
white. Are trackless trolleys fixed guideways? Absolutely. But the vehicles look
and act like buses. Is steam—or later diesel—“commuter” rail urban rail? Some
lines stop frequently, while others have many miles between stops.
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This dissertation argues that what separates urban rail qualitatively from
carriages, omnibuses, or motor buses is the quality of the street environment it
helps create. It has been argued elsewhere that the fixed nature of the guideway
allows for the surety required for investment by developers [e.g. Rodriguez and
Mojica, 2009, Munoz-Raskin, 2007, Rodriguez and Targa, 2004]. Buses can
be rerouted at any moment, but once rail has been laid, it seems likely that
rolling stock will be run on that rail. Fixed rail also provides some measure
of reliable service—both within a given day and across days. This then allows
for businesses and residences to make increased investments in an area. There
may a be a similar investment eﬀect for auto ownership, given the relatively
durable nature of the auto, and thus an influence on mode choice as well. By
this logic, fixed guideway systems that enable the same capacity throughput
but use power generated on the vehicle could easily have the same eﬀect. I test
this assumption implicitly by categorizing horsecars as urban rail.
The implication is that all fixed guideway systems have the same eﬀects.
This is, of course, false. Even within streetcar lines, there were widely varying
frequencies and types of cars run by diﬀerent companies. These companies var-
ied in operating plans, maintenance routines, advertising, and even the quality
and quantity of new homes they helped finance or build along the line [e.g. Bass
Warner, 1962]. If these diﬀerential eﬀects are important, the omitted variables
will lead to Type I errors for findings of the eﬀect of past urban rail access on
subsequent behavior. The lack of diﬀerentiation masks stronger eﬀects due to
these omitted characteristics.
Table 3-1 reveals that each of the possible measures of access to urban rail
comes with drawbacks. Accessibility to jobs or other opportunities is appeal-
ing because demand for travel is derived from the opportunities travel provides
[Hansen, 1959]. But, especially over time, access aﬀects the location of oppor-
tunities, and thus is endogenous to travel behavior. While proximity is perhaps
the simplest of the possible measures, it is plausibly exogenous from service
policy, employment, and other opportunities.
A proximity measure also best matches the specificity of the data prior to
1960, where the locations of lines but not necessarily stops are known. For
streetcars and horsecars, the degree to which stops varied over time periods
within a day, and between years is unknown. If the eﬀects of past access to
urban rail are dependent on the surety of service the physical infrastructure
brings, than even were this information to be available for a given period, it
would not necessarily add explanatory power.
Census tracts vary in size—from 1/8 of a square mile at the 10th percentile
to over 4 square miles at the 90th within 20 miles of Boston’s CBD. Centroids
are placed approximately at the center of mass of the population of the tract,
weighed against other factors. Tract boundaries are often co-terminus with
major streets, and thus will tend to have a rail line at an edge, rather than the
center of a tract. A tract 1/8 of a square mile in size, if square, is more than 1/3 of
a mile on a side. The centroid distance from rail of a tract that abuts a rail line
will be approximately the same as the tract size. But the tract covers an area
that is heterogeneous in its actual distance from rail—including areas that are
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Table 3-1: Rail infrastructure measures
both directly adjacent to and 1/3 (or more) of a mile away. Chapter 6 supports
past research that density declines based on distance to rail. Areas that are
assumed to be homogenous are actually likely to be heterogeneous in terms of
density. In sum, while using the exact distance of a tract to rail contains more
information, that information may over-fit the actual homogeneity of the area,
resulting in an ineﬃcient parameter estimate.
A discrete stepwise function avoids imposing additional assumptions of the
shape of the eﬀect. It is used with a single step at 1/2 mile in the aggregate
models in Chapters 6, 7, and 8, and tested for sensitivity to the choice of step
distance. For the blockgroup model in Chapter 6, and the individual and house-
hold models in Chapters 7 and 8, location is known at a more detailed level and
thus actual distance to rail and/or multiple steps are used.
Access to the current bus network uses an alternate functional form. As
described in Chapter 5, the bus network is essentially bifurcated into buses
that replicate the routes once run by streetcars, and additional routes that
extend farther from the CBD than the streetcar network. Additionally, the bus
network materially diﬀers from urban rail networks because frequency varies
greatly between routes. Moreover, data is only available for the current bus
network, and not prior networks. In the aggregate models in this dissertation,
the bus network is entered only for areas not proximate to the streetcar network,
since the streetcar network is a subset of the bus network.
Given the exclusion of bus access proximate to streetcars, the measured eﬀect
is not of buses generally, but to a subset of the bus network better characterized
as suburban and feeder buses. Because of the omission of prior bus networks, the
bias will be towards finding greater significance of bus proximity on behavior if
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the past has similar eﬀects as present access, and lower significance if the eﬀects
are divergent.
An alternate explanation for past streetcar and current bus estimates is that
there is a heterogeneous eﬀect of current bus routes. That is, the streetcar is not
determinative of the findings, but the bus network is. For this heterogeneity to
be attributable to something besides the fact that the streetcars once ran there
requires that these areas were not shaped by streetcars. These areas must have
some other characteristic that was unique prior to streetcars, and continues to
exist, not having been changed by streetcars. The results of Chapter 6 indicate
that is unlikely to be the case in the built environment.
In the individual and household models in Chapters 7 and 8, actual distance
to the full bus network is used, and thus the caveats to interpretation above do
not apply.
3.2.3 Issue: areal aggregation over time
Conclusions using spatially aggregated data are sensitive to boundary defini-
tions and level of aggregation—the Modifiable Areal Unit Problem (MAUP)
[Fotheringham and Wong, 1990, Openshaw, 1983]. MAUP is complicated by
the analysis of change over time. Take a simple world with two adjacent square
tracts A and B. Rail goes through the middle of tract A in period 0, but no
longer exists in period 1. In period 0, everyone in tract A uses rail and everyone
in tract B uses the auto. In period 1, 1/2 the population in tract A now use the
auto and there is no change in tract B. Imagine that period 1 tract definitions
are such that tract A is now half the width, and tract B encompasses the part
of tract A where mode changed to auto. By this new geography, in period 0
tract A exclusively uses rail, and tract B is 2/3 auto users, 1/3 rail. In period 1,
tract A still exclusively uses rail, and tract B is exclusively auto.
Using period 0 definitions, the conclusion that the eﬀect of access to rail
on mode choice is ameliorated over time is relatively clear. Using period 1
definitions, the eﬀect is less clear—there was no change in tract A. Thus, over
time, MAUP can significantly influence the apparent direction of change.
This dissertation re-aggregates data to the present period in order to per-
form consistent analysis. Because census tracts are drawn in order to cluster
somewhat similar areas together, estimates for the present period are less af-
fected by MAUP. For past periods, the degree to which indicators are accurate
is dependent on how homogenous they are using past tract geography. To the
extent that there is variability in the distribution of an indicator within a tract
in past periods, there will be less extreme distributions in the present period.
The result is increased propensity for Type I errors.
Census tract definitions are partially defined by the transport infrastruc-
ture—tracts are aggregations of blocks, which are buildings surrounded by roads.
Changes in infrastructure can cause changes in tract definition. Past rail infras-
tructure is more likely to be located in the interior of current tracts—defined
partially based on present rail location. Depending on tract size and access
measure this may result in either Type I or Type II errors.
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Where consistent data is available at both the blockgroup and tract level
over time in Chapter 6, sensitivity analysis is performed. In Chapters 7 and 8,
behavioral and control variables are not consistently available at the blockgroup
level, and thus analysis is performed solely at the tract level.
3.2.4 Issue: spatial autocorrelation
Tobler’s first rule of geography says “everything is related to everything else,
but near things are more related than distant things” [Tobler, 1969] Data in
space may violate the assumption of Ordinary Least Squares regression (OLS)
that error terms are uncorrelated. OLS will be biased because of spatial auto-
correlation.
A spatial weight matrix describing this correlation in space can be used
to reduce both the bias and ineﬃciency that results from this OLS violation.
Spatial autocorrelation can manifest in the error term in two distinct ways.
In Equations 3.3 and 3.4, " is a vector of error terms,   is the spatial error
coeﬃcient, W is the spatial weights matrix, ⇠ is a vector of uncorrelated error
terms, and ⇢ is the spatial coeﬃcient [Anselin and Bera, 1998].
(3.3)y = x  +  W"+ ⇠
(3.4)y = ⇢Wy + x  + "
For Equation 3.3, observations are correlated because omitted variables or
errors in measurement are spatially correlated. Rather than being of interest,
this is nuisance error. It exists because facets of the area are not properly
described. For example, the boundaries used are not good correlates for the
homogeneity of the dependent variable. The implication is that a model that is
correctly specified, and has the correct boundaries, would eliminate the spatial
component of the error. The spatial error model estimates an additional pa-
rameter   that corrects for the ineﬃciency of OLS. The estimated parameter  
modifies the error term, and thus can be discarded in prediction.
Spatial lag, by Equation 3.4, requires that the dependent variable is influ-
enced by the dependent variable in nearby areas. Spatial lag requires a the-
oretical construct of contagion or inoculation between areas. Merely fitting a
statistical model is not suﬃcient. The result of spatial lag is that the OLS
estimator is both biased and inconsistent. The spatial lag model estimates an
additional parameter ⇢ that indicates the extent to which the dependent vari-
able in nearby places aﬀects the dependent variable in a given area. A change
in a given area will reverberate throughout the region, as defined by the spatial
weight matrix.
In defining a spatial weight matrix the goal is to replicate the way that space
is related for the behavior in question. That is a matter of factual finding rather
than a priori knowledge. There is no ground truth that says this is how these
areas are actually related. A given test is not determinative of whether there
is spatial autocorrelation generally, but whether spatial autocorrelation exists if
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the true way that areas are related is defined by this matrix. Finding that there
is more or less spatial autocorrelation based on a diﬀerent spatial weight matrix
does not indicate that this is the correct matrix. On the other hand, if results
are significantly diﬀerent based on reasonable matrix definitions, there is reason
to believe that there may be additional problems with model specification.
There are three basic ways to define how areas are related to each other:
adjacency, nearest neighbor, and distance. A non-standardized spatial weights
matrix can be based on a threshold value, or a more detailed functional form.
• Standard (queen’s) adjacency matrices indicate with a column value of 1
each adjacent area to the area (row) in question.
• Binary distance based weights matrices based on a threshold distance
indicate that all areas within X distance are equally correlated.
• Nearest neighbor measures using a threshold indicate that the Y areas
closest are correlated.
As with any binary threshold measure, unless based on some relative sure princi-
ple, the threshold value selected is arbitrary and likely to bias findings of spatial
autocorrelation. Adjacency matrices remove reliance on centroid definition, and
instead rely on how the boundaries of spatial areas are defined.
For distance-based weights, findings of spatial autocorrelation are depen-
dent on how centroids are defined, how distance is measured—straight line,
network, or some generalized cost or time function—and the functional form of
the weights. A threshold distance—or a number of threshold neighbors—can
be used to reduce the density of the weights matrix. If these choices are based
on some a priori knowledge of the spatial relationship between areas for the
behavior in question—the dependent variable itself, or the residuals of an OLS
regression—then the choice of weights is simple. In practice, this theoretical
simplicity is too-often fictional.
Deciding between matrices is a matter of weighting the significance of the
spatial autocorrelation found for each matrix with the theoretical rationale be-
hind specifying spatial weights in that fashion. Moran’s I has been shown to
outperform other tests [Anselin, 1999]. This dissertation tests both contiguity
and threshold-based distance matrices, using both binary and distance-based
spatial weights. The threshold measures used are based on the minimum dis-
tance between centroids in the data set in question, so that each of the areas is
related to at least 1 other area. Larger thresholds were tested as well, and did
not materially aﬀect the results. Specification tests are performed on both the
dependent variable and the residuals of the OLS model.
Given findings of spatial correlation in the OLS model, this dissertation
tests both spatial two stage least squares (STSLS)—where the spatial lag of
the independent variables serve as instruments—and maximum likelihood (ML)
estimators. Because STSLS does not produce a consistent estimator for the
spatial error model’s nuisance parameter [Anselin, 1999], where spatial error
models are estimated only the ML estimator is used. Where spatial lags are
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Adjacency (Queen) Inverse distance (min 1 link)
Regions 590 590
Non zero links 3,372 38,744
% Non zero .97% 11.13%
Avg # links 5.72 65.67
Min # links 0 1
Max # links 15 167
Table 3-2: Spatial weight matrix comparisons, tract
estimated, STSLS and ML parameter estimates are consistent, but STSLS can
provide robust estimates of standard errors.
In practice, estimating either spatial error or spatial lag models is feasi-
ble, but models that take into account both spatial eﬀects are not currently
tractable.3 This is only problematic if the expectation is that there is both
spatial error and spatial lag. Lagrange Multiplier (LM) tests are used to check
for the presence of spatial error and spatial lag. [Anselin, 1999] Robust diagnos-
tics take into account that LM tests can be mutually contaminated, and thus
test for lag in the presence of spatial error, and vice versa. The theoretical
reasons for choosing a lag or error model are discussed for each model and the
accompanying tests performed.
Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) is the preferable comparator of model fit
because it is significant for non-nested models, and thus can be used to compare
diﬀerent types of correction for spatial autocorrelation.
Comparing summary statistics of the spatial weight matrices for tracts in
Table 3-2, the inverse distance matrix is more interconnected than the contigu-
ity matrix. Tracts in the inverse distance matrix are connected to almost 10
times as many tracts on average. Because the weights given to those regions
vary proportionally with distance, adjacent areas have less relative weight in the
inverse distance matrix. The inverse distance squared matrix weighs adjacent
areas between the adjacency and inverse distance matrix. Selecting a particu-
lar matrix is thus a judgment on whether the hypothesized spatial eﬀects are
localized, or relatively dispersed for the behavior in question.
3.2.5 Issue: residential location and travel behavior
If residential locations attract people who have travel preferences coherent with
the characteristics of the area, the measured eﬀect of the independent vari-
ables—whether indicators of demographics, the BE, or rail access—may be par-
tially due to the residential location choice. For example, a less auto-friendly BE
may attract people whose preferences are less oriented to the auto. The com-
mon trope of the self-selection literature is that it invalidates behavioral change
3Although additional lagged independent variables may be explanatory in a Durbin model.
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based on the BE.4 The residential location decision is made based on the be-
havior being measured. Heterogeneity of preferences results in self-selection. If
this is true, the behavioral change associated with living in less auto-oriented
areas is simply a manifestation of pre-existing preferences. The BE does not
modify behavior, merely allows it to take place.
As a form of selection bias, self-selection can result in biased and inconsistent
estimates, which lead to incorrect causal inference. Following Cao et al. [2006],
Mokhtarian and Cao [2008], Brownstone and Golob [2009], and Boarnet [2011]
among others, this dissertation includes demographic indicators in order to re-
duce, but not eliminate, the expected eﬀect of self-selection on travel behavior.
Additional methods used are discussed in depth in subsequent chapters.
Self-selection is only problematic from a policy perspective if (a) there is too
much supply of the thing which is being self-selected into5—housing near past
rail—and (b) the conditions of the residential location do not have an actual
eﬀect on travel behavior (the entirety of the observed eﬀect on travel behavior
is due to self-selection).
If a) is false, and b) is true, then people are not able to manifest their
preferences, and must live in places that make their chosen behavior more costly
in time or money. Given high demand and low supply, prices will be high
in transit accessible areas. This is a plausible explanation for gentrification
wrought by new rail extensions. New housing near past rail fulfills existing
demand, and thus increases overall utility.
If a) is true and b) is false, then people’s preferences are not manifest, but
there is less of the behavior in question than there would otherwise be. This may
have negative impacts at the individual level, but positive impacts at the social
level. Moreover, if b) is false then the implicit requirement is that self-selection
is not an issue—places that once had access to rail do change behavior.
If both a) and b) are true, there is more supply of housing near past rail
than there is demand, and thus the costs of that housing will be low. In this
case, rail will be a poverty attractor [e.g. Glaeser et al., 2008]. Normative cases
can be made for and against building housing for poorer people, but it is not a
priori a negative consequence in either eﬃciency or equity terms. For example,
the gentrification of Davis and Porter Squares was not necessarily foreseeable
in 1970, given expectations about transit accessible jobs within Kendall Square
and downtown Boston. Thus, even if demand for places near past rail is cur-
rently lower than supply, there is a policy rationale for connecting those areas
to employment centers.
In all cases, describing the qualities of places where people who travel by rail
or want to own fewer autos choose to live is a useful endeavor in understanding
causality, and thus designing policy.
4For an overview of these issues see Mokhtarian and Cao [2008] and Handy et al. [2005].
5For more on this point see Cao and Chatman [2012].
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3.2.6 Issue: endogeneity of decision making
The degree to which the decision to build or remove rail is based on the expected
results of this decision will bias findings. If communities that expect to benefit
from the expansion or contraction of rail advocate for their desired outcome
and are successful, the decision making process is not random but is instead
endogenous to the expected change in behavior. This is a form of selection
bias. Given the history of the Red Line extension to Alewife, this may be the
case with Porter and Davis Squares—which were not originally scheduled to
receive stops but advocated for and received them. The degree to which this
advocacy aﬀected the routing decision is not known. If (a) the routing decision
was originally diﬀerent, (b) the advocates had correct perceptions of the results
of the new routing, and (c) had influence on the change, then while the findings
in this case will be statistically correct, they will attribute causality to the rail
itself, whereas the causality may actually be whatever led to the advocacy for
the rail.
Kahn [2007b] investigates this issue for the construction of new urban rail
in the US between 1970 and 2000. He finds that new rail lines were more
likely to be built in areas with higher public transit mode shares, lower income
residents, closer to the CBD, and closer to existing inter-urban railroad lines.
However, new walk-and-ride stations—defined by Kahn as areas without a park-
ing lot—were relatively uncorrelated with distance to existing railroad lines. To
control for potential selection bias of areas that received new rail, Kahn uses
distance to the nearest railroad as an instrument for the actual proximity to
urban rail.
The focus of this dissertation on past access precludes the use of a similar
instrument. If that past access has a direct eﬀect on current residential location
choices and travel behavior patterns, than its use as an instrument is invalid.
Even if it is a valid instrument, its heterogenous correlation with park-and-
ride and walk-and-ride stations make its use unsuitable for the Boston case.
Rather than instrumenting for rail access levels, this dissertation considers the
proposition that the persistent eﬀects of infrastructure are a proxy for ability
of the neighborhoods through which it proceeds to eﬀectively advocate for their
desired outcomes.
3.3 Conclusions
This chapter describes how data sources are knit together to arrive at relatively
consistent indicators of population and rail access beginning in 1860, and travel
behavior in 1960. The expectation is that past rail’s eﬀects on the present have
accumulated at a diﬀerent rate than the change they continue to motivate. Thus,
cross-sectional and diﬀerenced models are used to advance the understanding of
the causal relationship from past access to rail infrastructure to later residential
density and travel behavior.
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Over these long time frames, methodological and measurement issues arise.
A relatively simple measure of urban rail access over time is proposed in or-
der to eliminate possible problems with endogeneity of opportunities that more
sophisticated measures use. To the extent that this measure is not fully descrip-
tive of the value of past rail, it will increase Type I errors. Areal aggregation
over time is also likely to lead to Type I errors, with some possibility for Type
II errors as well. The methods for testing and correcting for spatial autocor-
relation are described. These methods increase the eﬃciency of estimation,
and remove spurious correlation. The impacts of omitting information on the
residential location choice are of causal interest, but may not be applicable to
policy, depending on the supply of and demand for areas proximate to past rail,
expectations for the quantity and desirability of future transit-accessible trip
ends, and future preferences and attitudes toward travel behavior and residen-
tial location. Finally, any findings may be subject to selection bias. The degree
to which the eﬀects of past proximity to rail on current behavior are in fact
caused by that rail is attenuated by the extent to which (a) political power in
influencing the decisions to build or destroy that rail was eﬀective and (b) there
was foresight as to the build/destroy decision.
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Chapter 4
Context: Boston, urban rail,
and the Red Line extension
This chapter provides the context for the Boston case. It begins with a very
brief synopsis of metropolitan Boston’s growth and current attributes. It then
discusses the attributes of the current public transit system, including a concise
summary of recent and future extensions, and examines the attributes of the
horsecar and streetcar systems. Finally, it analyzes the eﬀects of the Red Line
extension to Alewife using the prospective Green Line extension stations as a
comparator.
4.1 Boston
Boston is located on the eastern seaboard of the United States. Boston proper
was founded in 1630 by John Winthrop, and became a city in 1822. The city’s
present-day downtown is a spit of land, with the Charles River to the west
and Massachusetts Bay to the east (Figure 4-1). Boston grew by filling in, and
expanding out. As can be seen in Figure 4-1, the original land area of the city
has increased substantially on both the harbor and Charles river sides, most
notably the Back Bay (completed in 1882).
The metropolitan area is comprised of a multiplicity of municipal jurisdic-
tions. With the increasing speed of the transportation system, and growth of
industry in Boston proper, the economies and patterns of these cities and towns
have became more intertwined over time. Leading up to the 19th century, these
changing circumstances manifested both in areas growing and splitting (e.g.
Charlestown and Somerville in 1842), and joining together (e.g. Boston annex-
ing Charlestown in 1874). The diﬀering initial endowments of these municipal-
ities—arable and buildable land and fresh water among others—were reflected
in patterns of home construction. Over time, likely partially as a product of
Tiebout sorting based on amenities and taxes, these municipalities continue to
have diverse attributes (Table 4-1).
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source: Waring, Jr. [1886]
Figure 4-1: Boston in 1880, showing original area and annexation
Urban mass transportation is approximately two centuries old in Boston. As
early as the mid 1820’s hourly coaches crossed the Charles, and by 1834 om-
nibuses—capacity 20 people—made the Cambridge to Boston circuit [Cheape,
1980]. In 1840, Charlestown omnibuses ran every 15 minutes into Boston, with
half hour service to Cambridge. With commutation (the purchase of multiple
tickets), fares were below $0.25 each way [Binford, 1985] or approximately $5 in
2010 dollars.1 At that price it was “the businessman’s convenience and the man
of pleasure’s luxury,” [Bunker Hill Aurora, 30.October, 1830, p.2] but at least
“time and energy were no longer required.” [Binford, 1985, p.84]
The first railroads crossed into Boston starting with the Boston and Lowell
and Boston and Worcester in the mid 1830’s. By 1850 the same number of
people were entering Boston by railway as by carriage [Kennedy, 1962]. Rail-
1CPI 1830: 32; CPI 1840: 30 [United States Bureau of the Census, 1975]; CPI 2010: 655.3.
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Boston Brookline Cambridge Chelsea Somerville
Population 1860 177,840 5,164 26,060 13,395 8,025
1930 781,188 47,490 113,643 45,816 103,908
1960 697,197 54,044 107,716 33,749 102,351
2000 589,141 57,107 101,355 35,080 77,478
Area 2000 48.28 6.75 6.39 2.21 4.12
Density 12,203 8,460 15,862 15,873 18,805
% White 54% 81% 68% 58% 77%
Income $39,629 $66,711 $47,979 $30,161 $46,315
Rent $803 $1,262 $962 $695 $874
Veh/HH 0.92 1.15 0.98 0.94 1.20
Auto mode 51% 53% 40% 66% 56%
Area measured in square miles of land as of 2000. Income is average household in non-
inflation adjusted dollars. Rent is the median cost of renter-occupied dwelling units
in non-inflation adjusted dollars. Auto mode share based on commuting population
including carpools and drive alone. Source: 1810-1860: Taylor [1966]; 1870-1950:
United States Bureau of the Census [1952]; 2000: GeoLytics, Inc. et al. [2003]
Table 4-1: Comparison of selected town and city characteristics
ways and omnibuses competed over price. Annual commutation tickets went for
approximately $30, or 5 cents each way per day [Taylor, 1966] ($780 annually
in 2010 dollars2). Despite this 80% price decrease in just two decades, the large
initial outlay and stability implied by an annual pass continued to make them
primarily the domain of the well oﬀ.
The period under study begins in 1860 with the initial emergence of urban
rail. By 1857, horse railways had replaced most omnibus routes in Cambridge,
and served more than 5,000 passengers daily. By 1859, there were more than
40 miles of horsecar tracks in Boston [Cheape, 1980]. The pattern of creating
new urban land by increased speed (and decreased time to the Central Business
District) continued through rail’s eventual electrification (1889), elevation (the
future Orange Line in 1898), underground construction (the Tremont Street
subway by the Boston common in 1897), and competition from the auto. The
changes in speed, capacity and price of both urban rail and competing modes
of transportation over the course of this century and a half shaped decisions by
private and public entities on where to build and rebuild homes, factories, and
oﬃces, where to live, and how to travel.
Historical circumstances concurrent to the emergence of urban rail also play
a role in the extent of their eﬀect. Boston and the surrounding inner ring of
Chelsea, Charlestown, Cambridge, Brighton, Brookline, Roxbury, and Dorch-
ester grew rapidly between 1890 and 1910—adding more than 400,000 people
in less than two decades (see Table 4-2). The growth of the city along with the
2CPI 1850: 25 [United States Bureau of the Census, 1975]; CPI 2010: 655.3.
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(a) Cambridge to Boston horsecar, 1890
(b) Harvard Square streetcars, 1912
source: (a) Boston Public Library; (b) Detroit Publishing Company
Figure 4-2: Horsecar and streetcar pictures
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Population Growth Growth rate
1810 49,654
1820 63,247 13,593 27%
1830 88,354 25,107 40%
1840 124,037 35,683 40%
1850 208,972 84,935 68%
1860 288,735 79,763 38%
1870 363,332 74,597 26%
1880 470,280 106,948 29%
1890 598,679 128,399 27%
1900 768,427 169,748 28%
1910 1,009,904 241,477 31%
1920 1,031,777 21,873 2%
1930 1,092,045 60,268 6%
1940 1,074,917 (17,128) -2%
1950 1,121,036 46,119 4%
1960 995,057 (125,979) -11%
1970 925,443 (69,614) -7%
1980 816,181 (109,262) -12%
1990 829,723 13,542 2%
2000 860,161 30,438 4%
Includes Boston, Brookline, Cambridge, Chelsea, Somerville and annexed towns and
cities. Source: 1810-1860: Taylor [1966]; 1870-1950: United States Bureau of the
Census [1952]; 1960-2000: United States Bureau of the Census [2012]
Table 4-2: Population of Boston and inner ring, 1810-2000
emergence of the streetcar made for much new construction in absolute terms,
but was not exceptional historically in percentage terms. Prior to the introduc-
tion of horsecars, between 1830 and 1860, Boston and the inner ring more than
tripled in population [Taylor, 1966]. Much of the growth in population concur-
rent to streetcars, as documented in Chapter 6, took place in areas outside this
inner ring.
The rail provider for the Boston metropolitan area is the Massachusetts Bay
Transportation Authority (MBTA). The MBTA is the 5th largest mass transit
system in the United States. It has a fleet of 1,065 vehicles on 187 bus and
trackless trolley lines, 4 subway lines (3 heavy rail and 1 light rail line with
4 branches) utilizing 620 vehicles, and 13 commuter rail lines covering 9 fare
zones. Average ridership is 1.3 million trips each weekday [Massachusetts Bay
Transportation Authority, 2012]. The MBTA charges $1.70 per subway trip,
$1.25 per bus trip, and $59 for a monthly pass that covers travel on both buses
and subway.
The Red Line currently runs from Cambridge to Boston, where it splits into
branches that go to Ashmont and Braintree (see Figure 4-3). The portion from
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source: MBTA
Figure 4-3: MBTA subway map
Harvard Square in Cambridge to Park St in Boston opened in 1912. It was
extended to Andrew by 1918, and to Ashmont by 1928. The first part of the
Braintree extension to Quincy Center opened in 1971, with the remainder in
service by 1983.
The Northwest Extension to Alewife (Figure 4-4) was fully operational by
March 1985, with the Porter and Davis Square stations opened for service in
December 1984. Planning for an extension of the Red Line from Harvard Square
to the northwest had begun as early as the 1930’s. Proposed routes included
using Memorial Drive to Watertown, skipping both Porter and Davis Squares
and routing beneath Garden Street, skipping Davis Square and going straight
to Alewife from Porter Square along the Fitchburg rail corridor, and going
farther north to Arlington Heights [Harriman, 1926, Boston Elevated Railway
Company, 1938, Metropolitan Transit Recess Commission, 1945, Massachusetts
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Bay Transportation Authority, 1966, 1969]. The constructed alignment through
Porter and Davis Squares is partially a product of Cambridge reticence and
successful Somerville advocacy in the Red Line planning process during the
1970’s.
As part of the negotiated mitigation agreement surrounding the construction
of the Central Artery/Tunnel (Big Dig) with the Conservation Law Foundation,
the state of Massachusetts is legally obligated to extend the Green Line from its
current terminus at Lechmere through Somerville to Route 16 in Medford. Orig-
inally scheduled to be completed by 2011, projected initial operations are now
within the 2016-2020 timeframe. Two branches are currently in the planning
process. (Figure 4-4) The first follows the Fitchburg rail alignment to Union
Square in Somerville. The second was originally planned to terminate at Route
16 after routing along the Lowell commuter rail line, but only the first 5 stops
through College Avenue in Somerville are currently within the project schedule.
Both branches go through rail yards and mixed light industrial and residential
neighborhoods within the inner corridor—Union Square and Washington Street.
Union Square was rezoned in 2009 for mixed commercial and residential usage
to allow building heights as tall as 135 feet, including density bonuses if certain
requirements are met [City of Somerville, 2009].
4.2 Urban rail and growth
Urban rail built for horsecars in 1865 is likely to have influenced the built en-
vironment only to the extent that it was truly a mass form of transportation.
There were many horsecar routes by the 1870’s (evident in Figure 4-5), but those
routes did not have the same frequencies of later urban rail. As Bass Warner
[1962] documents, fares were aﬀordable to less than half the population. The
five cent fare originally applied only to direct rides. When transferring between
companies an additional fare was needed. By the turn of the 20th century trans-
fers were usually free. With improved frequencies, and system consolidation, the
disutility of transfers was also lessened. Given the relative change in prices for
goods and wages, that nickel fare in 1925 ($0.62 in 2010 dollars) represented a
50% decrease in real prices from horsecar fares ($1.21 in 2010 dollars).3 This
decrease in price, and the increase in frequency and route coverage documented
in Chapter 5, changed the role that rail played for the masses.
One provisional story of why the streetcar-era built environment might be
peculiarly shaped compared to both the horsecar and modern eras follows.
1. The economics of development were diﬀerent than the modern era. Bass
Warner [1962] details the mechanisms of development, construction and
financing prior to 1900. Because the economics favored the development
of smaller parcels, there is likely to be more diversity in building structure
and use.
3 CPI 1860: 27; CPI 1925: 52.7 [United States Bureau of the Census, 1975]; CPI 2010:
655.3.
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source: Davenport and Co [1872]
Figure 4-5: Horsecar schedule, 1872
2. The built environment was more diverse than the modern era, but more
structured than the horsecar era because of the economics of development.
There were more diﬀerent sizes, styles and shapes of housing stock. This
allowed for continuous adaptation to changing circumstances, rather than
lumpy depreciation. Many strategies could be tried concurrently, so that
at least some were eﬀective.
3. Less competition from the auto meant that more people used modes whose
“last mile” was walking than the modern era. Thus the enabled built envi-
ronment was oriented to the pedestrian in scale and retail predominance.
4. A larger absolute number of residents than the horsecar era meant more
passengers who could support more frequency more profitably.
The institutional structure of public transit provision also contributes to the
streetcar networks’ likely unique eﬀect on concurrent development. Prior to
the dominance of streetcars, transit provision was the domain of multiple com-
panies. The result was that coordination of transfers, schedules, and routing
was diﬃcult, and thus the entire network was of less value to passengers. Con-
solidation solved these issues, and gave the dominant provider—the West End
Railway (later the Boston Elevated Railway)—incentive to run frequent service
as a marketing strategy4 so long as the marginal cost of service provision was
4The common claim was that the next streetcar was always in sight [e.g. Weyrich and Lind,
2009].
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low and profits existent. When service was no longer profitable for the system as
a whole, there was less incentive to run frequent service. However, the marginal
cost of service provision remained low, and there was little else to be done with
existing, well-maintained vehicles. Responsibility for service came under public
control with the creation of the Metropolitan Transit Authority in 1947 by the
Commonwealth of Massachusetts. Under the trustee structure, with oversight
from the 14 towns within the service area, the goals of the institution changed
such that frequency as a marketing strategy, and vehicle maintenance, were no
longer as applicable.
This institutional history seems likely to interact with technological frontiers.
Political concerns combined with inertial forces meant that service frequencies
were likely to be matched by buses immediately subsequent to streetcar removal.
But, buses do not last as long as streetcars. When the vehicles are finished with
their useful life the decision to continue that frequency because of political or
community pressure is no longer as immediate. The marginal cost of replacing
that bus may be more salient to the operator. This is in part because buses,
unlike streetcars, are flexible. They can run service on other existing routes,
or new routes. Thus the expansion of the service area documented in Chapter
5 may also contribute to the expected unique strength of past proximity to
streetcars, as opposed to rail of other eras.
In sum, urban rail’s eﬀects on the built environment are circumscribed by
the alternative transportation available, the length of the adjustment period for
residential and employment location, and concurrent population and economic
growth. Horsecars are thus likely to play a lesser role than streetcars in shaping
the attendant built environment, and buses less than rail. More recent rail is
likely to have a relatively minor eﬀect on the built environment.
4.3 Red Line extension
The genesis of the hysteresis hypothesis is a casual observation of the diﬀeren-
tial changes wrought by the Red Line extension from Harvard Square through
Porter Square and Davis Square to Alewife. Observation of Figure 4-4 indicates
that diﬀerences may be due to the variation in block structure and historic
proximity to urban rail. This section begins by analyzing these areas via an
aggregate statistical comparison of each station area before, during, and after
the extension completion in 1984/85. The proposed Green Line extension from
Lechmere in Cambridge to Union Square and College Avenue in Somerville is
used as a control for this period. The inner corridor—Washington Street and
Union Square—bears some resemblance to Alewife in block structure, but is
more like Porter and Davis Squares in terms of historical access to rail. The
outer corridor—Gilman Square, Lowell Street, Ball Square, and College Av-
enue—bears more resemblance to Porter and Davis Squares in terms of block
structure, but is more similar to Alewife in its lack of past proximity to horse-
cars and streetcars. Analysis of the pre-history of these prospective Green Line
stations also serves as a descriptor for possible future changes.
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A prior evaluation by the Central Transportation Planning Staﬀ (CTPS)
focused on transit ridership and auto trip making impacts just after the open-
ing of the extension. [Central Transportation Planning Staﬀ, 1987] The total
ridership of approximately 10,000 trips daily masked relatively complicated pat-
terns of adoption. Some of the increase in ridership in Davis and Porter Squares
came from people who had previously taken the bus to Harvard Square and the
commuter rail to North Station, but much of the ridership in Alewife was a net
increase in public transit usage. This was accompanied by an estimated net
decrease of 336 auto trips—due to increases in park-and-ride usage—and 1,510
auto trips daily diverted from Boston and Cambridge. A subsequent analysis by
the Metropolitan Area Planning Council (MAPC) focusing on land use changes
found a small increase in residential land uses in Porter and Davis Squares, and
a more significant increase in oﬃce space at Alewife, but this too utilized data
from shortly after the opening of the extension [Borchelt and Massachusetts
Metropolitan Area Planning Council, 1988].
The focus on short-run impacts given its completion less than two years
previously precluded CTPS evaluation of behavioral changes that result from
the extension’s eﬀects on the BE—new construction—or demographic change
due to migration. This section focuses on just those changes. It utilizes census
data dating back to 1950 to examine the degree to which these apparent het-
erogeneous eﬀects can be attributed to the Red Line as opposed to being the
expressions of existing trends. While some of that increase is the result of demo-
graphic change, there was also change in behavior by existing residents. Some
of this change has likely been the result of an increase in transit accessible jobs
at Kendall Square, correlated with the more easily transit accessible housing in
Porter and Davis Squares resulting from the Red Line extension.
The changes are generally categorized into two types: (a) character—density,
income, migration rates—and (b) travel behavior—mode choice and auto own-
ership. As evident from Chapter 2, these are not separable. Instead, describing
the changes in this manner can assist with causal attribution—rail’s direct ef-
fects on travel utility, BE eﬀects attributable to rail, residential location of
demographic groups based on rail, or some combination.
4.3.1 Travel behavior
The increased usage of public transit adjacent to the Red Line extension was
expected because of an associated increase in the utility of PT travel. As evident
in Table 4-3,5 PT usage was similar in both Green Line corridors, Davis and
Porter Squares in 1960. By 1980, Davis and Porter Squares had lost public
transit mode share, but not to the same extent as the outer Green Line corridor.
This might point to a general finding that areas conditioned by past access to
rail did not see as significant decreases in usage over long time frames (in Figure
4-4 streetcar access in the outer Green Line corridor was sparser). Alternatively,
5Shown for a radius of 1/4 mile from the station. The findings are substantially the same
at larger radii.
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it might be due to diﬀerential bus service between the Green Line outer corridor
and Davis and Porter Squares. Davis and Porter Squares were connected to the
Red Line at Harvard Square by bus and trackless trolley, while the Green Line
outer corridor was connected to the Green Line at Lechmere and the Orange
Line at Sullivan Square by bus. In any case, after construction of the Red Line
extension, public transit usage increased in the corridor (see Figure 4-6). The
prospective Green Line corridor did not see the same increase—although this
is confounded somewhat by the proximity of the Ball Square and Lowell Street
stations to Davis and Porter Squares.
Similarly, Figure 4-7 shows that the future Red Line and Green Line corridors
had similar auto mode share for the journey-to-work in 1960. By 2000, Porter
and Davis Squares looked more like the rest of the existing Red Line corridor
in Cambridge, whereas the Green Line corridor looked more similar to the rest
of Cambridge and Somerville. Table 4-3 supports this visual impression. The
increase in public transit mode share for the Red Line extension came partially
at the expense of non-auto mode share, but there is no diﬀerential non-motorized
usage pattern between the Red and Green Line corridors.
Auto ownership is an expression not only of current needs for the journey-to-
work, but of expected mobility needs over the set of current and future trips. It
is also an indicator of wealth. The expectation is that better transit access will
decrease the growth in auto ownership rates, but that this may be modulated if
that transit access is associated with an increase in the number of high-income
people proximate to the new rail. As Kahn [2007b] notes, income eﬀects are
expected to be less prevalent in park-and-ride stations, such as Alewife. In
1980, Alewife was relatively poor, and had low levels of auto ownership similar
to the Green Line inner corridor in Table 4-3.6 Historically, Alewife and the
Brickbottom area of the Green Line inner corridor were walk-to-work (predomi-
nantly factory, brickyard, meat cutting, and other blue collar employers), rather
than downtown-oriented residential areas. Davis and Porter Squares were more
downtown-oriented, and had auto ownership levels very similar to the outer
Green Line corridor.
Davis and Porter Squares had relatively similar auto ownership growth rates
between 1980 and 2000 to the Green Line outer corridor, but larger increases
in income. Additionally, Alewife had a smaller increase in auto ownership rates
with a similar population in terms of income as the Green Line inner corridor.
The implication is that the additional rail access provided by the Red Line re-
duced the expected eﬀect of the increase in wealth on vehicle ownership—either
through pre-existing residential preferences or directly. The similar patterns
of change in the number of households that did not own an auto across areas
implies that the diﬀerential auto ownership rates in 2000 between Davis and
Porter Squares are due to slow growth in households with more than one auto
in Porter Square. There is no easy statistical explanation for this heterogeneous
impact.
6Reliable data on auto ownership at the tract level are not available prior to 1980.
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Red Line Green Line
Alewife Davis Porter Outer Inner
BEHAVIOR
PT Mode Share
1960 27% 37% 37% 36% 38%
1980 32% 31% 32% 24% 30%
2000 36% 44% 35% 27% 26%
Auto Mode
Share
1960 53% 48% 43% 48% 42%
1980 58% 57% 52% 64% 56%
2000 53% 47% 48% 63% 58%
Vehicles / HH 1980 0.81 1.00 1.05 1.04 0.882000 0.91 1.29 1.16 1.31 1.07
Zero Auto HH 1980 35% 28% 28% 27% 37%2000 33% 19% 18% 18% 30%
CHARACTER
Person Density
(ppl. / sq. mi.)
1960 8,975 27,407 24,349 12,070 6,596
1980 9,945 21,785 18,017 10,131 5,289
2000 10,152 19,978 18,349 9,732 5,845
pre-1940 HU
Density (HU/
sq. mi.)
1960 1,826 8,737 8,042 3,616 2,090
1980 1,646 7,899 7,131 3,143 1,718
2000 1,577 6,577 6,452 2,809 1,454
post-1940 HU
Density (HU/
sq. mi.)
1960 637 66 305 45 28
1980 2,526 1,368 1,416 788 509
2000 2,610 2,915 2,894 1,219 1,010
People / HU
1960 3.64 3.11 2.92 3.30 3.11
1980 2.38 2.35 2.11 2.58 2.37
2000 2.42 2.10 1.96 2.42 2.37
Same house 5
years
1970 48% 62% 54% 63% 60%
1980 58% 56% 51% 60% 56%
2000 59% 42% 38% 48% 47%
Income (Family
Avg., $2000)
1960 $35,035 $40,652 $42,534 $39,757 $36,277
1980 $37,084 $45,472 $52,957 $43,693 $40,608
2000 $57,343 $78,423 $119,176 $66,269 $54,303
Table 4-3: Red Line and Green Line extension station area trends
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(a) 1960
(b) 2000
Figure 4-7: Auto mode share, 1960 & 2000
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Figure 4-8: Change in density, 1980-2000
4.3.2 Character
The expectation is that new urban rail increases the amenity value of the built
environment enabled by old urban rail. Additional access to urban form shaped
a century prior is a historical amenity [e.g. Brueckner et al., 1999] that is in-
come elastic. Where stock is limited—by history, zoning, resistance to change
on the part of the community, and the cost of building new structures in brown-
field sites—there is no possible supply response. This will either result in the
subdivision of existing units or price appreciation. If poor people have more
elastic demand for transit commute time because of the lack of an auto alter-
native, this will cause a poverty attractor [e.g. Glaeser et al., 2008], rather than
a gentrification scenario.
The evidence in Figure 4-8 is that increased rail access is seemingly uncorre-
lated with increased density. Increases in population are a matter of behavior,
enabled by policy. Table 4-3 supports this conclusion. Davis and Porter Squares
in 1960 were denser than the Green Line outer corridor, with Alewife somewhere
between the inner and outer corridor. This may be a product of particularly
good access during the streetcar era in these station areas. With the exception
of Alewife, there was a population decline across the board of 20-25% by 1980.
This decline stabilized everywhere between 1980 and 2000. It was uncorrelated
with changes in rail access, but was instead a product of a decline in household
size reflective of larger demographic changes.
Without increases in density, one way that the housing stock adapts to a
change in rail access is through reuse. Reuse is a catchall term that encom-
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passes widely divergent meanings. In theory, the increase in access caused by
a new urban rail extension to a conditioned area, such as Davis Square and
Porter Square, increases the attractiveness of old buildings for renovation, but
also increases the the attractiveness of continued or new subdivision into less
capital intensive rentals. Because zoning often constrains new buildings to be
smaller than “grandfathered” buildings via setback, height, and open space re-
quirements, the impetus for more square footage—but not necessarily higher
person density—is maintained at both ends of the housing quality scale.
As is evident from Table 4-3, the destruction rate of pre-1940 housing was a
relatively constant 10% every two decades across areas both pre- and post-Red
Line construction. There was a slightly greater destruction rate—closer to 15%
than 10%—post-Red Line in Davis Square and in the inner Green Line corridor.
Only in Davis Square was this increased destruction rate accompanied by an
increased construction rate. A similarly large increase in new housing units took
place in Porter Square, but without the increased destruction. The result was
an increase in units in Porter Square, and relatively constant total housing stock
in Davis Square and the proposed Green Line corridor. Note that housing units
are not only new structures, but also conversions from single-unit to multiple-
unit structures—for example condominium conversions. Alewife is exceptional
in that the new construction took place prior to the Red Line extension, but
saw little destruction or construction of housing post-extension. These findings
support re-use at both ends of the housing quality scale.
Davis and Porter Squares have significantly lower numbers of people per
housing unit post-Red Line (Table 4-3), implying a change in demographic com-
position. Similarly, Kahn [2007b] found a marked increase in the proportion of
college graduates near Davis Square after the construction of the Red Line. The
turnover rate—one minus the proportion of people living in the same house for
5+ years—is uniquely high near Davis and Porter Squares, and uniquely low
near Alewife. While all areas saw increased turnover over time, in the post-Red
Line extension era the rate of change is higher where housing destruction and
construction was also higher.
What diﬀerentiates Davis and Porter Squares is the change in average income
post-Red Line extension. While these changes were beginning to be evident pre-
extension in Porter Square, the subsequent changes were larger in magnitude.
Average real incomes more than doubled in Porter Square in Table 4-3 post-
Red Line from a higher base than the surrounding areas, and increased by 75%
in Davis Square. The increase in incomes was between 40% and 50% in the
prospective Green Line corridor and Alewife.
4.3.3 Summary of findings
In sum, heterogeneous change post-Red Line extension is not visible in den-
sity, but is in transit usage and demographic composition. The evidence that
these changes are the result of conditioning by past exposure to horsecars and
streetcars is not strong. Growth in usage occurred both in Davis Square and in
Alewife, but from a very diﬀerent base, and with diﬀerent timing. The changes
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captured in the above analysis ignore the location of employment proximate to
these stations, which was strikingly diﬀerent between areas [Borchelt and Mas-
sachusetts Metropolitan Area Planning Council, 1988]. The increased turnover
rates and incomes in Davis and Porter Squares were nascent trends in 1980, but
mostly took place after the extension of the Red Line. Past access to rail seems
to have shaped the residential density of these areas, as evidenced by the propor-
tion of housing built prior to 1940. While the better service in Porter and Davis
Squares—trolleybuses to the Red Line in Harvard Square rather than motor-
buses to the Green Line at Lechmere and Orange Line at Sullivan Square—is a
plausible explanation for the pre-1980 diﬀerences between areas, because street-
cars had been gone for decades by the time information on travel behavior is
available, inference about the adjustment period of travel behavior to past rail
is speculative. In this analysis it is not possible to separate the causal eﬀects of
new rail on existing residents from the demographic changes caused by rail.
The counterfactual used in this section has been the proposed Green Line
corridor. However, its density in 1960 was less than half that of the future Red
Line corridor, and was even lower in the inner portion closest to the streetcar
system. The industrial character of this area bares more similarity to what
Alewife and Kendall Square once looked like in housing stock and composition
of the residential population. Alewife increased employment density, but saw
almost no changes to its housing stock and residential population post-Red Line
extension, although it has begun to see changes recently. Kendall Square has
become a significant center of employment in the intervening three decades. The
extent that these diﬀerentials are due to policies that will not be replicated in
the Green Line corridor is unknown. Certainly the zoning changes adjacent to
Union Square are significant increases in allowable housing stock and commercial
development that are the pre-requisite for changes more similar to those that
took place in Kendall Square.
4.4 Conclusions
This chapter has provided the context for the case the remainder of this disserta-
tion focuses on—the growth of the Boston metropolitan area and its urban rail
system. It has found some evidence of past rail’s eﬀect on demographic change
via residential location and travel behavior using the Red Line Extension to
Alewife as a case study, and the proposed Green Line extension as a counter-
factual. The extent to which the Green Line extension corridor is the proper
comparator is questionable at best. The analysis in subsequent chapters is a
search for the correct counterfactual—controlling for demographic diﬀerences
and BE characteristics as well as past and present rail access.
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Chapter 5
Network paths
One day, through the primeval wood, / A calf walked home, as good
calves should; / ... / But made a trail all bent askew, / A crooked
trail as all calves do. / Since then three hundred years have fled, /
And, I infer, the calf is dead. / But still he left behind his trail, /
... / This forest path became a lane, / that bent, and turned, and
turned again. / This crooked lane became a road ... / The years
passed on in swiftness fleet, / The road became a village street; /
And this, before men were aware, / A city’s crowded thoroughfare; /
And soon the central street was this, / Of a renowned metropolis; /
... / For thus such reverence is lent, / To well established precedent.
—The Calf-Path by Sam Walter Foss (1858-1911)
The permanence of network paths—to the detriment of eﬃciency—is a notable
piece of local lore. Tracing transportation infrastructure back to its origins is
impractical—the facts of history grow murkier the farther removed from the
present. It also relies on a concept of origin that is questionable. To ask what
made a link in the present-day transportation network emerge is to seek the
reasons behind the growth of the city that surrounds it. At root, the network is
a function of the activities it connects. Why and when those activities emerge is
the product of cumulative causation. It is both an organic bottom-up process,
and a top-down process meant to fulfill system objectives [Levinson and Huang,
2012]. While natural advantages—for example harbors—can be identified as a
causal influence in the emergence of cities, not all harbors have cities and vice
versa. Not all cows have consistent paths, and not all paths are cow-derived.1
Urban rail encompasses multiple technologies with uses that change over
time. This dissertation uses a definition—fixed guideways with multiple passen-
ger vehicles that make frequent stops within an urban area—that can be applied
across technologies and eras. This includes the horsecar, the streetcar, light rail,
subways, and elevateds, but excludes commuter rail and trackless trolleys.
1It seems unlikely that the streets of Boston are derived from cattle paths. [Diaz, 2004]
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While technological progress in transportation over the last 150 years has
been unrelenting, the paths the vehicles travel bear close resemblance between
eras. The permanence of transportation infrastructure over the last century
and a half is not simply a case of inertia—it required a series of decisions to
reinvest in new technologies. Just as light rail cannot run on streetcar tracks,
neither could streetcars run on horsecar tracks. This chapter provides evidence
that despite this need to reinvest at each transitional point between technologies,
these routes are relatively stable. Once a network path exists it tends to persist.
This chapter proposes three interlocking mechanisms to explain the consis-
tency across eras. (1) Economic. The cost of rail construction and reconstruc-
tion of the nearby built environment is lessened by reusing past paths. (2) Legal.
In the modern era legal impediments to takings of private and public land in-
crease the time and monetary costs of alternate paths. (3) Institutional. As
the rail system moved from private to governmental control, decreased risk tol-
erance, zero-sum competition between projects, and response to local pressures
have made it diﬃcult to both eliminate old paths, and to create new ones.
Economic. Once the built environment exists, new urban rail is costly
because it requires significant and dedicated space within an existing network
of buildings and streets. If not placed in existing track beds, it either must
be placed underground, remove space from the road network, or necessitate
the destruction of existing buildings or other land uses—for example parkland.
Kahn [2007b] cites the reduced costs of siting urban rail within existing rights
of way as the rationale for why new rail lines are correlated with existing rights
of way, but not with areas that desire rail for its expected economic value.
Underground construction is both costly and time consuming compared to
above ground construction. For example, the latest incarnation of the Second
Avenue subway in New York City has been in the formal planning process since
1995, and is projected to cost approximately $1.7 billion per mile [MTA Capital
Construction, 2011]. Earlier iterations of the project have been planned since
1920. Construction actually occurred on three non-contiguous sections from
1972 to 1975 [MTA, 2007].
Legal. The limitations placed upon government power by the ability of
citizens to challenge decisions in court, and increased scrutiny within the envi-
ronmental review process, lengthen the time it takes to move beyond planning
to construction. Existing paths mean fewer aﬀected parties. For example, even
the minimal land taking proposed for the Green Line extension in Somerville
has contributed to an additional two year delay [Kal Krishnan Inc., 2011].
In the United States, taking parkland or other natural resources requires
that there be no feasible and prudent alternative under the founding Act of the
Department of Transport (once Section 4(f), now 49 U.S.C. Section 303), and
enforced via the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA). This was
in part a reaction to prior policy, where highways were often routed though
parkland in low-income and minority areas in order to avoid taking existing
buildings and infringing on more advantaged areas. Because the no-build option
must be explicitly considered (a result of Citizens to Preserve Overton Park v.
Volpe, 1971), routing new transportation infrastructure of any kind through
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parkland or other natural or historic sites is likely to result in time consuming
delays or outright failure.
Institutional. Government is, on average, less risk tolerant than private
companies, at the very least because a diversity of private companies makes for a
wider range of actor ability and motive. A single decision-making entity also re-
sults in a zero-sum competition between projects, which tends to favor less risky
projects that have a proven ability to serve an existing area. Modern projects
must be responsive to local concerns, both because of the legal framework, and
because of popular perception and political consequences. Taking road space
for other uses is a formidable challenge given the relative mode shares of transit
and the auto, and congestion of the road network in urban areas [e.g. Schrank
et al., 2011].
These mechanisms for the re-use of network paths interact. For example,
the design documents for the Green Line extension utilize existing rail rights of
way for the Fitchburg and Lowell lines for its route. Alternate street-running
alignments were proposed for the branch on the Fitchburg line to the vicinity
of Union Square in Somerville within the original planing documents, but were
rejected because of high projected costs and conflicts with road traﬃc [VHB,
2005]. Even re-use of existing right of way is not without significant compli-
cations. The construction of additional tracks within a working commuter rail
corridor requires rerouting in-use tracks, and widening the corridor to accommo-
date additional tracks. The increased activity on this corridor abuts residential
and commercial development that has reclaimed industrial uses proximate to
Lechmere station in Cambridge. Accommodating the residents’ expectation for
non-excessive additional noise has necessitated design changes and resulted in
schedule delays [Kal Krishnan Inc., 2011].
5.1 Historical evidence
Three historical examples in Massachusetts demonstrate causal paths for net-
work permanence: (1) the interdependence of networks and the built environ-
ment, (2) the functional re-use of existing networks, (3) the diﬃculty of removing
network links.
The apocryphal example is the Middlesex Canal—chartered in 1793, and
operational in full by 1803 [Roberts, 1938]. Its fixed guideway path served the
same functional role as rail. It removed the unreliable Merrimack River from
conveyance of goods to port. By rerouting freight travel around Newburyport
the canal simultaneously contributed to the success of Boston, and decreased
the influence of Newburyport—a prosperous commercial center in New England
during the 18th century. Businesses could capitalize the surety of service along
the canal into greater investments in fixed capital and thus higher productivity.
This investment by nearby businesses outlasted the canal; the canal predates
the City of Lowell, which still stands. Use of the canal decreased subsequent to
the opening of the Boston and Lowell Railroad in 1835 such that the canal was
no longer collecting tolls by 1851 [Roberts, 1938].
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The route for the Boston and Lowell railroad was based on the original
surveys for the route of the canal [Kenney, 1999]. This route would likely not
have been optimal had it not been for the intervening development caused by
the canal. The canal created value that the railroad could capitalize on. In
turn the businesses along the route could make use of a more reliable, faster
technology. The portion of the right of way through Somerville and Medford
is now proposed as one branch of the Green Line extension from Lechmere in
Cambridge. The proposed Green Line stops at Gilman Square, Lowell St, Ball
Square, and College Avenue are near the original stops of the Boston and Lowell
in Prospect Hill, Winter Hill, Somerville Junction and North Somerville.
The Middlesex Turnpike suﬀered from the same demise as the canal at the
hands of rail. Its subsequent reuse is an example of how prior periods’ routes
are reflected in network design today. In the map of roads in inner Middlesex
County in 1840 in Figure 5-1, the major routes through Cambridge are all
recognizable superimposed on the modern day network in Figure 5-2. The
Middlesex Turnpike enters Figure 5-2 in the Northwest as Massachusetts Avenue,
turns into Beacon Street at the Somerville Line, and then to Hampshire Street
in Cambridge, before merging with what was once the Concord Turnpike and
is now Broadway. It retains that name until Harvard Square, after which it
is Concord Avenue. Similarly Kirkland/Washington Street to the East and
Massachusetts Avenue to the North are recognizable as emanating from Harvard
Square, as are Mount Auburn and Brattle Streets to the West. This is not
simply the reuse of existing infrastructure with new technology. The roads were
functionally changed over time. The turnpikes were toll roads—private roads
with fees typically $0.25 plus $0.04 per person or horse [Binford, 1985]. This
toll structure was designed for transporting goods and people long distances.
Because the built environment emerged around these paths they remain the
most direct routes out of Boston and Cambridge to the Northwest, if not the
ones with the highest capacity or speeds. This speaks to the permanence of the
functional use of routes, even when the advantages on which that initial use was
based have disappeared.
Third, the routing and rerouting of primary and secondary regional routes
demonstrate the diﬃculty of removing transportation infrastructure even when
its functional use no longer exists. The companion to the Middlesex Turnpike in
Cambridge—the Cambridge and Concord Turnpike—forms part of modern day
Route 2. While the Cambridge and Concord is notable for its straight line route
that bypassed rather than connected Lexington [Wood, 1919], most regional
roads were routed between villages, towns, and urban areas. Their primary
function was the conveyance of people and goods over distance to places that
had people or goods to be moved. As Powers [1910] notes, the emphasis for
the initial roads was connecting adjacent towns, so long as it did not require
destroying property. In this sketch history, the original routing reduced the
utility of faster travel over longer distances. Town centers were bottlenecks of
reduced speed because of conflicting traﬃc.
Rerouting for faster vehicle speeds around existing population centers in-
creased overall mobility. But by reducing this through traﬃc it also reduced
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Figure 5-3: Cambridge Horse Railroad to Watertown Green Line Branch
the viability of entities dependent on through traﬃc for some or all of their
business [Mills and Fricker, 2011]. Alternate or scenic routes retained these his-
torical paths, even when their regional mobility function was superseded by the
newly constructed routes. The routes remained, even as their primary function
changed. The network is permanent, but its use variable.
The final example—the Watertown (A) branch of the Green Line (Figure 5-
3)—serves as a counterpoint. The line from River Street in Cambridge through
Brighton was part of the Cambridge Horse Railroad, opened to Oak Square in
Brighton in 1858 [Binford, 1985]. It was part of the first electrification of rail
in Boston in 1888 on Harvard Street in Brighton [Marchione, 1996]. It utilized
the Tremont Street subway to downtown Boston after its opening in 1897. In
short it was a line of “firsts.” It ran using various streetcar vehicle technologies
as the Watertown-Park Street until 1967. At that point it was rechristened the
Green Line A Branch as part of the modern MBTA. It lasted in this capacity
for only two years. In 1969 the Green Line A branch was replaced by the 57
bus in combination with service on the Massachusetts Turnpike. The Turnpike
in turn was partially routed on the path of the Boston and Worcester Railroad
(1831). Despite the fact that it was no longer used for service, the overhead
lines remained in place until 1994.
A visual inspection of urban rail in operation in each of the 4 eras in Figures
5-4 to 5-8 shows that almost all modern urban rail runs along routes or in rights
of way that have been in operation as urban rail since the streetcar era. The ex-
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Figure 5-4: Boston metropolitan area urban rail routes, 1865
this statement only serve to strengthen it. The Red Line Extension south to
Quincy traces a horsecar route that was eventually turned into a commuter rail
right of way. The Orange Line’s move to the Southwest Corridor also utilized
an existing commuter rail right of way. Similarly, there are few routes that were
run by horsecars, but not by streetcars (Broadway in Cambridge is a major
exception—by 1925 it was already served by bus). The major subtraction of
urban rail is evident between 1925 and 1960. This is the source of variation that
allows testing the hypothesis that density and travel behavior are persistent.
5.2 Measuring permanence
Thus far this chapter has established a rationale for why old transportation in-
frastructure begets new, and some historical evidence that where new rail has
been built is dependent on where rail has been in the past. The remainder exam-
ines this question statistically. In order to replicate analysis over multiple time
periods, and because the composition of areas change over time, the measures of
access are those of a given area to urban rail, as opposed to the existence of rail
in a particular place. They are area-based measures rather than network-based
measures. As such, the explicit hypothesis of urban rail permanence is that
access to urban rail in a given area in period t exists in periods t+ n.
Urban rail saw its zenith in Boston during the streetcar era. The major
change between 1865 and 1925 was the number of areas that had relatively close
access to rail. Blockgroups within a half mile of urban rail increased between
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Figure 5-5: Boston metropolitan area urban rail routes, 1925
Figure 5-6: Boston metropolitan area urban rail routes, 1960
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Figure 5-7: Boston metropolitan area urban rail routes, 2000
Figure 5-8: Boston metropolitan area urban rail routes, 1865-2000
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Figure 5-9: Blockgroup comparison of urban rail ubiquity in Boston
1865 and 1925 from approximately 30% to 40% in Figure 5-9. However, access
to rail more than a half mile away was essentially unchanged in this period. The
major loss between 1925 and 1960 was also in these areas. There was a 5 to 20
percentage point decrease in the number of blockgroups with access to rail at
all specified distances between 1925 and 1960. The new rail put in place since
1960 increased access most noticeably for distances greater 1/2 mile. This might
indicate a diﬀerent function for more recent capital construction—as a collector
of feeder bus service.
Those areas that have always been proximate to urban rail continue to have
close access. In Table 5-1, the actual distance to rail at the blockgroup level is
highly correlated across time periods. However, the removal of the non-radial
lines from the system, as is evident when comparing Figures 5-5 and 5-6, has
reduced the ubiquity of that proximity. As the city became less monocentric, the
rail system became more monocentric. It is explainable by, if not necessarily
dependent on, a reaction to the increasing adoption of the automobile, and
auto travel’s advantages for N-to-N travel patterns, as opposed to N-to-1 travel
patterns oriented to the CBD. The urban rail system provided a minimum level
of access in 2000 in much the same way it did 135 years prior. It did not provide
the same maximal level of access.
Permanence, as examined thus far, is relative. It is not that rail once there
is always there. It is instead a weaker conclusion. A minimal level of access,
once there, tends to stay in place. This is equivalent to the hypothesis that
modern rail makes use of the same right of way as older incarnations of urban
rail but does not use all of these historical paths. The test for this hypothesis is
the degree to which the modern city is composed of areas that (a) always had
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1925 1960 2000
1865 0.89 0.88 0.87
1925 0.92 0.88
1960 0.92
n= 2,210 blockgroups
Table 5-1: Correlation in access distance to rail by time period
access to rail, (b) never had access to rail, and (c) had access in given period,
but not others. If those areas that had urban rail access in 2000 also had the
same level of access during prior periods, then this hypothesis is verified.
As can be seen in Table 5-2, the strength of findings depends on how access
to rail is defined. At the blockgroup level, 83% (one minus the last column) of
those areas with access to urban rail in 2000 had similar access to urban rail in
previous periods—when access is defined by a radius 1/10 mile from the centroid
of each blockgroup. By 1/2 mile, 96% of areas that had access in rail in 2000 also
had it in previous periods. Furthermore, beyond 1/10 mile, current access to rail
is more dependent on access to rail in periods prior to 1960—approximately the
advent of the modern system in Boston—than it is to access to rail in 1960.
The implication of these findings is that the visual inspection also rings true
from a statistical perspective. Urban rail extensions post-1960 have largely been
to areas that had access to rail prior to 1960, but had lost that access by 1960.
These conclusions are not merely the products of spatial definition. Access to
rail in the modern era in Table 5-2 is also strongly dependent on where rail
existed in prior periods on an area and population basis.
5.3 From permanence to persistence
This section explores the relative weight that access in prior periods has on
subsequent access. The main method used is regression of distance to rail in
period t on periods t  1 through t  n. If rail is permanent but not persistent,
previous periods (t   2 through t   n) eﬀects on the present (t) are mediated
through access in the most recent period (t 1). Access in periods t 2 through
t   n will be insignificant. If rail is both permanent and persistent, access to
urban rail in periods t  2 through t n will also be significant. There will be a
measurable eﬀect on where new rail is placed based on historical rail corridors.
As is evident in Table 5-3, 1960 plays the largest role in determining access
in the present period. Access to rail in 1960 accounts for 59% of access to rail
in 2000 at the blockgroup level when variables are standardized. 1865 is also
significant and positive in determining proximity to rail in the modern period,
although of lesser magnitude than 1960. An estimated diﬀerence equation of the
change in rail access between 1960 and 2000 (not presented) mimics the findings
of Table 5-3. Rail built (or lost) between 1960 and 2000 is strongly negatively
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Rail exists in % that also existed in
Dist. to Rail (mi.) 2000 1960 1925 1865 only 2000
NUMBER OF BLOCKGROUPS
0.1 109 67% 62% 23% 17%
0.25 262 68% 80% 50% 10%
0.5 447 73% 82% 70% 4%
1 712 70% 87% 87% 2%
AREA (SQ. MI.)
0.1 8.72 66% 38% 19% 22%
0.25 21.48 64% 62% 41% 14%
0.5 42.6 66% 65% 53% 8%
1 74.08 62% 71% 70% 8%
POPULATION (2000)
0.1 137,442 73% 66% 23% 12%
0.25 319,914 73% 80% 48% 8%
0.5 537,850 76% 82% 68% 3%
1 832,945 69% 87% 86% 2%
Table 5-2: Rail permanence by period
correlated with access to rail in 1960. It is also positively and significantly
associated with access to rail in prior periods.
Prior periods also reveal strong degrees of rail permanence, as evidenced
by the eﬀect of horsecar routes on subsequent streetcar routes in Table 5-4.
Streetcars in Boston were an additional layer on top of horsecar routes, as
opposed to being composed of a selection of horsecar routes. This is also evident
from visual inspection of the routes in Figures 5-4 and 5-5.
In sum, these results support the hypotheses of both urban rail permanence
and persistence.
Estimate
Intercept 0.115 **
Dist. to 1960 Rail 0.590 ***
Dist. to 1925 Rail 0.015
Dist. to 1865 Rail 0.235 ***
dependent: distance to urban rail, 2000; adjusted r2 = 0.868, n = 2,210 blockgroups
‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1
Table 5-3: Eﬀects of prior rail access on rail access in 2000
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Estimate
Intercept 0.362 ***
Dist. to 1865 Rail 0.994 ***
dependent: distance to urban rail, 1925; adjusted r2 = 0.797, n = 2,210 blockgroups
‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1
Table 5-4: Eﬀects of access to horsecars on access to streetcars
5.4 Bus network
Left unexamined thus far is the role of the motor bus in replacing the streetcar.
Between 1925 and 1960 the entirety of surface running routes in Boston were
removed, save for the branches of the (not yet named) Green Line. Did bus
routes fill the void in access left by this massive change? Or was the planing
paradigm for bus coverage un-moored from dependence on past routes by the
same forces that removed the fixed streetcar guideways?
Some anecdotal evidence points to bus routes as largely consistent with
former rail routes. Bus names today are mostly derived from the streetcar
routes which they replaced. For example, the 73 Bus from Waverly Square to
Harvard Square opened circa 1900 as a streetcar route. Although, like all lines,
it was known colloquially by its origin and destination, it was identified as the
73 streetcar on the 1954 system map prior to its conversion to trackless trolley
in 1958. On the other hand, the Green Line A Branch was the 69 streetcar on
maps just prior to its rechristening as the A Branch in 1967. When it was taken
out of service in 1969, the bus route that replaced this service was called the 57.
Correlation between access to buses in the modern period and access to
rail in prior periods is examined as a check on the role of buses in continuing
the historical legacy of urban rail coverage. The analysis that follows requires
numerous caveats. Most importantly, the bus network under examination is
limited to routes that exist today. This analysis excludes 1960, during which
buses played a major role in the mass transit system, but for which data does
not exist in a systematic form. In 1925 bus routes were relatively scarce, and
thus excluding those routes is unlikely to bias the analysis.
Just as important a caveat is that buses vary more widely than rail in their
quality. MBTA buses run exclusively in street traﬃc and thus suﬀer from the
same congestion as cars. Buses within the system have a wide range of (sched-
uled and realized) headways. A bus that runs on empty streets at 30 miles per
hour every 5 minutes serves a very diﬀerent function than one that runs every
hour on congested roads. These systematic diﬀerences are the primary reason
buses are excluded in the bulk of the analysis.
There is some expectation that trackless trolley routes—which draw power
from overhead wires—may be diﬀerentiated in their permanent eﬀects from “reg-
ular” buses. The relatively fixed guideway and fixed power source bear more
similarity to qualities of urban rail. These qualities may make for more con-
sistent frequency because replacement and rerouting is less likely to occur over
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Estimate
Intercept 0.009
Dist. to 1960 Rail -0.315 ***
Dist. to 1925 Rail 0.167 ***
Dist. to 1865 Rail 0.487 ***
dependent: distance to bus, 2010; adjusted r2 = 0.692, n = 2,210 blockgroups
‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1
Table 5-5: Relationship between 2010 bus access and prior period rail access
time given the needed capital investment for such actions. Although trackless
trolley routes were once more prevalent—in 1937 they ran through Medford, Ev-
erett, Chelsea, and Revere (see Figure 5-8 for a map of Boston)—they are today
limited to four routes that terminate in Harvard Square. The relatively small
sample, and limited geographic locale of these routes will bias any systematic
analysis of their eﬀects on outcomes, or on their relation to the permanence of
rail infrastructure. Thus, they are not analyzed as diﬀerent from motor buses,
even if they bear similarities to urban rail.
Lastly, this analysis only utilizes measures of network access. Individual
route density would reveal whether routes have changed between streetcars and
buses, rather than simply the edges of their respective networks. Without such
access measures there is no way of capturing fundamental changes to routes that
do not change overall network design.
As can be seen in Table 5-5, distance to rail in 1925 and 1865 have a strongly
positive relationship to the dependent variable, distance to buses in 2010.2 How-
ever, distance to rail in 1960 is strongly negative. The bus network is a com-
plement to, rather than a substitute for access in the modern period. The
implication is that areas that had rail in prior periods, but no longer had as
good access in 1960, are more likely to have good bus access in 2010. Buses
replaced the role of streetcars in providing ubiquitous public transit.
While prior access to the rail network in Table 5-5 explains a great deal
of current access to the bus network, the bus network is more extensive than
the streetcar network ever was. As can be seen in Table 5-6, depending on the
radius at which access is defined, somewhere between one half and two thirds
of the blockgroups currently served by bus overlap with those areas previously
served by rail (one minus access in 2000 only). Transition from urban rail to
bus network in these areas has been accompanied by a significant expansion of
coverage—an increase in the number of areas served. There are, in essence, two
bus systems for two diﬀerent kinds of cities knitted together. The first covers
places that used to have streetcars. The second covers areas that did not exist
during the heyday of streetcars and horsecars. Thus the bus network is not
wholly a direct descendent of the streetcar network in function.
2The bus network between 2000 and 2010 is substantively unchanged.
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Distance to Rail or Bus (mi.)
0.1 0.25 0.5 1
Blockgroups 2010 Bus 796 1,408 1,624 1,769
% of 2010 bus
Blockgroups
that had same
access to rail in
. . .
2000 only 52% 46% 39% 34%
1960 9% 16% 24% 32%
1925 42% 50% 52% 56%
1865 22% 32% 41% 52%
1865 or 1925 46% 54% 59% 64%
Blockgroups not Bus, but
previously
2.0% 0.8% 0.003% 0.001%
n = 2,210 blockgroups
Table 5-6: Bus route access by period and distance to rail
While coverage has expanded in the transition from rail to bus, coverage is
not equivalent to service. The preceding analysis does not indicate the relation-
ship between horsecar and streetcar service (frequency, capacity) and current
bus service. The bus network’s attendant eﬀects on long term outcomes should
be examined in depth in future work.
5.5 Street network
"No other feature is so permanent, no other so diﬃcult to change."
—J. Nolen [1916]
If urban rail is uniquely permanent among transportation infrastructure, a
causal mechanism to explain this diﬀerence would need to be found. If in-
stead the routes of transportation infrastructure in general are permanent, the
hypothesis that this infrastructure creates the conditions for the built environ-
ment has implications for the relationship between the roads and rail built today,
and the density and form of the attendant residential and commercial buildings.
For example, Strano et al. [2012] find that 90 percent of the “most vital” routes
in the region around Milan in 2007 existed in 1833. Foster [1981] reports that
no major changes in the street network beyond street widening took place in
Boston proper from 1900 until the construction of the Central Artery began in
1951. Evidence that the street network is permanent has consequences for the
generalizability of this dissertation beyond rail transit.
This section examines the relationship between the density of the street net-
work in the 19th century and that in 2010. The area under examination is
approximately 20 square miles surrounding the center of Boston for which the
digitized historical street network was obtained from the University of Chicago
Booth School Center for Population Economics. This map is a compendium of
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the street network as it existed through approximately 1890, including streets
from earlier eras [University of Chicago Center For Population Economics, 2008].
Matching the geometry of the network between periods would provide an ideal
comparison. The result of such a comparison would indicate that X% of the
streets are in the same place with the same capacity between periods. This
could then be diﬀerenced, and tested against conditions pre and post as some
indication of not only the extent, but also the eﬀect, of street network perma-
nence. Unfortunately, the data at hand do not have that level of geographic
precision. The street network from the Booth data includes an unknown num-
ber of streets from other eras. When projected on the 2010 street network,
streets with the same name are quite near to each other, but do not sit atop
one another. Additionally, the width of the street right of way is not obtain-
able from the Booth data set. The analysis in this section thus aggregates the
network characteristics into blockgroups for both periods in order to provide a
consistent basis for comparison.
Density measures—miles of street network per square mile of area—for 2010
have been computed both with and without highways. Comparing results gives
some indication of the extent to which roads designed explicitly for auto travel,
rather than general redevelopment patterns, have changed the density of the
road network. As a minimal check on the directionality of this contention,
density from the Booth street network is more correlated with density of the 2010
road network without highways (.77 correlation coeﬃcient) than with highways
(.67 correlation coeﬃcient).
As evidenced by Table 5-7, street network density in 2010 declines with
distance to the CBD. This is as expected based on historical development pat-
terns increasingly oriented to faster modes of travel, and less oriented toward
a denser, more organic formation of streets. That the relationship to the CBD
is lessened when removing highways is also expected, because of the historical
diﬃculties associated with siting highways within the CBD. In the direct re-
gression of highway density on historical street density, highways were placed in
areas that had slightly less dense historical street networks. This confirms the
siting propensity, although the significance of this relationship is not as strong
as for the non-highway network. These results in sum would seem to point to a
relatively high degree of street network permanence.
If the street network is permanent there will be consistency between periods
for the overwhelming majority of areas, notwithstanding the expected outliers
due to urban renewal. Because the data sources themselves are inconsistent,
the expectation is that there will be significant margin of error between periods.
However, only 62% of blockgroups are within 20% of their 1880 street network
density in 2010—and the divergence happens in both directions. In other words,
there has been relatively wholesale changes to the number and length of streets
in the intervening years. The skew is heavily toward an increase in density. 23%
of blockgroups have at least 25% more streets per square mile in 2010 than in
1880, while only 6% have seen a 25% (or more) decrease in street density.
Unlike urban rail, which has decreased across the board, much of the inner
portion of the Boston metropolitan area has seen an increase in the density
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Dependent 2010 St. Dens.
w/ Highways
2010 St. Dens.
w/o Highways
2010 Highway
Dens.
Intercept 23.74 *** 14.85 *** 8.88 ***
1880 Street Density 0.63 *** 0.70 *** -0.06 *
Dist. To CBD -2.86 *** -1.50 *** -1.36 ***
adj. r2 0.502 0.602 0.042
dependent: road network density (road length / square mile), n = 386 blockgroups
‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1
Table 5-7: Relationship between street network density in 1880 and 2010
of the street network. Given the margin of error in the historical data, the
conclusion of street network permanence is at best provisional.
5.6 Summary
This chapter briefly reviewed economic, legal, and institutional mechanisms for
why transportation networks may be permanent over long periods of time. It
presented historical examples demonstrating that:
1. Transportation networks and the built environment are interdependent.
2. Because of the value of the surrounding built environment, it is less ex-
pensive to rebuild new technology in places than to find new routes.
3. Transportation networks undergo functional changes over time and are
used in ways not originally intended.
4. Network links are diﬃcult to remove once in place because of the attach-
ment of neighboring residents and businesses to the access they provide.
Visual inspection of the urban rail network in 4 distinct time periods between
1865 and the present supports this contention of permanence, as do statistical
measures. The urban rail network has gone through relatively distinct periods
that involved both significant additions and subtractions of service. The modern
day urban rail network runs mostly in corridors that previously had urban rail,
but not all corridors that once had urban rail have access at present. The bus
network has filled in the gaps in the urban rail network where streetcars once
ran, and extends beyond the prior service area of the urban rail network, but is
unlikely to share the same quality. Preliminary evidence on the street network
supports the permanence hypothesis, but is less conclusive.
In sum, transportation network infrastructure has a relatively strong degree
of permanence across a century plus horizon. Infrastructure once laid remains
for a longer period of time than the most distant planning horizons in practice.
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Chapter 6
Long-term behavior:
residential location
“The city of Somerville, without the Boston and Maine Railroad . . .
is simply an unimaginable community”
—Editorial, Somerville Journal, turn of the 20th century
Much past research on the interconnections between the built environment and
transportation has focused on the former’s eﬀect on the latter [e.g. Ewing and
Cervero, 2010]. Measures of density [e.g. Badoe and Miller, 2000] and connec-
tivity [e.g. Frank et al., 2006] are evaluated against measures of transportation
usage—from trips [e.g. Cervero and Kockelman, 1997] to mode share and vehi-
cle miles traveled [e.g. Southworth, 2001]. Implicit to this research is that the
current built environment influences current travel behavior. But, the previous
chapter found that the networks themselves are long lasting. They are neither
optimal nor created in the present, but are the remainders of past decisions.
The focus of this chapter precedes the present tense eﬀect of urban form
on travel behavior—the influence of past rail access on the built environment.
Because both the network and the built environment last for decades, if not
centuries, this requires examining the built environment in those periods when
those areas first developed—the periods concurrent to network expansion.
As this chapter will show using the structure in Figure 6-1, the density
characteristic of the transportation network access and era in which an area first
develops is relatively permanent. It lasts until the present, and persists even
after the initial buildings have been destroyed. Neighborhoods that emerged
closer to streetcar lines were denser than areas built concurrently farther from
urban rail. They continue to be denser today, and retain that density in an
era of decentralization, even though the streetcars no longer run. The former
transportation network eﬀected the built environment, which in turn continues
to influence travel behavior. The Somerville Journal editorial cited above is as
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Shaded: measurable and modeled characteristics, with available data.
Figure 6-1: Model structure
true today as it was when written, even though the Boston and Maine has not
stopped in Somerville for more than a half century.
Streetcars were not the sole factor in increasing density. They enabled in-
creased density as a response to increases in population, trends toward urban-
ization, and the changing nature of employment. Increased density was pred-
icated on advances in building technology—construction techniques, elevators,
and skyscrapers [e.g. Atack and Margo, 1996].
The theoretical basis for rail’s influence on density is derived from the mono-
centric model. In the monocentric model distance to the CBD is a proxy for
travel cost to work. That cost is weighed against the cost of land in the residen-
tial location decision. Density thus declines with access to the CBD. Diﬀerences
in generalized costs by mode are the basis for expecting that rail access mod-
ifies the density-distance relationship. Travel by urban rail will be less costly
the farther one travels. Any time spent waiting is absorbed into travel time. In
general, because there is limited capacity to travel within the CBD, there is sig-
nificant congestion on the road network. This increases the relative generalized
costs of travel to the CBD by auto against other modes closer to the CBD.
Thus the expectation is that places with rail will have greater density closer
to the CBD, but that the diﬀerence will decrease at greater distances as the
capacity advantage of rail no longer dominates the speed advantage of auto.
In earlier eras, where competition was with “foot-captives,” the expectation
is confounded somewhat. The relative ease and reduced time of point-to-point
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access within the streetcar system is likely to modulate the pedestrian advantage
of zero money costs.
Past research supports this theoretical implication. Johnson and Kau [1980]
pool data from 39 urban areas in 1970 and find that an increased level of public
transit usage flattens the density gradient, and even reverses the direction of the
slope at usage levels above 30%. Brueckner [1986] finds that density gradients
are discontinuous rather than smooth. The discontinuities are ascribed to the
historic redevelopment process. If those historic patterns are in turn based on
access to rail—which Brueckner does not consider— it follows that the past
existence of rail is partially determinative of these discontinuities.
Using the monocentric model in this way is in one sense problematic. Modern
day Boston is very clearly not monocentric. There are employment sub-centers
distant from the CBD, notably along Route 128. These patterns of decentraliza-
tion of employment have been in place for decades [Bone et al., 1958, Kneebone,
2009]. But, the former monocentric orientation of the city to the CBD may in
part be responsible for the persistence of rail’s eﬀects on density. Under this hy-
pothesis, urban rail contributes to a continued monocentric orientation in those
areas that had or continue to have access to rail. This plausible explanation
of the increased density gradient emanating from the CBD in places with rail
access is why this dissertation looks at historic density.
This chapter is able to avoid issues with the endogeneity of current rail
and current density patterns because the rail network in use is cumulative at
each point. Horsecars were largely in place by 1857, and streetcars were first
introduced in 1888. Additionally, the maps themselves in each of these eras
were not in common use. The degree to which they represent current system
state—rather than an amalgam of projected or past states—is unknown.
The plausible causal processes that result in density persisting from past
to present can be divided into direct eﬀects—buildings and people—and legacy
(indirect) eﬀects—positive externalities, preferences, and cultural influences in-
teracted with municipal actions such as zoning. Brueckner [1986] indicates that
current density is mostly a function of the BE existing at construction, which is
in turn a function of the economic and social/demographic conditions prevailing
at that time. If density is persistent and associated with rail, especially during
population explosions, it follows that increases in density associated with rail
will persist into the present. The causal processes include:
• Buildings last a long time. 73% of the pre-1940 housing stock within 20
miles of Boston in 1960 was still in use in 2000. Private redevelopment
only happens when it adds value for a developer to do so [Wheaton, 1982].
Once a building is built, the number of rooms, units, and people in it are
relatively stable.
• People do not move frequently. 43% of people living within 20 miles of
the center of Boston in 2000 moved in the prior 5 years. Residential
location is stable. But, people who live near current or past rail move
more often—52% of people in areas once proximate to streetcars and 56%
living in areas near current rail had moved in the prior 5 years in 2000.
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This may interact with the auto ownership decision. Residential location
and auto ownership are dependent on each other, and possibly sequential
rather than overlapping—auto ownership is based on residential location,
which in turn influences the next residential location choice.
• Positive externalities of rail. The radius of walkable development at the
residential end is limited. The pedestrian orientation feeds on itself—it
enables commercial establishments that cater to the foot traﬃc generated
by the dense development patterns. Retail and commercial establishments
increase the desirability of an area, and make dense development finan-
cially feasible.
• Preferences. People who enjoy living in denser areas choose areas that are
already dense.
• The Machiavelli eﬀect—neighbors’ and developers’ influence. “[Change]
has the enmity of all who profit by the preservation of the old institution
and merely lukewarm defenders in those who would gain by the new one.”
[Machiavelli and Parks, 2009] In less dense areas, density may be seen as
having negative external eﬀects on current users. Dense areas stay dense
because where large buildings are allowed—and surrounded by other large
buildings—they maximize land value. Developers who want to tear down
a large building and put up a small building are outbid for the parcel.
When new rail is built in areas that already have an existing housing
stock, this helps explain the time lag in adjusting density to rail access.
• Zoning. Much of the building boom in the streetcar era took place with
less stringent—or absent—zoning codes. The density of that era is not
replicable in many places today. This may be the result of intentional pol-
icy by municipalities interacted with the Machiavelli eﬀect—municipalities
act to limit density through zoning in order to increase the value of exist-
ing properties, reduce the costs of providing services to residents, and/or
increase political control.
• Culture based on family. People develop preferences based on their own
(and their family’s) history [Chapin, 1974]. If your parents, for example,
lived in a denser area, you may read signs from the BE that make you
more prone to locate in areas with higher density. You have exposure
to patterns of travel behavior—such as walking to shop daily—that are
enabled by denser areas built when more people behaved similarly. If true,
there is clearly heterogeneity in treatment. Some people act in coherence
with their familial history, while other act in opposition to it.
• Culture based on others. Dense areas increase the likelihood of running
into your neighbors. This may (a) influence you to behave diﬀerently in
your travel and activity patterns, and (b) in turn increase your willingness
to live in dense areas. For example, you may be more likely to see your
neighbors walking to the local grocery and appearing to enjoy it, which in
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turn influences your decision to do so. These activity patterns influence
your subsequent residential location choice. This may interact with zoning
and your behavior as a neighbor with new developments. You may like
density more because you live in a dense neighborhood, which in turn
causes you not to oppose denser development.
Because this chapter does not analyze individual decisions with controls for
attitudes and behavior, it cannot test for the varying influence of the factors
above on the persistence of density, beyond testing for the influence of the
longevity of buildings. It can isolate the cumulative influence of these cultural,
preference, and municipal mechanisms, but not individual eﬀects. The extent
to which this is also influenced by changing preferences for density or the travel
behavior associated with denser areas is unknown.
This chapter begins with historic findings of the eﬀect of past and current
rail on density from 1860 to 2000 using (a) aggregate analysis and (b) spatial
regression with minimal controls that are consistent between periods. The evi-
dence is that in the modern period new urban rail helps retain density, but has
a hard time creating it anew because of a long adjustment period in the BE.
The significant deviation from the classical model is that the eﬀect of rail access
has a time lag of multiple decades. Access in prior periods has a larger eﬀect
on current density than current access.
It then utilizes additional controls for the persistence of housing and the
surrounding block and road structure. It presents evidence that these factors
are not fully exogenous from past proximity to rail. Comparing the strength and
magnitude of the eﬀect of past access to rail on current density with and without
these controls allows the conclusion that there is some eﬀect of past access on
density that is attributable to the cumulative eﬀects of preferences, culture,
and municipal mechanisms. Additional robustness checks are performed for the
assumed spatial structure, functional form, areal units, and density measures
used. All continue to find a significant legacy eﬀect of past access to streetcars
on current density.
Finally, this chapter utilizes a model of the change in density between 1960
and 2000 to find that areas that once had streetcars, and areas that currently
have rail, have seen an increase in density over that period. The implication is
that ongoing legacy eﬀects—based on some combination of neighbors, develop-
ers, preferences, and zoning—act to further concentrate density in areas that
once had or currently have rail.
6.1 Findings: between group analysis
Accepting the assertion that past access to rail has a measurable eﬀect on current
population density is more tenable if past rail also aﬀected density in prior
periods. In fact, this section finds that streetcars had a measurable eﬀect on
density by 1925, but that horsecars did not have a commensurate eﬀect by
1865. These diﬀerential patterns support the contention that the circumstances
in the period in question—economic, social, building technology, and so on—are
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Dist from center Rail access Area Sample Population Density
<1 Yes 2.04 1,097 113,547 55,660
No - - - -
1-2 Yes 4.78 523 53,115 11,119
No 0.32 43 4,440 13,962
2-3 Yes 5.22 352 35,880 6,870
No 0.81 67 6,782 8,404
3-4 Yes 3.87 193 19,065 4,926
No 0.14 9 923 6,594
4-5 Yes 1.41 23 2,235 1,581
No 0.69 8 798 1,153
Rail access is based on a binary indicator of whether the tract centroid is within .5
miles of the network. Area measured in square miles. Distance from center in mileage
bands.
Table 6-1: Density by access to rail and distance to center, 1860
partially determinative of its subsequent eﬀects. That the influence of horsecars
on density emerges over time implies a period of adjustment, which is also
supported by findings for the influence of the 1960-era rail network on density.
The basic story this section tells is that:
1. Development around the horsecar in the first half of the 19th century was
not notably diﬀerent from pedestrian development. The most plausible ex-
planation is that horsecar-oriented development was oriented toward peo-
ple who could aﬀord to use it, which was relatively limited [Bass Warner,
1962]. These people could also aﬀord larger parcels of land.
2. Urban rail shaped the built environment uniquely in areas that developed
around streetcars.
3. The ubiquity and aﬀordability of the auto post-WWII has allowed an
increasingly larger subset of people to improve their overall circumstances
by moving farther from the CBD. But, current access to rail has helped
stem these population losses.
6.1.1 1860
Practically the entirety of the the city within 2 miles of the center of Boston had
access to rail in 1865. In Table 6-1 within 4 miles of the city center, areas without
rail access—presumably composed mostly of people who walked to work—are
slightly denser than areas with access. Using an access measure of 1/4 of a mile
the results are similar. These results are at best indicative. The sample size is
such that the results are not statistically significant beyond 3 miles.
Thus, the provisional explanation of the diﬀerence between areas with and
without urban rail is that the density characteristic of the pedestrian city was
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Rail access Tracts Area Sample Population Density
1925 1865
Yes Yes 181 45.74 6,853 682,991 14,932 (1)
No Yes 21 8.89 820 82,225 9,247 (2)
Yes No 67 32.75 2,597 258,759 7,902 (3)
No No 195 280.83 5,766 576,729 2,054 (4)
Rail access is based on a binary indicator of whether the tract centroid is within .5
miles of the network. Area measured in square miles.
Table 6-2: Density by access to rail, 1930
similar to the maximum density enabled by horsecars. What horsecars enabled
was more density on the outskirts. This comports with historic accounts tracing
the early transitions of Cambridge toward commuting [Binford, 1985].
6.1.2 1930
Continued exposure to rail made places denser, and made them grow denser
more quickly between 1860 and 1930. Places with access to urban rail in 1925
were denser than those areas without access in Table 6-2. The streetcar oﬀered
more significant speed advantages over walking than the horsecar, was more
ubiquitous and less expensive, had the advantage of knowledge gained from
decades of successful and failed horsecar operations, and was present during a
time of explosive population growth.
Urban rail’s persistent eﬀect on density was evident as early as 1930. Places
that had access to horsecars but not streetcars (row 2 in Table 6-2) were in 1930
denser than places that never had rail (row 4). That these areas are less dense
than those areas that subsequently got streetcars (row 3) fits alternate causal
mechanisms: (a) the lack of a streetcar caused density to be stable between
1860 and 1930; (b) there was some impediment to increasing density which also
caused those areas not to get streetcar access.
6.1.3 1960
Places exposed to urban rail at any point through 1960 (rows 1 to 6 in Table
6-3) were denser in 1960 than those areas that were never exposed to urban rail
(row 7). Places with longer exposure to urban rail (rows 1 and 2) were denser
still. The relationship between the length of an area’s exposure to urban rail and
its density may indicate the influence of that access, or it may be that rail was
placed in areas that had some other natural quality or neighborhood advocacy
that caused them to be more suited for density. Even if the assertion that rail
was the cause of this additional density cannot be proven, that the selection
process for rail mimicked the causal path of more density is undeniable.
Three pieces of evidence support the causal direction of rail influencing den-
sity, rather than the other way around.
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Rail access 1930
sample
Area Density Growth
1960 1925 1865 1960 1930
Yes Yes Yes Yes 21.82 19,976 16,381 22% (1)
No Yes Yes Yes 23.92 16,131 13,610 19% (2)
Yes Yes No Yes 5.93 14,802 9,440 57% (3)
No No Yes Yes 8.89 10,581 9,247 14% (4)
No Yes No Yes 26.82 9,461 7,562 25% (5)
Yes No No Yes 7.10 4,656 2,470 89% (6)
No No No Yes 273.73 3,221 2,043 58% (7)
No No No No 553.47 801 - - (8)
Row 8 had too few samples to be included in 1930. Additional growth in 1960 based
on areas newly exposed Rail access is based on a binary indicator of whether the tract
centroid is within .5 miles of the network. Area measured in square miles.
Table 6-3: Density by access to rail, 1960
1. Areas that only had access to urban rail in the age of horsecars, but did
not have access to the rail network in either 1925 or 1960 (row 4), were
denser in 1930 than places that never had access (row 7), and grew denser
still by 1960.
2. Those areas that retained rail between 1925 and 1960 (rows 1 and 3 in
Table 6-3) were denser in 1930 than those that lost it (rows 2 and 5).
3. Places that lost rail access between 1925 and 1960 grew more slowly in
the intervening years.
6.1.4 2000
While the top of Table 6-4 seems to show that density is determined by current
access to rail, that apparent relationship hides heterogeneity based on past
access to streetcars. Places with rail in 2000 that did not have streetcars are
denser than those areas that did not have rail. Places that did have streetcars
and now have rail are denser than those that lost rail in the interim. Areas that
had rail in previous periods and then lost it are denser than areas that never
had rail, and denser than those that gained rail access after 1925. Access to rail
in the streetcar era apparently determines present density more than present
rail access.
The evidence is that in the modern period new urban rail helps retain density,
but has a hard time creating it anew. Places with rail in 2000 in Table 6-4 lost
less density than those areas that once had streetcar access. This doubtless
reflects the dominance of mass transit at the time of introduction, but the role
of concurrent, but not necessarily causal growth cannot be ignored. Prior to
1960 the city was growing, and that growth was concentrated in areas that
had access to urban rail. Subsequently cities were shrinking, but the loss of
population was modulated by access to rail.
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Rail 2000 Yes No
Density 1960 15,115 2,2502000 14,204 2,453
Rail 2000 Yes No
Rail 1925 Yes No Yes No
Density 1960 18,983 6,045 12,227 1,6552000 17,663 6,093 10,397 1,980
Rail access is based on a binary indicator of whether the tract centroid is within .5
miles of the network.
Table 6-4: Heterogeneity in density & density growth, 1960-2000
Rail access Year
1925 2000 1930 1960 2000
No No 1.30 0.92 0.86
Yes No 0.75 0.63 0.57
No Yes 0.64 0.46 0.49
Yes Yes 1.23 0.65 0.64
n=590 tracts. Population density 1930, 1960, and 2000. Rail access is based on a
binary indicator of whether the tract centroid is within .5 miles of the network.
Table 6-5: Density coeﬃcient of variation by rail access over time
6.1.5 Heterogeneity
Heterogeneity in density—the extent to which the eﬀects of rail are distributed—is
quantified by the coeﬃcient of variation of density between tracts in a given time,
area, and level of rail access. While infill development is generally expected to
increase the homogeneity of density over time, increasing specialization and
separation of uses decreases the homogeneity of residential density. Given the
relatively large size of tracts, the expectation is that the tendency toward infill
will dominate if there are no exogenous shocks. The use of tracts defined based
on 2000 population will also tend to reduce the level of heterogeneity over time.
Because the geography of density has changed over time, older periods appear
more heterogenous.
While places without rail access in 2000 in Table 6-4 have continued to grow
more homogenous between tracts over time, those with rail access stabilized by
1960. Places with rail grew more quickly, and grew more similarly. They are
more homogenous in density.
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6.2 Density gradients: model description
This section provides an overview of the methods utilized in the remainder
of this chapter to estimate density gradients, along with a summary of how
methodological issues with the estimation procedure are handled, the expected
spatial structure of the model, and the controls that are consistent over time.
The expectation is that urban rail makes for taller and steeper density gra-
dients. The monocentric model implies a specific functional form—negative
exponential—which results from regressing the natural logarithm of density on
distance from the CBD. In this chapter access to rail in each period is an ad-
ditional binary regressor. If the coeﬃcient on rail proximity in past periods is
significant and positive, the associated density gradient is taller and steeper.
6.2.1 Methodological issues
Alperovich and Deutsch [1992] indicate that, when calculating density gradients,
least squares estimates can be biased by centroid definitions and misidentifica-
tion of the CBD, which will lead to underestimates of the gradient. The first
is a manifestation of MAUP, which is tested later in this chapter by utilizing
blockgroups rather than tracts. The second is complicated by change over time.
Given that the center of Boston activity has moved over time, the amount of
land nearby has increased by landfill, and the predominance of water rather
than land to the east, the center is more mythical than corporeal. This disser-
tation uses the Boston Stone on Marshall Street and Salt Lane, because it has
not moved since it was laid in 1737.
McDonald [1989] reviews the literature on additional functional forms that
account for the dominance of non-residential areas near the CBD, and sug-
gests that adding polynomial terms for distance to CBD can in some cases help
account for the expected decrease in residential density at the center due to
crowding out by businesses. This is tested later in this chapter for the Boston
data, along with additional functional forms. Similarly, Levinson [2008b] finds
that there is a diﬀerential relationship of density to rail access in London within
the central city—there is a kink in the density curve. Unlike London, Boston
does not have a consistent definition of the central city limits over time. Diﬀer-
entiation between the center of the metropolitan area and its outskirts requires
an arbitrarily defined boundary. While various boundaries were tested, they do
little to improve model fit. Inasmuch as there is a decrease in residential density
at the center of Boston based on increasing commercial density over time, this
will contribute to a seemingly flatter residential density gradient overall than in
truth exists. This underestimate of the non-rail density gradient will also likely
lead to Type II errors regarding the eﬀect of proximity to rail on residential
population density. This will be accompanied by an increased propensity for
Type I errors on the eﬀects of past rail on total building area—if the omitted
commercial density is related to past proximity to rail.
Weighting observations by area has been suggested as a correction for the
sampling bias of low density areas introduced by tract geography defined by
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Adjacency Inverse distance Inverse distance squared
Density (2000) .572 .184 .432
OLS residuals (2000) .145 .015 .070
n=590 tracts. All tests significant (p < .001)
Table 6-6: Moran’s I for density spatial weight matrices
identical populations [Frankena, 1978]. The weights used in this dissertation
are spatial in nature, rather than based on area.
6.2.2 Spatial structure
The expectation is that there is spatial auto-correlation in density (see Chapter
3). This is supported by Table 6-6 for both density and the residuals from the
OLS model. Higher degrees of spatial autocorrelation are found for adjacent
areas than for the distance-based matrices.
Tract boundaries are designed to contain similar numbers of people in the
current year, constrained by adjacent block structure and transportation infras-
tructure. There will be heterogeneity of density within tracts, especially for past
years that are re-aggregated to later geographic definitions. Because this het-
erogeneity is the product of tract definitions it points to the use of an adjacency
matrix to correct for spatial error, rather than spatial lag.
Spatial lag at the areal level requires that increased density in tract A in-
fluences density in adjacent tracts because of the eﬀect of tract A’s density.
Reviewing the possible causal mechanisms for the persistence of density, long-
lasting buildings and lack of relocation may lead to spatial auto-correlation
because they are omitted from the model, but this omission implies a spatial
error model. Similarly, diﬀerential preferences are likely to be omitted from the
model rather than produce contagion between tracts.
The positive externalities of rail, and the cultural influence of one’s neigh-
bors, do imply that increased density in a given area might lead to an increase in
shops and that, in turn, increase the viability of density in adjacent areas. Sim-
ilarly, neighbor and developer advocacy may constrain adjacent areas’ density
based on the density of a given area, especially when interacted with municipal
zoning provisions. Each of these rationales indicates the use of an adjacency
matrix. However, these are not likely to operate at the same spatial area level
as tract or blockgroup definitions—they do not have agency either on their own
or through a single entity that controls them. Census tracts do not cohere with
municipal definitions of neighborhoods or zoning districts. They usually contain
either parts of a given neighborhood and interest group, or multiple neighbor-
hoods and interest groups. In short, even if there is a lag eﬀect on a parcel
level, this is likely to manifest through a boundary mismatch at the blockgroup
or census tract level. Thus, the remainder of this chapter utilizes a spatial error
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model to correct for the presence of spatial autocorrelation. Sensitivity tests
are performed to test this assumption.
6.2.3 Consistent controls
Based on cumulative causation and past settlement patterns, areas vary in their
(a) permitted density, uses, and lot sizes, (b) mix of city services, amenities and
tax rates, (c) styles and quality of housing, and (d) demographic profiles based
on perceptions of the match to roles, preferences, and attitudes. Controlling for
these characteristics allows some insight into the mechanism of how access to
rail past and present influences subsequent density.
In cross-sectional analysis for multiple periods, avoiding endogeneity in a
single equation model restricts controls to those area assets that are not in turn
dependent on the dependent variable over time. This means either characteris-
tics that are consistent, or exist prior to 1860. Municipal fixed eﬀects can control
for overall levels of permitted density due to zoning, natural resource desirabil-
ity, and other relatively stable endowments. Municipal and county level fixed
eﬀects have mostly been used in the context of hedonic regression to account for
time variant and invariant unobservables [Ihlanfeldt, 2007, Glaeser and Ward,
2009, Zabel and Dalton, 2011, for zoning and density]. Sieg et al. [2002] use
town fixed eﬀects as a proxy for price indices.
Municipal boundaries in the Boston metropolitan area have not been fixed
over the time period studied. Notably, between 1860 and 1930, the city of
Boston annexed neighboring cities and towns. If changes in boundaries between
years are correlated with the location of growth, rather than a fixed endow-
ment of desirability, city fixed eﬀects will absorb changes in outcomes that are
actually related to exposure to urban rail. The opposite might also be true.
Because all boundaries are changed by governments they require judgment on
whether changing those boundaries is a wise move for the future of the area.
If annexer and annexee diﬀer substantially in initial endowment of desirability,
then municipal fixed eﬀects, which should capture the diﬀerence between mu-
nicipalities and the similarities within, will not do so. The municipality will be
heterogeneous in initial endowment of assets.
Municipal fixed eﬀects are proxies—if incomplete—for (a) and (b) above.1
(c) and (d) are endogenous to density because housing and people persist over
time to an unknown degree. For single periods, the characteristics of the housing
stock are not endogenous to population, if measured with a suﬃcient time lag.
Data to do so are only available at the tract level for population density in 2000.
Data beyond population counts simply are not consistent below the municipality
level prior to 1960.
Municipal fixed eﬀects do not control for the alternative hypothesis that the
relationship between urban rail and density is simply capturing the correlation
between areas that have been important—and thus grown denser—over time.
1Boundaries are defined within this chapter as they existed in 2000, but systematic variation
over time might reduce the strength of the results found.
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Density
1860 1930 1960 2000
Historic
Places
pre-1800 .400 -.089 -.199 -.204
1800-1865 .392 -.003 -.123 -.130
1865-1925 -.036 -.013 .001
1925-1960 -.101 -.108
1960-2010 -.109
Historic places not limited. Density measured in people per square mile.
Table 6-7: Correlating historic places with subsequent density
Under this hypothesis areas of the city that are older (a) predated zoning con-
trols and thus reflect the density of a pedestrian city and (b) were important,
and because of that received rail, and concurrently grew denser. In other words,
rail follows historic patterns, not the other way around. To counteract this, past
work at the county level uses straight lines between areas as an instrument for
actual route choice [e.g. Atack et al., 2008], and at the tract level uses inter-city
railroads as instruments for the routing of urban rail extensions post-1970 [Kahn,
2007b]. Railroad routing is likely endogenous to horsecar routing, and thus is
not a proper instrument, nor are straight line measures workable in an intra-
city situation. Instead this section proposes two diﬀerent indicators of the past
primacy of place—the number of historic structures and the existence of city
government. The proposed indicators of primacy are just that—indicators—and
thus they measure actual importance with error.
The first of the indicators is the number of historic places—buildings, parks,
etc.—in a given tract that existed between 1800 and 1865.2 The number of
these historic places are likely correlated with the density of places prior to the
existence of horsecars, and thus are not reliant on subsequent density.
The incidence of these historic places may have conflicting eﬀects on cur-
rent population density. Primacy in prior years may be correlated with an
increased likelihood of future development. If this takes the form of residential
development, then historic places will be positively correlated with residential
density. Otherwise it will be negatively correlated or uncorrelated with residen-
tial density. The recording of that primacy may also be indicative of subsequent
historic preservation. Because development was less dense prior to 1865, more
preservation would be associated with lower residential density in the present.
In Table 6-7 both of the hypothesized eﬀects of historic places on subsequent
density are apparent. Historic places prior to 1860 are positively correlated
with density in 1860. Additionally, the number of historic places is negatively
correlated with density post-1960.
The number of historic designations within a given tract has no meaning a
priori. Using a linear functional form, with a maximum of 4 places in any given
area, attempts to minimize the possibility of over-fitting the data.
2The derivation of this data is discussed in Appendix C.
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1860 1930 1960 2000
Intercept 10.01 10.15 10.56 10.25
Distance to CBD -0.36 -0.21 -0.20 -0.16
n=100 tracts for 1860, 464 tracts for 1930, and 590 tracts for 1960 and 2000., depen-
dent: log population density 1860, 1930, 1960, and 2000. Spatial error model includes
municipal fixed eﬀects. All estimates significant (p < .001).
Table 6-8: Density gradients over time
The ideal second indicator would be the density of these primal places prior
to the existence of urban rail. However, relatively disaggregate data prior to
1860 simply do not exist in an easily accessible form. Thus, the second indicator
uses the data collection and aggregation choices in 1860 as an indicator of im-
portance. Places with wards were cities—by definition they were large enough
that they had recognizably diﬀerentiated areas, unlike towns. The implicit as-
sumption in grouping these areas together is that the process of becoming a
city was a choice made by a town that was consistently indicative of its im-
portance within the metropolitan area. The functional definition used here is
reversed—those places that did not have wards in 1860.
6.3 Findings: density gradients over time
Between 1860 and 2000 travel speeds increased due to technology and infras-
tructure improvements, and employment decentralized. This section begins by
testing the degree to which the density gradient has flattened during this period.
Finding that the flattening has been significant, it then examines the degree to
which urban rail has influenced patterns of density over time.
Muth [1969] uses 25 random census tracts to estimate residential and in-
dustrial density gradients for a variety of SMSAs. For Boston, Muth finds that
the residential density gradient flattened over time—from .27 in 1948 to .21 in
1963—with the center also getting less dense. McDonald [1989], in his review
of the literature, finds that density gradients have flattened notably over time.
The relative stability of fitted density at the center of the city is apparent
in Table 6-8, as is the flattening of the density gradient over time due to the
increased speed of travel as predicted by the monocentric model. Data issues
on the outskirts of the metropolitan area described in Appendix A are likely to
bias findings towards a slightly flatter gradient than actually existed in 1930.
The models in Table 6-9 test for the eﬀect on the density gradient of con-
current and past rail utilizing the controls available at the time.3 Spatial error
models are estimated for each period without municipal fixed eﬀects—of ques-
tionable value prior to 1930 given subsequent boundary changes. Results are
3All models utilize the measure of historic places which pre-dates all 4 periods. The 1860
model does not use the indicator of location within a city in 1860—it includes the complete
1860 data set.
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1860 1930 1960 2000
Intercept 10.04 *** 9.69 *** 10.09 *** 9.21 ***
Dist. to CBD -0.37 *** -0.11 *** -0.15 *** -0.07 ***
Rail 1865 0.01 0.39 ** 0.28 ** 0.25 **
Rail 1925 0.44 * 0.32 ** 0.85 ***
Rail 1960 0.16 0.16
Rail 2000 0.12
Bus 2010 0.49 ***
Historic -0.01 -0.07 * -0.04 * -0.06 ***
Not 1860 city -0.53 ** -0.15 -0.30 **
Lambda 0.87 *** 0.59 *** 0.75 *** 0.65 ***
n 100 464 590 590
AIC 77.8 1286.7 1059.8 1016.4
adj. r2 (OLS) 0.690 0.451 0.701 0.683
Dependent: log population density 1860, 1930, 1960, and 2000. Spatial error model
does not include municipal fixed eﬀects. Rail access is based on a binary indicator
of whether the tract centroid is within .5 miles of the network. Bus is additionally
limited to areas where streetcars did not run. Historic places limited to 4 maximum.
‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1
Table 6-9: Density gradients, rail access over time
substantially the same using municipal eﬀects, albeit with slightly lower coeﬃ-
cient estimates.
The results in Table 6-9 generally confirm the findings from the prior analysis
in this chapter. Past rail proximity has a stronger eﬀect on density than current
rail, and streetcars have stronger persistent eﬀects than other rail eras. More
historic landmarks and locations outside the boundaries of cities in 1860 are both
associated with lower density, as expected. Their inclusion does not influence
parameter estimates of rail’s eﬀects on density.
In 1860 there is no apparent eﬀect of access to rail on density. Subsequent
years see a positive eﬀect of access to the 1865 horsecar network, with relatively
consistent parameter estimates.
Access to the 1925 streetcar network influences density in 1930. Parts of the
streetcar network had been in place for four decades by the time of measurement.
The parameter estimate on the streetcar network increases notably between 1960
and 2000, but density at the center of the city is lower in 2000. Added together,
places with streetcar access have slightly lower densities in 2000 than 1960, but
have retained density more than other places. In 2000, the density of places
once proximate to streetcars is exceptional rather than the norm.
There is no significant additional density near the rail network as it existed
in 1960 in either 1960 or 2000. Including municipal fixed eﬀects, proximity to
the 1960 rail network is significant at the p<.1 level in both 1960 and 2000,
with the same size coeﬃcient for density in 1960 and 50% greater for 2000. The
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implication is that the process of adaptation during a period of shrinking urban
population is slow. The changes that took place between 1960 and 2000 are
explored in more depth in the diﬀerenced model later in this chapter.
While access to the concurrent rail network is not significant for 2000, the
bus network outside the streetcar network does have a significantly positive
influence on density. The bus network is likely to have been in place and been
substantially similar from at least 1960, but data is only available for the current
network, thus its inclusion in year 2000 estimates only. That it is significant, and
current rail access is not, should be read as arising from the omission of prior
era bus networks, not as a result of current bus service. Bus access may also
serve as a proxy for areas that have lower income—the poor locate in places
with bus access because of lower combined housing and transportation costs,
or bus access is extended to areas with lower incomes. Testing these causal
mechanisms is not possible because of the omission of prior era bus networks.
6.4 Robustness check: housing age and network
structure
This section examines two additional causal mechanisms for urban rail’s eﬀect on
density: (1) housing unit age and (2) network structure—connectivity and road
density. It finds that old housing is associated with higher density areas, but this
does not significantly weaken the persistent eﬀects of proximity to streetcars.
Similarly, it finds that better connected local roads are associated with higher
density, but that the eﬀect of past rail on density significantly persists, albeit
with a smaller eﬀect size.
Neither of these is held to be exogenous from the existence of past rail. In
fact, the presence of old housing and of a denser network structure are both
found to be significantly correlated with the presence of streetcars. Thus, esti-
mates including these controls should not be interpreted as a finding of reduced
eﬀect of past rail on present density. Instead, that a legacy eﬀect remains after
these controls indicates that there is some additional mechanism or mechanisms
that act on density in areas that were once proximate to streetcars.
These mechanisms may be omitted characteristics of the built environment
unique to past rail that are not captured with the limited indicators used in this
analysis—the number of storefronts, the parcel density, the quality of construc-
tion, or the width of streets among others. The plausible alternate explanation
is that there is a cultural mechanism—based on your family or neighbors—that
causes this legacy eﬀect to be apparent. These mechanisms, individually and
collectively, result in the necessary investment over time that maintains the
density characteristic of the period in which they were built.
While this dissertation leaves the investigation of those characteristics to fu-
ture work, the determination that there is something innate to rail that extends
beyond basic indicators of the built environment is the focus of the remainder
of this section. It begins by examining the relationship of housing age to past
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1960 1970 1980 1990 2000
pre-1940 Housing
Units (HU)
638,641 582,214 521,191 493,687 467,990
% of existing pre-1940
HU destroyed
- 8.8% 10.3% 5.4% 5.2%
Table 6-10: Pre-1940 housing units, 1960 to 2000
proximity to rail at both the parcel and tract level. It proceeds next to the net-
work characteristics and describes their mechanism to act on density. It then
examines the correlation between these mechanisms and the existence of past
rail. Finally it presents a series of models describing the eﬀect of past proximity
to rail on density in 2000 with and without controls.
6.4.1 Age of built environment
One mechanism for the lasting eﬀects of past rail density is likely the built
environment. Urban rail changes the relative value of places and thus their
suitability for diﬀerent types of buildings. Buildings both last a long time, and
have relatively low marginal costs to maintain once occupied. Landowners thus
have an incentive to keep buildings occupied once built.
Demonstrating that old housing is a plausible mechanism for the persistent
eﬀects of density requires (1) that housing units are relatively permanent and
(2) that buildings are erected concurrent to the appearance of urban rail. Given
these findings, if old housing positively aﬀects density, then it is clearly a mech-
anism by which that density persists.
On the first account, Table 6-10 demonstrates conclusively that old buildings
tend to persist. More than 70% of the units built prior to 1940 that were
standing in 1960 were still standing in 2000. The rate of destruction slowed
rather than increased as these buildings aged.
Verifying the second premise is complicated by the aggregation of all housing
units built before 1940 into a single category at the census tract level. Ideally,
data would exist on the opening of each horsecar, streetcar, subway, and elevated
line, as well as concurrent building records—permits, parcel sales, or unit sales.
Analysis of these data would establish conclusively the degree to which buildings
proximate to rail were built concurrent to the opening of nearby urban rail
lines. In the absence of that ideal, parcel data from the City of Boston can help
explain the extent to which earlier incarnations of urban rail influenced where
buildings were constructed. Because of boundary changes, reduced variation
in distance from rail, and minor data integrity issues documented in Appendix
D, conclusions drawn from City of Boston parcel data come with appropriate
caveats on the generalizability of findings.
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Count of parcels indicated in legend.
Figure 6-2: Boston parcels by year building erected and distance to rail
Parcel level
The hypothesis being tested is a relatively simple one: older rail is correlated
with older buildings. Figure 6-2 compares the number of parcels built in a given
year with their distance from rail in 1925. It is indicative of the interdependence
between when buildings and rail are constructed. Evident from this Figure is
(a) the majority of parcels in Boston were built between 1880 and 1930, and (b)
most of these parcels were built within 1/2 mile of the 1925 rail network.
In order to understand this relationship more systematically, the year the
building on a parcel was built is modeled as a function of distance from rail in
each of the given periods. The only available control that is consistent across
periods is distance from the center of Boston. This can control for the propensity
for building to take place farther from the CBD over time with or without the
influence of transportation technology [e.g. Brueckner, 1986].4
With only the CBD control in place in Model 1 in Table 6-11, the average
building in the center of Boston was built in 1897, increasing by just under 5
years per mile from the CBD. This relationship is as expected. The existence
of rail in Model 2 in Table 6-11 substitutes for the relationship of the CBD
to building age, which is now negligible in magnitude (adding more detail to
Brueckner, which focuses on distance from the CBD). Areas close to rail in
1865 are older, and grow older the farther they are from the CBD. This might
4Although the year in which a building was erected is not a continuous variable, this
analysis treats it as the dependent variable in a least squares regression. An ordered logistic
regression is more correct in theory. It results in similar findings as Table 6-11, but is more
diﬃcult to interpret, and thus is not presented here.
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(1) (2)
Intercept 1897.00 *** 1934.31 ***
Dist. to CBD 4.68 *** 0.61 *
Rail 2000 5.56 ***
Rail 1960 -8.58 ***
Rail 1925 -29.24 ***
Rail 1865 -2.57 ***
Dist. to CBD * Rail 2000 -1.27 ***
Dist. to CBD * Rail 1960 1.87 ***
Dist. to CBD * Rail 1925 3.10 ***
Dist. to CBD * Rail 1865 -0.90 ***
adj. r2 0.128 0.142
n=76,017 parcels, dependent: year parcel built. Rail access is based on a binary
indicator of whether the parcel is within .5 miles of the network.
‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1
Table 6-11: Year built v. rail distance, parcel level
be explained by the propensity to redevelop closer to the city, so that older
buildings last longer the farther they are from the CBD.
Areas close to the 1925 urban rail network are on average built in 1905,
growing younger by 3 years per mile from the CBD. This comports with the
story of buildings constructed concurrent to urban rail. Rail was built later
on the outskirts of the city, as were buildings. Buildings erected near where
rail emerged for the first time in 1960 are newer than buildings near prior rail.
Places where rail existed in both 1960 and 1925 have older buildings than where
rail only existed in 1925.
Rail in 2000 results in newer buildings—as expected. When interacted with
prior rail existence (not presented here), eﬀects are not significantly diﬀerent
than those presented in Table 6-11. In other words, places that had rail in
earlier years and also had rail in 2000 have newer buildings on average. This
is also evident in the 2000-era housing boom near where rail existed in 1925 in
Figure 6-2. This is not an artifact of the mean—these findings are supported
by quantile regression at the 25th and 75th percentile.
In sum, this parcel level data strongly supports the hypothesized relationship
between past proximity to rail and the age of residential structures.
Tract level
Ideally, panel data would start with the housing built in a given period, and then
examine how the housing in each era evolves thereafter. However, tract level
data on housing is only available from 1960 onward for the entire metropolitan
area, and only diﬀerentiates structural age in decades, grouping all prior housing
into a single category. Thus any housing destroyed in the interim will not be
included in this analysis. This omission will increase Type II errors.
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Rail 1925 No Yes No Yes
Rail 2000 No No Yes Yes
Area (sq mi) 830.4 49.5 12.8 30.1
1960 to 2000 pre-1939 HU lost / sq mi 65 1,058 289 2,029
post-1939 HU gain / sq mi 350 1,569 934 3,001
People / HU loss 0.84 0.82 0.84 0.50
pre-1939 HU % lost 21% 31% 19% 32%
post-1939 HU % gain 202% 406% 321% 610%
People / HU % loss 25% 25% 26% 18%
1960 pre-1939 HU / sq mi 312 3,368 1,536 6,437
post-1939 HU / sq mi 173 387 291 492
People / HU 3.41 3.26 3.31 2.74
2000 pre-1939 HU / sq mi 247 2,309 1,248 4,408
post-1939 HU / sq mi 524 1,956 1,225 3,493
People / HU 2.57 2.44 2.46 2.24
Table 6-12: Pre-1940 housing destruction and growth in post-1940 housing
Places near streetcars had more old housing, lost more old housing, retained
more old housing, and gained more new housing in absolute terms than places
not proximate to streetcars in Table 6-12. They also retained less old housing in
percentage terms, without regard to current rail access, and gained less housing
in relationship to their total housing stock post-1960.
The change from 1960 to 2000 is unexpected, given the common conception
that the housing boom has taken place outside the core of the city. The omitted
fact is that the portion of the metropolitan area that has never had access to
rail is 7 times as large as the portion that has. Approximately 300,000 new
units were constructed in areas that never had access to rail, whereas only half
that many were constructed in areas that had access to rail at some point.
The stagnant population density between 1960 and 2000 near past streetcars
results from a decrease in people per housing unit across the metropolitan area
in Table 6-12. People were taking up the same land area as they always did in
places that had rail, there were just a lot more walls than there used to be.
In sum, these results support the contention that past rail proximity is as-
sociated with a denser, older housing stock.
6.4.2 Network structure
Including indicators of network structure controls for the hypothesis that the
eﬀect of past access to urban rail on current density is due to the portion of the
built environment that is independent from the housing built concurrent to that
rail. While these eﬀects may be structural—more connected, local streets are
associated with smaller parcels, more storefront retail, or more densely zoned
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areas—they are also plausibly cultural or preference based. More connected
streets may attract residents who have fewer objections to new dense housing.
The structure may also remind people of how their families once lived, and
thus may attract people to live in denser areas than they otherwise would.
These eﬀects are also plausibly intertwined. (a) Denser networks means more
commercial strips and a better walking environment. This leads to (b) more of
your neighbors walking which (c) increases your utility from living in a dense
area because of increased safety or other reductions of disutility from travel.
Network indicators are likely to be highly correlated with past streetcar access,
even if the mechanism connecting that access to the network structure is not
documented. Three indicators are used as controls
• Connectivity. More streets per intersection means more connected, smaller
blocks. It is indicative of grid systems associated with diversity of route
choice between given points. For example, a measure with the value 2⇣
lim
n!1
2·n·(n 1)
n2
⌘
would indicate a completely connected grid on average.
• Local street density. More local streets per square mile is likely associated
with smaller blocks and more retail establishments.
• Non-local street density. Because of their orientation to through traﬃc,
non-local streets tend to be wider and harder, if not impossible, to cross
on foot [Levinson and Krizek, 2008]. They are associated with invasive
road architecture, and disamenity from noise and pollution.
6.4.3 Zoning
The permitted uses, lot coverage, height, and floor area ratio within zoning
codes define the limits of future growth. Significant complexity derives from
zoning’s unpredictable interaction with institutional constraints. For example,
areas may be restricted in density by code in order to give politicians more
power over development via the variance procedure. The legal code in place
may not be associated to a great degree with the actual restrictions on density.
While past zoning restrictions likely play a significant role in determining
absolute levels of density in the present, their relationship to current zoning
is simply unknown because past structures are “grandfathered.” The MassGIS
zoning layer [Massachusetts Oﬃce of Geographic Information, 2007] does yeo-
man’s work of collecting zoning restrictions across the fragmented municipalities
of the Boston metropolitan area, but only contain data at a single point in time.
As Zabel and Dalton [2011] note, zoning in multiple periods is needed to ascer-
tain causality. They uniquely use a diﬀerenced approach, based on estimates in
structural breaks in minimum lot sizes over time. Past work [e.g. Sieg et al.,
2002, Glaeser and Ward, 2009, Zabel and Dalton, 2011] focuses on minimum lot
size and single-family homes because of the diﬃculty of extracting indicators of
allowed density for multi-family housing, among other reasons. The impact on
density where rail is prevalent requires consistent indicators of the restrictions
that apply to multi-family structures.
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B C D E F G Rail 1925
Non-local streets A 0.18 0.19 0.22 -0.31 -0.07 -0.20 0.31
Local streets B 0.76 0.67 -0.72 -0.15 -0.48 0.66
Connectivity C 0.63 -0.66 -0.24 -0.44 0.66
% pre-1940 HU D -0.63 -0.12 -0.33 0.61
Dist. to CBD E 0.15 0.52 -0.77
Historic places F 0.02 -0.21
Not in ward, 1860 G -0.50
Pre-1940 housing units lagged to 1960. Rail access in 1925 is based on a binary
indicator of whether the tract centroid is within .5 miles of the network. Historic
places limited to 4 maximum.
Table 6-13: Correlation between controls
In sum, no specific controls for zoning are used in the subsequent analysis
because of these issues, despite the theoretical rationale for their inclusion. Mu-
nicipal fixed eﬀects are proxies only for inter-municipality variation in zoning.
6.4.4 Controls v. streetcar access
Table 6-13 provides evidence that local street and connectivity measures, as
well as old housing, are highly correlated with proximity to past rail, and with
each other. Without documentation of the mechanism for this relationship—for
example, street plans for new streetcar suburbs—there is no conclusive causal
link between proximity to past rail and these measures. The minimal conclusion,
that these measures are not unrelated, strongly implies that network structure
and housing are not exogenous controls for past rail access. Instead, they likely
function as alternate mechanisms by which past rail aﬀects current density.
Thus, findings of a reduction in the eﬀect of past rail on current density based
on their inclusion do not imply that past rail has a smaller eﬀect. Instead, the
inference is that unique housing and network characteristics are mechanisms
explaining the persistence of density adjacent to past urban rail. Inasmuch
as a legacy eﬀect remains, additional mechanisms—cultural, preferential, or
otherwise—are also plausible.
6.4.5 Findings
The series of models in Table 6-14 include permutations of the controls above.
In sum they support the finding that past access to rail has a significant eﬀect
on subsequent density. They point to the built environment as the strongest
mechanism, but find a legacy eﬀect beyond the BE.
In Model 1, past proximity to the horsecar and streetcar are both signifi-
cant, but streetcar access has a much stronger eﬀect, as expected. Bus access
beyond the streetcar extent—which is likely a proxy for prior era’s bus access
as well—has a stronger eﬀect on density than horsecar access. The inclusion
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of municipal fixed eﬀects in Model 2 also indicate some role for rail in 1960,
but no role for current rail. Municipal fixed eﬀects also lessen the influence of
distance to the CBD—implying that the amenities of an area may be a stronger
influence on residential location than the journey to the CBD. In model 3, past
urban rail’s eﬀects on modern density are independent of indicators of primal,
historic, preserved places. These indicators have the expected directional eﬀect.
Model 4 adds the control for old housing—entered in percentage terms to
avoid endogeneity with density. This reduces the impact of past proximity to
horsecars and streetcars. Model 5 adds network controls as well, which reduce
the magnitude and strength of the parameter estimates on past access to rail
significantly, but also reduce other parameter estimates as well. Notably, places
farther from the CBD and/or outside city boundaries in 1860 are no longer less
dense. The network seems to be relatively strong proxy for the main mechanism
of past rail’s eﬀect on subsequent density.
Multicollinearity is a concern because of the high degree of correlation be-
tween controls in Table 6-13. The variance inflation factors (VIFs) including
the full set of controls for an OLS model are all below 4, with the exception of
streetcar proximity. Four is a conservative cutoﬀ point indicating multicollinear-
ity because it indicates that standard errors are twice as large as they would
be if there was no correlation with the other controls. Streetcar proximity has
a VIF of 6.97, which is indicative of multicollinearity that is neither trivial nor
severe. However, regression coeﬃcients are stable based on the exclusion of this
indicator, and the data set includes all Boston tracts. Thus, the apparent degree
of multicollinearity in this model should not influence inference for Boston. It
does call into question inference for other cities that may or may not share this
same data pattern.
In sum, there is some legacy eﬀect of past rail access on current density, after
controlling for plausible mechanisms of prior importance, persistent housing,
and network connectivity. The extent to which these are the product of omitted
BE characteristics, or are instead based on cultural mechanisms is unknown.
What is conclusive is that through a variety of mechanisms, urban rail caused
the observed increase in density that has persisted until the present.
6.5 Robustness check: spatial structure
This chapter previously found that because of the likelihood of mis-specified
boundaries and omitted variables, there is a theoretical reason to prefer a spatial
error model. However, the Lagrange Multiplier tests and the change in Akaike
Information Criteria (AIC) in Table 6-15 indicate that lag model is a slightly
better statistical fit to the the data. While this does not change the preferred
model, which is based on theory, it is valuable to test alternate spatial structures
in order to confirm the robustness of the findings from the spatial error model.
The additional models tested in Table 6-15 are no spatial structure—the OLS
model—a spatial lag structure, and the Durbin model—which includes spatial
lags of both the dependent and independent variables.
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(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Intercept 8.84 *** 7.87 *** 8.27 *** 7.73 *** 5.38 ***
Dist. To CBD -0.08 *** -0.05 * -0.04 . -0.03 . 0.01
Rail 2000 0.13 0.10 0.10 0.05 0.08
Rail 1865 0.28 ** 0.24 ** 0.22 ** 0.20 * 0.16 **
Rail 1925 0.86 *** 0.87 *** 0.83 *** 0.73 *** 0.36 **
Rail 1960 0.19 0.25 * 0.23 . 0.26 * 0.18 *
Bus 2010 0.47 *** 0.44 *** 0.46 *** 0.43 *** 0.24 ***
Historic places -0.06 *** -0.08 *** -0.06 ***
Not in ward, 1860 -0.39 ** -0.38 *** -0.04
Pre-1940 HU 0.98 *** 0.49 ***
Connectivity 0.79 ***
Local streets 0.05 ***
Non-local streets -0.02 *
Lambda 0.65 *** 0.54 *** 0.57 *** 0.46 *** 0.33 ***
Municipal FE N Y Y Y Y
AIC 1032.0 1039.0 1022.9 990.2 636.2
adj. r2 (OLS) .668 .744 .749 .775 .881
n=590 tracts, dependent: log population density 2000. Spatial error model includes
municipal fixed eﬀects. Pre-1940 housing units lagged to 1960. Rail access is based
on a binary indicator of whether the tract centroid is within .5 miles of the network.
Bus is additionally limited to areas where streetcars did not run. Local and non-local
streets measured in road length miles per square mile. Historic places limited to 4
maximum. Full models found in Appendix E.
‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1
Table 6-14: Comparison of density gradient model controls
The main finding in Table 6-15 is that the causal inference that places near
past rail are denser is independent of the spatial structure of the model. Param-
eter estimates of the eﬀect of past and current rail have the same significance,
and very similar magnitudes, across models.
If the lag model is correct, CBD distance is positive. But, the Durbin model
indicates that the lag relationship is complicated. This points to a lack of
robustness of the eﬀect of proximity to the CBD on density, controlling for
municipal fixed eﬀects, housing, and network controls. Similarly there is a
complicated relationship between the direct and spatial lag eﬀect of those areas
that were not in a defined ward in 1860. Tracts with more old housing that
are near other tracts that have a high proportion of old housing are denser
still. This is indicative of clustering—but not such that it influences the legacy
eﬀect of past access to rail on current density. In sum, there is a remarkable
consistency between spatial models in causal inference.
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OLS Error Lag Durbin
Est Est Est Est Lag
Intercept 4.97 *** 5.38 *** 3.16 *** 2.55 ***
Dist. To CBD 0.02 0.01 0.04 ** -0.07 0.11 *
Rail 2000 0.1 0.08 0.11 0.02 0.16
Rail 1865 0.15 * 0.16 ** 0.11 * 0.15 * -0.2
Rail 1925 0.4 ** 0.36 ** 0.37 *** 0.37 ** 0.44
Rail 1960 0.18 * 0.18 * 0.15 * 0.18 * -0.04
Bus 2010 0.26 *** 0.24 *** 0.25 *** 0.29 *** 0.17
Historic places -0.07 *** -0.06 *** -0.06 *** -0.05 *** 0
Not in ward, 1860 0.04 -0.04 0 -0.28 ** 0.41 **
pre-1940 HU 0.62 *** 0.49 *** 0.44 *** 0.38 ** 0.75 *
Connectivity 0.89 *** 0.79 *** 0.8 *** 0.64 *** 0.53
Local streets 0.06 *** 0.05 *** 0.05 *** 0.05 *** -0.01
Non-local streets -0.01 . -0.02 * -0.02 * -0.02 ** 0.01
Lambda 0.33 ***
Rho 0.24 *** 0.21 **
AIC 654.8 636.2 628.6 674.9
LM test (robust) 45.2 (7.8) 51.4 (4.0)
n=590 tracts, dependent: log population density 2000, adj. r2 (OLS): .881. Spatial
error model includes municipal fixed eﬀects. Pre-1940 housing units lagged to 1960.
Rail access is based on a binary indicator of whether the tract centroid is within .5
miles of the network. Bus is additionally limited to areas where streetcars did not run.
Local and non-local streets measured in road length miles per square mile. Historic
places limited to 4 maximum. Full models found in Appendix E.
‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1
Table 6-15: Comparison of density gradient spatial models
6.6 Robustness check: functional form
The model of urban rail’s impact on density attempts to maximize three goals si-
multaneously: theoretical viability, explanatory power, and legibility. Ensuring
that the model is parsimonious—as simple as possible, and no simpler—requires
tradeoﬀs between completeness and legibility. This section utilizes alternate
functional forms in order to ensure that conclusions drawn from the negative
exponential model used throughout this chapter are robust. It finds that there
is no reason to prefer any of the alternate models tested.
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(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Neg Exp. Neg Exp. Neg Exp. Linear Neg Exp.
Intercept 7.87 *** 8.04 *** 7.36 *** 1789 7.86 ***
Dist. To CBD -0.05 * -0.10 * -0.02 -24 -0.05 *
Dist. To CBD ^ 2 0.002
Rail 2000 0.10 0.10 0.03 3541 0.27
Rail 1960 0.25 * 0.23 . 0.40 3998 -0.20
Rail 1925 0.87 *** 0.87 *** 1.51 *** 17122 ** 0.95 ***
Rail 1865 0.24 ** 0.23 ** 0.04 3880 0.59 **
Bus 2010 0.44 *** 0.46 *** 0.52 . 3984 0.44 ***
dCBD * Rail 2000 0.01 -493
dCBD * Rail 1960 -0.04 -515
dCBD * Rail 1925 -0.11 * -1970 **
dCBD * Rail 1865 0.04 -111
dCBD * Bus 2010 0.00 -181
Rail 2000 & 1960 0.41 .
Rail 2000 & 1925 -0.19
Rail 2000 & 1865 -0.27
Rail 1960 & 1925 0.07
Rail 1960 & 1865 0.22
Rail 1925 & 1865 -0.37 .
Lambda 0.33 *** 0.53 *** 0.53 0.35 *** 0.53 ***
AIC 1039.0 1039.5 1042.1 12372 1041.7
adj. r2 (OLS) 0.744 0.745 0.748 0.522 0.747
n=590 tracts, dependent: population density 2000. Log in models 1,2,3, and 5. Linear
in model 4. Spatial error model includes municipal fixed eﬀects. Rail access is based
on a binary indicator of whether the tract centroid is within .5 miles of the network.
Bus is additionally limited to areas where streetcars did not run. Full models found
in Appendix E.
‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1
Table 6-16: Comparison of density gradient functional forms
McDonald and Bowman [1976] find that a quadratic distance term can im-
prove the power of the negative exponential functional form in some cases, but
that this inclusion makes it less accurate for prediction of population. There is
also a theoretical reason to prefer a function with a gradual upslope after its
nadir. If employment sub-centers are equally spaced outside the CBD, for ex-
ample in the vicinity of Route 128, a density gradient will in turn emanate from
these areas. Density will reach its minimum at a point between the CBD and the
ring road. However, a polynomial function represents multiple trends—access
to both the core and the first ring road—that evolve at diﬀerent rates and thus
may not be a suitable theoretical fit. Model 2 in Table 6-16 tests a quadratic
distance term. Compared to the reference model, Model 1, it finds that it is not
significant on its own, and does not improve model fit overall with any signifi-
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cance. In this and subsequent tests only municipal fixed eﬀects are included in
order to understand the relationships without contamination from those controls
which are plausibly related to past rail access.
Interacting rail access in prior eras with distance to the CBD tests for het-
erogenous eﬀects based on distance. Model 3 finds significance for the interaction
term of streetcar access and distance to the CBD. The value implies that street-
cars’ eﬀects on subsequent density are larger closer to the CBD. However, the
model itself has a larger AIC—it is less powerful. This interaction also results in
higher standard errors for other parameter estimates. Thus while it does seem
to provide some evidence of heterogenous eﬀect based on distance, it is not pre-
ferred to the base model. Model 4 introduces the same interaction using a linear
rather than a logarithmic function for density. The results are substantially the
same, but with less explanatory power. Constraining the functional form to be
linear reduces the significance of estimates of density at the center. This is as
expected, given its lack of theoretical basis.
Interactions between rail of diﬀerent periods can either be selective or com-
plete. With access to rail treated as a binary variable, a complete set of interac-
tion eﬀects allows very specific hypotheses to be tested. However, this precludes
more general findings by restricting sample size and thus increasing the likeli-
hood of Type I errors and multicollinearity. Pairwise interactions find some
middle ground between the expectation of a relationship between proximity to
rail in subsequent periods, and legibility of overall eﬀects of proximity to rail
past and present.
Model 5 in Table 6-16 contains pairwise interactions for each of the rail eras.
Results are substantially similar to Model 1, and do not change the overall
inference. There are indications that the influence of proximity to rail in 1960 on
density is in fact only significant for places that retained rail in 2000. While this
relationship is not particularly strong, it is robust to the additional controls from
the full model (not presented). The interaction eﬀects between past proximity
to horsecars and streetcars, on the other hand, are not robust to additional
controls. Overall model explanatory power is also marginal reduced.
In sum, there is little reason to prefer any of these models to the parsimonious
model used throughout this chapter. If in fact any of these models is closer to
the true model, it does not change the main finding of a significant eﬀect of past
proximity to rail on current density.
6.7 Robustness check: MAUP and rail distance
If tracts are heterogenous in density or access, then they are not the proper
aggregation at which to model the rail-density relationship. The modifiable areal
unit problem will result in Type I errors. The expectation is for a decreasing
eﬀect on density farther from rail—confounded somewhat by the presence of
non-residential uses nearest to rail. A longer distance to rail implies a higher
generalized cost of travel in time or money. At the tract level, this results in
heterogeneity because tracts at a minimum typically extend to at least 1/3 of
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a mile from a rail line. This section tests blockgroup level data—about 1/4 of
size of tracts. Blockgroup level data is only available from 1980 onward, so the
control for pre-1940 housing is entered with a shorter lag than in the tract model.
Network measures are more sensitive to the smaller geography of blockgroups.
Model 1 in Table 6-17 presents the results of the spatial error model us-
ing blockgroups without controls for fixed eﬀects, historic primacy, or the BE.
Model 2 presents the same findings with municipal fixed eﬀects. Blockgroup-
level coeﬃcients imply more density at all distances from the CBD versus tract
level measures. In contrast, Model 1, without municipal fixed eﬀects, has a den-
sity gradient similar to the tract model. Most notably, past access to streetcars,
horsecars, and rail in 1960 all have approximately the same parameter estimates
as the tract model. Model 3 confirms these findings using the additional controls
for historic primacy and the BE. It additionally finds that rail access in 2000
has a modestly significant but small eﬀect on concurrent density, not found at
the tract level.
Model 4 in Table 6-17 uses a stepwise function for access to each rail era with
steps at 1/10, 1/4 and 1/2 mile. Controlling for subsequent access to rail, places
that were within 1/10 of a mile of rail in 1925 are denser in the present than those
between 1/10 and 1/4 mile, and denser still than those between 1/4 and 1/2 mile.
The 2000 network also shows some heterogeneity with respect to access distance,
with indications that the eﬀects of the rail network in 2000 on concurrent density
are restricted to within 1/4 mile of the station. Heterogeneity of eﬀect for both
the 1865 and 1960 network are not found to be significant. The restriction of
substantial heterogeneous eﬀects of access distance on density to streetcars is in
keeping with findings on the relationship between the growth of the city during
the presence of streetcars and the age of housing. In sum, these findings confirm
the conclusions from the tract model, and meet expectations of heterogeneity
based on distance to streetcars. Thus, while MAUP may influence findings, the
main inference of a legacy eﬀect of past rail access on present density remains.
6.8 Robustness check: alternate density measures
Thus far, when this chapter has discussed density, the reference has been to
population density. But, changes in person density can hide diﬀerences between
areas based on household formation. For example, if this density manifests as
fewer people per household in places near old or new rail—based on socioeco-
nomic characteristics or preferences—then household density may have a diﬀer-
ent relationship to past and present urban rail access than population density.
The diﬀerences after other controls for the BE would be based on descriptions of
the housing stock and preferences associated therein, rather than on the access
to rail itself. Model 2 in Table 6-18 demonstrates that this is not the case. The
significance and parameter estimates for access to urban rail of each era, and for
the controls, are substantially the same as for population density in Model 1. So
too is the overall explanatory power of the model. In this model, and the other
models in the Table 6-18, controls for network structure, historic importance,
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(1) (2) (3) (4)
Intercept 9.13 *** 9.65 *** 6.56 *** 6.38 ***
Dist. To CBD -0.08 *** -0.1 *** -0.01 0.00
Rail 1865 <.5mi. 0.25 *** 0.2 *** 0.19 ***
Rail 1865 .25-.5mi. 0.14 **
Rail 1865 .1-.25mi. 0.21 ***
Rail 1865 <.1mi. 0.17 **
Rail 1925 <.5mi. 0.75 *** 0.8 *** 0.49 ***
Rail 1925 .25-.5mi. 0.39 ***
Rail 1925 .1-.25mi. 0.62 ***
Rail 1925 <.1mi. 0.71 ***
Rail 1960 <.5mi. 0.24 ** 0.24 ** 0.13 *
Rail 1960 .25-.5mi. 0.12 .
Rail 1960 .1-.25mi. 0.05
Rail 1960 <.1mi. 0.13
Rail 2000 <.5mi. 0.09 0.08 0.1 .
Rail 2000 .25-.5mi. 0.07
Rail 2000 .1-.25mi. 0.15 *
Rail 2000 <.1mi. 0.15 .
Bus 2010 <.5mi. 0.38 *** 0.38 *** 0.19 *** 0.21 ***
Historic places -0.03 ** -0.03 ***
% pre-1940 HU 0.09 0.09
Connectivity 0.05 *** 0.05 ***
Local streets -0.06 *** -0.06 ***
Non-local streets 0.5 *** 0.5 ***
Lambda 0.7 *** 0.56 *** 0.35 *** 0.34 ***
Municipal FE N Y Y Y
AIC 4608.2 4005.5 3106.1 3078.4
adj. r2 (OLS) 0.550 0.568 0.754 0.759
n=2025 blockgroups, dependent: log population density 2000. Spatial error model.
Pre-1940 housing units lagged to 1980. Bus is additionally limited to areas where
streetcars did not run. Local and non-local streets measured in road length miles per
square mile. Historic places limited to 4 maximum. Full models found in Appendix E.
‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1
Table 6-17: Blockgroup level models of density gradient
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(1) (2) (3) (4)
People Households Housing Units Rooms
Intercept 5.55 *** 4.61 *** 4.7 *** 6.34 ***
Dist. To CBD 0.01 0 0 0.02
Rail 2000 0.11 0.12 0.09 0.07
Rail 1865 0.18 ** 0.17 ** 0.17 ** 0.18 **
Rail 1925 0.4 *** 0.43 *** 0.42 *** 0.42 ***
Rail 1960 0.15 . 0.18 * 0.2 * 0.09
Bus 2010 0.25 *** 0.29 *** 0.28 *** 0.24 ***
Historic places -0.06 *** -0.04 ** -0.04 ** -0.04 **
Not in ward, 1860 -0.04 0 -0.01 0.07
Connectivity 0.81 *** 0.7 *** 0.7 *** 0.63 ***
Local streets 0.06 *** 0.06 *** 0.06 *** 0.06 ***
Non-local streets -0.02 * -0.01 -0.01 -0.02 **
Lambda 0.39 *** 0.37 *** 0.39 *** 0.31 ***
AIC 652.5 747.0 735.4 665.8
adj. r2 (OLS) 0.876 0.870 0.874 0.854
n=590 tracts, dependent: year 2000 measured in logs. Spatial error model includes
municipal fixed eﬀects. Rail access is based on a binary indicator of whether the tract
centroid is within .5 miles of the network. Bus is additionally limited to areas where
streetcars did not run. Local and non-local streets measured in road length miles per
square mile. Historic places limited to 4 maximum. Full models found in Appendix E.
‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1
Table 6-18: Comparison of alternate density measures
and municipal fixed eﬀects are included, but the control for the proportion of
old housing in the tract is not. Old housing is likely endogenous to properties of
current housing and rooms in Models 3 and 4, and thus for comparison’s sake
is also removed from Models 1 and 2.
Similarly, demographic density may reflect a persistent eﬀect of past rail that
is not evident in the housing stock. If the quality or characteristics of the housing
stock diverges between eras, then past rail may have a diﬀerential eﬀect on
structural density than on person or household density. Model 3 demonstrates
that this is not the case for housing unit density. Parameter estimates are almost
exactly the same as for household density. Given that there is relative coherence
in census definition between households and housing units, this is expected.
To control for this definitional issue, Model 4 utilizes room density as the
dependent variable. Rooms are a proxy for the space of an area. The implicit
assumption is that rooms are relatively homogenous over time. This is more
likely to be the case than the assumption of homogeneity of housing units built at
diﬀerent times. Parameter estimates and significance are on the whole consistent
between Model 4 in Table 6-18 and the alternate density measures.
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If there were notable diﬀerences between models it would provide insight in
to what form the density associated with past rail is realized—building coverage,
the size of units, or the amount of space per person. The relative coherence of
these models implies that there are few diﬀerences in the basic qualities of the
structures or households based on past access to rail. The only diﬀerence of any
note between the models in Table 6-18 is for access to the 1960-era network.
It significantly impacts the density of housing units and households, but not
people or rooms. The implication is that housing units adjacent to the rail
network that existed in 1960 are smaller.
As a check on this finding, several models were run using the ratio between
housing units, rooms, households and people as the dependent variable, and
the same controls in the models in Table 6-18. Confirming the above finding,
places near 1960 rail and buses outside the streetcar network are associated with
approximately 5% fewer rooms per housing unit—less than 1/2 room oﬀ a mean
of 6.5 rooms. More streets and more historic density are associated with fewer
people per housing unit. This result is significant but not particularly large in
magnitude. Places near bus and with more street connectivity are associated
with an increase in the number of people per housing unit between 1980 and
2000, and places near recent rail and bus are associated with a decrease in the
number of rooms per housing unit over that same time frame.
In sum, while there is some evidence of minor structural diﬀerence with more
recent rail, and a trend toward smaller units, there is no relationship between
past rail access and diﬀerential qualities of the units or households of the people
who live there. The findings of increased density associated with past access to
rail are strongly robust to the measure of density used.
6.9 Findings: change in density 1960-2000
Rather than the massive urban growth of the first half of the 20th century,
the period between 1960 and 2000 is notable for population decline within core
urbanized areas nationwide. The centrifugal forces of residential location include
white flight into more segregated areas, the decrease in real auto costs that
enables more travel under a constant travel time budget, increasing incomes
enabling fulfillment of the “American dream,” and so forth. This dissertation
has no unique insight into which of these sociological and economic explanations
is most powerful. The cross-sectional analysis in the prior sections focuses on
the cumulative eﬀects of the past on the present—the sum of past forces. By
examining the change in density, this section examines the forces at play between
1960 and 2000, while holding the accumulation of past eﬀects constant. It
examines whether better access to rail past and present has helped to retain
population in an era of decentralization.
The current rail system can help retain or even increase density in nearby
areas by reducing the generalized cost of travel. Additional value may be
had—either in use or option—by locating near rail. What is less clear is why
prior access to rail would continue to influence patterns of change after it no
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longer exists, after controlling for the presence of concurrent rail. A number of
plausible mechanisms exist.
1. Machiavelli and local politics. Past access to rail is a proxy for higher
density. Places with higher past density are more likely to be targeted for
future density increases because of lack of neighborhood opposition.
2. Preferences. There are increasing numbers of people who like places near
old rail—or simply places that are already dense. These people choose to
live near old rail, increasing the density proximate to it.
3. Unobserved attributes. If places near past rail got denser because of some
other unobserved attributes that also caused them to get rail, those at-
tributes may persist into the present and thus cause subsequent density
increases even after the rail no longer exists.
4. Culture. Places near past rail have a unique BE such that they perpetuate
density. The cultural mechanism is a product of historic reference to
our own families and other people’s behavior. Recall from Chapter 2
that culture is defined as rules of thumb that simplify complex decision
making. The BE provides those rules of thumb: “the physical attributes
of the setting are clues that act as mnemonics.” [Rapoport, 1994, p.462]
Places near rail old and new contain this cultural mechanism—the style
of the buildings, retail, or something else entirely—that are the clues that
encourage density, and/or reduce governmental and neighborhood action
to thwart increased density such that it is able to manifest.
5. Sequential overlap. Housing, job location, and auto ownership decisions
may be sequential, rather than co-determined, and thus based on prior
auto ownership and location choices. If the job location and auto own-
ership decisions are predicated on housing, those decisions may persist
by households based on unobserved attributes of places near past rail, or
otherwise influence preferences.
Model 1 in Table 6-19 examines the relationship between the change in
density from 1960 to 2000 and access to rail past and present, controlling for
municipal fixed eﬀects. It provides evidence that (a) there has been an increase
in density farther from the city, (b) current access to rail and bus is associated
with an increase in density between 1960 and 2000, and (c) areas that once had
access to streetcars have increased density significantly between 1960 and 2000.
Additionally, places near horsecars have decreased in density over this period.
Model 2 adds additional controls for historic importance, housing age and the
destruction rate of old housing, and network structure. The results above are
not influenced by the presence of these controls—the controls are orthogonal to
the eﬀect of rail access on the change in density between 1960 and 2000.
The parameter estimates for the controls in Model 2 demonstrate that places
with more old housing, and places where more old housing were torn down,
decreased in density between 1960 and 2000. Model 3 in Table 6-19 confirms
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(1) (2) (3)
Intercept -0.18 0.13 2.20 ***
Density 1960 -0.43 ***
Dist. To CBD 0.04 *** 0.04 *** 0.03 **
Rail 2000 0.13 * 0.13 * 0.12 *
Rail 1865 -0.13 * -0.10 * 0.01
Rail 1925 0.30 ** 0.28 ** 0.33 ***
Rail 1960 0.09 0.06 0.11 .
Bus 2010 0.19 ** 0.17 ** 0.21 ***
Historic places -0.02 . -0.04 ***
Not in ward, 1860 0.13 * 0.08
% pre-1940 HU -0.44 *** -0.02
  % pre-1940 HU -0.36 ** -0.25 *
Connectivity -0.28 * 0.23 .
Local streets 0.01 *** 0.03 ***
Non-local streets 0.01 . 0.00
Lambda -0.09 -0.14 . 0.00
AIC 583.5 554.6 394.0
adj. r2 (OLS) .275 .354 .512
n=590 tracts, dependent: log population density change 1960-2000. Spatial error
model includes municipal fixed eﬀects. Pre-1940 housing units lagged to 1960. Pre-
1940 HU change between 1960 and 2000. Rail access is based on a binary indicator
of whether the tract centroid is within .5 miles of the network. Bus is additionally
limited to areas where streetcars did not run. Local and non-local streets measured in
road length miles per square mile. Historic places limited to 4 maximum. Full models
found in Appendix E.
‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1
Table 6-19: Models of the change in density, 1960-2000
this finding. Places that were denser in 1960 grew less dense by 2000, all else
equal. This would seem to eliminate the preference mechanism above.
Model 3 provides additional inference about the eﬀects of past rail access.
While parameter estimates for the eﬀect of current rail, streetcars, and the bus
network outside the extent of streetcars remain consistent between models, the
eﬀect of access to the horsecar network is no longer significant. The horsecar
network decreased in density between 1960 and 2000 because it was denser to
begin with, not because of some other attribute associated with past rail access.
Just as notably, places that had more old housing no longer have a significant
eﬀect on subsequent density. In other words, people did not flee from old hous-
ing, but instead moved away from density generally, except in places that were
near past streetcars or the current public transit system. Additionally, places
with more street connectivity and local streets now saw significant increases in
density, rather than decreases. These, and the historic primacy controls, would
seem to cast doubt about the unobserved attributes mechanism above.
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In sum, after controlling for the general trend away from density between
1960 and 2000, places near past rail, and places that had attributes plausibly the
result of past rail access, gained density. Past and present rail access ameliorated
the prevalent anti-urban trend in residential location. As such, the cultural
explanation, in combination with local politics as manifested through zoning and
neighborhood involvement, seem likely to be the mechanism for the persistent
eﬀects of past access to rail on subsequent density.
6.10 Conclusions
This chapter has demonstrated that urban rail has permanent eﬀects on density
that were evident in 1930 and continue to be evident today, long after the
tracks of the streetcars that enabled the dense expansion of the urban core have
been torn up. The eﬀects of urban rail are persistent, and are dynamic even
after robustness checks for the historic primacy of the areas in which rail was
built, the age of the built environment, diﬀerences in amenity levels between
municipalities, and the shape of the street network. If housing age and network
structure are exogenous to past rail proximity, the magnitude of the eﬀect of
old rail is reduced somewhat. This chapter has shown that these characteristics
of the surrounding BE are instead highly correlated with past access to rail.
The persistent eﬀects of past rail on density are robust to spatial and func-
tional specification, and to whether density is measured in terms of structures,
people, or households. No interaction eﬀects of significance between rail eras are
found. Prior exposure to rail does not condition an area for increased density
thereafter. None of these findings point conclusively to the mechanism for per-
sistence. The persistence of structures and residential location choices clearly
play primary roles, but the eﬀect of past rail on present density remains strong
after these controls. The extent to which this legacy is the product of omitted
BE characteristics, or is instead based on cultural and municipal mechanisms,
is unknown.
Growth patterns since 1960 have been largely driven by a flight from density
and the associated centrifugal forces, except in places that are near where street-
cars once ran, where buses or rail currently run, or that have street networks
characteristic of places that once had streetcars. One plausible explanation for
this growth is a cultural mechanism—a mnemonic enabled by the built envi-
ronment and supported by political and neighborhood influence on permitted
buildings, and the sequential overlap of residential, employment, and auto own-
ership decisions.
Density persists where rail existed.
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Chapter 7
Medium-term behavior: auto
ownership
My father didn’t pay for parking, my mother, my brother, nobody.
It’s like going to a prostitute. Why should I pay when, if I apply
myself, maybe I can get it for free?
—G. Costanza (Seinfeld television show)
Past proximity to rail is an odd concept. Streetcars exist for decades and then
are removed—replaced by buses, subways, or nothing at all. The boundaries
of the area under study do not change. Buildings emerge in a uniquely dense
pattern around those streetcars—as documented in the previous chapter—but
after they emerge, the pattern is relatively set. The only facet of an area once
proximate to rail that is sure to have changed wholesale over the 5+ decades
since the last streetcar ran in Boston is the people who live there. These peo-
ple choose their residential location and travel behavior based on their roles,
responsibilities [Chapin, 1974], attitudes, and preferences for the characteristics
of, and network connections between, that location, their job or desired jobs,
and the activities of their household. Travel behavior is thus plausibly directly
influenced by past rail based on (a) who lives there, (b) the location of the
current network, and (c) unique characteristics of the built environment. This
chapter, through a series of tract and household level models, finds evidence for
both direct and indirect eﬀects of past rail on auto ownership.
Auto ownership is dependent on household income and expectations of mo-
bility needs. Mobility from rail-based access substitutes for auto-based mobility
[e.g. Boarnet and Crane, 2001, Karash et al., 2008], because of some com-
bination of reduced costs [e.g. Deka, 2002], reduced time [e.g. Maat et al.,
2005], increased reliability [e.g. Noland and Polak, 2002], and the realization of
environmental or other preferences manifested in lifestyle decisions [e.g. Kahn,
2007a, Karash et al., 2008]. Reduced demand for auto-based mobility in the
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Figure 7-1: Mechanisms
medium term is related to lower demand for auto ownership. As such, past
rail’s influence on the location of the current public transportation network, as
documented in Chapter 5, likely aﬀects current auto ownership levels.
This reduction in demand for auto-based mobility also varies with the built
environment [e.g. Ewing and Cervero, 2001, 2010]. For example, less oﬀ-street
parking provides additional room for buildings and thus potentially increases
residential density [e.g. Holtzclaw et al., 2002]. This is one mechanism by which
past access influences current behavior through the BE. Changes to the BE
persist over time because adapting the built environment is costly. That BE
oriented to past rail changes current behavior.
The remaining eﬀect after these controls for the BE proximate to rail, demo-
graphic characteristics, and subsequent and prior rail network access is plausibly
cultural—a heuristic that simplifies complex decision making. These cultural
eﬀects may be the product of family history. As the Seinfeld quote that begins
this chapter indicates, travel behavior may be influenced by familial history.
That history is in turn a partial product of past residential location choices.
The behavior of your neighbors may also aﬀect your own choice of how to
weight the attributes of your location [e.g. Karash et al., 2008, Ajzen, 1991].
Because the people around you use the auto less, the utility of using the auto
is reduced, or the value of the alternatives is increased. Your preference may
cause you to choose an area whose characteristics, including the behavior of its
residents, strengthens those preferences and determines action on them.
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For example, less auto usage may result in a positive feedback cycle of more
pedestrians, leading to city policy increasing the time for stoplights, thereby
increasing auto congestion and reducing the utility of auto travel. The result is
a real eﬀect of your neighbors’ behavior on the attributes of your choice. Al-
ternatively, your neighbors could smile at you if they see you on the street, but
ignore or be rude to you if you are in a car. Your car reduces, or at least fails
to enhance, the utility of their walk. Your presence on the sidewalk, on the
other hand, is the cause for at least the exchange of pleasantries. This would
be normative pressure to reduce automobility. Similarly, observing neighbors
walking with their family and smiling would provide a positive model for chang-
ing behavior toward walking. In an area where nobody walks, you do not have
this model.
Distinguishing the causal path from the BE to travel behavior from that
which is purely a cultural product of past rail access is particularly diﬃcult
from a mechanical standpoint. (1) Past rail simultaneously aﬀects the cur-
rent BE and current behavior. (2) Even if the BE is not unique to past rail,
the eﬀects attributed to the BE may be cultural [e.g. Bagley and Mokhtar-
ian, 2002]—the BE is a mnemonic reminding people of past behavioral choices
[Rapoport, 1982, 1994]. Distinguishing between these eﬀects would require an
indicator of preferences both before and after moving into an area, as well as a
complete description of the BE.
The eﬀect of the BE on behavior is partially real—it changes attributes
of the choice—and may also be partially cultural—it changes weighting of the
attributes. For example, a denser street grid might make walking more pleasur-
able or less costly. Living near other people who walk might also change one’s
attitudes toward walking. A walk with the same attributes is seen as more
pleasurable. Even if the eﬀect of past rail on current behavior exists without
BE controls, but does not after controlling for the BE, the explanation might
be cultural rather than “real.”
With the omission of the residential choice, the degree to which any eﬀect
found is the product of that decision, rather than the eﬀect of the BE or culture
unique to past rail proximity is unknown. The inclusion of demographic indi-
cators helps reduce the hypothetical impact of self-selection [Brownstone and
Golob, 2009, Cao et al., 2006, Mokhtarian and Cao, 2008, Boarnet, 2011]. Even
if the entirety of the findings are due to self-selection, (a) the culture and BE
unique to past rail that leads to that residential location decision is of interest,
and (b) may still inform policy, depending on supply and demand [Cao and
Chatman, 2012].
This chapter builds models of auto ownership at both the aggregate and
household level. The structure for both models is similar:
1. Model behavior as a function of past and current rail, and exogenous
controls.
2. Add controls for demographics.
3. Add controls for the built environment.
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Substantially diﬀerent findings with and without controls allow insight into the
mechanism of how past proximity to rail aﬀects current mode choice. Two
extremes exist. (1) Imagine there is complete correlation between past rail
access and a set of unique built environment characteristics. In this case, after
controlling for current access and other non-BE eﬀects on behavior, a properly
specified model should not also control for the eﬀect of BE. The eﬀects due to
the BE are in fact caused by access to past rail. The BE is merely the mechanism
through which past rail acts. (2) If, on the other hand, BE and past rail access
are not related—either rail has no eﬀect on the BE, or rail’s eﬀect on the BE
disappears over time—then isolating the eﬀect of past rail on current behavior
requires controlling for the BE.
Chapter 6 provides evidence for the unique eﬀects of past rail access on
density, even after controlling for other measures of the built environment. Thus,
case 2 results in an underestimate of the eﬀect of past rail access on current
behavior. Regarding case 1, past rail is not discrete, even if it is treated that
way here. Rail changed headways, routes and fare structure over time, and
the BE associated with its construction was similarly varied. Thus, at the very
least, the measures used in this chapter are not complete enough to capture a BE
unique to past rail. In sum, the comparison of eﬀect size between a model with
and without demographic and BE controls provides insight into the magnitude
of plausible mechanisms, but not a conclusive direct estimate.
This chapter begins with evidence of heterogeneous auto ownership rates
in the aggregate based on access to rail old and new. A cross-sectional model
of auto ownership at the census tract level demonstrates that past access to
streetcars results in a decrease in auto ownership rates, after controlling for
demographic correlates, current access, and aspects of the built environment.
Residential sorting and the built environment are found to be likely mechanisms,
but there is a legacy eﬀect of past access that is plausibly cultural. These
findings are robust to the measure of auto ownership used and the specification
of the spatial structure of the model.
A model of the change in auto ownership rates between 1980 and 2000 reveals
that the continuing presence of cross-sectional diﬀerences is based on the atten-
dant dynamic eﬀects of access to past urban rail on prior neighborhood composi-
tion and the BE. After controlling for the cumulative levels of auto ownership in
areas once proximate to streetcars, as well as BE and demographic diﬀerences,
auto ownership decreased between 1980 and 2000 in areas once proximate to
streetcars. This provides additional support to the plausibility of a cultural
mechanism based on one’s own history or neighbors’ behavior. No significant
interaction eﬀects between eras of past rail access are found. The hypothesis
that areas that once had streetcars react diﬀerently to the re-extension of rail
is rejected for auto ownership.
This chapter concludes with a multinomial logit auto ownership model based
on the 1991 Boston Travel Survey. This model confirms that living in an area
with past access to rail influences the household level auto ownership decision.
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Average vehicles per household calculated at tract level.
Figure 7-2: Vehicles per household, 2000
7.1 The eﬀect of urban rail on auto ownership
Access to rail is expected to be correlated with decreased demand for automo-
bility based on (a) the actual utility of the rail, (b) rail’s eﬀects as manifested by
direct or cultural eﬀects of the BE, or (c) by self-selection of non auto-oriented
people into rail adjacent areas. In any of these cases the observed result should
be the same: decreased auto ownership adjacent to rail.
Visual inspection of Figure 7-2 supports this correlation. Auto ownership
rates are significantly lower nearer the CBD. Table 7-1 provides statistical sup-
port. People who live outside the MBTA urban rail service area—a radius 10.2
miles from the center of Boston—own significantly more vehicles on average.
Fewer households do not own a car, or own only one car. Because household
sizes are also larger, the diﬀerence is auto ownership rates per person are mod-
ulated somewhat, but are still apparent. The 7% of households that do not
own a car outside the MBTA urban rail service area are dependent on the bus,
commuter rail, or ride-sharing with friends and family.
People who live closer to rail have a decreased level of automobility that
manifests in lower auto ownership rates. Within the service area, people who
live in areas within a half mile of urban rail own almost 1/3 fewer autos on
average than those more than one half mile from urban rail. 1 in 3 households
within 1/2 mile of urban rail own no vehicles, and fewer than 1/4 own more than
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In service area Yes Yes No
Rail 2010 Yes No No
HH 257,704 434,425 391,450
Vehicles/HH 0.95 1.39 1.78
Vehicles/Person 0.40 0.55 0.66
Vehicles/Person 18-64 0.55 0.87 1.08
0 Vehicle HH % 32% 16% 7%
1 Vehicle HH % 46% 42% 32%
n=590 tracts. Service area defined as radius 10.2 miles from CBD. Rail access is based
on a binary indicator of whether the tract centroid is within .5 miles of the network.
Table 7-1: Auto ownership 2000 and current rail access
one vehicle. The decreased auto ownership rates based on rail access are even
more apparent when calculated based on the working age population.
The high degree of correlation between current rail access and auto ownership
in Table 7-1 hides heterogeneity in auto ownership rates based on past rail access
evident in Table 7-2. Proximity to new urban rail has not thus far resulted in
decreased levels of auto ownership for places that did not have streetcar access.
These areas have auto ownership rates similar to places within the MBTA rail
service area that have never had access to rail.
This does not imply that new urban rail is uncorrelated with changed behav-
ior. For places with streetcar access, those areas that also have rail access today
own 1 fewer car for every 4 households, and have a higher proportion of non-auto
households. Either the urban rail extensions to places without streetcar access
serve a diﬀerent function than the rest of the urban rail system, or there is some
unobserved characteristic that diﬀerentiates those areas to begin with. Because
this analysis is cross-sectional, it cannot diﬀerentiate between places with auto
ownership rates that are similar today, but may have varied significantly in the
past. For example, areas without streetcars may have formerly been more auto-
oriented. In this case, the conclusion would be that current access to rail has
had a significant eﬀect in reducing automobility.
The finding that places that had streetcars but no longer have rail access
have fewer autos per household than places without streetcar access would seem
to point to lingering eﬀects of past access to urban rail on current automobility.
However, this gross analysis does not imply a causal connection. The observed
reduction in auto ownership rates could be due to some omitted factor—better
bus service, or self-selection based on the attraction of poorer people to lesser
housing quality.
The lower present-day auto ownership rates in places near current rail that
were once near streetcars is a result of the persistence of past patterns, rather
than a new development. Figure 7-3 provides ample evidence that auto own-
ership rates increased significantly within the MBTA service area from 1980 to
2000. Outside the service area, the change in auto ownership is more hetero-
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In service area Yes Yes Yes Yes
Rail 2010 Yes Yes No No
Rail 1925 Yes No Yes No
HH 226,904 30,800 202,910 231,515
Vehicles/HH 0.89 1.45 1.23 1.53
Vehicles/Person 0.38 0.57 0.49 0.61
Vehicles/Person 18-64 0.51 0.85 0.74 0.98
0 Vehicle HH % 35% 13% 21% 12%
1 Vehicle HH % 46% 44% 45% 40%
n=590 tracts. Service area defined as radius 10.2 miles from CBD. Rail access is based
on a binary indicator of whether the tract centroid is within .5 miles of the network.
Table 7-2: Auto ownership in 2000 by current and past rail access
geneous, albeit from a much higher base. There has been relative saturation of
auto ownership levels in places that were already auto-oriented, but an increase
otherwise. Rail service levels, if anything, improved over this period. There is
little evidence of jobs relocating out of the CBD.1 Therefore, either people near
rail purchased more autos—because, for example, they were wealthier—or peo-
ple who were more auto-oriented moved in, unrelated to rail’s utility value—for
example, for better access to urban amenities.
Table 7-3 provides additional insight into the increasing auto-orientation of
the MBTA service area between 1980 and 2000. The growth rate in households
from 1980 to 2000 is largely uncorrelated with current and past rail access,
compared to the growth rate outside the service area. The number of addi-
tional vehicles per additional household is similar across areas, with one excep-
tion—places that once had streetcars but no longer had rail access by 2000.
These areas actually saw a greater growth in vehicles per household than the
rest of the region. Examining the changes in auto ownership rates per working
age person, a diﬀerent pattern emerges. Auto ownership rates increased much
more significantly in places without access to rail in either era, and increased
least in places with access to rail in both eras. The change in vehicle ownership
at the household level is the product of a change in demographic composition.
A smaller increase in auto ownership took place in places that were once proxi-
mate to rail, but all areas saw significant increases in auto ownership over this
period.
The extent to which these cross-sectional and dynamic patterns persist after
controlling for demographic and built environment variables, and changes in
those variables, is investigated in the remainder of this chapter.
1In Boston, in contrast to the national trends [Kneebone, 2009].
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Change in average vehicles per household calculated at tract level.
Figure 7-3: Change in vehicles/HH, 1980-2000
In service area Yes Yes Yes Yes No
Rail 2010 Yes Yes No No No
Rail 1925 Yes No Yes No No
HH Growth 1980-2000 11% 10% 7% 13% 19%
Vehicles/HH 1980 0.73 1.36 1.05 1.43 1.69
Vehicles/New HH 1980-2000 2.31 2.32 3.64 2.37 2.26
Person 18-64 Growth 15% 8% 7% 3% 5%
Vehicles/Person 18-64 1980 0.44 0.79 0.64 0.83 0.90
Vehicles/New Person 18-64 1980-2000 0.98 1.64 2.35 5.80 4.47
n=590 tracts. Service area defined as radius 10.2 miles from CBD. Rail access is based
on a binary indicator of whether the tract centroid is within .5 miles of the network.
Table 7-3: Auto ownership trends 1980-2000, current and past rail access
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7.2 Aggregate auto ownership model description
This section examines the extent to which auto ownership at a single point in
time is dependent on the past exposure of an area to urban rail, after controlling
for other factors leading to auto ownership. It begins by examining the choice
of summary statistic—vehicles per household, which best matches the available
data aggregation of the demographic and BE controls. It describes the indicators
for demographic and built environment controls used in the aggregate model,
and then examines controls for spatial autocorrelation of error terms that biases
Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) models.
7.2.1 Summary statistic
Defining the summary statistic for auto ownership at the areal level is not en-
tirely straightforward. Within the data set, the total number of households
owning each integer number of cars is known. This relatively disaggregate in-
formation is useful if there is a non-linear relationship between 0 and 1 car
households, 1 and 2 car households, 2 and 3 car households, and so on. At
the very least, the accessibility aﬀorded to non-car households is measurably
diﬀerent from households that have a car [e.g. Sanchez et al., 2004, Shen and
Sanchez, 2005, Kawabata and Shen, 2007]. However, an integer level model with
areal aggregation (a) requires questionable assumptions about error structure
to arrive at tractable results and (b) complicates interpretation.
On (a), the number of 0 vehicle households cannot be modeled independent
from the number of 1 vehicle households. Thus a descriptive model of the
eﬀects of past access requires specification of the covariance between dependent
variables. Because of the additional assumptions that must be made, there is
additional chance of mis-specification.
The likelihood of mis-specification increases because the theoretical eﬀects
of independent variables on integer level ownership are more diﬃcult to intuit.
For example, what is the expected eﬀect of rail access on the number of 2 versus
3+ car households? The change from 2 cars to 1 or 0 is perhaps intuitive—more
transit access means less automobility required from a two adult household for
commuting purposes, so that only one car or no cars can provide a desired level
of job access. That third car, after controlling for the number of adults, is in
theory superfluous with or without rail access.
With integer levels, there is also diﬃculty interpreting change over time.
What if an area increases 0 and 2 vehicle households, but decreases 1 and 3+
vehicle households? Is the change over time representative of 1 car households
reducing to 0 car households (or moving out and being replaced by 0 car house-
holds), and similarly for 3+ to 2 vehicle households? Or are, 3+ vehicle house-
holds being replaced by 0 vehicle households, and 1 car households replaced by
2 car households? Clearly, this would make a diﬀerence in interpretation of rail
eﬀects, but because tracking in aggregate, separating changes over time without
individual level panel data is simply not possible.
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The alternative is to discard information and model the level of auto own-
ership per household as a continuous variable. Such a model does not allow
insight into the diﬀerence between areas where half the population owns 2 ve-
hicles and the other half owns 0, and areas where everyone owns 1 vehicle. It
substitutes the mean as a summary statistic, and models the average household,
rather than the distribution of households. However, (a) demographic and BE
indicators are not readily available based on cross-tabulations of integer levels of
auto ownership. (b) Inference based on demographic, access, and BE correlates
is more straightforward when treating auto ownership as a continuous variable.
7.2.2 Controls
This section presents the controls for demographic characteristics as proxies for
roles and responsibilities, as well as diﬀerential preferences. It also presents a
series of controls for the built environment. Chapter 6 utilized residential density
as a proxy for the entire suite of BE characteristics. Although it is not fully
descriptive of the BE, through the monocentric model density is an indicator of
the BE that has been investigated statistically [e.g. Alonso, 1964, Muth, 1969],
and historically [e.g. Bass Warner, 1962]. This chapter additionally examines
indicators of housing quality, network design, and utilizes proxies for parking
availability. All indicators are lagged by 2 decades, to avoid co-determination
possibly resulting in endogeneity [e.g. Brueckner and Rosenthal, 2009]. The BE
or demographic patterns may be dependent on some omitted variable that also
determines auto ownership levels, or are influenced by auto ownership patterns.
While this risks omitting relevant changes in these indicators over those two
decades, findings are relatively robust to this specification, as demonstrated
later in this chapter. The goal is to be parsimonious rather than exhaustive.
Unlike Chapter 6, this chapter does not make use of municipal fixed eﬀects.
The theoretical argument for their inclusion is unclear, and in practice they do
not improve model fit. Their inclusion implies that municipal level eﬀects cap-
ture some variable omitted from the full specification. The most likely culprits
are oﬀ-street parking availability and diﬀerences in zoning regarding parking.
Anecdotally, there does not seem to be much variation in oﬀ-street parking or
parking oriented zoning at the municipal level. Cambridge and Boston nomi-
nally have a cap on the number of parking spaces permitted, but in practice
this is oriented toward commercial rather than residential use [City of Boston,
2011]. Additionally, fixed municipal eﬀects were tested in the model and reduce
model strength. They do not add enough explanatory power to make up for the
degrees of freedom lost.
The remainder of this section discusses the expectations for the controls, and
any deviations from those expectations found within the models.
Demographic. Both socioeconomic status—especially at the low end of
the scale—and age are determinative of aggregate vehicle ownership patterns.
• Average income. People with more money are more likely to consistently
be able to aﬀord multiple automobiles, regardless of their environmental
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or other preferences which might contribute to owning fewer autos. A
move from the 10th to the 90th percentile of income ($15,000 to $37,000)
increases auto ownership by approximately 1 vehicle for every 6 house-
holds.
• Percentage of population in poverty. The expectation is that people in
poverty, for the most part, do not have the wealth to own automobiles.
Inclusion of both income and poverty imply a kink in eﬀect of income.
An increase in the proportion of households in poverty (from 3% to 26%)
decreases auto ownership by 2 vehicles for every 3 households.
• Percentage of population over age 65. The expectation is that as people
age their household’s need for autos decreases because of reduced capa-
bilities, and because they are less likely to be part of the working world.
For example, households with two or more automobiles are more likely to
reduce the number of automobiles they own— there are fewer conflicting
demands. Moving from the 10th to 90th percentile (6% to 19%) decreases
auto ownership by 1 vehicle for every 3 households.
• Percentage of population that is white. This is not an a priori expectation
based on race, but uses race as an indicator of pre-existing preferences for
automobility. In general, places that are proportionally more white are
expected to have fewer people who are oriented to public transit. The
10th to 90th move (68% to 99%) for the proportion of white population
increases auto ownership by 1 vehicle for every 20 households.
Built Environment. Density is expected to decrease auto ownership rates
because it implies less space for parking, more congestion, increased transit
service, and self-selection based on environmental or other preferences associated
with a lower degree of auto-orientation.
Lower housing quality is expected to be associated with decreased auto own-
ership. Relative preferences for housing quality given other expenses are ex-
pected to be associated with similar constraints on automobility, and thus the
desire to own vehicles.
• Rooms per housing unit. All else equal, housing with more rooms is ex-
pected to be higher quality housing. Countervailing this hypothesis is that
more rooms might be associated with households that include extended
family. These households may on average have less money to spend per
person on housing. A move in unit size from the 10th to 90th percentile
(4.1 to 6.8 rooms/unit) increases auto ownership by more than 1 vehicle
for every 4 households.
• Percentage of rental units renting for under $300/month. Units with lower
rent are likely to be of lower quality. Moving from the 10th to the 90th
percentile of low cost rental units (22% to 82%) decreases auto ownership
by 1 vehicle for every 8 households.
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• Percentage of housing units built prior to 1940. As in Chapter 6, this is
expected to control for the hypothesis that it is not areas that had access
to past rail that eﬀect the outcome of interest, but simply areas built in
that era, without regard to their proximity to streetcars. Given varying
rates of destruction, and the inexact nature of the era in question, this
is necessarily a gross measure. The proportion of old housing in an area
does not have a significant eﬀect on aggregate levels of auto ownership.
The indicators of network design reflect orientation toward ease of use of the
automobile. The expectation is that auto ownership is lower in areas less ori-
ented to driving. This may be due to a direct reduction in the utility of driving.
Additionally, an area that has a less auto-oriented network may also have unique
unobserved characteristics that contribute to modifying the relative value of the
auto, or contribute to self-selection by non-auto-oriented households.
• Streets per intersection. This is a basic indicator of network connectivity.
More streets per intersection means more possibilities for cars to stop.
It increases the possible utility of walking by providing more options for
route choice between given points. It may also be an indicator of smaller
block sizes.2 Moving from the 10th to the 90th percentile of connectivity
(1.28 to 1.76 streets per intersection) reduces auto ownership by 1 vehicle
for every 12-13 households.
• Non-local street density. This is a measure of connectivity to the rest of
the region. Assuming a relatively even distribution of exits and entrances
to roads not designated for local use, the more non-local roads there are
in a given area, the better auto access that area has to the region. Al-
ternatively, a place with good regional connectivity may also have lower
auto ownership levels, since it likely has more commercial establishments
that reduce the need for local automobility. The alternate hypothesis is
supported, but the eﬀect is small in magnitude. A movement in non-local
road density from the 10th to 90th percentile (from 0 to 4.16 length miles
of non-local road per square mile) reduces auto ownership by less than 1
vehicle for every 40 households.
• Additional measures of network design were also tested, included intersec-
tion density and local street density, but were not significant.
The two indicators of parking availability tested are the proportion of single-
family detached and two-family homes. Both typically have private driveways.
Buildings with more housing units have shared parking lots or do not have ded-
icated parking spaces. Parking is thus on average more plentiful and convenient
for single- and two-family homes. The presence of these types of units may also
be associated with areas that attract people who are more auto-oriented. This
hypothesized self-selection is due to both parking availability in, and unobserved
attributes characteristic of, areas with high proportions of single-family or two-
family homes. The increase in auto ownership from a 10 to 90 percentile move is
2See Crane [1996] for more theoretical implications of network design.
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approximately 1 vehicle per 4 households for single-family homes (2% to 88%),
and 1 vehicle per 10 households for two-family homes (2% to 32%). The pro-
portion of single family and two-family units are weakly negatively correlated,
and thus rarely additive.
There are not consistent direct indicators of on-street parking availability,
street width, walking conditions, and many other factors that may contribute
to the built environment’s eﬀect on behavior, whether unique to past rail or as
a general rule.
7.2.3 Spatial structure
The expectation is that there are problems with omitted variables across space.
Areal units are not defined to be homogenous in auto ownership rates. The de-
fined boundaries for aggregation, especially over time, are not the true bound-
aries for residents. Without redefining the boundaries, a spatial error model
will increase eﬃciency.
For a spatial lag model to be valid there must be a theoretical reason that if
auto ownership in Area A increases, auto ownership in Area B will either increase
or decrease. Elsewhere, this dissertation has hypothesized that your neighbors’
actions aﬀect your own actions. Such a relationship is likely subsumed within
the areal definition, except as a function of mis-specification of boundaries, as
above.
Additionally, places with more vehicles per household might create local
congestion, or make it harder to find parking, thus reducing the utility of autos
in a given area. But, local parking and traﬃc congestion are related to a wide
variety of other variables, with local auto ownership a weak instrument for local
congestion. Although congestion is related spatially, in this case it is much more
likely to be a contributor to spatial error. It is an omitted variable influencing
auto ownership that does not fit areal boundaries.
Similarly, self-selection based on characteristics of access, the BE, or the
demographics of the existing population might produce a spatial relationship
between nearby areas resembling spatial lag. Places that change—in access
or demographically—in a way that causes more people who own fewer autos
to live there are also likely to see a decrease in auto ownership in adjacent
areas. This apparent lag is in fact due to the omitted variable that is spatially
correlated—self-selection—not the eﬀect of one area on another.
In short, there is no theoretical reason that spatial lag between areas (rather
than between people) plays a role in determining auto ownership. The expec-
tation is therefore that the observed spatial autocorrelation in auto ownership
is due not to the eﬀect of distance, but to the mismatch between geographic
boundaries and behavioral, demographic, and built environment measures. An
adjacency matrix is a better theoretical fit for the missing spatial relationship.
Testing the three types of matrices for spatial autocorrelation in Table 7-4,
the results are as expected. Moran’s I varies from -1 (nearby areas are negatively
correlated) through 0 (no spatial autocorrelation) to 1 (positive correlation)
[Moran, 1950]. The adjacency spatial weights matrix shows more autocorrela-
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Adjacency Inverse
Distance
Inverse Distance
Squared
# of Vehicles .840 .249 .533
Base model OLS residuals .490 .118 .316
Full model OLS residuals .139 .019 .067
All tests significant (p < .001)
Table 7-4: Moran’s I for auto ownership spatial weight matrices
tion for the dependent variable alone, and for the residuals of the OLS model.
It is a better theoretical and tested fit for the type of spatial autocorrelation in
auto ownership expected within the data set, and is thus used throughout the
remainder of this chapter.
An a-spatial model, including only the demographic controls, demonstrates
that there is a strong spatial pattern to OLS residuals in Figure 7-4. Negative
residuals are located closer to the center of Boston, and positive residuals are
on the outskirts. Negative residuals also seem to approximate patterns of rail
access. The spatial error (Figure 7-5) and spatial lag (not presented) models
reduce the spatial grouping somewhat, although negative residuals are still clus-
tered closer to the CBD. The specification of spatial weight matrices in spatial
lag and spatial error models can reduce bias and ineﬃciency due to neglecting
spatial information, but they cannot correct for mis-specification. In this case it
is evident that a variable relating to proximity to the CBD—rail or auto access,
or otherwise—is omitted.
7.3 Findings: aggregate auto ownership
The expectation is that access to past rail reduces auto ownership, even after
controlling for current access and demographic characteristics that influence
behavior directly or via self-selection. Given the building boom concurrent to
the age of ubiquitous streetcars, it is expected that access to rail during the
streetcar era—proxied here as the urban rail network in 1925—will have the
strongest eﬀect of all past rail networks.
Access to past rail as measured is not a perfect proxy for the actual eﬀect of
streetcars, just as it is an imperfect proxy for the eﬀect of current rail and bus.
It does not take into account frequency of service, capacity, route access, or ease
of transfers. With better measures in place there would be more variation, and
thus improvements in explanatory power. Thus, the goal is not to determine
a point estimate of the eﬀect of past access, but whether it is significant and
directionally as expected.
Distance to the CBD is a proxy for the auto orientation of, and local auto
access to, a given area. The expectation is that the farther from the CBD a given
area is, the more auto-oriented it is. Distance from the CBD changes the relative
advantages of auto and transit travel. As a general approximation, the farther
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Figure 7-4: Vehicles/HH 2000 base model: OLS residuals
Figure 7-5: Vehicles/HH 2000 base model: spatial error residuals
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(1) (2) (3) (4)
Demographic Controls N Y Y Y
Density Control N N Y Y
Other BE Controls N N N Y
Dist. to CBD 0.04 *** 0.02 *** 0.02 *** 0.01 ***
Rail 2010 -0.11 ** -0.12 *** -0.12 *** -0.07 ***
Rail 1865 -0.05 -0.01 -0.01 0.01
Rail 1925 -0.19 *** -0.12 *** -0.11 ** -0.08 **
Rail 1960 -0.05 -0.01 -0.01 0.03
Bus 2010 -0.12 *** -0.07 ** -0.07 ** -0.04 *
Density -0.03 *** -0.01 *
Lambda 0.77 *** 0.68 *** 0.65 *** 0.36 ***
AIC -201.3 -528.6 -537.2 -877.9
adj. r2 (OLS) 0.661 0.847 0.859 0.936
n=590 tracts, dependent: vehicles per household, 2000. Spatial error model. Rail
access is based on a binary indicator of whether the tract centroid is within .5 miles of
the network. Bus is additionally limited to areas where streetcars did not run. Density
is population in 10,000s per square mile, logged to 1980 value. Full models found in
Appendix F.
‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1
Table 7-5: Comparison of auto ownership model controls
a tract is from the CBD, the less auto congestion, and the less frequent service
on transit lines—if they exist. Unlike Chapter 6, where a negative exponential
relationship to density comes from theory, there is no theoretical reason distance
to the CBD should have a given functional form.
In the models in Table 7-5, past access to urban rail significantly decreases
auto ownership. Of the time periods tested, only access to 1925-era rail has a
significant eﬀect on auto ownership, with an eﬀect size approximately equal to
current rail. Access to streetcars captures a diﬀerent mechanism than current
rail access. The inclusion of these additional indicators does not significantly
reduce the measured eﬀect of access to current rail on auto ownership.
Conditioning—past access influences the reaction to more recent rail—can
be tested by interacting rail eras. If the interaction eﬀects are significant, then
there is a diﬀerential response in auto ownership based on exposure to rail in
multiple eras. Complete pairwise and triplet interactions were tested, and were
not found to be significant. Thus, the hypothesis of conditioning is rejected for
the cumulative eﬀects of past rail on current auto ownership levels.
The addition of demographic controls in Model 2 in Table 7-5 reduces the
strength of the influence of past access to streetcars, and improves overall model
fit. The inference is therefore that approximately 1/3 of the influence of past
access to streetcars on current auto ownership levels is plausibly the result of
its eﬀect on residential sorting.
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Model 3 in Table 7-5 adds a single built environment indicator of BE—density.
As expected, density is negatively related to auto ownership. Adding density
to the model reduces the eﬀect of streetcar access by 10%, and has no eﬀect
on current rail access. Density—as an indicator of the BE—is not a substitute
for the eﬀect of rail access on auto ownership. Nor is it a particularly strong
mechanism on its own for the eﬀect of past access to streetcars on current auto
ownership.
The additional BE descriptors in Model 4 in Table 7-5 improve model spec-
ification. The attributes of the BE collectively used in Model 4 substitute for
the direct eﬀects of density on auto ownership.3 Given these other indicators
of the BE, density has a smaller parameter estimate. Thus, density’s eﬀect on
auto ownership are for the most part a function of parking availability, street
connectivity, regional accessibility, and housing quality.
As noted earlier, density is entered based on actual density in 1980 in or-
der to reduce possible endogeneity, rather than cascading from the models in
Chapter 6. The temporal lag means that there is a mismatch between the year
density is entered in the models in this chapter (1980) and that predicted by the
models in Chapter 6 (2000). As this chapter shows, findings are robust to this
temporal specification of lag, although the lagged predictor is preferred. Ro-
bustness checks using predicted rather than actual density levels in 2000 show
no significant diﬀerences for the eﬀects of past rail on current auto ownership
levels. Thus, there is no rationale for deviating from the theoretically preferred
model with a two decade lag in order to capture a hypothetical cascading eﬀect.
Most importantly, at the ecological level the eﬀect of past streetcar access
on current auto ownership levels is not solely a function of the built environ-
ment, given the controls and data in this dissertation. After incorporating these
additional built environment controls, access to (1) streetcars, (2) current rail,
and (3) the extended bus network significantly reduce auto ownership. The ef-
fects are muted to a small extent—reduced by approximately 25% versus their
measured eﬀects using only density as an indicator of the BE.
The significant eﬀect of past or present rail access could be a proxy for
some other omitted direct cause—places near rail have less parking available,
or attract people who have fewer autos because of some omitted variable, such
as commercial density. The eﬀect being measured is the result of an area’s
adjacency to rail, which is an additive function that includes the utility of current
rail for travel. One way of separating the use value of rail from its other eﬀects
would be to include mode share as an independent variable. Because auto
ownership and mode choice are plausibly jointly determined, endogeneity issues
prevent mode share’s inclusion as a predictor of auto ownership.
An alternate explanation for the eﬀect of streetcars is that there is a het-
erogeneous eﬀect of current bus routes. Where streetcars once operated, bus
access has stronger eﬀects on auto ownership than where streetcars never ran.
For this heterogeneity to be attributable to something besides the fact that the
streetcars once ran there requires that these areas were not shaped by street-
3See Bhat and Guo [2007] for similar findings.
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cars. These areas must have some other characteristic that was unique prior to
streetcars, and continues to exist, not having been changed by streetcars.
The results of Chapter 6 indicate that is unlikely to be the case. Chapter
6 tests similar proxies for non-streetcar constant attributes—the presence of
old housing, the uniqueness of being a city in past periods, and the historic
significance/preservation of the area. It finds that the presence of streetcars
aﬀected the degree to which adjacent land was filled by housing of that era. The
amount of old housing that persists in 1980 might be attributable to streetcars
and is thus an unsuitable control. Both indicators of historical primacy were
also tested, and found to be insignificant in the auto ownership model. It is
thus most unlikely that there is an omitted variable unrelated to streetcars that
determines the heterogeneity of eﬀects of the present bus system based on where
streetcars once were. Past access to streetcars is the likely determinant of this
heterogeneity.
In sum, current levels of auto ownership are lower in areas once proximate
to streetcars. This eﬀect persists after controlling for demographic variation,
current access, and characteristics of the built environment. There is a direct
link from past access to current behavior that is plausibly cultural.
7.4 Robustness check: alternate measures
The findings of the legacy eﬀects of past rail on current levels of auto ownership
above are relatively robust to specification of the dependent variable. If auto
ownership rates are measured at the individual level rather than the household
level, it controls for variations in household size which may produce the atten-
dant eﬀects. However, this is only valid if the person is the unit with agency
in the auto ownership decision. This is clearly not the case for people under
the age of 18. Thus the finding of no significant relationship between past rail
proximity and current auto ownership levels in Model 2 in Table 7-6 is a product
of mis-specification, rather than a real phenomenon.
While auto ownership at the individual level should be measured based on
records of eﬀective ownership of the auto,4 a proxy at the tract level is the auto
ownership rate per working age person. People of working age have the capacity
to own their own auto, as opposed to people under the age of 18. The exclusion
of people over 65 reduces the diﬀerential basis for auto ownership of the non-
working population. The findings in Model 3 are largely coherent with those at
the household level in Model 1. However, access to the bus network beyond the
streetcar extent is reduced in magnitude and is no longer significant.
The final robustness check in this section is the proportion of households
owning two or more vehicles. This model provides an idea of the extent to
which auto ownership takes place within the lower or upper end of the auto
ownership spectrum, given the caveats earlier in this chapter. The findings in
4Actual ownership being a product of household structure. The complications in disen-
tangling use from ownership within households are another reason to prefer the household
model.
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(1) (2) (3) (4)
Veh/HH Veh/Pop Veh/Pop 18-65 2+ cars / HH
Dist. to CBD 0.012 *** 0.002 0.004 * 0.006 ***
Rail 2010 -0.07 *** -0.04 ** -0.08 *** -0.04 ***
Rail 1865 0.03 -0.01 -0.02 0
Rail 1925 -0.08 ** -0.01 -0.05 * -0.04 **
Rail 1960 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02 *
Bus 2010 -0.04 * 0 -0.01 -0.02 .
Lambda 0.36 *** 0.46 *** 0.36 *** 0.32 ***
AIC -877.9 -1525.1 -1016.6 -1756.9
adj. r2 (OLS) 0.936 0.814 0.873 0.937
n=590 tracts, dependent: (1) vehicles per household, 2000; (2) vehicles per population,
2000; (3) vehicles per population between 18 and 65 years of age, 2000; (4) proportion
of households owning 2 or more vehicles, 2000. Spatial error model includes demo-
graphic and built environment controls. Rail access is based on a binary indicator
of whether the tract centroid is within .5 miles of the network. Bus is additionally
limited to areas where streetcars did not run. Full models found in Appendix F.
‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1
Table 7-6: Comparison of alternate auto ownership measures
Model 4 in Table 7-6 confirm that this phenomenon exists at all levels of auto
ownership. People near the current public transit system, and/or near past
streetcars are more likely to own one or fewer vehicles.
Because the primary agency for the auto ownership decisions is at the house-
hold level, and the full range of behavior is of interest, Model 1 remains preferred.
This section has demonstrated that the findings from this model are relatively
robust to specification.
7.5 Robustness check: lagged controls
The specification of built environment and demographic controls lagged to 1980
values avoids possible endogeneity due to co-determination of BE and demo-
graphic patterns with auto ownership. However, this may omit changes in these
controls between 1980 and 2000 that are determinative of patterns in auto own-
ership in 2000. If this is the case, auto ownership patterns that are actually the
result of these changes will instead be ascribed (either positively or negatively)
to past or present rail access.
A comparison of Models 1 and 2 in Table 7-7 demonstrates that removing the
lag for controls increases the explanatory power of the model.5 This indicates
that the changes in the BE and demographic patterns between 1980 and 2000
5The models omit the control for low rent areas. This control is based on absolute rent
levels, and thus an exact comparator between 1980 and 2000 is not available.
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(1) (2)
1980 controls 2000 controls
Dist. To CBD 0.012 *** 0.011 ***
Rail 2010 -0.076 *** -0.045 **
Rail 1865 -0.002 -0.001
Rail 1925 -0.078 ** -0.074 ***
Rail 1960 0.029 0.007
Bus 2010 -0.035 . -0.027 *
Density -0.016 * -0.016 ***
Lambda 0.414 *** 0.634 ***
AIC -847.6 -1233.4
adj. r2 (OLS) 0.931 0.957
n=590 tracts, dependent: vehicles per household, 2000. Spatial error model. Rail
access is based on a binary indicator of whether the tract centroid is within .5 miles of
the network. Bus is additionally limited to areas where streetcars did not run. Density
is population in 10,000s per square mile. Full models found in Appendix F.
‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1
Table 7-7: Comparison of auto ownership models with lagged controls
are correlated with levels of auto ownership in 2000. Notably, the parameter es-
timate for the eﬀect of past streetcar proximity is relatively unchanged between
models. That the parameter estimate for the influence of current rail is reduced
does not necessarily indicate that the influence of current rail is over-estimated
in Model 1. If demographic and built environment patterns are partially en-
dogenous to auto ownership levels, than the 1980 model is preferred. In either
case, the findings of the influence of past rail access on current levels of auto
ownership are robust to whether controls are specified with a lag.
7.6 Robustness check: spatial structure
As discussed in Chapter 3, if there is no theoretical reason to prefer a spatial lag
or spatial error model specification, Lagrange Multiplier (LM) and robust LM
tests can provide a decision process. In this case, there is a theoretical reason
to prefer the spatial error model. However, if the lag model has a significantly
better fit and diﬀering conclusion, it should prompt a revisiting of the theory.
This section finds that the conclusions above are robust to specification of the
spatial structure of the model.
The LM tests in Table 7-8 indicate that the residual structure best resembles
a lag model with an adjacency spatial weights matrix. However, both the lag
and error tests are significant, as are the robust tests—lag in the presence of
error, or vice versa.
Most importantly, comparing the OLS, spatial lag, and spatial error models
in Table 7-8 reveals almost complete coherence in parameter estimates and
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OLS Error Lag Durbin
Est. Est. Est. Est. Lag
Dist. to CBD 0.01 *** 0.01 *** 0.01 *** 0.01 -0.001
Rail 2010 -0.07 *** -0.07 *** -0.07 *** -0.07 ** 0.02
Rail 1865 0.02 0.01 0.03 . 0 0.05
Rail 1925 -0.07 * -0.08 ** -0.06 * -0.08 ** 0.04
Rail 1960 0.04 . 0.03 0.04 * 0.02 0.05
Bus 2010 -0.03 . -0.04 * -0.03 . -0.04 * 0.02
Lambda 0.36 ***
Rho 0.19 *** 0.26 ***
AIC -843.5 -877.9 -877.6 -887.3
LM test 51.85 *** 47.56 ***
Robust LM test 18.11 *** 13.82 ***
adj. r2 0.936
n=590 tracts, dependent: vehicles per household, 2000. Spatial error model includes
demographic and built environment controls. Rail access is based on a binary indicator
of whether the tract centroid is within .5 miles of the network. Bus is additionally
limited to areas where streetcars did not run. Full models found in Appendix F.
‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1
Table 7-8: Comparison of auto ownership spatial models
significance. Parameter estimates generally vary by less than 10% between
models. Fitting a Durbin model—spatially lagged dependent and independent
variables—improves fit. While it reduces the significance of some of the controls,
it does not have a significant eﬀect on the parameter estimate for areas that
currently have rail access, or once had streetcar access.
In short, even if the spatial error model is not the true model, and this
dissertation has neglected some reason that the dependent or independent vari-
ables have spillover eﬀects onto adjacent areas, it does not change the core of
the conclusions. Areas that had access to streetcars have lower auto ownership
rates than areas that did not, partly due to demographic patterns and the BE,
but plausibly due to cultural mechanisms as well.
7.7 Findings: change in auto ownership 1980-
2000
This section builds a model of the change in auto ownership rates from 1980
to 2000 as a function of the change in indicators of demographic composition,
access, and the built environment, and the initial values of those indicators. It
is a complement to the cross-sectional model in that it examines change over
time, rather than assuming that the current rates of auto ownership are based
on current conditions. Under examination in this section is whether the eﬀect of
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(1) (2) (3) (4)
Demographic Controls N Y Y Y
BE Controls N N Y Y
Veh/HH (1980) -0.551 ***
Dist to CBD -0.004 -0.003 -0.004 * 0.004 **
Rail 2010 -0.06 ** -0.062 ** -0.029 . -0.037 **
Rail 1865 0.034 . 0.019 0.012 0.017 .
Rail 1925 0.031 -0.019 -0.015 -0.043 *
Rail 1960 0.03 0.01 0.013 0.023
Bus 2010 -0.005 -0.019 -0.011 -0.01
Lambda 0.31 *** 0.29 *** 0.26 *** 0.46 ***
AIC -757.0 -932.3 -1112.5 -1361.4
adj. r2 (OLS) 0.112 0.354 0.537 0.677
n=590 tracts, dependent: change in vehicles per household, 1980-2000. Spatial error
model. Rail access is based on a binary indicator of whether the tract centroid is
within .5 miles of the network. Bus is additionally limited to areas where streetcars
did not run. Full models found in Appendix F.
‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1
Table 7-9: Models of the change in auto ownership, 1980-2000
adjacency to urban rail dissipates over time or reproduces itself. Is it a one-time
change which starts a path toward a diﬀerent equilibrium, or simply a nudge,
which will be invisible 5 decades hence?
The indicators used in the models are the same used in the prior section in
diﬀerenced form. The inclusion of the base year levels accounts for heteroge-
neous change based on the cumulative eﬀects of past developments. There is
no expectation that the system is memory-less and reaches a new equilibrium
without regard to past developments. If this were the case, the base variables
would be insignificant across the board. Results from a spatial error model
based on an adjacency matrix are presented. The results are robust to spatial
specification.
The basic finding in Model 1 in Table 7-9 is that while current access to
rail contributes to a reduction in auto ownership rates between 1980 and 2000,
a similar eﬀect is not found for past access to streetcars. This is robust to
demographic and built environment controls in models 2 and 3, but the eﬀect
of current rail is weakened by their inclusion.
Models 1 through 3 have the implicit assumption that base year levels are
good predictors for cumulative auto ownership rates. The inclusion of the base
year auto ownership rate in Model 4 in Table 7-9 accounts for any deviations
from these implicit predictions. There has been reversion to the mean in vehicle
ownership between 1980 and 2000. This implies a saturation level of automo-
bility [e.g. de Jong et al., 2004].
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The eﬀect of past streetcar access is significant in Model 4 , with a parameter
estimate approximately equal to that for current rail. After accounting for the
vehicle ownership rate in 1980, demographic and built environment patterns and
changes from 1980-2000, and current access to the rail network, past access to
rail has resulted in a decrease of 1 vehicle for every 25 households. These results
are relatively robust to specification of the spatial structure of the model, with
the exception of the weak eﬀects of past horsecar access on the change in auto
ownership between 1980 and 2000.
In sum, the results from a model of tract-level change in auto ownership
from 1980 to 2000 finds that current rail access continues to decrease auto
ownership rates without regard to model specification and controls. Access to
streetcars has no measurable eﬀect on continued change, except when accounting
for previous levels of auto ownership. The change in auto ownership rates since
1980 in areas once proximate to streetcars is thus a product of changes in the
patterns of auto ownership not captured by the other predictors in the model.
This implies a change in preferences for residential location associated with past
streetcar access in the intervening years.
When combined with the cumulative eﬀects of past and current urban rail
access on auto ownership levels, these findings fit an impact model that rail
access shapes an area’s medium-term travel behavior while it exists, but that
those impacts dissipate over long time frames. The adjustment process from
past to current conditions is by no means instantaneous.
7.8 Household auto ownership
This section examines the degree to which the ecological findings of the prior
sections hold at the household level. The specific hypothesis tested is that
households in places that once had access to streetcars choose to own fewer
automobiles, given the residential location decision. Because auto ownership and
residential location are, to some non-trivial degree, jointly determined [Weisbrod
et al., 1980], the discrete choice model of auto ownership used in this section is
necessarily mis-specified. It does not account for preferences that lead to the
selection of residential location—self-selection.
A household level discrete choice model of auto ownership has better controls
for behavioral inference than are possible with an ecological model. The choice
of the number of autos to own is modeled as a function of the demographics of
the household, their socioeconomic status, the availability of parking (proxied by
type of housing), neighborhood/ecological characteristics, and the surrounding
BE. The results of the model show that people who live in areas that were within
1/2 mile of streetcars are less likely to own 2 or 3 automobiles. While the results
do not rule out self-selection, they do call into question the basis on which that
locational choice is made.
This section begins by discussing the structure of the model. It presents the
controls for household demographics, the type of housing, and the built envi-
ronment and other ecological characteristics of the area, and then the findings
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based on models with and without those controls. Findings for the eﬀect of past
rail access are robust to controls, but are strongest without controls for housing
type. The implication is that diﬀerential parking availability is a portion of the
mechanism for past rail’s eﬀect on current auto ownership, but that culture, or
other omitted characteristics associated with past access, play a stronger role.
7.8.1 Model structure
The discrete choice model in this section estimates the factors that determine the
probability of choosing 0, 1, 2, or 3 or more vehicles by a household. The data
are derived from the Boston 1991 travel survey [Boston Metropolitan Planning
Organization, 1991], described in Chapter 3. Household level socioeconomic
and dwelling indicators are restricted to those available from survey questions.
Within the available survey data, there are no descriptors of race or ethnicity,
residential tenure or quality, or direct indicators of preferences. This more
disaggregate data allows access to rail old and new to be measured as a linear
function of distance. The application of the results are limited by any change
that has taken place in the relationship between household and ecological data
and behavior since 1990.
Past household level auto ownership models utilize both ordinal and multi-
nomial logit models.6 Ordinal logit models make use of the order inherent to the
data—they extract information from binary decisions where the relative weight
of preferences is known. Applied to auto ownership, the binary decision is be-
tween 0 and 3+ vehicles, where owning 1 or 2 vehicles is an expression of lack of
absolute preferences for either extreme—the ownership of 1 vehicle exists on a
continuum between 0 and 3+ vehicles. The structure of an ordinal logit model
constrains parameter estimates to be linear with respect to the number of vehi-
cles. The statistical relationship between owning 0 and 1 vehicles must be the
same as that between 1 and 2 vehicles. This requirement of ordinal logit does
not seem to comport with how people make auto ownership decisions. Decisions
are subject to constraints and preferences that do not vary linearly. People do
not own a single vehicle as a compromise between having 0 and 3 vehicles.
A multinomial logit model defines each integer in an unordered fashion that
does not requires the same linear constraints. This freedom is costly in terms
of the number of parameters that must be estimated. In practice, for this data
set, the multinomial model has a better fit (lower log-likelihood), and the same
adjusted rho-squared, despite the increased number of parameters. The ordinal
logit model has stronger parameter estimates where the relationship between
vehicle ownership and the variable in question is relatively linear—for example
the number of licensed drivers in the household. However, where parameter esti-
mates are non-linear—for example the number of children in the household—the
ordinal logit model does not find a significant relationship where the multino-
mial model provides insight. Because it imposes fewer constraints on behavioral
expectations, this section presents the results of the multinomial logit model
6See Bhat and Pulugurta [1998] for a good summary.
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throughout, following Bhat and Pulugurta [1998]. The same basic conclusions
are also found in the ordinal logit model: access to past rail reduces the proba-
bility of owning 1 or more vehicles.
This section does not build a joint discrete-continuous model of car ownership
and number of trips, despite the inclusion of the number of trips within the data
set. In theory, such a model would incorporate more information and thus could
improve the fit and parameter estimates of the model. However, determinants
of trip frequency are not present in the data set, and thus additional error due
to omission would be introduced. Moreover, such a model would be unlikely to
control for self-selection in the parameter of interest—access to past rail—since
it would not model the choice of residential location. The added complexity
and validation required for this model would likely result in only small gains in
eﬃciency for the parameter estimate of interest.
7.8.2 Controls
This section presents the demographic household, dwelling and ecological, and
built environment controls used in the household auto ownership model. The
ability to use the actual characteristics of the household and their housing allows
for more direct behavioral inference and better controls for parking availability
than are available in the aggregate. Parameter estimates for these controls
generally have the expected sign and direction, with robust standard errors.
Where they diverge, the findings are discussed.
All ecological/neighborhood characteristics are lagged to 1980 values to
prevent endogeneity, as in the aggregate model. The entire set of ecologi-
cal/neighborhood variables used in the aggregate model were tested, but only
significant variables retained. Notably, the controls for historic importance and
preservation were not significant. With the inclusion of additional BE controls,
density in the surrounding tract was insignificant and thus not included in the
final model.
Household demographic. These are a-spatial indicators of mobility need
and ability to pay that are expected to influence the auto ownership decision.
Overall, only four variables significantly change parameter estimates between
2 and 3+ vehicles: licensed drivers, workers, children under 5, and percentage
female. This indicates a preference-based approach to the choice between owning
2 and 3 or more vehicles that is not captured by the demographic controls. The
indicators used in this section are:
• Licensed Drivers. 88% of the driving age population has a driver’s license
as of 2000 [Federal Highway Administration, 2011]. Thus, while some-
times modeled as a joint decision with the number of vehicles owned [for
details, see de Jong et al., 2004], it is used here as a proxy for the base
demand of a household for automobility. The number of licensed drivers
is highly predictive of auto ownership and increases proportionally across
the number of vehicles. Removing this variable reduces the explanatory
power of model, but does not change the relative coeﬃcients.
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• Workers. More workers is likely to mean more destinations at conflicting
times, and thus increased need for more vehicles. After controlling for
the number of licensed drivers, the number of workers is only significant
in the decision to own three or more vehicles. This seems to support the
hypothesized conflict in weekday destinations.
• Children under 5. More children means more obligations that may be
diﬃcult to satisfy without an auto. If one parent stays at home, it likely
increases conflicts over vehicle use similar to having more workers. It may
also increase the likelihood that resources are used for goods other than
vehicles, especially at higher levels of auto ownership. More children under
5 is found to increase the propensity to own one or two vehicles. That
the eﬀect is lessened and insignificant for 3+ cars may be a result of the
sample size, or may be indicative of resource constraints.
• Percentage female. Females were less likely to work outside the home in
1990. A higher percentage of females in the household thus may reduce
conflict for a given level of vehicles. A greater percentage of females is
found to negatively impact auto ownership, but the eﬀect is not particu-
larly strong.
• Students. There is some evidence that preferences for auto ownership are
tied to lifecycle [e.g. Dargay and Vythoulkas, 1999]. Students have more
time than money. This is also an indicator of youth, which may be a proxy
for lack of wealth. As expected, the more students in a household, the
fewer vehicles the household is likely to own. It persists after controlling
for attributes of the residential location—which are strongly associated
with lifecycle-based preferences—and thus is likely to be associated with
wealth.
• Income and home ownership. Indicators of personal income and wealth
(home ownership) as expected strongly aﬀect the propensity to own one
or two vehicles, but they do not lead to increased propensity to own three
or more vehicles. This might indicate that the ownership of three or more
vehicles is indicative of a pre-existing preference for automobility, rather
than a need that all share that can be fulfilled with higher levels of income.
Dwelling and ecological variables control for parking availability and neigh-
borhood characteristics based on preferences and attitudes. Without a resi-
dential location model, distinguishing between variables that aﬀect residential
preferences, and the eﬀect of the constraints imposed by the characteristics of
that residence, is not possible.
• Dwelling type is a direct proxy for parking availability. Compared to
single-family homes that have relatively unconstrained parking on-site,
multi-family units tend to have shared parking subject to constraints.
Because municipalities and districts within those cities and towns vary
in their oﬀ-street parking policies, dwelling type is not a perfect proxy
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for total parking availability. The amount of on-site parking will likely
have a weaker eﬀect on auto ownership in an area with ample oﬀ-street
parking nearby [Weinberger et al., 2009, Guo, 2011]. The diﬀerence in pa-
rameter estimates between condos and apartments confirms that dwelling
type is likely a proxy for parking availability. The parameter estimate
for apartments is relatively linear between vehicle alternatives—each ad-
ditional vehicle less likely. The implication is that there is no parking
deeded with the unit. On the other hand, households living in a condo-
minium are indiﬀerent between owning no vehicles and a single vehicle.
However, the eﬀect size on 2 and 3 automobiles is of equal magnitude to
an apartment-dweller. In a condo there is often a single space deeded for
use. Alternatively, these diﬀerences could be due to self-selection—people
live in condos because they want to own a single auto. This is somewhat
less likely. One explanation for that selection lies in relative wealth, and
residential ownership is already included as a control.
• Percentage in poverty in surrounding tract. People who are wealthier on
average live in places with less poverty. Income in a given year is variable.
Using indicators of wealth or expected future wealth is likely more cor-
related with a relatively long-term investment such as a car. Areas with
high poverty tend to have lower housing quality, more crime, and other
undesirable attributes. The parameter estimate is reduced in magnitude,
but remains significant after controlling for access and the built environ-
ment. This supports the inference that it is an indicator of neighborhood
quality. Additionally, after controlling for access and the BE, the parame-
ter estimate for 3 vehicles is indistinguishable from that for zero vehicles.
This might imply divergent preferences in high poverty areas.
• Average income in surrounding tract. After controlling for poverty and
household income, area with higher incomes may indicate a willingness
to trade commuting costs for housing costs. Thus the eﬀect of surround-
ing income may be negative. The hypothesis of a tradeoﬀ of location
for automobility—fewer autos in richer areas after controlling for house-
hold income—is supported. Parameter estimates between each alternative
number of vehicles show little variation. This implies that preferences are
based not on a varying level of automobility, but on whether to own a
vehicle at all.
The additional built environment measures are similar to those used in the
aggregate model.
• A high percentage of single-family detached units in the tract surrounding
the household is associated with decreased auto ownership, after control-
ling for the household’s dwelling unit type. It is unclear why this should
be the case, as the expectation is that areas that are predominantly single-
family are also auto-oriented above and beyond the constraints imposed
by the actual dwelling unit of the household.
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• The percentage of housing units built pre-1940 in the surrounding block-
group is associated with decreased auto ownership levels. These units were
less likely to be built with parking, since the auto was not as dominant
pre-WWII.
• The density of intersections in the surrounding TAZ decreases auto own-
ership. The more intersections in an area, the smaller the block size, and
the more stop signs and red lights. The result is both a decrease in auto
utility, and an in increase in non-auto utility. Intersection density may
also be indicative of otherwise omitted urban form variables that are asso-
ciated with non-auto-oriented preferences. This measure was substituted
for the connectivity and non-local streets measures used in the aggregate
model because they were weaker than intersection density.
• The larger nearby housing is (in rooms), the more likely a household is to
own more automobiles. This is an indicator of the auto orientation of an
area—people have traded more space for fewer non-auto alternatives.
7.8.3 Findings
Past proximity to streetcars in the full household model in Table 7-10 decreases
levels of auto ownership. It has a stronger eﬀect on the propensity to own 3 or
more vehicles, and an insignificant eﬀect on the propensity to own 1 vehicle. The
magnitude, with the entire suite of controls, is slightly less than that of current
access to rail. The basic conclusions from the aggregate model are confirmed at
the household level. That these conclusions are robust to both aggregate and
individual controls implies a very real, plausibly cultural, mechanism from past
rail to current auto ownership levels.
The expected directionality of the controls, in combination with the accept-
able level of fit for the model as a whole in Table 7-10, leads to the conclusion
that the model is relatively well specified. The expectation that the closer a
household is to rail, the less likely it is to own an automobile, is supported by
the model.7 The exceptional finding is that access to buses increases rather than
decreases auto ownership. Directionally, the parameter estimates indicate that
households near buses, all else equal, are more likely to own a vehicle—with
no relative eﬀect on the ownership of more than 1 vehicle. This is in seeming
contrast to the findings from the aggregate model. Given its diﬀering defini-
tion of access, a change in significance is not unexpected. Additionally, bus
access as measured is restricted to areas beyond the streetcar range in the ag-
gregate, while no such restriction exists in the household model. While adding
this restriction to the household model decreases the parameter estimate on bus
7Note that these variables are measured so that all areas beyond 1/2 mile have a value of 0,
and all households within 1/2 mile have a value of 1/2 minus the distance to rail, past streetcar
location, or bus. The functional form implicitly assumes that the eﬀect size only extends
1/2 mile from transit. Sensitivity testing on this parameter did not aﬀect the significance of
findings. Access measures to bus in particular may be measured with error, because bus route
geography is only available post-2000, and the behavior modeled took place in 1990.
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1 Vehicle 2 Vehicles 3+ Vehicles
Constant 1.28 -2.12 . -7.22 ***
HOUSEHOLD
# Licensed Drivers 1.23 *** 2.5 *** 3.64 ***
# Workers -0.07 0.27 . 0.65 ***
# Children under 5 0.46 * 0.84 *** 0.08
% Female -0.35 . -0.59 * -0.93 *
# Students -0.52 *** -0.48 *** -0.62 ***
Inc < $20k -1.3 *** -2.75 *** -2.63 ***
Inc $20k-$40k -0.43 * -1.18 *** -1.3 ***
Own home 0.61 *** 1.14 *** 0.87 ***
ECOLOGICAL / NEIGHBORHOOD (Tract, 1980)
% in Poverty -3.61 *** -3.49 * -0.05
Average Inc -0.17 * -0.35 *** -0.43 *
DWELLING (HH level vs Single Family Home)
Apartment -0.62 *** -1.08 *** -1.7 ***
Condo -0.14 -0.89 *** -1.72 ***
Other -0.71 * -1.04 *** -0.96 *
TRANSPORTATION
Dist to CBD 0.04 . 0.06 *** 0.07 ***
Rail 1990 -1.83 *** -2.57 *** -3.75 ***
Bus 2010 1.74 * 1.9 * 2.32 *
Rail 1925 -1.1 -1.78 * -2.68 *
BUILT ENVIRONMENT (TAZ and Tract level)
% Single family detached -0.99 -1.59 * -2.48 *
% Housing units built pre-1940 -0.96 * -1.64 *** -2.16 ***
Intersection density -0.59 * -1.05 * -1.89 *
Rooms / housing unit 0.33 * 0.73 *** 1.09 ***
n=3,898 households, dependent: household vehicle ownership, 1991 Boston Travel
Survey. Rail access indicators decrease linearly from 1/2 directly on a rail or bus
routes to 0 at a distance of 1/2 mile. Average income in $10,000s. Intersection density
in 10,000s per square mile. Full models found in Appendix F.
Log likelihood: -3052.3. Pseudo-adjusted-r2: 0.423.
‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1
Table 7-10: Household auto ownership model
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access, it remains positive. In the data set, bus access is quite prevalent, and
does not include service quality indicators. A household near a single bus line
far from the city and one near 6 bus lines near the city are not diﬀerentiated in
this measure. Moreover, proximity to a bus that runs along a highway and stops
every mile is treated the same as proximity to bus that runs on local streets and
stops 8 times per mile.
If this result is true, rather than the product of data that does not reflect
actual behavior, it might be explainable by the observation that bus routes
serve mobility needs for the journey to work trip, but not over the entire ex-
pectation of needed mobility. It may additionally be explained by reversing the
causal direction—that bus rather than rail is routed into areas with higher auto
ownership rates.
The findings are relatively robust to the controls. Model 1 in Table 7-11,
without any controls, is significantly reduced in explanatory power, but has the
same basic findings as Model 4, which has the full suite of household, ecologi-
cal, dwelling, and BE controls. The change in parameter estimates for past rail
access between Models 2 and 3 in Table 7-11, adding dwelling controls, implies
that a portion of past rail’s eﬀect on auto ownership is through parking provi-
sion. These dwelling controls, as discussed above, are good proxies for parking
availability. Similarly, the change in parameter estimates between Models 3
and 4 leads to the conclusion that the BE is a partial mechanism, but that a
plausibly cultural legacy eﬀect persists.
Although not included in the models in Table 7-11, the eﬀect of the vehicle
ownership rate in the surrounding tract on the household auto ownership de-
cision was tested. If it was significant, it would indicate either an unobserved
characteristic that increases the auto orientation of an area, or a lingering eﬀect
of neighbor’s behavior on one’s own. That this was not significant does not rule
out self-selection into these areas, or ensure that all significant indicators of the
BE associated with auto ownership have been included, but does imply that
self-selection is mediated by household characteristics.
What explains the legacy eﬀect on auto ownership areas that once were
near streetcars—whether the actual cause is direct or via residential preference
(self-selection)? Given the controls in this section it is not current access, and
is unlikely to be parking availability. Employment density was also tested as a
weak proxy for retail availability, and did not change the parameter estimate for
access to streetcars. Perhaps it is the the diversity or design of the buildings,
or the use of glass storefronts to attract passersby? If it is an unobserved
unique quality of the built environment, it is at the very least relatively diﬃcult
to quantify. The lack of other explanations leaves culture as the likely causal
mechanism.
7.9 Conclusions
This chapter has found that households in places with past access to streetcars
have decreased levels of auto ownership at the tract and household level in
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(1) (2) (3) (4)
Household Controls N Y Y Y
Ecological Controls N N Y Y
Dwelling controls N N Y Y
BE Controls N N N Y
Dist to CBD (1 veh) 0.09 *** 0.08 *** 0.04 * 0.04 .
Dist to CBD (2 veh) 0.1 *** 0.1 *** 0.06 *** 0.06 ***
Dist to CBD (3 veh) 0.1 *** 0.11 *** 0.07 *** 0.07 ***
Rail 1990 (1 veh) -2.69 *** -3 *** -2.39 *** -1.83 ***
Rail 1990 (2 veh) -4.75 *** -5.21 *** -3.8 *** -2.57 ***
Rail 1990 (3 veh) -5.13 *** -6.76 *** -5.26 *** -3.75 ***
Bus 2010 (1 veh) 2.18 *** 2.36 *** 1.42 . 1.74 *
Bus 2010 (2 veh) 1.39 * 2.2 *** 1.22 1.9 *
Bus 2010 (3 veh) 1.46 * 2.33 *** 1.38 2.32 *
Rail 1925 (1 veh) -1.73 *** -1.81 *** -1.33 . -1.1
Rail 1925 (2 veh) -3.14 *** -3.16 *** -2.15 * -1.78 *
Rail 1925 (3 veh) -3.91 *** -3.98 *** -3.01 *** -2.68 *
Log likelihood -4359.2 -3143.6 -3081.1 -3052.3
pseudo-adj-r2 0.191 0.411 0.420 0.423
n=3,898 households, dependent: household vehicle ownership, 1991 Boston Travel
Survey. Rail access indicators decrease linearly from 1/2 directly on a rail or bus
routes to 0 at a distance of 1/2 mile. Full models found in Appendix F.
‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1
Table 7-11: Comparison of household auto ownership model controls
Boston in the data sets in use. The magnitude of the findings are reduced by
the inclusion of demographic, dwelling unit, and built environment controls.
This implies that past rail partially acts through preferences and attitudes,
restrictions on parking, and network characteristics. That there is a legacy
eﬀect of past rail that persists after these controls implies that indirect eﬀects
are a plausible mechanism—whether cultural, based on municipal action, or
omitted characteristics of the built environment.
The diﬀerenced aggregate model found that current rail access has resulted
in reductions in auto ownership rates between 1980 and 2000 without regard
to model specification or controls. Streetcars’ eﬀects are insignificant, except
when accounting for prior year levels of auto ownership. The implication is a
change in residential preferences correlated with reduced auto ownership and/or
additional municipal restrictions on auto ownership post-1980. However, there
are no interaction eﬀects between rail eras, and thus the hypothesis of response
to new rail conditioned on prior access is rejected.
Taken in full, this chapter shows that rail’s eﬀect is strongest when that
rail is in use, but that it persists after the rail no longer exists. It takes a
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long time for the system to be at equilibrium between its current state and
current auto ownership behavior. The implication is that the orientation of a
place persists over time, even when that rail no longer exists. Places that were
oriented to transit when first developed maintain the signals associated with
that orientation over time.
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Chapter 8
Daily behavior: mode choice
This dissertation sees ghosts. It tries to document the eﬀect of rail infrastruc-
ture that once existed but no longer does on present behavior. The argument
for a link from past proximity to streetcars to current residential density and
auto ownership levels is partially based on real physical constraints that directly
resulted from that proximity. These ghosts have corporeal form, even if their
influence has been argued to be plausibly magical—the result of culture, ei-
ther directly or through the mechanism of the built environment. The current
chapter departs from this pattern. It examines mode choice—behavior that is
conditioned on the residential location and auto ownership choice [e.g. Weisbrod
et al., 1980] but has no direct physical link to past access.
The hypothesis that mode choice continues to be influenced by past proxim-
ity to rail builds on the usual model predicate that the choice is a function of
present network conditions. If, after controlling for the present attributes of the
network, proximity to rail that no longer exists still aﬀects mode choice, there
are are four plausible explanations.
1. The choice itself persists. If this is the case, the expectation is that this
will dissipate over time as habit is mediated by changing conditions of
rail access and the surrounding environment. This chapter finds that past
access to streetcars still significantly influenced mode choice in 1970, but
no longer did by 2000, supporting this contention.
2. The built environment that aﬀects the choice persists. Comparison with
and without controls for the BE finds that this is likely the case, but that
the magnitude is small in comparison to the eﬀects of rail access.
3. Cultural eﬀects exist that rely on past choices or the BE. Little remaining
eﬀect of past rail after the full suite of controls implies that this is unlikely
to be the case.
4. There is self-selection into areas based on those choices or the BE. Findings
are mixed. A test of the eﬀects of the attributes of the home location on
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travel behavior for non-home based trips finds no significant self-selection.
However, demographic controls—proxies for residential sorting— signifi-
cantly aﬀect the strength of past rail access at the individual level.
The choice of modes might persist past the presence of a particular streetcar
route because travel choices are habitual [e.g. Garling and Axhausen, 2003,
Bamberg et al., 2003, Ronis et al., 1989]. Because motor buses usually replaced
streetcar routes, this requires either (a) that the change did not disrupt the
characteristics of the trip suﬃciently to trigger a re-assessment of the choice
of modes or (b) buses were satisfactory compared with the attributes of the
alternative modes at the time. Both seem likely given the tendency of agencies
to run more service when replacing streetcars as documented in Chapter 5.
If (a) or (b) were true, and the choice was suﬃciently habitual, that choice
could persist even if the attributes of the choices changed over time—the bus
service deteriorated, or auto travel became cheaper or more pleasant. In either
case, the expectation is that there is a natural decline in persistent choice over
time, as people who made that choice move or die. Because mode choice is not
completely habituated, as the attributes of the modes evolve there will also be
some re-assessment of the choice. Thus the attributes of the present network
will influence present choices, on aggregate, more completely over time.
That the built environment unique to streetcars would perpetuate mode
choice after the streetcar is gone requires that (a) the attributes of the BE in-
fluence the choice, and (b) the BE persists into the present. A unique BE that
aﬀects auto ownership—for example through parking constraints (see Chapter
7)—with mode choice completely conditional on auto ownership levels meets
these criteria. But, if not everyone who owns an automobile has the same usage
rate, mode choice is conditioned by, but not wholly conditional on auto owner-
ship [e.g. Holtzclaw et al., 2002, Golob et al., 1996, Schimek, 1996, Brownstone
and Golob, 2009]. In this case, past proximity to rail might aﬀect the degree
to which the same level of auto ownership leads to diﬀerential use of that auto.
This is only plausible if the BE influences mode choice via the auto and walking
environment. This particular question is the focus of much of the literature on
the relationship between the BE and travel behavior. [for reviews see Ewing
and Cervero [2001, 2010]; in Boston see Zhang [2004]]
The persistence of mode choice might be extended past its natural half life
because neighbors’ choices have positive externalities. These positive external-
ities result from either changing the perception of existing mode attributes, or
changing the actual attributes. There are multiple reasons why the behavior of
neighbors could aﬀect the attributes of a given mode. More people walking to
transit in a given area makes the walking environment safer. The chance of a
pleasant conversation makes the distance walked less onerous. Neighbors who
are walking are more likely to use the front door rather than the garage to enter
their homes. They therefore perform better upkeep on their houses, and this
makes for a more pleasant walking environment. Neighbors who walk are more
solicitous of pedestrians when using an automobile—pulling out of driveways or
at crosswalks—which makes for a safer and more pleasant walk.
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There might also be peer pressure to walk, or lack of peer pressure to drive.
Perceptions of behavioral control [Ajzen, 1991] aﬀect weighting of the attributes
of the choice, as well as general disposition toward the mode. People living in
places where more people take transit would thus be more disposed to consider
transit as an alternative. This may be supported in a positive feedback cycle
by the tendency of transit agencies to increase service in response to ridership.
Similarly, personal history with mode choice, or one’s family’s history with
mode choice, might influence the perception of the attributes of an existing
choice. If you or your family once took the streetcar line in the neighborhood
you live in, it could plausibly influence your subsequent daily choice of modes.
This is an extension of the choice persistence mechanism between generations.
If the use of public transit in areas with streetcars persists past the time when
those streetcars still exist, that behavior—longer walking distances or increased
propensity to take the bus—would influence neighbors’ choices. Those choices
would influence the behavior of people who move to the area subsequently,
and so on. This is one cultural explanation for the lengthening or even partial
elimination of adaptation of mode choice from past to present network attributes
at the ecological level.
The cultural eﬀects of neighbors’ mode choices are a plausible mechanism for
self-selection. People may prefer to live near other people who travel similarly
because it improves the attributes of their desired travel behavior. Thus places
that were once near transit but are no longer remain transit-oriented because the
attributes of their residents change. This type of self-selection may be partially
proxied by demographic characteristics.
Residential location based on desired mode choice is either mediated by or
independent of auto ownership.1 For transit-oriented areas, this is the distinc-
tion between (a) people who do not own an automobile, and (b) people who own
vehicles but do not use them for the journey-to-work. For group (a), the eﬀects
of past rail proximity on residential location are based on absolute parking con-
straints embodied in the unique BE as discussed in Chapter 7. Self-selection for
group (b) is also plausibly related to parking constraints, but these are qual-
ity—the inconvenience of parking even if it is technically available—rather than
quantity eﬀects. Finding a space and the associated time and walk distance, or
the stress of parallel parking or parking in a tight driveway, decreases the use
value of auto ownership on a day-to-day basis, without decreasing the ownership
value [Karash et al., 2008].
Self-selection may also be based on attributes that are not directly at-
tributable to mode choice, but increase the utility of non-auto modes based
on BE characteristics. Preferences for a more pleasant walking environment, or
more small commercial establishments nearby may be associated with, but not
caused by or cause, decreased propensity to choose to travel by auto.
This chapter focuses on uncovering the degree to which mode choice is influ-
enced by past proximity to rail in Boston. It attempts to describe the extent to
which this is due to the persistence of choice, the satisfaction of existing prefer-
1Although auto ownership may be complicated by formal and informal sharing.
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ences, and the built environment, considering the relationship to the medium-
term auto ownership decision. The analysis is structurally similar to Chapter
7. It begins with aggregate descriptors of places proximate to current and past
rail. This is followed by a series of areal aggregate—both cross-sectional and
diﬀerenced—and individual models testing the strength of the access to past
rail on mode choice, with and without demographic controls, descriptors of the
built environment, and ecological indicators of the surrounding neighborhood.
Because access to rail is plausibly endogenous with the characteristics of the
built environment, the controls are not separable in determining the influence
of past proximity to rail on current mode choice—their inclusion provides a
range of eﬀect sizes. Substantially diﬀerent findings with and without controls
allows insight into the mechanism of how past proximity to rail aﬀects current
mode choice—whether cultural, based on past choices, or the BE.
Although demographic diﬀerences are associated with attitudes toward resi-
dential location [Scheiner and Holz-Rau, 2007, Boarnet, 2011], without endoge-
nous location choice they are not likely to be fully descriptive of the mechanism
behind self-selection. Mode choice at the trip level permits a unique opportunity
to quantify one portion of self-selection. The characteristics of the journey origin
and destination are separable from the characteristics of the home location. If
the characteristics of the home location significantly aﬀect mode choice, it may
well be due to self-selection. After controlling for characteristics of the trip and
the person, characteristics of the home location are a descriptor of residential
location preferences. If an individual is predisposed to a particular mode, and
self-selection exists, they are likely to live in an area that is suited to that mode.
This chapter finds that mode choice ghosts do not exist, although they may
once have. The adaptation between 1970 and 2000 of journey-to-work mode
choice to the current network is not immediate. Over this period access to
the network as it existed in 2000 has increasingly greater eﬀect on mode share,
and access to the (now invisible) streetcar network increasingly smaller eﬀect.
By 2000, the eﬀect of the current network on mode choice is significant and
robust to demographic, built environment, and auto ownership controls, while
access to the streetcar network is not significant without regard to controls.
While current access continued to significantly decrease auto mode share for
the journey-to-work between 1980 and 2000, past proximity to streetcars had a
weakly negative relationship to the change in auto mode share. Given its lack
of robustness, this may be due to cultural artifacts of the BE, or may simply be
statistical noise. No interaction eﬀects between rail eras are found, and thus the
hypothesis of conditioned response to new rail based on past access is rejected
for mode choice.
At the individual level, past access to rail strongly influences mode choice—for
all trips, not just the journey-to-work—but this eﬀect is ameliorated significantly
by demographic controls, and completely with the addition of BE controls. If
there is a lasting eﬀect of past access to rail on current mode choice, it seems to
be mostly through the mechanism of the residential location decision and the
BE. Finally, if there is self-selection, the test used in this chapter does not find
that it is based on proximity to past rail.
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Figure 8-1: Auto mode share, 2000
8.1 Mode share and rail proximity
Outside the MBTA service area (10.2 miles), driving dominates. In Table 8-1
90% of journeys-to-work in 2000 outside the service area were by auto. Mode
share is highly correlated with auto ownership rates. There is a .89 correlation
between the percentage of households who own a car and journey-to-work auto
mode share at the tract level in 2000. Visual inspection of Figure 8-1 also points
to the relationship between rail access and reduced auto mode share. While a
reduction in auto mode share follows the radial lines of the current system, it
seemingly fills in the interior areas between the lines as well. These interior
points once had crosstown and radial streetcars, and now have bus access.
Those areas in Table 8-1 that were proximate to streetcars but do not cur-
rently have rail access have similar mode share to places that have rail but did
not have streetcars, but are approximately 50% denser. They squeeze both more
autos and more public transit passengers in the same area. Areas proximate to
streetcars have almost 5 times as many public transit users per square mile as
places that never had rail access, and twice as many cars. But their density of
public transit use pales in comparison to those areas that had streetcars and
now have rail. These “always” rail proximate areas have almost 3 times as many
rail users per square mile, with only a 20% increase in auto user density.
The result is that places that had good rail access in 2000 that were once
proximate to streetcars have approximately 75% more auto commuters per
square mile than rail adjacent areas not proximate to streetcars, but more than
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In service area Yes Yes Yes Yes No
Rail 2000 < .5 mi. No Yes No Yes No
Rail 1925 <.5 mi. No No Yes Yes No
Commuters 280,763 40,256 240,274 266,787 510,430
Commuters / HH 1.21 1.31 1.18 1.18 1.30
Auto 2000 % 83% 71% 70% 45% 90%
PT 2000 % 13% 22% 24% 34% 7%
Auto density 1,574 2,222 3,332 3,893 656
PT density 244 685 1,122 2,934 50
n=590 tracts. Density measured in commuters per square mile.
Table 8-1: Commuting by proximity to rail, 2000
4 times as many public transit users. As is apparent from Table 8-1, this is not
a function of the number of commuters in each household. They also have 8
times as many people who neither drive nor take public transit to work (1,801
versus 217 per square mile). In sum, places that had streetcars have diﬀerent
attributes in aggregate than those areas that did not have streetcars. That is
why controlling for BE and demographic characteristics in cross-sectional analy-
sis is important to draw conclusions about the eﬀect of past access to streetcars
on current mode choice.
Those areas with both past streetcar and current urban rail access almost
doubled the growth rate of the rest of the Boston area between 1980 and 2000
in Table 8-2. Using restrictive assumptions of no migration other than in-
migration, and no change in behavior by current residents, allows easier infer-
ence about the unique role that areas once proximate to streetcars play in the
current urban fabric. While that growth was transit-oriented, it was not exclu-
sively geared toward transit. The transit mode share of the new commuters was
43%—higher than the mode share for all commuters in Table 8-1. Because of
the higher density in places near rail that were once near streetcars, the increase
in transit commuters was accompanied by an increase in auto commuter density
that exceeds the increase in auto commuter density elsewhere. When near cur-
rent rail, streetcar-shaped areas are more transit-oriented than places that did
not have streetcar access—and are becoming more so. When they are not near
current rail they still have a higher density of public transit commuters, but are
losing public transit commuters over time. This is similar to the change in auto
ownership patterns seen in Chapter 7. The correlation between the change from
1980 to 2000 in the percentage of households that owned more than 1 car and
the percentage of auto commuters is .35 at the tract level.
In fact, places near streetcars that are not near modern urban rail are the
only areas that in aggregate lost public transit commuters between 1980 and
2000. This is evident from Figure 8-2. The places that increased auto mode
share between 1980 and 2000 were the outskirts of Boston, Everett, Revere, and
Watertown. The number of commuters using neither PT nor the auto decreased
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In service area Yes Yes Yes Yes No
Rail 2000 < .5 mi. No Yes No Yes No
Rail 1925 <.5 mi. No No Yes Yes No
Commuter growth % 1980-2000 4% 8% 7% 14% 8%
SHARE OF GROWTH
Auto commuters 152% 62% 139% 57% 113%
PT commuters 17% 58% -15% 43% 23%
Other commuters -69% -20% -24% 0% -36%
DENSITY GROWTH
Auto 123 148 459 604 60
PT 14 137 (48) 449 12
n=590 tracts. Density measured in commuters per square mile.
Table 8-2: Change in commuting by proximity to rail, 1980-2000
everywhere except places “always” near rail. This is likely partially an artifact
of the change in definitions of modes and question wording between periods by
the US Census. [US Census Bureau Geography Division Cartographic Products
Management Branch, 2011] Comparing between areas provides some level of
control for these survey changes. The diﬀerence in the change in non-auto, non-
PT commuters between places that never had rail, and places that “always” had
rail speaks to an increasing bifurcation in behavior based mostly on current rail,
but also partially explainable by past rail proximity.
In sum, in a cross-sectional analysis with current public transit access given,
places with past rail access have reduced levels of auto usage for the journey-
to-work on a per capita basis. This analysis does not control for the extent
to which these areas are comparable in proximity to the center of Boston, in
demographic makeup, in auto ownership, or in characteristics of the BE. The
remainder of this chapter takes these factors into account.
8.2 Aggregate mode share model description
This section describes the tract level model of journey-to-work mode choice. It
begins by examining how to define the dependent variable so that it is relevant
to the behavior under examination. It proceeds to describe the controls used
throughout the model, and to summarize the eﬀectiveness of those controls. It
then discusses the spatial structure of the model, and concludes that a spa-
tial error model with a binary adjacency matrix best fits the theoretical basis
for spatial autocorrelation in the residuals of the ordinary least squares (OLS)
model.
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Figure 8-2: Change in auto mode share, 1980-2000
8.2.1 Summary statistic
The behavior in question—mode share—cannot be summarized fully by a count
variable. It is the aggregate of individual discrete choices between multiple
modes. These modes are diﬀerentially influenced by demographic and built en-
vironment characteristics. Because there are more than two modes to choose
from, the mode share or density of a given mode and area combination omits
the unique characteristics that cause choice between the other modes. In the
data set, trends in walk choice are subsumed by definitional changes between
censuses. Other mode alternatives—for example, taxis—have too much mea-
surement error at the tract level to model successfully.
The alternatives that can be modeled are the use of public transit and the
auto. The characteristics that aﬀect the choice to take public transit and walk
are often related, as are the behaviors themselves [Lachapelle and Noland, 2012].
Most public transit trips begin by walking to the station or stop. Using the
journey-to-work mode share of the auto as the dependent variable implicitly
treats walking and public transit as equally aﬀected by independent variables.
The sensitivity of findings to the selection of dependent variable is examined
later in this chapter.
8.2.2 Controls
The tract level model utilizes demographic and built environment controls in
order to provide insight into the mechanism for past rail’s eﬀects on current
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journey-to-work auto usage. The controls generally function as expected. Where
findings diverge from expectations, either for the cross-sectional or the diﬀer-
enced model, they are discussed below. All controls are lagged to 1980 values
in order to reduce the endogeneity that might result from joint determination.
As with auto ownership, results are robust to this specification of lag.
With the diﬀerenced model, many of the indicators are significant in base
year values as well as diﬀerenced form. While this implies increasing divergence
between areas, it is likely not based on changing preferences, but on increas-
ing homogeneity at the tract level over time. This clustering—both because of
migration and because tracts are defined based on 2000 rather than 1980 geogra-
phy—makes it diﬃculty to diﬀerentiate statistically between change motivated
by migration and that motivated by preferences.
Demographic. The mechanisms for the demographic controls are derived
from the motivations and constraints associated with the household and societal
roles people play [Chapin, 1974], as well as preferences and attitudes toward
residential location and mode choice.
• The proportion of the population that is white is a proxy for diﬀeren-
tial preferences between groups—whether or not these preferences are
causal—and is expected to increase auto usage. This control is not signif-
icant when also including controls for auto ownership. This implies that
these preferences are manifested through auto ownership behavior.
• The proportion in poverty is an indicator of wealth. Lack of financial
resources is expected to be associated with less costly means of transport,
and thus decreased auto usage. This control is also not significant with
the inclusion of auto ownership controls, and thus aﬀects mode choice only
through vehicle ownership.
• An increase in the child-orientation of an area is associated with increased
use of the auto for commuting in the diﬀerenced model. This is likely
due to increased trip-chaining—the household school trip and the individ-
ual journey-to-work—which increases the utility of the auto [Rosenbloom,
1995, Crane, 2007]. It is not significant in the cross-sectional model.
• The proportion of people over the age of 65 is an indicator of both pref-
erence and need. The previous finding of decreased auto ownership leads
to the expectation of lower auto usage. However, the behavior examined
here is restricted to the journey-to-work. Thus the proportion of senior
citizens is likely to be an indicator of increased dependency on a single
mode—presumably auto. With controls for auto ownership, this signif-
icantly increases auto mode share for the journey-to-work, but without
those controls it has no eﬀect.
• The proportion of the tract living in dormitories is an indication of prefer-
ences and wealth based on lifecycle. It is also likely associated with short
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travel distances, and an increase in walk trips. The expectation for a sig-
nificant decrease in auto mode share is met in both the cross-sectional and
diﬀerenced models.
• People born outside the country have their behavior shaped by attitudes
and perceptions elsewhere, and have other obligations for their income.
Both expectations point to a decrease in auto mode share [Tal and Handy,
2010, Burbidge, 2012]. In the cross-sectional model the eﬀect is much
stronger with auto ownership controls, implying that most of this eﬀect is
manifest in the auto ownership decision.
• The proportion of people with at least some college education is an indica-
tor of wealth rather than income. In Boston, where there is a concentration
of skilled jobs within the CBD, it is also indicative of orientation to the
CBD for the journey-to-work.
Built environment. As a whole the BE indicators have the expected direc-
tionality within both the cross-sectional and diﬀerenced models.
• Population density might decrease auto mode share through the associa-
tion between preferences for more dense living and non-auto travel (envi-
ronmental, housing/commute tradeoﬀ) [e.g. Kahn and Morris, 2009], by
the omission of frequency of service variables for transit [e.g. Cervero and
Kockelman, 1997], or by increased auto congestion associated with higher
density areas. Density does not significantly influence auto mode choice
after controlling for auto ownership. It acts on mode choice through auto
ownership. Thus there is no theoretical reason to deviate from using a
lagged value of density in order to use the predicted value of present den-
sity from the models in Chapter 6.
• All else equal, larger housing—more rooms per housing unit—is associated
with places that are less costly per square foot. These areas are more
likely to be auto-oriented, and thus have higher auto JTW mode shares.
It is found to be associated with higher auto usage in the cross-sectional
model, and an increase in auto usage in the diﬀerenced model without
auto ownership controls.
• The proportion of apartments with low rents are also associated with a
tradeoﬀ of housing costs for auto availability. A confounding correlation
with poverty likely decreases auto usage. This acts through its eﬀect
on auto ownership in the cross-sectional model. The change in renter
occupied units functions similarly within the diﬀerenced model.
• The connectivity network indicator—streets per intersection—corresponds
to more crosswalks and more non-auto route choices. A better walking
environment, and slower auto speeds, are likely to decrease auto mode
share. Neither this, nor any of the other road network measures, are
found to be significant.
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• The measure of centrality and importance—whether a tract was part of a
city in 1860—is a control for the alternative hypothesis that change over
time is due to variables that predate the horsecar and streetcar. This
indicator (entered in the reverse) is associated with both a higher, and an
increased level of auto usage, as expected. Its inclusion does not aﬀect
parameter estimates for past rail access.
• The proportion of pre-1940 housing controls for a BE more associated with
the streetcar era. The proportion of units that were built prior to 1940
significantly decreases auto usage for the journey to work, and the change
in units functions similarly in the diﬀerenced model.
• The BE controls for housing unit type (single-family detached and two-
family) and historic places were tested and found not to be significant.
8.2.3 Spatial structure
As with auto ownership there is reason to expect that tract boundaries are an
imperfect fit with homogenous mode choice decisions for the journey-to-work.
Because distance is defined by a summary statistic of the area of the tract—the
centroid—any variation within the centroid will lead to errors correlated in space
with adjacent tracts. This would point to using a spatial error model with an
adjacency matrix.
The theoretical reason to expect spatial lag in the auto journey-to-work
choice requires contagion—the use of the auto at peak hours in adjacent areas
aﬀects use of the auto in a given tract. For spatial lag to occur requires agency
on the tract’s behalf. Municipal action is the most tangible means of this action,
but is unlikely to result in spatial lag, given the lack of coherence between tract
definitions and policies that would influence auto usage for the journey-to-work.
Congestion might mimic the eﬀect of contagion. The road network becomes
the means by which agency is transferred from individuals to tracts. If this
were the case, one would expect a negative spatial lag—more congestion from
other automobiles reduces the utility of choosing auto for the journey-to-work.
Weighed against other factors that cause congestion this lag is unlikely to be
large in magnitude.
The cultural eﬀects of the journey—more people driving to work increases
the normative pressure to drive, and reduces the utility of other modes—points
to a positive eﬀect of spatial lag at the individual level. Because each individual
decision is aggregated to the tract level, this may have an eﬀect around the
edges of a tract, but only to the extent that the boundaries are defined without
regard to homogeneity of behavior. This individual lag relationship thus also
points to an error rather than a lag model when aggregated.
Lastly, as with auto ownership, the use of the auto for commuting might be
based on self-selection. The residential choice rather than the behavioral choice
is the causal factor. This would also be unlikely to be homogenous between
areas, but is likely to be based on some omitted variable. Thus, it too is more
properly described by an error model.
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Adjacency Inverse
Distance
Inverse Distance
Squared
Auto mode share .891 .293 .631
Full model OLS residuals .201 .023 .094
n=590 tracts. All tests significant (p < .001)
Table 8-3: Moran’s I for mode share spatial weight matrices
In sum, if a lag model is correct, the most compelling theoretical formulation
dictates a small negative lag. If an error model is correct, the expectation is
that the error is due to (a) non-homogeneity in auto usage rates and (b) the
omitted variables at the tract level based on boundaries that are optimized for
other purposes. Both point to the use of an adjacency matrix.
Table 8-3 finds more significant spatial auto-correlation in both auto mode
share and the OLS residuals of the full model detailed later in this section using
an adjacency matrix, rather than a matrix weighted by centroid distance. This
finding also supports the contention that the spatial auto-correlation of the error
structure is unlikely to be based on a lag—which would likely be stronger using
a spatial weight matrix based on distance. Thus the remainder of this section
uses an adjacency spatial weights matrix within a spatial error model.
8.3 Findings: mode share 1970-2000
Auto mode share is a function of the relative value of automobility. In this
section, the automobility of an area is proxied by access to current rail and bus
routes, and distance to the CBD. Past proximity to rail is expected to decrease
auto usage for the reasons enumerated above: choice persistence and cultural
eﬀects based thereupon, preferences, and the built environment. The cross-
sectional comparison over time periods in this section examines the persistent
influence on mode choice of past access. Because of data availability,2 it does
so without controls for preferences—proxied by demographics at the aggregate
level—and the built environment, and thus the results are not strictly separable
from possible changes due to migration, or significant construction or demolition.
The lack of these controls circumscribe the significance of the findings to a
situation where mode choice and the demographic composition of an area are
complete endogenous. To the extent that demographics are exogenous to travel
behavior, the findings are weakened.
Auto mode share for the journey-to-work in each year is explicitly assumed
to be independent. This analysis does not utilize a panel model structure in
order to avoid constraining the functional form of the adaption of mode choice
2Controls are entered into the model for 2000 lagged by two decades to avoid co-
determination resulting in endogeneity. No data is available on auto ownership levels prior to
1980, and few consistent demographic controls prior to 1970.
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1970 1980 1990 2000
Intercept 0.515 *** 0.573 *** 0.614 *** 0.619 ***
Rail 2000 -0.008 -0.02 -0.043 *** -0.045 ***
Rail 1865 -0.027 * -0.023 * -0.03 ** -0.035 **
Rail 1925 -0.031 . -0.017 -0.004 -0.003
Rail 1960 -0.034 * -0.042 ** -0.03 * -0.039 *
Bus 2010 0.001 0.004 0.002 0.002
dCBD 0.021 *** 0.019 *** 0.018 *** 0.018 ***
n=590 tracts, dependent: auto mode share of journey-to-work trips, 1970-2000. Spa-
tial error model. Rail access is based on a binary indicator of whether the tract centroid
is within .5 miles of the network. Bus is additionally limited to areas where streetcars
did not run.
‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1
Table 8-4: Mode share models, 1970-2000
to the network over time. The findings in Table 8-4 support the contention that
mode choice adjusts from old to new networks non-linearly.
Access to the rail network as it existed in 2000 becomes more significant
post-1980 in Table 8-4, which is the point at which the majority of changes to
the network as it existed in 1960 system occurred. Given the relative stability of
the network since 1960 it is no surprise that the eﬀect of access to the 1960-era
system is constant between 1970 and 2000. Access to the 1865 rail network
remains relatively constant in its eﬀect on auto mode share, as expected based
on the century of adjustment between 1865 and 1970.
The likely explanations for the dissipation of the eﬀect of past access to the
streetcar network on auto mode share between 1970 and 2000 are the persistence
of habitual mode choice interacting with institutional trends. When people in
the workforce had used streetcars in their lifetime—1970—the eﬀect of their
past presence is significant. As those people left the workforce, the eﬀect size
is reduced, but the standard error does not vary significantly. This would seem
to support that people continued their mode choices in the transition to buses,
but that buses did not attract new riders in the same fashion. The fungibility
of bus schedules also likely allowed less service to be run on routes replacing
streetcar service over time, reinforcing this trend. Bus access outside the radius
of the streetcar network is not a significant determinant of auto journey-to-work
mode share throughout the period in question.
This is in contrast to the general finding in Baum-Snow and Kahn [2005]
of adaptation to new rail. Using a multi-city panel from 1970 to 2000, they
found little evidence that adaptation to new rail extensions during that period
changed over time. The eﬀects one decade subsequent to the extension were
the same as the eﬀects three decades out. Baum-Snow and Kahn find that
Boston did see some additional adaptation to rail extensions over time, especially
within the CBD. This uniqueness may cast doubt on the generalizability of this
dissertation’s findings beyond Boston.
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The diﬀerenced model later in this chapter controls for demographic, built
environment, and ecological factors, and finds support for the gradual adap-
tation from mode choice dependent on the streetcar network to mode choice
dependent on current access to rail. This has been accompanied by a reduction
in the eﬀect of proximity to the CBD on journey-to-work mode choice, and an
increase in auto mode share after controlling for proximity to the CBD and rail
access. The result is an increase between 1970 and 2000 in auto mode share
near the city in places without rail access past or present, but relatively stable
auto mode share where rail existed or exists.
The interaction between rail eras tests for the hypothesis that past exposure
to rail conditions the response to future rail, rather than having persistent ef-
fects. There are no findings of significance for interaction eﬀects between rail
eras. Thus, the hypothesis of conditioning is rejected for the journey-to-work
just as it was rejected for auto ownership.
8.4 Robustness check: controls
With and without controls—for the demographic makeup of the tract, the local
built environment, and auto ownership levels—the finding remains the same:
while current rail network access decreases auto mode share, current proximity
to buses and past proximity to streetcars do not significantly aﬀect journey-to-
work mode choice in 2000.
These findings are indicative of constraints on auto ownership in areas once
proximate to streetcars—due to the BE, preferences, or cultural eﬀects—but no
lingering eﬀects on behavior for the commute. Only current access in Table 8-5
is robust to spatial specification. The use of the Durbin model in Table 8-7 finds
that the spatial lag of these variables negates the relationships above for access
to rail in 1865, and 1960, but strengthens it for rail in 2000.
Auto orientation for non-work trips results in lower desired and realized
levels of automobility manifested in auto ownership levels, but current access
dominates for the day-to-day choice. That adding built environment controls
in Model 4 in Table 8-5 does not influence the parameter estimate for current
transport access supports this inference.
Models 3 and 5 in Table 8-5 demonstrate that controlling for auto ownership
has little impact on parameter estimates of transport’s eﬀect on auto commute
mode share. Auto ownership is proxied by the proportion of zero-vehicle house-
holds. This indicator is expected to be associated with decreased levels of auto
mode share for the commute—but not perfectly correlated. Journey-to-work is
measured at the individual level, whereas auto ownership is at the household
level. Because this is entered with a lag, it is not possible to use the auto owner-
ship model (which is for 2000) in the prior chapter to instrument for actual auto
ownership levels in 1980. Moreover, the auto ownership model predicts aver-
age vehicle ownership per household, rather than the proportion of households
that does not own automobiles. Auto mode share includes carpools, which by
definition utilize a single automobile for multiple commuters. Therefore the ex-
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(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Demographic No Yes Yes Yes Yes
Built Environ. No No No Yes Yes
Auto owner. No No Yes No Yes
Rail 2000 -0.045 *** -0.045 *** -0.048 *** -0.044 *** -0.046 ***
Rail 1865 -0.031 ** -0.031 ** -0.026 ** -0.027 ** -0.024 **
Rail 1925 -0.003 -0.014 -0.017 0.001 -0.003
Rail 1960 -0.037 * -0.026 * -0.016 -0.019 -0.013
Bus 2010 0.002 -0.004 -0.001 0.012 0.01
% No cars -0.449 *** -0.337 ***
AIC -1415.6 -1609.2 -1711.8 -1692.5 -1742.3
adj. r2 (OLS) 0.769 0.867 0.908 0.903 0.915
n=590 tracts, dependent: auto mode share of journey-to-work trips, 2000. Spatial
error model. Rail access is based on a binary indicator of whether the tract centroid
is within .5 miles of the network. Bus is additionally limited to areas where streetcars
did not run. Full models found in Appendix G.
‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1
Table 8-5: Comparison of mode share model controls
pectation is a parameter estimate greater than -1 and significantly diﬀerent from
0. The proportion of zero-vehicle households significantly decreases auto mode
share, but the parameter estimate is not close to -1. Additional measures of auto
ownership were tested, but had less explanatory power singularly, and were not
significant in combination with the proportion of zero vehicle households.
In sum, the models in this section are conclusive about the significant eﬀect
of current rail access on reducing auto usage for the journey-to-work. There are
no eﬀects due to past proximity to rail after basic controls for subsequent rail
access. Three factors may lead to understating the eﬀect of past proximity to
rail on current auto mode share: (1) limitation to the journey-to-work rather
than all trips; (2) the gross definition of rail access (3) combined with tract-level
analysis which may not represent the true spatial extent of the eﬀects.
8.5 Robustness check: alternate measures
The alternative to the auto for the journey-to-work is a collection of relatively
unrelated modes—public transit, taxis, walking, working at home, and a variety
of other, less common, choices. If the attributes of one or more of these alternate
choices have something in common with the attributes of the auto journey,
examining only the auto choice may hide otherwise evident heterogeneity. It
may also hide model issues that would be evident with direct investigation.
The models in Table 8-6 support the findings throughout this chapter. Past
network access neither has a robust eﬀect on current public transportation mode
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Auto % PT % Other %
Intercept 0.72 *** 0.278 *** -0.001
Dist. To CBD 0.01 *** -0.006 *** -0.004 **
Rail 2000 -0.046 *** 0.04 *** -0.003
Rail 1865 -0.024 ** 0.015 . 0.011
Rail 1925 -0.003 0.015 -0.015
Rail 1960 -0.013 0.003 0.012
Bus 2010 0.01 -0.004 -0.001
% No cars -0.337 *** 0.192 *** 0.075 *
AIC -1742.3 -1820.6 -2023.9
adj. r2 (OLS) 0.915 0.784 0.786
n=590 tracts, dependent: (1) auto mode share of journey-to-work trips, 2000; (2)
public transit mode share of journey-to-work trips, 2000; (3) all other mode share of
journey-to-work trips, 2000. Includes built environment and demographic controls.
Spatial error model. Rail access is based on a binary indicator of whether the tract
centroid is within .5 miles of the network. Bus is additionally limited to areas where
streetcars did not run.
‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1
Table 8-6: Comparison of alternate mode share model measures
share, nor on the share of other modes. Current network access, as expected,
significantly increases public transit mode share, but has no eﬀect on other
non-auto modes. Similarly, the proportion of people without cars has a much
stronger eﬀect on the use of public transit for the journey-to-work than it does
on other non-auto modes. In sum, there does not seem to be any significant loss
of information from utilizing auto journey-to-work mode share as the summary
statistic.
8.6 Robustness check: spatial structure
The LM tests at the bottom of Table 8-7 indicate that the spatial lag model is
a better fit to the data. However, the transport parameters change magnitude
only slightly between the error and lag models. Most importantly, there is no
change in significance or direction of the parameter estimate on streetcars. Even
if the theory is wrong, and the lag model is correctly specified, the findings that
only current access influences journey-to-work mode choice are upheld.
The Durbin model in Table 8-7—using spatial lags of both the dependent and
independent variables—provides additional insight. The positive impact of the
spatial lag of access to 1865 rail more or less cancels out the negative impact
of direct proximity. The spatial lag of proximity to 1925 rail has a negative
eﬀect on auto JTW mode share (although, not significant), after controlling for
aggregate auto ownership rates.
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OLS Error Lag Durbin
Est. Est. Est. Est. Lag
Rail 2000 -0.08 *** -0.046 *** -0.059 *** -0.032 ** -0.074 ***
Rail 1865 -0.007 -0.024 ** -0.009 -0.025 ** 0.045 **
Rail 1925 -0.011 -0.003 -0.004 0.01 -0.021
Rail 1960 0.002 -0.013 0.006 -0.012 0.047 *
Bus 2010 0.024 ** 0.01 0.011 0.004 0.007
% No cars -0.398 *** -0.337 *** -0.273 *** -0.263 *** -0.014
Lambda 0.590
Rho 0.411 0.440
AIC -1645.6 -1742.3 -1761.3 -1790.7
adj. r2 0.9152
n=590 tracts, dependent: auto mode share of journey-to-work trips, 2000. Includes
built environment and demographic controls. Rail access is based on a binary indicator
of whether the tract centroid is within .5 miles of the network. Bus is additionally
limited to areas where streetcars did not run. Full models found in Appendix G.
‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1
Table 8-7: Comparison of mode share spatial models
The Durbin model can be interpreted in two ways. If this is the correct
model, and not simply a product of the data source, then the implication is
that tracts that were once surrounded by streetcars do actually see some legacy
eﬀect of past proximity, but that the radial lines have no significant lasting
impact. Similarly, horsecars shaped the BE and thus have a lasting eﬀect on
mode choice on the outskirts, where the role of streetcars was less dominant.
If instead there are data issues that this reveals, then the conclusion is simply
that the eﬀect of past rail access on current journey-to-work mode choice is not
robust to model specification, but current mode share is. This seems much more
likely to be the case.
8.7 Findings: change in mode share 1980-2000
This section examines the determinants of the change in auto mode share from
1980 to 2000. While cross-sectional patterns are based on the accumulation of
past network access and demographic geography, changes in auto mode share
are more likely to be motivated by concurrent development in demographic and
built environment indicators.
Tracts near current rail in Table 8-8, with and without demographic, built
environment, and auto ownership controls, saw a decrease in auto usage for the
journey-to-work between 1980 and 2000, as expected. Comparing Models 1 and
2, approximately 1/2 of the decrease is due to residential sorting controlled for
by demographics. Models 3-5 show that the eﬀects of current rail are not sensi-
tive to the inclusion of controls for auto ownership and the built environment.
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(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Demograph. No Yes Yes Yes Yes
Built Envir. No No No Yes Yes
Auto owner. No No Yes No Yes
Intercept 0.20 *** 0.24 *** 0.50 *** 0.31 *** 0.51 ***
% Auto mode -0.24 *** -0.42 *** -0.59 *** -0.49 *** -0.60 ***
Rail 2000 -0.052 *** -0.034 *** -0.034 *** -0.031 *** -0.033 ***
Rail 1865 -0.011 -0.012 -0.014 * -0.009 -0.011
Rail 1925 -0.011 -0.01 -0.019 * -0.011 -0.014
Rail 1960 0.001 -0.004 0.004 -0.005 0.0001
Bus 2010 -0.004 -0.003 -0.004 0.003 -0.0002
% No cars -0.35 *** -0.32 ***
  % No cars -0.35 *** -0.30 ***
AIC -1710.4 -1868.0 -1973.0 -1914.3 -1972.9
adj. r2 (OLS) 0.167 0.377 0.494 0.427 0.499
n=590 tracts, dependent: change in auto mode share of journey-to-work trips, 1980-
2000. Spatial error model. Rail access is based on a binary indicator of whether the
tract centroid is within .5 miles of the network. Bus is additionally limited to areas
where streetcars did not run. Full models found in Appendix G.
‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1
Table 8-8: Models of change in mode share: 1980-2000
These findings imply that mode choice is continuing to adapt to the current rail
network both through residential relocation and through change in behavior by
existing residents.
On the other hand, past network access for both horsecars and streetcars
have weakly negative eﬀects in Table 8-8. With demographic and auto ownership
controls in Model 3, there is a significant decrease in auto mode choice for the
journey-to-work. However, this is not robust to the built environment controls
in Model 5, or to the specification of spatial structure (not presented). This
is weak evidence of a break in behavior between 1980 and 2000, which may
be due to culture associated with past rail through the BE. Such a break is
coherent with a story of urban retail revival increasing value in neighborhoods
built around street level retail. But, (1) there is no conclusive evidence for this
mechanism and (2) the finding itself is not robust, and therefore may simply be
statistical noise.
In sum, proximity to the current network motivates ongoing change in auto
mode share. Day-to-day choices are quicker to adapt to the network than longer-
term decisions. One explanation is that mode choice is not as reflective of
either (a) a lifestyle choice to own fewer autos based on preferences or (b)
future expectations about the desire for automobility. The day-to-day choice
of modes is utilitarian rather than preference oriented because of more limited
trip purposes, and a strong connection to job location. The auto ownership
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decision includes within it the additional choice of which locations to travel to
for shopping, recreation, and other purposes.
8.8 Individual mode choice
This section finds that after controlling for trip characteristics and character-
istics of the local transportation network, proximity to past rail has a positive
influence on the propensity of an individual to walk and take transit. With
appropriate demographic controls, and controls for auto availability, the eﬀects
on the propensity to take public transit remain, but the eﬀects on walk choice
are significantly weakened. After controlling for the built environment and eco-
logical characteristics of the trip ends, the positive influence of proximity to rail
on non-auto choices no longer exists. As such, the conclusion from this section
is that at the individual level past proximity to streetcars aﬀects mode choice
behavior only through its influence on the demographic composition and the
built environment of the surrounding area.
These findings add additional insight to those at the ecological (neighbor-
hood) level. (1) This section includes trips and people beyond the commute.
The commute may have very diﬀerent characteristics than non-commute trips.
(2) This section is able to use better descriptors of actual trips. While the prior
section is reliant on descriptors of the trip origin for the journey-to-work subset,
the discrete choice model in this section includes information on the attributes
of origin, destination, and trip characteristics. (3) The characteristics of the in-
dividual—rather than the area—are known. This allows more direct behavioral
inference to be drawn from the results.
Because there are multiple trips per person, the use of a panel data structure
improves the explanatory power of the model, and accounts for random hetero-
geneity that could bias inference. Basic model validation is achieved by verifying
the estimated value of time against the model used by the Massachusetts Cen-
tral Transportation Planning Staﬀ (CTPS) for project evaluation purposes [e.g.
Central Transportation Planning Staﬀ, 2005]. After verifying this model against
the CTPS model, the eﬀect of current and past access to transport on mode
choice is compared with and without built environment, demographic and eco-
logical controls. An additional robustness check for the role of self-selection
finds that there is no evidence that the attributes of areas that were once prox-
imate to old rail have any influence on mode choice decisions for the subset of
non-home trips.
8.8.1 Model structure and validation
The 1991 Boston travel survey utilized trip diaries, with multiple trips and
multiple individuals in the same household [Harrington, 1995]. In a simple
mode choice model preferences are estimated as homogenous, and choices are
a function of the characteristics of the person, household, and trip. There is
an expectation of distributed preferences for those characteristics within the
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population, even if only the mean preference is estimated. Using a random pa-
rameter correlated across observations for each individual—normalized so that
the mode with minimum variance has a value of zero [Walker, 2001]—allows
these preferences to take on individual level characteristics. This is not possible
without repeated observations. Estimation of this random parameter makes the
estimates of interest more eﬃcient.
As a general practice for transportation planning purposes, mode choice
models are estimated separately based on trip purpose—home-based work, home-
based school, and so on. For complete coherence with the tract-level model, just
the journey to and from work would be modeled. However, the focus of this
dissertation is the influence of the past on travel behavior including but not
limited to the work trip. Especially given the tract-level findings, utilizing the
full sample of trip purposes is more appropriate for this dissertation.3
The standard against which to validate the parameter estimates derived from
this model are the results of the CTPS mode choice model. The estimates of
mode choice used in the regional travel model for the Boston metropolitan area
by CTPS are derived from the same 1991 Boston travel survey used in this dis-
sertation.4 The CTPS mode choice model is compliant with the requirements
of the SIP planning process and FTA New Starts applications [Central Trans-
portation Planning Staﬀ, 2005]. Validating the model used in this dissertation
against the CTPS mode choice model thus provides a useful check to ensure
that assumptions made in the modeling process are within reason.
This validation is not as straightforward as it would appear at first glance.
Besides the raw survey results, the data used by CTPS is not available for this
research. CTPS estimates of trip characteristics are derived from modeled trips
using a calibrated four-step model. This model is calibrated to the present day,
and is not archived. Without access to a model concurrent to the choice of
modes, the trip characteristics of the alternatives to the chosen mode—time
and cost—diﬀer from those estimated by CTPS.
This dissertation instead derives trip times from the 1990 Census Trans-
portation Planning Package (CTPP) [Federal Highway Administration, 1993].
CTPP includes blockgroup-to-blockgroup and tract-to-tract times for origin-
destination (OD) pairs where a suﬃcient sub-sample of trips are measured.
This data at the blockgroup level is sparse. Matching for many trips is not
possible. This match is also biased against longer trips at the blockgroup level.
49% of all trips are matched, but only 34% of total trip time. To increase the
match rate, the blockgroup OD matrix is aggregated to the TAZ level. At the
TAZ level 64% of trips are matched representing 52% of reported trip time. This
3The full complement of data is available for 24,235 trips across 7,002 individuals. It takes
more than 2 days to estimate a panel model using the CFSQP algorithm [Panier et al., 1997]
of Biogeme 2.0 [Bierlaire, 2003, 2009]. Because choice based sampling only influences the value
of the alternative specific constant [Manski and Lerman, 1977], utilizing a 50% sample of auto
trips results in no significant diﬀerences in parameter estimates versus the full sample. To
maximize eﬃciency, a 100% sample of PT and walk trips from the original data set are used.
Model estimation time for these 14,326 trips over 6,082 individuals is reduced to approximately
6 hours.
4As of the date of writing, an updated survey is in process.
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is supplemented by the tract OD matrix where a TAZ match is not available,
increasing the match rate to 79%. Including tract data does not significantly
alter estimates of time or cost parameters, but does increase sample size. It
thus allows more eﬃcient estimates of model parameters.
This dissertation uses self-reported rather than CTPP-derived time for the
chosen mode. Reported time may suﬀer from under-estimation after the fact
because of a cognitive bias reinforcing the choice made. Chosen times will have
a diﬀerent basis than estimated times for non-chosen modes. That mismatch
is likely a better replicator of the actual choice process. People do not know
the exact attributes of the modes not chosen. Reported time is more likely to
include accurate estimates of terminal time than does modeled time. Because
CTPS estimates model parameters for multiple facets of journey times, it utilizes
modeled rather than reported time.
The CTPS model utilizes six modes: Drive alone, carpool 2 and 3+, walk,
walk- and drive-access transit. The transit alternatives are nested within the
CTPS model. Because there is not suﬃcient information to diﬀerentiate the
carpool from the drive alone choice, or to separate walk- from drive-access tran-
sit, the model in this dissertation is restricted to three non-nested modes: auto,
public transit, and walk.
The use by CTPS of a calibrated four-step model allows separate parame-
ter estimates of in-vehicle, terminal, walk, transfer, auto access, and boarding
time. Their model then constrains in-vehicle, walk, and terminal time to the
same values across all modes. This dissertation’s direct use of CTPP data only
permits a single time measurement per mode. Because the majority of this
time is in-vehicle, parameter estimates are similarly constrained to be the same
across modes.
Auto mileage costs are estimated using the same value as CTPS—9.8 cents
per mile. The trip distance for this calculation is derived from a skim of the
modern day network using the shortest path algorithm. This may result in mi-
nor deviations from both the shortest and actual paths taken in 1991, for which
no record is available. Any resulting error is likely to be small. CTPS uses
collected data on parking costs in their model to derive TAZ specific parking
costs. Because this model is not available historically, the parking costs in this
dissertation are derived from a regression of parking costs reported by individ-
uals within the household survey. Parking is expected to be more expensive
closer to the center of the city, and in more dense areas where land is scarcer
and thus parking is underground or in structures [Litman, 2009]. The best fit
for the regression, and thus the formula used to calculate parking costs is $3.52
- $0.36 * (Distance of destination to CBD) + 0.07 * (Employment Density),
constrained to be non-negative. Tolls are not used in the estimation of driving
costs because of a lack of data.5
5The implicit assumption is that people perceive and incur monetary costs coherent with
those presented here. The degree to which perceptions of costs, especially for vehicle main-
tenance, cohere with actual costs is unclear. Moreover, the extent to which parking costs
are actually incurred by the driver, as opposed to oﬀered free as a benefit of employment,
is murky. For non-chosen options the two viable options within the modeling process are
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Auto Public transit Walk
Constant -4.15 *** -2.14 ***
Cost -0.63 *** -0.63 ***
Travel Time -0.11 *** -0.11 *** -0.11 ***
Individual Variance 4.33 *** 2.68 ***
n=14,326 trips observed by 6,082 individuals, dependent: mode choice decisions, 1991
Boston travel survey. Null log-likelihood: -7719.53. Final log-likelihood: -5007.30
Pseudo-adjusted-r2: 0.351
‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1
Table 8-9: Individual mode choice model without controls
Transit costs are based on the 1991 fare structure. Because actual transfers
are unknown for both chosen and unchosen alternatives, fares are calculated
based on the distance to bus and rail at either end of the trip. Where both
ends are within 1/2 mile of rail, fares are rail only ($0.85). Where both ends
are more than 1/2 mile from rail, but less than 1/2 mile from bus, fares are bus
only ($0.75). Otherwise fares include a transfer and are $1.60. Model results
are not sensitive to this calculation.
Validation requires a plausible value of time (VOT)—the ratio of the cost
parameter to the time parameter. Validating against value of time rather than
specific parameter estimates is necessary because the additional variables used
in this dissertation can influence the parameter estimates of time and cost.
CTPS finds VOT to be $10.25/ hour (60 * -.32 / -.05466). Thus, throughout
the models in this section, VOT is constrained to be equal to $10.25. So long
as the estimates on time and cost remain negative and significant under this
constraint, the model is considered to be validated against the CTPS model.
The base model in Table 8-9 fits these criteria.
8.8.2 Controls
In isolating proximity to past rail from the other attributes of the mode choice,
indicators of household, individual, and trip characteristics control for variable
preferences, characteristics of the network, the surrounding built environment,
and ecological properties of the tract. Meeting a priori expectations about the
directionality of the controls helps validate the model as a whole.
For trip attributes that are not continuous, this dissertation reports param-
eter estimates for indicators of their values at the origin and destination end.
No particular reason exists that origin and destination should enter with the
same weight. People may base their journey on, for example, the minimum
or maximum distance they must walk at either end, not the distance at the
origin or destination. For built environment measures the true model may be
to assume that parking is free or that everyone faces the same modeled costs. The second
approach is pursued here.
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based on some functional form taking into account, for example, the intersec-
tion density on their desired route. It may also vary by individual. Without
detailed information on how people actually evaluate these qualities of the trip
and surrounding BE [e.g. Parthasarathi et al., 2012], utilizing both origin and
destination is at the very least consistent between indicators. As a test against
this assumption, a separate model utilizing the maximum and minimum val-
ues of the origin and destination for the full set of parameters was estimated.
Although individual parameter estimates diﬀered, the overall strength of the
model remained similar, as did findings of the eﬀect of proximity to past rail.
Demographic controls used in the model are proxies for preferences, park-
ing availability, and constraints that aﬀect mode share.
• Living in an apartment or condo as opposed to a single-family home,
after controlling for the characteristics of the BE, is an indication of an
inclination against automobility and toward urban-oriented locations. As
expected, this increases the propensity to walk on a given trip. Living in
a condo does not significantly aﬀect the propensity to take public transit,
but living in an apartment does. Condos are more likely to have a deeded
parking space than apartments, and thus this is likely a proxy for the
eﬀect of parking availability on mode choice, whether through behavioral
change, or via residential location preferences.
• Low income, as expected, contributes to decreased propensity to choose
the car for a given trip. The strength moderates as income increases,
pointing to the eﬀect of marginal cost on mode choice.
• Having children was expected to decrease the propensity to take transit
because of trip chaining. With BE controls this is not significant. Note
that it is significant at the p=.1 level without BE controls, and has a
very large eﬀect when the additional descriptors of access to the transport
network are removed. This points to the observed eﬀect being tied to the
residential location decision. People with young children are more likely
to live farther from the central city and from the rail and bus network.
But, people with young children do not have significantly diﬀerent mode
choice behavior from other people in that area.
• The number of licensed drivers is highly correlated with the base require-
ments for automobility, and has a significant eﬀect on the choice to drive.
Similarly, the number of vehicles per worker, as it increases, decreases the
conflict for the auto for a given trip, and thus increases the propensity
to choose to drive. While using the predicted values from the vehicle
ownership model in Chapter 7 would allow cascading eﬀects to be mea-
sured, the relatively small parameter estimate implies that it is not likely
to significantly eﬀect findings.
• Owning a home is a proxy for both lifecycle and accumulated wealth, and
thus is likely associated with additional time constraints. As expected, it
significantly decreases the propensity to either walk or take transit.
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• Being a student increases the likelihood of having more time than money.
As expected, this significantly increases the propensity to take public tran-
sit and to walk.
• Additional demographic characteristics—including whether the person was
working, age, and gender—were tested, and were neither significant in pa-
rameter estimates, nor significant contributors to the explanatory power
of the model.
Built environment controls of population, employment and network density
are all expected to contribute to a more pleasant and useful walking and transit
environment. Density measures are entered in log form to remove the undue
influence of extreme values, but were tested using other functional forms. At
the origin, places with more connected networks and higher employment density
lead to an increased likelihood to walk for a given trip. At the destination, places
with more intersections and higher population density increase the propensity
to walk. In contrast, high employment density at the origin is associated with
a decreased propensity to take public transit, but high residential density has
a positive eﬀect on public transit mode choice. The density measures are asso-
ciated with high frequency services, and thus the relationship to public transit
choice is not unexpected, except for the negative eﬀect of employment density
at the origination end. Additional measures of the BE—including local and
non-local road density—were not significant.
Neighborhood/ecological measures are proxies for residential location
preferences. Because they are twice removed from the mode choice decision,
they are expected to be relatively weak predictors of mode choice. Neverthe-
less, tracts with more foreign born residents at the origin result in significant
increases in the choice of transit, and have non-significant positive eﬀects at the
destination. This confirms findings from the aggregate analysis in the prior sec-
tion. Places with low rents decrease the propensity to take public transit—the
tradeoﬀ of low housing costs for increased automobility.
The proportion of people living in the same house for 5 or more years is a
proxy for neighborhood stability, after controlling for the actual demographics
of the individual. This stability at the origin of the trip is associated with an
increased propensity to walk or take public transit. This may be related to
the relative instability associated with more new construction at the outskirts.
It may also be due to limited residential choices with good transit access to a
given job, leading to an increased propensity for people who have good commute
access by walking or taking transit to move less frequently.
Notably, there is a positive eﬀect of the public transit journey-to-work mode
share of the surrounding tract on the mode choice decision of the individual.
One implication is that there are omitted characteristics of the BE, or of transit
service provision, that are captured in this variable. If this were also indicative of
a cultural eﬀect—neighbors’ mode choices aﬀect the utility of or the preferences
for that mode—the expectation is that an increase in the number of people
walking in a given area would also have a positive and significant eﬀect on
walking behavior. Tests do not confirm this.
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Additional preference indicators used in prior models were not significant
when tested here, including the proportion of whites, seniors, youth, dormitory
residents, and highly educated people. Ecological indicators found to be asso-
ciated with reduced levels of auto ownership were not significant when entered
in the mode choice model: places with high rates of poverty, more single- and
two-family homes, big houses, and high proportions of renters. Alternate expla-
nations for the relationship between past proximity to rail and current behavior
used elsewhere in this dissertation—including the presence of pre-1940 housing,
and whether the location was in a city in 1860—were also tested, and not found
to be significant.
8.8.3 Findings
The model in Table 8-10 includes the full set of demographic, built environ-
ment, and ecological controls. The parameter estimates of travel cost and time
remain highly significant with their ratio constrained to equal the CTPS value
of time. The parameter estimate of Sigma for each mode—the standard devi-
ation of a random variable correlated across individuals, normally distributed,
with mean zero—is significantly diﬀerent from zero. The estimates imply a high
degree of variation between individuals that can be interpreted as non-captured
preferences.
In Table 8-10, trips originating or ending in areas with past proximity to
rail are no more likely to be walk or public transit than any other trips at the
p=.05 level. At the p=.1 level, trips ending near a former streetcar route are
somewhat less likely to use public transportation. The variable is constructed in
the same manner as the previous chapter—with a value of .5 directly adjacent
to a streetcar route, and declining to 0 at 1/2 mile distant. This finding points
to the complicated relationship between characteristics of a trip in determining
mode choice. Places that are (uniquely) near where streetcars once ran—and
not where rail and bus runs now—by definition have poor access to the current
transportation network. In this case, access to the streetcar network, after BE
and ecological controls, is a proxy for long walk distances to bus access at the
destination end.
Interpretation of parameter estimates for distance to the present public tran-
sit network is not straight forward. The mode choice model already includes
travel time, so the distance parameter is not a good proxy for the time cost
of travel, unlike the tract model. Distance to the current network may instead
signify the walking environment, some other omitted descriptor of the neigh-
borhood, or cultural eﬀects. In short, access to the present network is better
interpreted in the same way that access to the past urban rail network is inter-
preted in prior sections. It may additionally be a proxy for the accuracy of the
calculation of walk time, and the diﬀerential weighting of walk and in vehicle
time within the model.
As expected, current access to rail leads to an increased propensity to take
public transit and walk. The characteristics of the walk trip are dependent on
the actual location of the origin and destination of the trip, rather than simply
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Auto Public transit Walk
Origin Dest Origin Dest
Constant -2.87 . -1.28
Cost -0.37 *** -0.37 ***
Travel time -0.06 *** -0.06 *** -0.06 ***
TRANSPORTATION
Rail 1925 1.13 -2.40 . -0.46 0.05
Bus 2000 0.12 0.78 0.10 -0.30
Rail 2000 1.33 1.75 1.84 * 2.65 ***
CBD dist. -0.13 -0.05 -0.08 0.05
HOUSEHOLD AND INDIVIDUAL DEMOGRAPHICS
Apartment 1.55 *** 1.18 ***
Condo 0.52 0.93 *
Inc < $20k -2.30 ***
Inc $20-40k -0.81 ***
# Kids -0.68 0.13
Lic. driver 2.92 ***
Own home -0.68 . -0.71 ***
Student 1.29 *** 0.94 ***
Veh. / work. 1.11 ***
BUILT ENVIRONMENT
Emp. dens. -0.26 . 0.76 *** 0.46 *** -0.12
Person dens. 0.83 *** 0.06 -0.05 0.35 ***
Connectivity 1.03 * 0.62
Inter. dens. 0.63 1.48 *
ECOLOGICAL
% For. born 6.04 3.81 2.29 0.98
% PT JTW 2.00 -1.13
% Low rent -1.78 0.89 -0.38 -0.56
% Same hse. 3.44 0.43 1.08 . -0.38
Ind. variance 3.61 *** 2.19
n=14,326 trips observed by 6,082 individuals, dependent: mode choice decisions, 1991
Boston travel survey. Density measures logged in 10,000s. Intersection density in
10,000s per square mile. Rail access indicators decrease linearly from 1/2 directly on a
rail or bus routes to 0 at a distance of 1/2 mile. Full model found in Appendix G. Null
log-likelihood: -7719.53. Final log-likelihood: -4114.245 Pseudo-adjusted-r2: 0.459
‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1
Table 8-10: Individual mode choice model with controls
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the TAZ of origin and destination. The eﬀects of bus proximity are insignificant
on mode choice. This is not surprising given that the CTPP derived travel time
is likely to be a relative good descriptor of bus trip characteristics.
The expectation is that the farther trips are from the CBD at both origin
and destination, the less likely they are to use public transit, and to walk. With
BE controls, this is not found to be significant.
8.8.4 Robustness check: controls
Past proximity to urban rail is a factor in the individual mode choice decision,
but the findings below imply that it acts through the residential location decision
and the built environment. People who are more likely to take public transit
and walk locate in areas that were proximate to streetcars.
Table 8-11 shows that without BE controls, past access to rail at the trip
origin leads to a higher propensity to take public transit. Dropping BE indi-
cators also increases the significance of bus and rail access at the destination
on the propensity to take public transit. Moreover, it restores the expected
relationship between increased distance to the CBD and decreased propensity
to walk or take transit. The implication is that proximity to the CBD is a proxy
for a walk-friendly BE. Without demographic controls, the eﬀect of past access
to rail is a significant contributor to the propensity to walk at both the origin
and destination end.
This is in contrast to the findings on auto ownership, where a significant rela-
tionship between past proximity to rail exists after built environment controls.
The implication is that while the day-to-day choice is predicated on current
network and BE characteristics, the longer-term choice of auto ownership is de-
pendent on other trip purposes and expected future mobility needs. The auto
ownership decision is forward looking, while the mode choice decision is based
on the present.
The results are also robust to auto ownership. While the inclusion of auto
ownership (vehicles per worker) improves model fit significantly (likelihood ratio
of 14.86 versus a critical value of 10.83 at p=.001 with 1 degree of freedom),
there is no significant change in model parameter estimates. This may be due to
the imperfect way in which vehicle availability is measured. Actual availability
of a vehicle for a given traveler and trip is some functional form that relates the
number of people in the household to the number of vehicles, but not necessarily
the one used here.
In sum, there are indications that past rail proximity has an influence on the
mode choice decision via the built environment and residential sorting proxied
by demographic indicators, but no evidence of a culture mechanism separate
from the BE.
8.8.5 Robustness check: self-selection
This section examines the degree to which the eﬀect of past and present access
to rail on mode choice is predicated on the residential choice decision. Mokhtar-
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(1) (2) (3) (4)
Demographic Controls No Yes Yes Yes
BE Controls No No Yes Yes
Ecological Controls No No No Yes
ORIGIN
Rail 1925 (PT) 4.58 *** 3.39 *** 1.39 1.13
Rail 1925 (Walk) 1.44 . 0.48 -0.40 -0.46
Bus 2000 (PT) -0.26 -0.10) 0.14 0.12
Bus 2000 (Walk) 1.35 * 1.26 * 0.20 0.10
Rail 2000 (PT) 2.26 * 1.30 0.98 1.33
Rail 2000 (Walk) 4.33 *** 3.71 *** 1.72 * 1.84 *
CBD dist. (PT) -0.07 0.02 -0.10 -0.13
CBD dist. (Walk) -0.18 *** -0.17 *** -0.09 -0.08
DESTINATION
Rail 1925 (PT) -1.66 -2.20 . -2.32 . -2.40 .
Rail 1925 (Walk) 2.13 * 1.19 -0.03 0.05
Bus 2000 (PT) 3.00 * 2.35 . 0.59 0.78
Bus 2000 (Walk) 0.82 0.51 -0.24 -0.30
Rail 2000 (PT) 4.63 *** 4.41 *** 1.86 . 1.75
Rail 2000 (Walk) 2.79 *** 2.59 *** 2.58 *** 2.65 ***
CBD dist. (PT) -0.20 * -0.25 *** -0.10 -0.05
CBD dist. (Walk) 0.09 0.09 0.05 0.05
Cost -0.40 *** -0.38 *** -0.36 *** -0.37 ***
Travel time -0.07 *** -0.06 *** -0.06 *** -0.06 ***
Log-likelihood -4553.96 -4232.48 -4129.68 -4114.25
Pseudo-adj-r2 0.407 0.447 0.459 0.459
n=14,326 trips observed by 6,082 individuals, dependent: mode choice decisions, 1991
Boston travel survey. Rail access indicators decrease linearly from 1/2 directly on a
rail or bus routes to 0 at a distance of 1/2 mile. Full models found in Appendix G.
Null log-likelihood: -7719.53.
‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1
Table 8-11: Comparison of individual mode choice model controls
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ian and Cao [2008] summarize the methodological means of dealing with self-
selection that results from attitudinal factors, as opposed to those based on
sorting, which are controlled using demographic proxies. Methods include direct
questioning on preferences, statistical controls for attitudinal measures toward
residential and travel choices, instrumental variables, sample selection, joint res-
idential and behavioral models, structural equations, and longitudinal models
where an appropriate treatment can be found.
The models in Table 8-12 use a method related to statistical controls. These
models utilize the characteristics of the home location as an additional deter-
minant of the mode choice decision. The home location is a bundle of realized
attitudes toward and preferences for residential and travel choices. They are re-
vealed, rather than stated preferences. If these characteristics are significant, a
possible implication is that there is a degree of self-selection into areas based on
these characteristics. The alternative explanation for the eﬀect of the attributes
of the home location on non-home trips is that the home location aﬀects the
prior journey (or journeys) that did originate at home. The subsequent trips
are dependent on the mode choice of the prior trips, which are dependent on
the attributes of the home location. Thus, while a finding of no significance
on the attributes of the home location can point to a lack of self-selection, a
finding of significance does not lead to the conclusion that self-selection exists.
Because this is a trip-based, rather than tour-based model, the hypotheses of
self-selection and multi-leg tour dependency are not separable.
The results presented in Table 8-12 utilize a subset of trips—only those where
home location is diﬀerent from trip origins and destinations. This is done to
reduce high degrees of correlation between the characteristics of trip ends and
the home location. If these trips do not have the same characteristics of other
travel they are not applicable beyond inference for non-home based trips. The
base model utilizing this restricted sample, without the additional home charac-
teristics included, does have significantly diﬀerent alternative specific constants,
and slightly diﬀerent estimates for some parameters, but is generally consistent
with the full sample model. Where significance is diﬀerent because of reduced
sample size, the direction of parameter estimates is at a minimum directionally
coherent between the full model and the subset of non-home trips. The model
was tested on the entire set of trips with substantially similar results.
Evident from the comparison of Models 1 and 2 in Table 8-12 is that the built
environment attributes of the home location do not aﬀect the choice of modes.
Nor is there a significant eﬀect of a home location proximate to past rail on the
propensity to walk or take public transit. Of the characteristics describing the
home location, only proximity to the bus network has any significant influence
on mode choice. People who live near the bus are more likely to take public
transit for their other trips. The addition of attributes of the home location
does not improve the overall explanatory power of the model (likelihood ratio
of 14.56 vs a critical value at p=.05 with 14 degrees of freedom of 23.69). The
same inference is reached without the built environment controls in Model 3 in
Table 8-12.
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(1) (2) (3)
Home area controls No Yes Yes
BE and ecological controls Yes Yes No
HOME
Emp. dens. (PT) -0.45
Emp. dens. (Walk) 0.25
Connect. (Walk) 0.08
Inter. dens. (Walk) -0.09
Pers. dens. (PT) -0.11
Pers. dens. (Walk) 0.22
Rail 1925 (PT) -0.41 -1.44
Rail 1925 (Walk) -1.65 -0.69
Bus 2000 (PT) 7.21 * 7.26 *
Bus 2000 (Walk) 0.19 0.39
Rail 2000 (PT) 2.73 2.96
Rail 2000 (Walk) 0.17 1.38
CBD dist. (PT) 0.09 0.15
CBD dist. (Walk) 0.05 0.02
ORIGIN
Rail 1925 (PT) 0.06 0.55 2.67
Rail 1925 (Walk) -2.84 . -2.27 -1.40
Bus 2000 (PT) 2.28 1.38 0.84
Bus 2000 (Walk) 0.25 0.24 1.68
Rail 2000 (PT) 0.35 0.09 0.79
Rail 2000 (Walk) 2.34 2.01 6.37 ***
CBD dist. (PT) -0.66 * -0.72 * -0.63 ***
CBD dist. (Walk) -0.40 *** -0.40 *** -0.44 ***
DESTINATION
Rail 1925 (PT) -3.04 -2.06 -1.30
Rail 1925 (Walk) -0.55 -0.72 0.40
Bus 2000 (PT) -1.29 -2.52 1.19
Bus 2000 (Walk) 2.49 . 2.40 . 2.96 *
Rail 2000 (PT) 3.57 3.34 5.44 *
Rail 2000 (Walk) 1.75 1.85 2.23
CBD dist. (PT) 0.46 * 0.43 . 0.32
CBD dist. (Walk) 0.44 *** 0.43 *** 0.44 ***
Log-likelihood -1264.23 -1256.95 -1310.73
Pseudo-adj-r2 0.524 0.522 0.514
n=5,539 trips neither originating nor ending at home observed by 2,902 individuals,
dependent: mode choice decisions, 1991 Boston travel survey. Density measures logged
in 10,000s. Intersection density in 10,000s per square mile. Rail access indicators
decrease linearly from 1/2 directly on a rail or bus routes to 0 at a distance of 1/2
mile. Full models found in Appendix G.
‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1
Table 8-12: Model of home attributes of non-home trips to test self-selection
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In sum, there is no evidence that the attributes of areas that were once
proximate to streetcars have any direct influence on mode choice decisions for
the subset of non-home trips. This does not rule out self-selection, but does
cast some doubt on the extent of its role in determining mode choice. Impor-
tantly, this analysis implicitly assumes that people are in equilibrium between
the actual and desired characteristics of their residential location. The extent
to which this is true for this sample is unknown.
8.9 Conclusions
The eﬀect of past proximity to rail on current mode choice is limited. At the
individual level, there is a greater propensity to walk or take transit in areas
nearer to old rail, but this is entirely mediated by demographics and the built
environment. While this seems to imply a degree of self-selection, the transport
and built environment characteristics of the home location play an insignificant
role in journeys that neither start nor end at home.
At the ecological level, past access to streetcars once resulted in lower auto
mode share. Reversion to the mean over three decades resulted in a loss of sig-
nificance, without regard to controls. In contrast, access to the current network
aﬀects the mode choice decision robustly with regard to demographic, built en-
vironment, and auto ownership controls, as well as the spatial structure of the
model. Diﬀerential findings between auto ownership and auto usage for the
journey to work may imply increased usage of the lesser number of autos owned
in places proximate to past rail.
There are also weak indications of a decrease in journey-to-work auto mode
share proximate to streetcars between 1980 and 2000. While these findings are
plausibly a product of cultural eﬀects coherent with urban retail revival, they are
not robust to built environment controls or the specification of spatial structure
of the model. No support for the conditioning hypothesis is found—that past
proximity to rail influences the reaction to current network access.
In sum, the eﬀect of past proximity to rail on current behavior is a legacy
characteristic of past choices and the built environment, whether acting directly
or through a cultural mechanism. Places change over time. Although they retain
the initial impulse embodied in the mode choice decisions of their residents, these
impulses do not seem to be permanent absent reinforcement by current network
access.
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Chapter 9
Conclusions and implications
This dissertation has examined the hypothesis of urban rail hysteresis—that past
urban rail aﬀects current rail placement, residential and employment location,
and travel behavior through structural and behavioral persistence, preferences,
and cultural mechanisms. This investigation has been motivated by a perceived
heterogenous response to new rail based on past exposure to rail—what this
dissertation has termed conditioning. It has used Boston as a case study for
empirical examination of the relationship between past proximity to rail and
current rail proximity, residential density, auto ownership, and mode choice
patterns.
How might past urban rail impact present behavior? (1) The rail itself
lasts. (2) Past rail placement influences current rail, which in turn influences
travel behavior directly. (3) Proximity to rail influences the form of the built
environment when constructed. This BE persists, and continues to influence
travel behavior. (4) The past BE shaped by access to urban rail influences the
subsequent BE, which in turn aﬀects travel. (5) The choice lasts. Route and
mode choices persist past the switch from rail to bus access. (6) Past choice
influences subsequent choice. Preferences once formed persist.
While this dissertation is not able to develop an identification strategy to test
these mechanisms individually, it is able to group them into direct and indirect
eﬀects. It estimates direct and indirect eﬀects on residential density, auto own-
ership, and mode choice at the area and actor level through cross-sectional and
diﬀerenced models, where data are available. The remainder after controlling
for direct eﬀects—the utility of present rail, the utility modifying characteristics
of the BE, and the roles and responsibilities embodied in demographics—are the
indirect eﬀects—the omitted characteristics of the BE, the cultural influence of
family and neighbors due to past choices or the BE, regulatory constraints, and
political will.
Because BE and demographic indicators may be endogenous to the past
existence of rail, indirect and direct eﬀects are not separable. Thus, the extent
to which their inclusion weakens direct parameter estimates of past rail access
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Density Auto ownership Auto mode share
Demo. + BE controls No Yes No Yes No Yes
Prior streetcars 0.355 0.152 -0.058 -0.024 -0.002 -0.002
Current rail 0.025 0.021 -0.019 -0.013 -0.015 -0.015
Elasticity estimates derived from direct estimation of aggregate models. Methodol-
ogy and additional findings from alternate estimation methods detailed in subsequent
sections of this chapter.
Table 9-1: Elasticity estimates
indicates their strength. These findings are indications of plausible mechanisms,
but are not conclusive.
Current density and travel behavior patterns are measurably influenced by
past access to rail (see Table 9-1). The built environment and residential location
preferences (demographic patterns) are found to be the strongest cause of these
persistent eﬀects. Past access to rail has shaped the city, and that shape has,
in turn, aﬀected travel behavior. The extent to which the eﬀect of the BE is
itself cultural, rather than direct, is unknown. For density and auto ownership
there is also a legacy eﬀect due to omitted characteristics of the BE, culture,
and zoning/politics, but these are not found to be likely mechanisms for mode
share. Past access to rail has a stronger eﬀect on current density than on auto
ownership. The daily choice of modes seems to be almost entirely conditioned on
the current environment. The diﬀerential eﬀects on auto ownership and mode
choice may indicate variations in usage of the auto based on past proximity to
rail. Past streetcar access aﬀected mode choice in 1970, but these eﬀects had
dissipated by 2000. This supports the mechanism of choice persistence assisted
by changing institutional service provision priorities.
These findings have caveats based on the use of relatively gross access mea-
sures, for a rail system that is treated as having discrete eras that in fact bleed
into each other, for a single city. Within this framework, the findings are rela-
tively robust. The inclusion of demographic descriptors reduces the theoretical
impact of self-selection. An additional model including home location attributes
does not suggest significant self-selection into areas proximate to past rail by
people who are more likely to take public transit. The findings throughout are
robust to the specification of the spatial relationship between areas, and to ad-
ditional robustness checks for the causal influence of past primacy—that rail
follows historical patterns which are the true cause of the persistent eﬀects on
travel behavior. The extent to which these persistent eﬀects of streetcars are
the result of political foresight to remove or add rail, rather than the rail itself
is unknown, but unlikely.
Past and current rail both influence travel behavior, and the eﬀects are
additive, but there are no heterogenous eﬀects based on access in multiple eras.
The hypothesis that areas are conditioned by past access to rail to respond to
new rail with additional changes to travel behavior is therefore rejected.
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Travel behavior is found not to be entirely in sync with the current attributes
of the transportation network and built environment. Some of the legacy eﬀect
of the past on present behavior is the result of incomplete description of the
present. But, what would constitute a complete description? The goal is to
generalize to the extent that findings have broader applicability. This requires
a summary of reality, rather than unattainable completeness. Inasmuch as past
access to rail is simply a shorthand for omitted characteristics of the present,
it is a description of characteristics that are highly correlated with that past
access. Thus, even if the mechanism explaining the legacy eﬀects of proximity
to past rail is due to an incomplete description of the BE rather than culture,
this dissertation is able to demonstrate that past rail as proxy is an additional
explanatory factor.
This chapter begins by examining the estimated magnitude of the findings.
It then discusses the implications for planning at the national and local level,
and proposes extensions for future work. It concludes with a summary of con-
tributions.
9.1 Magnitude of findings
Lowry [1964] argues that transport-land use models exist in an alternate reality.
They explain the instant metropolis, rather than the actual city. Calibration
and prediction are based on past and future worlds where nothing else changes.
The impossibility of this instant city is both a motivation for this dissertation,
and a warning in interpreting estimates of magnitude. Ceteris paribus interpre-
tations of model parameters require embracing the very equilibrium this work
strives to question. The elasticity estimates of past rail’s eﬀects presented in this
section are predicated on the strange situation where rail aﬀects density, auto
ownership, and mode choice, without having also aﬀected employment location
and quantity, the road network, metropolitan growth rates and total growth, or
the location of that growth.
Implicit to the model structure is that changes due to past rail only occur in
places that had rail in 1925 and/or 1865. Magnitude estimates are further
circumscribed by the gross nature of the access measures and time periods
used. Findings should thus be interpreted in the context of the eﬀects of other
explanatory variables.
9.1.1 Methods
Following Mokhtarian and Cao’s [2008] summary of treatment eﬀects of the BE
on travel behavior, this dissertation focuses on the average treatment eﬀect—the
expected value over the population of moving from an area far from to an area
proximate to past rail. Average treatment over the population is a combination
of the treatment eﬀect on the treated and the untreated. If cultural eﬀects
exist, then the expected value over the population is not merely the sum of
individual eﬀects. But, construction of an alternate population counterfactual
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is implausible for these purposes. Thus, the degree to which the eﬀect being
measured is actually average treatment on the treated is unknown.
Elasticity estimates are derived from the aggregate models in Chapters 6, 7,
and 8, with and without interactions with demographic, BE, and other behav-
ioral controls. Two methods are used to estimate treatment eﬀects. (1) Direct
estimates of elasticity derived from parameter estimates. Because past access to
rail is modeled as a binary variable in the aggregate models, this is an arc elas-
ticity over a 100% change. In a log-linear model elasticity equals the parameter
estimate multiplied by the percentage of tracts that had past access to rail. In
a linear model, this product must be divided by the mean of the behavior being
modeled to arrive at an elasticity. Elasticities derived in this manner assume
homogeneity between tracts.
(2) Simulation based on population eliminates the assumption of tract ho-
mogeneity. It uses average population characteristics at the tract level, rather
than average population characteristics at the city level. Because models predict
population characteristics with error, results are deviations from the predicted
density, auto ownership, or auto mode share, rather than deviations from actual
density or travel behavior. These deviations are aggregated to the city level by
CBD distance to reduce prediction error.
In theory, these models cascade, so that predicted density influences auto
ownership, which in turn influences mode choice. However, including these
cascading eﬀects requires discarding, among other things, (1) controls for the
possible endogeneity of travel behavior and the BE (temporal lags), and (2) the
theoretically more appealing formulation of the proportion of zero-auto house-
holds, rather than average vehicle auto ownership levels, influencing mode choice
decisions. If the models are formulated such that they do cascade, the findings
do not significantly diﬀer, but the models are weaker and/or theoretically less
desirable. To the extent that these cascading eﬀects actually exist, their omis-
sion means that past rail has stronger eﬀects on subsequent auto ownership and
mode choice than presented in this chapter.
For elasticities derived from the individual and household models, simulation
is performed on the same sample as model estimation. The implicit assump-
tion is that said sample is representative of the population. Eliminating this
assumption requires either sample selection, estimation based on population av-
erages, or some other means of constructing a representative sample. Inasmuch
as the sample is unrepresentative of the population, the absolute magnitude of
simulated average treatment eﬀects could be biased in either direction above
and beyond the bias inherent to ceteris paribus assumptions.
For the mode choice model, which was estimated as a panel model to ex-
tract more information from repeated trips by individuals, direct simulation is
not possible with current software capabilities. Elasticity estimates based on
these models thus make the further assumption that the random preferences
parameter sigma is distributed throughout the population, and thus can be ef-
fectively ignored. Even if this assumption is correct, the sample is no longer
representative. However, a sample generation process requires enough addi-
tional assumptions that it is not a desirable alternative. Because the goal is to
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Figure 9-1: Simulated persistent eﬀects of past rail on density
understand the magnitude of the eﬀect of past rail relative to other changes,
elasticities should be interpreted in relationship to other eﬀects, not on their
own.
9.1.2 Estimates
Past rail access has a relatively large eﬀect on subsequent density in Table 9-
2. Estimated directly with exogenous demographic and network characteristics,
past access to streetcars accounts for 36% percent of the total population of just
under 2.8 million within 20 miles of Boston. If, instead, network structure and
demographic patterns are independent of past rail access, that access is respon-
sible for 14%-15% of current density, depending on the estimation procedure.
In Figure 9-1, the eﬀects are largest closer to the CBD, where past rail was
more prevalent. In the counterfactual where no rail existed prior to 1960, and
the shape of the street network was conditioned on rail, density near the center
would be one third what it is now. The eﬀect of the present rail network—which
has more or less existed since 1985—on present density as of 2000 (Table 9-2)
is an order of magnitude smaller than the eﬀect of past access.
Boustan et al. [2009] estimate that employment decentralization explains
approximately 20% of suburbanization between 1960 and 2000. Margo [1992]
estimates that rising incomes may represent 40% of suburbanization from 1950-
1980. Baum-Snow [2007b] estimates each interstate highway caused a 16% loss
in urban population. Comparable estimates for past rail are derived from the
diﬀerenced model between 1960 and 2000 in Chapter 6 under the questionable
assumption that the growth rate post-1960 is independent of the cumulative
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Control Demographics N Y
Network structure N Y
Type Model Year
Sim. Agg. 1865+1925 0.238 0.144
Direct Agg. 1925 0.355 0.152
Direct Agg. 2000 0.025 0.021
Table 9-2: Density elasticity estimates
Controls Demographics N Y Y
Built environment N N Y
Type Model Year
Sim. Agg. 1865+1925 -0.067 -0.039 -0.022
Direct Agg. 1925 -0.058 -0.037 -0.024
Sim. Ind. 1925 -0.069 -0.024 -0.020
Sim. Ind. 2000 -0.053 -0.024 -0.016
Direct Agg. 2000 -0.019 -0.022 -0.013
Table 9-3: Auto ownership elasticity estimates
eﬀects of past rail. The elasticity of density change between 1960 and 2000 with
respect to 1925-era rail network is .13 by direct estimation. The elasticity of
density change with respect to density in 1960 is -.53. The implication is that
the presence of streetcars is associated with a 20% reduction in decentraliza-
tion. This eﬀect size is similar to findings for employment decentralization and
interstate highways, and smaller than rising incomes, although not necessarily
separable from those estimates. Past streetcar access has had a quantitatively
significant eﬀect on subsequent urban population trends.
In Table 9-3, auto ownership elasticity estimates from the household model
provide a check on elasticities derived from the aggregate models. If demo-
graphic patterns are endogenous to auto ownership, the aggregate model es-
timates a 6%-7% increase in auto ownership levels in 2000 without past rail.
Models that include demographic patterns imply a 4% increase in the aggregate,
and a slightly smaller increase at the household level. With built environment
controls, the models cohere to a 2% legacy eﬀect for past access. In compari-
son, distance to CBD, the percentage of people in poverty, and the percentage
of single family homes all have direct elasticity estimates two to three times
higher.
In Figure 9-2, the cumulative eﬀect of past rail on auto ownership is a more
or less constant 20% within 4 miles, after which it dissipates. The legacy eﬀect
declines steadily from the CBD to 9 miles. Cultural eﬀects, if they are the
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Legacy eﬀects are simulated with both demographic and BE controls. Demographic
eﬀects are the diﬀerence between simulated legacy eﬀects and simulation with de-
mographic, but not BE controls. BE eﬀects are simulated eﬀects without BE and
demographic controls, less simulated legacy and demographic eﬀects.
Figure 9-2: Simulated persistent eﬀects of past rail access on auto ownership
mechanism behind the legacy estimate, are strongest where auto ownership
levels are lowest.
The eﬀect of past proximity to rail on auto ownership is approximately three
times as large as for proximity to the 2000-era rail network without demographic
controls, and twice as large with demographic and BE controls. The implication
is that there is residential sorting based on past access that increases over time.
Under the questionable assertion that the current equilibrium between rail ac-
cess and auto ownership is perfect, the remaining eﬀect of current access must
be due to omitted characteristics of the BE. Subtracting the legacy after BE
and demographic controls in Table 9-3 for 2000 from that for 1925, amounts to
a diﬀerential of approximately 1%. This is the minimal magnitude of the legacy
eﬀect of past rail access on current auto ownership.
The eﬀect of past proximity to urban rail on auto mode share in 2000 in
Table 9-4 is smaller than comparable eﬀects on auto ownership or residential
density. Without demographic and built environment controls at the individual
level, it is 4% of current auto mode share. However, as noted in Chapter 8,
this model has much less explanatory power. Elasticity estimates derived from
this model are not robust to reasonable specification. With demographic and
BE controls, the eﬀect of removing past rail access is less than a 2% increase
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Controls Demographics N Y Y Y Y
Built environment N N Y N Y
Auto ownership N N N Y Y
Type Model Year
Sim. Agg. 1865+1925 -0.012 -0.018 -0.010 -0.018 -0.011
Direct Agg. 1925 -0.002 -0.008 0.000 -0.010 -0.002
Sim. Ind. 1925 -0.041 -0.014 0.006
Sim. Ind. 2000 -0.043 -0.032 -0.019
Direct Agg. 2000 -0.015 -0.015 -0.015 -0.016 -0.015
Table 9-4: Auto mode share elasticity estimates
in current auto mode share. Based on the findings in Chapter 8, this is not
suﬃcient to reject the null hypothesis that there is no persistent eﬀect of past
rail on current mode choice.
9.2 Implications
The impact of proximity to old streetcar and horsecar routes on current behav-
ior is a curious subject. Historical access, growth patterns, and transportation
alternatives cannot be reconstructed. The models in this dissertation are pred-
icated on the unique historical circumstances of Boston’s growth. They are not
predictive. The policy implications are indirect. Past urban rail cannot be built
anew. So, why does it matter?
Cities are products of bygone eras as well as current circumstances. Past rail
access is an endowment from the past to the present. If the goal is to change
cities for the better, a better understanding of the results of past decisions is
necessary. More practically, if history influences travel behavior, then including
a historical perspective within the forecasting process can increase the accuracy
of such forecasts. Such inclusion is clearly called for by the findings of a legacy
eﬀect of past rail on current levels of density and auto ownership. While this
dissertation finds no legacy of past rail access on mode choice after demographic
and built environment controls, those demographic and built environment con-
trols are rarely used in practice. The use of better descriptors of the current
motivators of travel behavior in the forecasting process is a pre-requisite for the
inclusion of historical access patterns.
If growth was the predicate for the observed eﬀects in Boston, what this dis-
sertation shows is that the technologies existing at the time of that growth—rail
among them—dictate the shape of the BE, and continue to reverberate in travel
choices for subsequent generations. The hysteretic properties of the city—its
quasi-irreversability over long time frames—mean that the long-term eﬀects
of current choices may dictate where and how future growth can take place.
Within an uncertain future, the findings in this dissertation imply a policy fo-
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cus on which prospective future paths are enabled, and which are precluded by
current actions. This section examines several policies and policy perspectives
that cohere with this goal.
The implications in this section come with the caveats that they are derived
from the study of a single city with a singular history. It may well be the
case that such findings are not reproduced for other cities, which grew during
diﬀerent eras, with varied institutional and technological arrangements of their
transportation networks. Such findings are the domain of future work, and may
circumscribe or strengthen the implications derived from this dissertation.
Locating growth. As Khakee [1998] notes “the primary task in all planning
is to link knowledge to action.” The analysis in this dissertation oﬀers little in-
sight into choosing projects between cities, as is done within the Federal Transit
Administration (FTA) New Starts process, a major source of capital funding for
new transportation infrastructure projects within the US. Each city is the prod-
uct of the accretions and accidents of history, piled upon natural and man-made
endowments. Comparison of the value of projects between cities is technically
diﬃcult at best, and while required within the current federal process, requires
simplifying assumptions between cities that are unlikely to be accurate.
Within a given city, the findings of persistent eﬀects of infrastructure, if true
beyond Boston, imply that rail’s future eﬀects are maximized where buildable
land is over-supplied, and durable capital is underutilized. If the goal is to
build areas oriented toward rail, whether for their putative agglomeration or
environmental benefits, or simply by preference, than the bias should be toward
choosing projects that serve places that are amenable to densification, rather
than those that have existing stable built environments. Nevertheless, the im-
pacts on ridership of new rail extensions can clearly be significant even within
places with stable built environments, as evident from the changes in Porter and
Davis Squares documented in Chapter 4, and can provide a basis for political
support.
The focus on ridership and short-term operating costs [Federal Transit Ad-
ministration, 2010] biases the current FTA process to projects that serve existing
built environments. While much of the federal money for highway programs is
spent at state discretion, in the New Starts process projects compete nation-
wide, which adds time to transit project schedules. To meet the requirements,
and reduce the risk of not receiving federal funding, transit projects tend to
follow, rather than lead land use development. While a competitive federal
process has many desirable characteristics, the current practice that results in
decades-long implementation timelines and diﬀerential treatment of modes are
not among them.
If there is to be a federal role in supporting city, state, or regional project
priorities, changing current federal processes is thus a pre-requisite. The re-
cent proposed rulemaking [Federal Transit Administration, 2012] refines federal
requirements somewhat, and allows for a more formal inclusion of supportive
land use policies in New Starts applications. In theory, these changes will reduce
the bias toward serving existing population centers. Additional, positive, steps
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to influence subsequent density in both stable and unstable built environments
may also be desirable.
Requiring, rather than allowing, supportive zoning as part of the require-
ments for funding from the FTA is one such step. Supportive zoning is a mech-
anism that does not require immediate changes to the character and density of
an area. Increasing allowable density near rail means that, when growth does
occur, there is likely to be incremental value for redevelopment, even if develop-
ment has occurred along that rail line in the interim. It allows market forces to
decide when the timing for such changes is appropriate, rather than precluding
such changes through regulation.
If existing areas are not particularly dense, but their residents and/or rep-
resentatives desire rail access, the requirement for supportive zoning makes the
link between rail access and density explicit. If an area wants investment in rail,
the pre-requisite is accepting additional density, the timing of which coincides
with market forces. It may thus reduce post-hoc NIMBYism. Under such a
regime, new rail projects are more likely to be planned in areas that have ex-
pressed a desire to change in the ways that this dissertation implies are likely
to persist over long time frames.
Cities are sometimes described in relation to some famous downtown sur-
rounded by Phoenix. Chicago is Manhattan; Toronto is Vienna. It is that
surrounding area—each city’s “Phoenix”—which is best suited to maximizing
the endowment of rail over long time frames. If growth is the predicate for the
eﬀects of urban rail, changes in the next century or two in the US, although
unpredictable, are likely to be significantly constrained spatially by that which
already exists. Adapting the existing built environment—whether urban or sub-
urban—will become the main task [e.g. Dunham-Jones and Williamson, 2009].
Opportunities to shape the future BE may lie in those areas that are not yet
built in a relatively irreversible fashion—where density does not yet exist, or
where the embodied costs of redevelopment are not too high.
Areas nearer central cities that were once, or are currently, industrial centers
may be ripe for redevelopment based on rail access. They are more likely to
have lower costs of redevelopment, and to take up significant land area. The
inner corridor of the proposed Green Line Extension in Somerville—adjacent to
the light industrial development of the Brickbottom area and the rail yards, but
less than 2 miles from the CBD and even closer to the technology agglomeration
in Kendall Square—meets this criteria. The large swaths of land, and the po-
tential lack of opposition to density due to the sparsity of neighbors, mean that
development can occur at a higher density than in areas that are already built
out. This is supported by zoning for such densification by the City of Somerville
and an active and ongoing planning process for development.
Also worth considering is the role of self-selection. If self-selection is the
cause for the findings of rail’s persistent eﬀects, but there are fewer places with
access to rail than there is demand for those places, prices will be high in those
areas. This is a plausible explanation for gentrification wrought by new rail
extensions. In aggregate one would expect to observe increased incomes and
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increased transit usage near new rail. The Red Line extension meets both
criteria.
In this case, new rail fulfills existing demand, and thus increases overall util-
ity. This is only possible when new rail is extended to places that either (a) are
ripe for redevelopment because of existing uses, or (b) have been fundamentally
changed, for example through up-zoning. One such area that meets both crite-
ria is Union Square in Somerville, adjacent to the planned Green Line corridor,
as well as Kendall Square and downtown Boston.
If instead there is already more supply of rail than there is demand for places
near rail, living near rail will have lower costs. In this case, rail will be a poverty
attractor [e.g. Glaeser et al., 2008]. However, if one believes that employment
growth is advantageous in transit accessible areas within cities—whether due to
agglomerative eﬀects on productivity, or environmental benefits—that growth
requires residential transit access as well. The gentrification of Davis and Porter
Squares was not necessarily foreseeable in 1970, given expectations about transit
accessible jobs within Kendall Square and downtown Boston. Thus, even if
demand for places near rail is currently lower than supply, there is a case for
connecting areas ripe for redevelopment to employment centers. This points to
the key role of supportive state and municipal economic development policies,
if the eﬃcacy of the capital investment of fixed guideway is to be maximized
over the century, rather than the decade time frame.
It also implies a role for rail in cities that are overbuilt for their current
population. Given the former ubiquity of streetcar systems and the associated
pedestrian network, and the continued existence of durable capital (old build-
ings), in areas that developed prior to the 1920s, portions of cities like Detroit,
Pittsburgh, and Cleveland may be well positioned to benefit from new (or re-
newed) urban rail.
In the developing world, growth is the dominant paradigm rather than the
exception. Cities are emerging in tandem with increases in income and mass
adoption of the automobile. Planning for the present, let alone 150 years in
the future, is a daunting task. One implication of this research might be a
renewed focus on durable capital that can outlast the current boom. Given
the changes that take place over decades and longer, policies that encourage
flexible buildings and land ownership that allows for adaptation and reuse can
help bridge current needs with an unknown future.
Rail has certain qualities—fixed guideway, a fixed power source, robust ve-
hicles that last multiple decades—that provide investor certainty, and thus are
likely to be, in combination, a pre-requisite for some of the persistent eﬀects of
rail. A lesser degree of persistence is thus expected from trolleybuses that obtain
their power from overhead wires. They have fixed power, and relatively fixed
although less imageable guideways, and less robust vehicles. Buses that run
within physically separated guideways, but use internally powered motors, are
also expected to have lesser persistent eﬀects. Buses without fixed guideways or
power sources also have fungible routes—subject to optimization and sensitive
to operating cost constraints. Their “flexibility”—the relative lack of capital
investment—is also likely to reduce their influence on persistent outcomes.
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Patience and planning goals. Bertolini [2007] hypothesizes that if the ur-
ban transport system behaves in an evolutionary fashion—and this dissertation
has shown that it is at least dependent on history—the result is significant fu-
ture uncertainty. The goal is therefore to develop planning methods to respond
to this uncertainty—what Bertolini calls resilience and adaptability. This is in
keeping with the notion of resilient regions proposed by Wolfe [2010] as those
that work within “the constraints endowed by their existing regional assets.”
This dissertation has found that urban transport once laid, has stayed. Even
when un-laid, its past presence continues to influence residential and travel be-
havior through the BE with and without cultural inheritance. The urban trans-
portation system is the core of the regional assets that persist between eras. It
is an endowment to the future. Decisions made today will continue to reverber-
ate decades, if not centuries hence, especially within the built environment, and
cannot be completely undone by future plans.
Quasi-irreversible decisions require a systematic process that envisions how
uncertain endogenous and exogenous variables will aﬀect the ability to achieve
the intended outcomes of current policies. Focusing on plausible future infras-
tructure needs in the present is necessary to make decisions that do not preclude
that infrastructure, or the built environment it supports. This is not a call for
including such futures within, for example, a benefit-cost analysis. Given the
certainty needed for such an accounting exercise, and the long time frames over
which uncertain future benefits are discounted, it is unlikely to add insight to
the policy debate. Instead, doing away with the assumption that past deci-
sions can be erased instantaneously by future plans implies a need for a more
deliberative process.
Bertolini recommends working within communities to explore what options
will provide resilient and robust responses to possible futures. This disserta-
tion shares the recommendation for more scenario planning [e.g. Schoemaker,
1995], but not necessarily the specific methods of creating and assessing those fu-
ture scenarios with project participants. Focusing on future adaptability rather
than present optimization implies a deviation from operational issues—signal
timing, lane widths within existing rights-of-way, etc.—toward development
paths. These paths are both physical—right of way size and infrastructure
location—and procedural—representative community processes, and incentive
structures that can cohere municipal, neighborhood, and developer goals. The
Brundtland Commission’s well known definition of sustainable development is
that which “meets the needs of the present without compromising the abil-
ity of future generations to meet their own needs.” [World Commision World
Commission on Environment and Development, 1987] The long-term impacts
of urban transport infrastructure found by this dissertation imply that current
planning processes should be judged at least partially on their ability to meet
this criterion.
Anecdotal evidence from the Red Line corridor in Cambridge points to the
need for patience in assessing the eﬀects of rail. What for three decades has
seemed like a failure to local city planners—the lack of development at Alewife
despite significant planning eﬀorts to encourage transit adjacent growth [e.g.
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Concord-Alewife Planning Study Committee, 2005]—is seemingly now so beset
with new residential developments [Levy, 2011a,b] that local residents are in
opposition to the rate of growth [North Cambridge Stabilization Committee,
2011]. Redevelopment requires both that existing uses are reduced in value,
and that new uses have the demand that makes them achievable. Economic
growth—jobs—must also be transit accessible. Thus, the changes taking places
now at Alewife may in fact be dependent on the development of Kendall Square
over the last three decades. There are multiple real estate brokers that specialize
in housing adjacent to the Red Line (Red Line Real Estate, Apartment Rental
Experts, and Maven Realty), and thus accessible to the universities along its
path, and the jobs in Kendall Square, downtown Boston, and Quincy. The de-
velopment at Kendall Square is, in turn, due at least in part to the extension of
the Red Line and the housing stock made more accessible in Porter and Davis
Squares, as well as the western suburbs via commuter rail transfer at Porter
Square, and the south from the prior extension to Quincy and Braintree. Pa-
tience requires both a longer planning horizon, and a wider area of interest—to
trip ends as well as trip origins.
Choosing planning jurisdictions. Loosely applied, governments are held
to an equality of inputs standard: “it is generally held that a government is
responsible only for insuring that there is an equitable distribution of inputs
and not outcomes.” [Lineberry, 1977] But governments explicitly judge the
value of transportation infrastructure projects—which ones get built and which
ones do not—on travel time savings, which are outcomes. Theoretically, this
is justified by the use of the Kaldor-Hicks assumption—those who gain are in
theory able to compensate those who lose. But if present decisions influence
future paths irreversibly, then that theoretical compensation is implausible if
equity also applies to future citizens.
At issue is how to represent the unrepresented future in the present. How
can the incentive to externalize eﬀects on future generations for present-day
gains be counteracted? At what level should these processes take place—the
city, region, state, or nation?
Cities are required to balance their budgets on an annual basis. While they
can oﬀer infrastructure bonds, in practice it is harder and more expensive to
borrow significant sums of money than at the national level. Additionally, with
municipal fragmentation, cities have diﬃculty internalizing current communities
of interest, let alone future residents. Especially if urban rail is a poverty attrac-
tor [e.g. Glaeser et al., 2008]—increasing costs for the municipality—localities
have an incentive to plan for, or spend money on, additional rail in a fashion
that limits aﬀordable housing supply. Cities are thus more likely to plan for
the short- than the long-term. On the other hand, local politicians are often
powerful for long periods. While this may give them flexibility to internalize
the benefits of decisions with multi-decade payoﬀs, they are never certain of
winning the next election, and thus may be likely to act in a short-term fashion.
There are similar issues with balanced budget requirements at the state level,
but with less fragmentation. As Xie and Levinson [2011] point out, “individuals’
preferences for spending on transportation infrastructure in other districts vary
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by their residential location.” On one hand, this implies an opportunity to build
coalitions for future benefits over multiple municipalities. On the other hand, it
provides political incentive to spread the peanut butter of infrastructure thinly
across the whole state. Infrastructure projects are lumpy—they are big invest-
ments that result in significant advantages unevenly divided in space [Sussman,
2000]. A thin veneer of projects is unlikely to cohere with the interests of future
generations for more resilience. Municipal regions may have less heterogeneous
interests than at the state level, but have similar prioritization problems, and
have additional issues with funding.
Peanut butter spreading is even more prevalent at the national level, but the
size of the jar that the peanut butter is spread from may better cohere with the
need for a certain amount of inter-temporal and geographic lumpiness. Every
state has two senators, but at least the unit of measure is the state. At the
national level, monetary tools are available that allow benefits over long time
frames to be internalized. Moreover, migration and fragmentation are lesser
problems. For the most part, people have personal and familial stakes in the
nation’s future.
Ignoring present politics for an idealistic viewpoint, if the belief is that cur-
rent investment will improve the future, it is in theory within the national
interest to do so. It is less so at the state or city level, even if the actual ben-
efits are realized to a much greater degree at the city, or even neighborhood
level, because of the greater diﬃculty accessing large sums for investment, the
increased fragmentation and inability to capture project benefits, and the focus
on short-term goals.
Even in a large nation with diverse interests, it is possible to spend money
on the future. Current spending on transportation infrastructure varies from
1.7% of GDP in the US, to 4% in Canada, and 9% in China [Building Amer-
ica’s Future Educational Fund, 2011]. The interests supporting spending on
infrastructure as a means of aﬀecting future outcomes only align at the national
level. For example, the eﬀects of climate change are due to the stock of carbon
and other greenhouse gases in the atmosphere, not the flow. Buildup occurs
over time. Similarly, this dissertation has shown that the built environment is
relatively permanent. If density has lowered embodied greenhouse gases over
these long time frames—in building and/or transport use—and the goal is to
combat accumulation over long time frames, a denser BE will be beneficial. If
only rail can support a denser BE in the long run, the interest would be in
building more rail now, even if the density is only achieved over longer time
frames associated with urban growth. This implies operating deficits for that
rail system, and restrictions on building at the neighborhood level until such
time as the demand materializes for more density (see Figure 9-3 for an exam-
ple of just such a policy in Singapore). In the likely absence of the political will,
and short-term economic incentive, to do so at the state and local level, zoning
regulations to encourage density and mixed use development with reasonable
limits on free and as-of-right parking are useful substitutes. Encouraging such
local policies is plausible at the federal level by leveraging the existing FTA
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Note the empty lot just adjacent to the station, while significant construction takes
place some distance away. source: Author.
Figure 9-3: Reserved parcel adjacent to rail station in Singapore
New Starts programs for capital investments to require supportive zoning as a
pre-requisite for matching funds.
Wider economic benefits. The wider economic benefits of urban areas
may exist on the residential end as well the oft-studied employment end [e.g.
Graham, 2007, Glaeser, 2010]. On the residential end, happier and more pro-
ductive workers can result from an increased propensity to encounter new ideas
in diverse areas with increased social inclusion, and from thick education and
housing markets, in addition to the benefits of thick employment markets at the
employer end. The proximity of a variety of amenities and services may reduce
the social and monetary costs of responding to the loss—or possible loss—of
a job or home, or lifecycle changes. The flexibility to have fewer automobiles
enabled by present rail access—and BE characteristics associated with past rail
access—may be one measure of these residential wider economic benefits. If
this is the case, given this dissertation’s findings of past rail’s impact on current
residential density and auto ownership levels, it may connect the extent of these
wider economic benefits to the historical endowment of urban rail.
Culture as policy. Finding a lasting and significant impact of the spectral
presence of past rail points to the preponderance of omitted mechanisms for why
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human beings make travel behavior decisions. Residential location and travel
behavior transferred between people and across time with the help of the BE,
even if the the mechanism itself cannot be examined, implies an alternate set of
policy interventions beyond infrastructure. Policy can be aimed at influencing
culture, or influence it incidentally, as an additional eﬀect above and beyond its
intended direct eﬀects on travel behavior. Incremental actions can have larger
eﬀects because of positive externalities.
Parking policy is one action that is intended for its direct eﬀects, but may
have additional cultural implications. Minimum requirements for residential de-
velopments encourage parking bundled with purchase or rental, which results in
lower auto ownership costs. For employers, minimum requirements, combined
with the tax deductibility of parking charges, encourage eﬀective below market
prices. Simply removing these market distortions would reduce the incentive
to both own and use the auto for the journey-to-work. Garages—both indi-
vidual and at the employer end—are signals of normative pressure toward auto
ownership and usage. An empty lot is a similar signal in the opposite direction.
Structured garages are more permanent manifestations of the auto owner-
ship and usage decision, and can lead to pressure to optimize policy based on
their continued existence. Redevelopment, as with buildings, requires significant
incremental value. Surface lots hold the potential for easy reuse, should condi-
tions for development permit, given their lower embedded costs. Thus, policies
that encourage surface rather than structured parking, or build in flexibility
for additional uses of parking structures, can reduce the future optimization
of policy to parking availability. That optimization is a cultural mechanism of
normative pressure internal to the household, landlord, or business.
As another example, bicycle and car sharing can modify how people value
modes. Seeing your neighbors using a shared vehicle can provide normative
pressure on mode choice and auto ownership. Policies that influence the de-
velopment of a transportation culture can also be promulgated at the state or
national level. For example, graduated drivers’ licensing laws—increased driv-
ing restrictions on people under the age of 18 including fewer hours, and more
limitations on who can be in the car with them [Insurance Institute for Highway
Safety, Highway Loss Data Institute, 2012]—can lead to mutual disarmament.
There is less peer pressure to drive because it is not a “fun” activity any longer.
Additionally, the increasing usage of mobile technology, combined with the fed-
eral policy of discouragement of its usage while driving,1 reduces the utility of
auto travel relative to public transit or simply staying home. In combination,
these might explain the empirical finding of lower levels of car ownership and
usage for the young in the US in the past decade [Davis et al., 2012]. If true,
in the long run the change in personal history may be a cultural artifact that
changes perceptions of the value oﬀered by the auto, and thus travel behavior
and residential location.
1In addition to the DOT’s very public campaign against texting and driving, Transporta-
tion Secretary Ray Lahood also applies normative pressure in his personal travels: "What I’ve
been doing is kind of honking at somebody if I see him on a cellphone." [WTOP 103.5 FM,
2012]
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Additional policies can aim directly at perceptions of the BE and trans-
portation network and thus have cultural eﬀects on travel behavior. Program-
ming—closing oﬀ highways on weekends for use by non-motorized transport,
street fairs, and so on—can remind people of aspects of the BE that they neglect
in their daily lives. Encouraging rather than prohibiting outdoor extensions of
local shops and restaurants in appropriate weather, reclaiming parking lots for
community gardens, and a host of small interventions in the BE through zoning
modifications, enforcement, or paint can change behavior and the surrounding
BE. These plausibly produce a positive feedback cycle based on neighbors’ re-
actions that are transmitted over time through culture. These interventions
at the city, neighborhood, and block level can influence sustainable residen-
tial and travel behavior, and support national goals for a more resilient urban
transportation system.
9.3 Extensions
The dissertation is an investigation of the eﬀects on behavior over long time
frames of corporeal things that may no longer exist. Each part of that sentence
is ripe for further research. Of particular importance is that conclusions about
the cultural mechanism in this dissertation are indirect—based on an absence
rather than a positive conclusion. Integration with indicators of attitudes and
preferences, more complete descriptions of the BE, and panel data at the indi-
vidual or household level, especially tied to one’s family over generations, would
both reduce the possible role of omitted characteristics, and allow proposed
mechanisms to be tested directly. Similarly, were surveys of perceptions of the
BE and normative pressure available historically, this would allow testing of the
findings throughout this dissertation.
• Better investigation of eﬀects would mean more places and model formula-
tions. More places would allow results to be generalized beyond the unique
circumstances and history of Boston. How large a role does growth play?
What is the diﬀerential eﬀect in timing of streetcars? To what extent do
city size, employment centrality, and the accompanying road infrastruc-
ture interact with rail to produce persistent eﬀects? For example, Kolko
[2009] finds greater spillover eﬀects of neighborhood income near the city
center and in metro areas larger than one million. Data on urban rail
networks over multiple eras and cities would allow a combination of tract
and city level eﬀects. Both likely play a role in the persistence of travel
behavior, but only the first is examined in this dissertation.
• Additional model formulations would remove constraints imposed on the
relationship between access to infrastructure and the time period of those
eﬀects. Models that treat past development endogenously rather than ex-
ogenously would allow examination of feedback eﬀects across eras. Struc-
tural models with endogenous residential location could more directly ex-
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amine the interactions between travel behavior in the past and residential
location in the present, which this dissertation can only speculate on.
• More types of behavior could be examined in greater detail given better
measures of access. Non-residential eﬀects, including employment loca-
tion, are notably omitted from study. This dissertation also neglects the
extent to which overall tripmaking is aﬀected by past access. Examining
trips or total VMT could lead not only to academic knowledge, but ad-
ditional policy implications. Interaction with indicators of other types of
behavior—among them household energy usage, income production, and
activity generation—which are plausibly caused by and related to over-
lapping preferences and attitudes, are also omitted.
• Additional measures of access that do not compromise exogeneity and thus
theoretical viability would allow more exact findings. One possibility is
constructing accessibility indicators based on predicted rather than actual
job location. Additional types of access—commuter rail networks, bus
networks from prior eras, jitneys, and so on—would also provide more
color, and thus help refine findings.
• More and diﬀerent time frames would allow sensitivity analysis of findings
to the eras utilized in this dissertation. Varying the network used plus or
minus a decade would provide an additional test of robustness, and may
help inform multi-city analysis.
• Better definitions of things. More information on neighborhood charac-
teristics—from retail stores to attractiveness—would allow better models
connecting past rail to the BE, and could reduce the influence of omitted
characteristics of the BE on findings. More detailed historical data on the
BE would also allow findings on the persistence of neighborhood amenities
based on past access.
• More types of corporeal things. The extent to which travel behavior is
aﬀected by past rail is based on the value of access. There are addi-
tional types of infrastructure—electric, sewer and water, not to mention
roads—that have influenced location decisions and behavior in the past,
even if they are omnipresent today. The extent to which the diﬀerences
persist—for example, in the distribution of housing value—may provide
additional insight into the general phenomenon of historical persistence.
Infrastructure that causes negative rather than positive outcomes could
also be investigated. For example, there is variation in areas that have and
had municipal waste facilities, and in the negative impact of those waste
facilities over time. Examining the persistent impacts of these facilities on
home prices, especially for those areas that no longer have waste facilities,
would extend the approach this dissertation takes beyond transportation.
• Reproducing the findings for related phenomena would provide additional
insight into the persistence of historical travel patterns. One fruitful av-
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enue of study may be the use of k-factors to correct for radial travel pat-
terns based on personal history and demographic group membership—in
particular students and ethnic cohorts.
• More investigation into the municipal mechanisms for why rail persists or
is removed would allow better statistical instruments to eliminate spurious
causation.
9.4 Contributions
This dissertation provides quantitative evidence of the eﬀect of infrastructure
on residential location and travel behavior over long time periods, and plausible
mechanisms to support these empirical findings. The assumption in the litera-
ture on travel behavior is that behavior is a function of the current attributes
of the person, residential location, and potential or actual trips. The past exis-
tence of rail is in one sense a present condition that is a proxy for attributes of
the built environment. It is, however, representative of historical processes, and
as such is a manifestation of the past, rather than the present. Representation
of the past in the present, and the examination of its associated eﬀects and
plausible mechanisms, are the main contributions of this dissertation.
The separation of those places that have had continuous rail access from
those that lost access is a unique approach to estimating this eﬀect, as is the
use of digitized 19th and 20th century streetcar maps for quantitative analysis.
Estimating the extent of the eﬀect of urban rail from a century and a half ago
on patterns of density today provides new insight to the mechanism behind the
evidence that old areas and cities are denser than new areas and cities. This
is supported by empirical findings on the persistence of infrastructure access
over long periods. The identification of a unique eﬀect of past access to rail on
auto ownership at both the household and areal aggregate level, and the lack
of eﬀect on current mode share, provide baseline comparisons against which
to compare research using additional access measures, and tests for alternative
causal hypotheses, in other cities.
The mechanisms this dissertation proposes for the influence of past proximity
to rail are both utility based and cultural. Inasmuch as culture is enabled by
the built environment, as this dissertation proposes, findings belong both to the
literature relating attitudes and preferences to travel behavior, and that which
examines how the BE aﬀects travel behavior. Even if this dissertation’s findings
are simply the product of omitted BE characteristics, the association of those
characteristics with past rail contributes to the built environment literature. If
there are also cultural eﬀects, it implies attitudes and preferences are modified by
the built environment and/or neighbors, and thus connects a physical presence
to a mechanism influencing attitudes and behaviors.
In sum, this dissertation contributes an intangible mechanism to explain
empirical findings of the very real travel behavior resulting from incorporeal
rail.
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Appendix A
Aggregate data
1970-2000: Tract level data is from Geolytics’ Neighborhood Change Database
[GeoLytics, Inc. et al., 2003]. The process of and issues with re-aggregation
to 2000 boundaries are covered in full within the documentation [GeoLyt-
ics, Inc., 2003].
1980-2000: Additional information at the block group level is derived from
1980 US Census Urban Transportation Planning Package (UTPP) and
1990 and 2000 Census Transportation Planning Project (CTPP) records
[United States Bureau of Transportation Statistics, 1997, United States
Bureau of the Census and American Association of State Highway and
Transportation Oﬃcials, 2003] and was re-aggregated to 1990 Traﬃc Anal-
ysis Zones (TAZs) and 2000 blockgroups by the author.
1960: Tract level data is from Geolytics 1960 Census CD [GeoLytics, Inc., 2009]
and re-aggregated to 2000 geography by the author.
1950: Tract level data for Boston, Cambridge and Somerville is from NHGIS
[Minnesota Population Center, 2011], and re-aggregated to 2000 geography
by the author.
1930: Population counts are computed by geolocating addresses from a 1%
census sample from IPUMS [Ruggles et al., 2010] on the current street
network, and then aggregating those addresses to the current tract geog-
raphy. Because each person in these 1% samples has a scaling factor (the
inverse of the sampling ratio), the population of a given tract is simply
the sum of those scaling factors for each individual.
1860: A 1% sample of individual level census data from IPUMS [Ruggles et al.,
2010] is coded to the ward and city level. This is imposed on a GIS
system using maps of county, city, and ward boundaries in 1860 compiled
from a variety of sources [University of Chicago Center For Population
Economics, 2008].
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Summary statistics of rail proximity, behavior, built environment, and demo-
graphic indicators re-aggregated to 2000 census tracts are shown in Tables A-1,
A-2, and A-3.
Sampling for 1860, 1930
Density—population divided by land area—requires only a simple count of the
people in each area in each period.1 Because the location of population density
changes over time, and earlier samples are limited to 1%, the consistency of
density measures at the census tract level is less than perfect. If no people
were sampled in a tract, was that tract empty, or simply not in the sample?
Is a zero (or small n) sample count reflective of a zero (or small) population?
Should non-sampled areas be treated as places with a zero population count, or
excluded from analysis?
If non-sampled areas are treated as having zero population as in Figure A-1
the implicit assumption is that sampling was complete. But if these areas are
excluded, then the outskirts of the city look denser than they actually were, as
in Figure A-2. Because there is no ground truth, the goal is to identify the likely
bias that results from excluding or including small sampled areas.
Consider a (somewhat simplified) situation where there were known to be
16,000 people in the 40 dry square miles between 10 and 11 miles from the
center of Boston in 1930. The true population density of this area was 400
people per square mile. With a 1% sample, 1 square mile tracts, and 4 people
per household, the average tract will have 1 household sampled. Places that
are equally dense will vary significantly in measured density—some will have
2 households sampled, and some none. Some of the households will have 6
people, and some 2. The resulting sampled density will be variable, even if the
true density of the area is homogenous. When tracts are aggregated together,
the problem with sampling bias disappears. 160 of the 16,000 people between
10 and 11 miles are sampled. This large N has a small degree of error.
The bias emerges when these tracts are investigated individually. The prob-
lem is especially visible in Figure A-2 at the 13.5 mile mark. It emerges because
tracts are defined based on the modern era for tract sizes between 4,000 and
8,000 people [US Census Bureau Geography Division Cartographic Products
Management Branch, 2011]. Consider a tract a square mile in size with 6,000
people in 2000 that was farmland in 1930. If the average farm was 20 acres, then
the total population of a square mile tract of farmland in 1930 was under 200
(32 households multiplied by 4 people per household). A 1% sample of house-
holds using 2000 geography will on average sample a 1930 farm household every
3 tracts. The 1% sample is drawn at random from 1930 census records at the
household level. Thus one tract might have 3 households—10-15 samples—and
thus appear to have 1,000-1,500 people, while more than 2/3 of the area will
1Even land changes over time—the wharfing out of Boston Harbor, or the infill of the Back
Bay—so the assumption of constant land mass over time is problematic. Where the conversion
of marsh or bay to buildable land has happened it will bias measured density downward in
earlier periods.
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Figure A-1: “True” density by year
Figure A-2: Sampled density by year
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Est. SE
Intercept 1,263 784
Area (Dry sq.mi.) 6,881 1,102 ***
Sampled population -0.58 0.09 ***
Dist. to CBD -93 122
# Historic places pre-1800 301 136 *
Rail in tract, 1865 960 357 **
Rail in tract, 1925 1,129 613 .
Area * Sampled population -0.53 0.15 ***
Area * Dist. to CBD -454 217 *
Dependent: Diﬀerence between 1930 population from Census tracts and re-aggregated
from geocoded 1% sample. adjusted r2: .741. n: 151 tracts.
‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1
Table A-4: Sampled v. true population, 1930
appear to be completely devoid of people. Attempting to explain those apparent
pockets of density will be fruitless. They are merely a sampling artifact.
Excluding those areas with samples below an N of 10 will bias the estimates of
density on the outskirts higher than they would otherwise be. It also eliminates
some of the volatility in population estimates and thus brings the estimated
standard error on density closer to the true variability. The models in Chapter 6
exclude those areas with small samples, and thus the density on the outskirts are
overestimated and the density gradients are steeper than the estimates provided.
Because those areas with access to rail are all included in the sample—they have
been dense for longer and thus do not suﬀer from this problem—it biases the
estimates for the eﬀect of rail on density downward for earlier periods.
For 1930, data at the tract level is available for the 151 tracts in the City of
Boston. This allows a robustness check of the geocoded 1% sample. Table A-4
regresses the diﬀerence between tract and geocoded samples against explanatory
factors. Imagine a tract .25 square miles at the CBD, with a population of 2,500.
Holding all else constant, the estimate will be relatively accurate.
The farther the tract is from the CBD the more likely the sample is to
overestimate the population, controlling for the size of the tract. But, tracts
increase in size farther from the CBD to maintain homogenous population size.
If the tract doubles in size at 3 miles, the estimate is still accurate. If it less
than doubles, there is an overestimate. Similarly, if it less than triples in size
by 6 miles, the sample will overestimate the re-aggregated tract population for
the City of Boston.
As the sampled population increases, the 1% geocoded sample is more likely
to overestimate the true population. Most importantly, if this area had access
to rail, or was part of Boston’s pre-history, the sample will underestimate the
true population. The 1% geocoded sample is used because of its extensive cov-
erage. However, if the true population in 1930 has more in common with the
re-aggregated tracts from Boston in 1930, estimates of rail’s eﬀects on density
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will be less eﬃcient. Because the direct eﬀect of distance to the CBD is not
significant, there should be no systematic bias within the confines of the mono-
centric model. Thus while the use of the 1930 1% geocoded sample may eﬀect
the magnitude of the standard error, it should not bias the coeﬃcient estimates.
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Appendix B
Individual data
Tables A-1 and A-2 present summary statistics on households and trips for the
variables used in subsequent sections.
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Mean Min Max
# Vehicles 1.60 - 3.00
# Students 0.63 - 6.00
# Licensed Drivers 1.84 - 6.00
# Children under 5 0.21 - 6.00
# Workers 1.49 - 7.00
Apartment 0.23 - 1.00
Condo 0.10 - 1.00
Other Unit 0.05 - 1.00
Own home 0.62 - 1.00
% Female 0.54 - 1.00
Inc < $20k 0.13 - 1.00
Inc $20k-$40k 0.26 - 1.00
Dist to 1925 Rail (1 - max .5 mi.) 0.12 - 0.50
Dist to Rail (1 - max .5 mi.) 0.06 - 0.50
Dist to Bus (1 - max .5 mi.) 0.20 - 0.50
Dist to CBD 13.31 0.07 40.01
Intersections / sq. mi. 263 14 2,040
Ecological Measures
Average Inc ($10ks) 2.66 0.91 7.90
% in Poverty 0.09 0.01 0.49
Rooms / Housing Unit 5.40 2.40 8.16
% Single Family Detached 0.48 - 1.03
% Housing Units built pre-1940 0.49 0.02 0.96
3,898 households (5 cases excluded due to incomplete data)
Table B-1: Summary statistics, households
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Appendix C
Historic places
The information on historic places is derived from the Massachusetts Cultural
Resources Information System [Massachusetts Historical Commission, 2011] which
catalogs most but not all historic properties in Massachusetts. MACRIS com-
piles a variety of sources including the Inventory of the Historic Assets of the
Commonwealth, National Register of Historic Place nominations, State Register
of Historic Places listings, and local historic district study reports.
All records—areas, buildings, burial grounds, objects, and structures—were
downloaded and geocoded.1 Because there is no clear standard for acceptance
in the database, there is no means to judge whether some entries are more
valid than others. Of 193,966 records, 160,385 were located. 55,169 of those
are alternate addresses for the same historic place. These records were then
aggregated to current geography for use in subsequent chapters.
The degree to which the properties in this database are representative of
the actual historic significance of a place is unknown. There does seem to be
a disproportionate number of historic places compared to population farther
from Boston in Figure C-1, and a concentration of historic place designations
between 1865 and 1925. Whether that reflects the actual distribution of historic
significance is unknown.
1
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Figure C-1: Distribution of historic places by period and dist. from CBD
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Appendix D
Boston parcels
The raw data obtained from the City of Boston assessors oﬃce [Boston (MA)
Assessors’ Oﬃce, 2010] has some consistency issues. Of the 99,342 parcels in the
database, more than 20% were either missing a recorded assessed value or a valid
year built field, and thus were removed form the data set because their reliability
was in question. There is also some variation in how multi-unit buildings are
treated. Some have an individual entry for each unit, while others have a single
record for the entire building, likely dependent on the ownership structure. Each
entry is treated as a separate record for subsequent analysis. Thus findings are
for parcels, and not buildings. Similarly, that much of the back bay is listed
as constructed in the 1960s is likely related to condo conversions. This is not
corrected. While each record does have an associated land use designation, those
values are not utilized because these designations are based on current rather
than former uses. A summary of the valid data is presented in Table D-1.
Year Mean SD Median Min Max
Year built 2009 1878 279 1910 0 2009
Dist to CBD 4.63 2.28 4.69 - 9.83
Dist. to Horsecar 1865 0.64 0.73 0.29 - 3.68
Dist. To Rail 1925 0.19 0.23 0.11 - 1.75
Dist. To Rail 1960 0.90 0.94 0.50 - 3.79
Dist. To Rail 2000 1.03 1.04 0.62 - 4.85
Subset: 77,680 records with a recorded value and a valid year built field
Table D-1: Summary statistics, Boston parcel data
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Density models
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Est SE Est SE Est SE
Intercept 2.20 0.28 *** 0.13 0.26 -0.18 0.18
Density 1960 -0.43 0.03 ***
Dist. To CBD 0.03 0.01 ** 0.04 0.01 *** 0.04 0.01 ***
Rail 2000 0.12 0.06 * 0.13 0.06 * 0.13 0.06 *
Rail 1865 0.01 0.05 -0.10 0.05 * -0.13 0.05 *
Rail 1925 0.33 0.09 *** 0.28 0.10 ** 0.30 0.10 **
Rail 1960 0.11 0.06 . 0.06 0.07 0.09 0.07
Bus 2010 0.21 0.05 *** 0.17 0.06 ** 0.19 0.06 **
Historic places -0.04 0.01 *** -0.02 0.01 .
Not in ward, 1860 0.08 0.06 0.13 0.06 *
% pre-1940 HU -0.02 0.11 -0.44 0.12 ***
DELTA % pre-1940 HU -0.25 0.10 * -0.36 0.12 **
Connectivity 0.23 0.12 . -0.28 0.13 *
Local streets 0.03 0.00 *** 0.01 0.00 ***
Non-local streets 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.01 .
Lambda 0.00 -0.14 . -0.09
AIC 394.0 554.6 583.5
adj. r2 (OLS) 0.512 0.354 0.275
Table E-2: Density: diﬀerenced
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ail1865
-0.05
0.03
-0.01
0.02
-0.01
0.02
0.01
0.02
R
ail1925
-0.19
0.05
***
-0.12
0.04
***
-0.11
0.04
**
-0.08
0.03
**
R
ail1960
-0.05
0.04
-0.01
0.03
-0.01
0.03
0.03
0.02
B
us
2010
-0.12
0.03
***
-0.07
0.02
**
-0.07
0.02
**
-0.04
0.02
*
D
ensity
-0.03
0.01
***
-0.01
0.01
*
R
oom
s/H
U
0.10
0.01
***
%
Low
rent
-0.20
0.03
***
%
1-Fam
ily
0.38
0.05
***
%
2-Fam
ily
0.37
0.07
***
C
onnectivity
-0.14
0.04
***
N
on-localstreets
-0.01
0.00
**
Lam
bda
0.86
***
0.77
***
0.68
***
0.65
***
0.36
***
A
IC
-452.4
-201.3
-528.6
-537.2
-877.9
adj.
r
2
(O
LS)
0.729
0.661
0.847
0.859
0.936
A
IC
(O
LS)
-7.5
126.5
-336.9
-386.4
-843.5
Table
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A
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1980 controls 2000 controls
Est SE Est SE
Intercept 0.81 0.10 *** 0.76 0.08 ***
% White 0.17 0.04 *** 0.18 0.03 ***
% 65+ -0.82 0.13 *** -0.65 0.09 ***
Income (Av.) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
% Poverty -0.76 0.10 *** -0.80 0.07 ***
Dist. To CBD 0.01 0.00 *** 0.01 0.00 ***
Rail 2010 -0.08 0.02 *** -0.04 0.02 **
Rail 1865 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.01
Rail 1925 -0.08 0.03 ** -0.07 0.02 ***
Rail 1960 0.03 0.02 0.01 0.02
Bus 2010 -0.03 0.02 . -0.03 0.01 *
Density -0.02 0.01 * -0.02 0.00 ***
Rooms/HU 0.11 0.01 *** 0.13 0.01 ***
% 1-Family 0.40 0.05 *** 0.35 0.04 ***
% 2-Family 0.39 0.07 *** 0.25 0.05 ***
Connectivity -0.13 0.04 ** -0.13 0.03 ***
Non-local streets -0.01 0.00 ** 0.00 0.00
Lambda 0.41 *** 0.63 ***
AIC -847.6 -1233.4
adj. r2 (OLS) 0.931 0.957
Table F-2: Auto ownership: control year
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O
LS
E
R
R
LA
G
D
urbin
E
st.
SE
E
st.
SE
E
st.
SE
E
st.
SE
Lag
SE
Intercept
1.10
0.10
***
0.96
0.10
***
0.85
0.10
***
1.31
0.20
***
%
W
hite
0.15
0.03
***
0.15
0.04
***
0.12
0.03
***
0.14
0.06
*
-0.06
0.07
%
65+
-0.90
0.12
***
-0.75
0.12
***
-0.85
0.11
***
-0.68
0.13
***
-0.32
0.23
Incom
e
(Av.)
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
%
P
overty
-0.69
0.10
***
-0.65
0.10
***
-0.65
0.10
***
-0.63
0.10
***
-0.03
0.21
D
ist.
To
C
B
D
0.01
0.00
***
0.01
0.00
***
0.01
0.00
***
0.01
0.01
0.00
0.01
R
ail2010
-0.07
0.02
***
-0.07
0.02
***
-0.07
0.02
***
-0.07
0.02
**
0.02
0.04
R
ail1865
0.02
0.02
0.01
0.02
0.03
0.02
.
0.00
0.02
0.05
0.03
R
ail1925
-0.07
0.03
*
-0.08
0.03
**
-0.06
0.03
*
-0.08
0.03
**
0.04
0.05
R
ail1960
0.04
0.02
.
0.03
0.02
0.04
0.02
*
0.02
0.03
0.05
0.04
B
us
2010
-0.03
0.02
.
-0.04
0.02
*
-0.03
0.02
.
-0.04
0.02
*
0.02
0.03
D
ensity
-0.02
0.01
*
-0.01
0.01
*
-0.01
0.01
.
-0.01
0.01
.
-0.01
0.02
R
oom
s/H
U
0.09
0.01
***
0.10
0.01
***
0.09
0.01
***
0.12
0.01
***
-0.08
0.02
***
%
Low
rent
-0.23
0.03
***
-0.20
0.03
***
-0.18
0.03
***
-0.17
0.04
***
-0.06
0.06
%
1-Fam
ily
0.44
0.05
***
0.38
0.05
***
0.38
0.05
***
0.30
0.05
***
0.08
0.10
%
2-Fam
ily
0.43
0.06
***
0.37
0.07
***
0.37
0.06
***
0.33
0.07
***
0.14
0.13
C
onnectivity
-0.18
0.04
***
-0.14
0.04
***
-0.14
0.04
***
-0.11
0.04
*
-0.17
0.09
.
N
on-localstreets
-0.01
0.00
***
-0.01
0.00
**
-0.01
0.00
***
-0.01
0.00
**
-0.01
0.00
*
Lam
bda
0.36
***
R
ho
0.19
***
0.26
***
A
IC
-843.5
-877.9
-877.6
-887.3
adj.
r
2
0.9357
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R
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*
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*
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*
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Lo
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%
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Fa
m
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*
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Fa
m
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**
*
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0.
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*
%
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Fa
m
ily
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0.
05
**
*
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17
0.
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**
 
%
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Fa
m
ily
0.
30
0.
09
**
*
0.
34
0.
11
**
C
on
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.0
8
0.
03
**
-0
.0
1
0.
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N
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00
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00
*
0.
00
0.
00
La
m
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a
0.
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**
*
0.
26
**
*
0.
29
**
*
0.
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*
A
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1.
4
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11
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9
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N
am
e
E
st.
SE
E
st.
SE
E
st.
SE
E
st.
SE
E
st.
SE
C
onstant
(1veh)
0.73
0.32
*
-0.08
0.35
0.25
0.40
2.32
0.57
***
1.28
0.97
C
onstant
(2veh)
0.09
0.35
-7.07
0.55
***
-6.62
0.61
***
0.39
0.65
-2.12
1.11
.
C
onstant
(3+
veh)
1.16
0.32
***
-2.80
0.41
***
-2.45
0.47
***
-3.86
0.83
***
-7.22
1.43
***
D
ist
to
C
B
D
(1veh)
0.09
0.02
***
0.07
0.02
***
0.08
0.02
***
0.04
0.02
*
0.04
0.02
.
D
ist
to
C
B
D
(2veh)
0.10
0.02
***
0.08
0.02
***
0.10
0.02
***
0.06
0.02
***
0.06
0.02
***
D
ist
to
C
B
D
(3+
veh)
0.10
0.02
***
0.09
0.02
***
0.11
0.02
***
0.07
0.02
***
0.07
0.02
***
R
ail2000
(1veh)
-2.69
0.42
***
-3.16
0.48
***
-3.00
0.50
***
-2.39
0.53
***
-1.83
0.62
***
R
ail2000
(2veh)
-4.75
0.53
***
-5.62
0.66
***
-5.21
0.69
***
-3.80
0.73
***
-2.57
0.80
***
R
ail2000
(3+
veh)
-5.13
0.83
***
-7.21
1.18
***
-6.76
1.18
***
-5.26
1.29
***
-3.75
1.27
***
B
us
2000
(1veh)
2.18
0.60
***
1.74
0.64
*
2.36
0.67
***
1.42
0.74
.
1.74
0.78
*
B
us
2000
(2veh)
1.39
0.60
*
1.08
0.67
2.20
0.72
***
1.22
0.78
1.90
0.83
*
B
us
2000
(3+
veh)
1.46
0.67
*
1.24
0.79
2.33
0.83
***
1.38
0.89
2.32
0.94
*
R
ail1925
(1veh)
-1.73
0.56
***
-1.86
0.61
***
-1.81
0.64
***
-1.33
0.68
.
-1.10
0.79
R
ail1925
(2veh)
-3.14
0.59
***
-3.50
0.67
***
-3.16
0.73
***
-2.15
0.77
*
-1.78
0.88
*
R
ail1925
(3+
veh)
-3.91
0.70
***
-4.30
0.91
***
-3.98
0.94
***
-3.01
1.00
***
-2.68
1.13
*
H
O
U
SE
H
O
LD
D
E
M
O
G
R
A
P
H
IC
Lic.
D
rivers
(1veh)
1.24
0.14
.
1.10
0.15
***
1.21
0.16
***
1.23
0.16
***
Lic.
D
rivers
(2veh)
2.69
0.18
***
2.40
0.19
***
2.47
0.20
***
2.50
0.20
***
Lic.
D
rivers
(3+
veh)
3.84
0.23
*
3.56
0.23
***
3.60
0.24
***
3.64
0.24
***
W
orkers
(1veh)
0.24
0.11
*
-0.04
0.12
-0.07
0.13
-0.07
0.13
W
orkers
(2veh)
0.73
0.13
***
0.27
0.14
.
0.26
0.14
.
0.27
0.15
.
W
orkers
(3+
veh)
1.10
0.15
***
0.63
0.16
***
0.64
0.17
***
0.65
0.17
***
%
Fem
ale
(1veh)
-0.31
0.17
***
-0.19
0.17
-0.35
0.18
.
-0.35
0.18
.
%
Fem
ale
(2veh)
-0.60
0.20
***
-0.39
0.21
.
-0.58
0.22
*
-0.59
0.22
*
%
Fem
ale
(3+
veh)
-0.89
0.33
***
-0.69
0.33
*
-0.91
0.35
*
-0.93
0.35
*
K
ids
(1veh)
0.38
0.23
***
0.51
0.23
*
0.42
0.22
.
0.46
0.22
*
K
ids
(2veh)
0.82
0.23
***
0.94
0.24
***
0.81
0.23
***
0.84
0.24
***
K
ids
(3+
veh)
0.08
0.27
***
0.19
0.28
0.05
0.27
0.08
0.27
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N
am
e
E
st.
SE
E
st.
SE
E
st.
SE
E
st.
SE
E
st.
SE
D
W
E
LLIN
G
(v.
single
fam
ily)
A
partm
ent
(1veh)
-0.74
0.20
***
-0.62
0.21
***
A
partm
ent
(2veh)
-1.28
0.24
***
-1.08
0.25
***
A
partm
ent
(3+
veh)
-1.93
0.38
***
-1.70
0.39
***
C
ondo
(1veh)
-0.24
0.27
-0.14
0.28
C
ondo
(2veh)
-1.11
0.29
***
-0.89
0.30
***
C
ondo
(3+
veh)
-2.01
0.39
***
-1.72
0.40
***
O
ther
(1veh)
-0.69
0.29
*
-0.71
0.29
*
O
ther
(2veh)
-1.02
0.37
*
-1.04
0.36
***
O
ther
(3+
veh)
-0.93
0.48
.
-0.96
0.48
*
B
U
ILT
E
N
V
IR
O
N
M
E
N
T
(TA
Z
and
tract
level)
%
1
Fam
ily
det.
(1veh)
-0.99
0.68
%
1
Fam
ily
det.
(2veh)
-1.59
0.79
*
%
1
Fam
ily
det.
(3+
veh)
-2.48
0.95
*
%
pre-1940
H
U
(1veh)
-0.96
0.45
*
%
pre-1940
H
U
(2veh)
-1.64
0.53
***
%
pre-1940
H
U
(3+
veh)
-2.16
0.66
***
Int
D
ens.
(1veh)
-0.0006
0.0003
*
Int
D
ens.
(2veh)
-0.0011
0.0005
*
Int
D
ens.
(3+
veh)
-0.0019
0.0009
*
R
oom
s/
H
U
(1veh)
0.33
0.14
*
R
oom
s/
H
U
(2veh)
0.73
0.18
***
R
oom
s/
H
U
(3+
veh)
1.09
0.27
***
F
inal
-4359.2
-3304.4
-3143.6
-3081.1
-3052.3
adj.
r
2
0.191
0.383
0.411
0.420
0.423
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E
st
SE
E
st
SE
E
st
SE
E
st
SE
E
st
SE
Intercept
0.720
0.053
***
0.598
0.054
***
0.857
0.032
***
0.719
0.037
***
0.588
0.033
***
%
W
hite
0.004
0.021
0.052
0.023
*
-0.026
0.022
0.044
0.025
.
%
P
overty
-0.037
0.054
-0.247
0.049
***
-0.045
0.055
-0.402
0.046
***
%
65+
0.228
0.063
***
0.082
0.064
0.188
0.063
**
-0.111
0.063
.
%
D
orm
s
-0.304
0.036
***
-0.317
0.037
***
-0.325
0.036
***
-0.371
0.037
***
%
For.
B
orn
-0.132
0.049
**
-0.071
0.051
-0.191
0.049
***
-0.126
0.054
*
%
15+
sch.
-0.204
0.024
***
-0.226
0.026
***
-0.161
0.022
***
-0.109
0.025
***
D
ist
to
C
B
D
0.010
0.001
***
0.012
0.002
***
0.010
0.001
***
0.014
0.002
***
0.017
0.003
***
R
ail2000
-0.046
0.010
***
-0.044
0.010
***
-0.048
0.010
***
-0.045
0.011
***
-0.045
0.013
***
R
ail1865
-0.024
0.009
**
-0.027
0.009
**
-0.026
0.009
**
-0.031
0.010
**
-0.031
0.011
**
R
ail1925
-0.003
0.013
0.001
0.014
-0.017
0.014
-0.014
0.015
-0.003
0.017
R
ail1960
-0.013
0.012
-0.019
0.012
-0.016
0.012
-0.026
0.013
*
-0.037
0.016
*
B
us
2010
0.010
0.008
0.012
0.009
-0.001
0.008
-0.004
0.009
0.002
0.010
D
ensity
-0.003
0.003
-0.006
0.003
.
R
oom
s/H
U
0.027
0.005
***
0.040
0.005
***
%
Low
rent
-0.007
0.020
-0.056
0.019
**
%
pre-1940
-0.040
0.015
**
-0.043
0.015
**
C
onnectivity
-0.024
0.020
-0.032
0.021
N
ot
in
W
ard
0.022
0.011
.
0.020
0.012
.
0.018
0.011
0.013
0.013
0.042
0.015
**
%
0
C
ar
H
H
-0.337
0.044
***
-0.449
0.038
***
Lam
bda
0.590
***
0.670
***
0.621
***
0.783
***
0.819
***
A
IC
-1742.3
-1692.5
-1711.8
-1609.2
-1415.6
adj.
r
2
(O
LS)
0.915
0.903
0.908
0.867
0.769
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G
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O
LS
E
rr
or
La
g
D
ur
bi
n
E
st
SE
E
st
SE
E
st
SE
E
st
SE
La
g
SE
In
te
rc
ep
t
0.
75
2
0.
05
3
**
*
0.
72
0
0.
05
3
**
*
0.
48
2
0.
05
2
0.
48
9
0.
09
7
**
*
%
W
hi
te
-0
.0
08
0.
01
7
0.
00
4
0.
02
1
-0
.0
11
0.
01
5
0.
03
6
0.
02
8
-0
.0
30
0.
03
6
%
P
ov
er
ty
0.
09
4
0.
05
8
-0
.0
37
0.
05
4
0.
03
5
0.
05
0
-0
.0
51
0.
05
3
0.
24
9
0.
10
0
*
%
65
+
0.
29
3
0.
06
4
**
*
0.
22
8
0.
06
3
**
*
0.
14
0
0.
05
7
*
0.
12
0
0.
06
4
.
-0
.0
13
0.
11
2
%
D
or
m
s
-0
.3
28
0.
04
1
**
*
-0
.3
04
0.
03
6
**
*
-0
.3
26
0.
03
6
-0
.3
40
0.
03
5
0.
04
4
0.
08
0
%
Fo
r
B
or
n
-0
.1
54
0.
04
5
**
*
-0
.1
32
0.
04
9
**
-0
.0
82
0.
04
0
*
-0
.0
93
0.
05
0
.
-0
.0
17
0.
08
1
%
15
+
sc
h.
-0
.1
99
0.
02
1
**
*
-0
.2
04
0.
02
4
**
*
-0
.1
09
0.
02
0
**
*
-0
.1
71
0.
02
8
**
*
0.
08
2
0.
04
5
.
D
is
t
to
C
B
D
0.
00
8
0.
00
1
**
*
0.
01
0
0.
00
1
**
*
0.
00
4
0.
00
1
**
*
0.
00
6
0.
00
5
-0
.0
03
0.
00
5
R
ai
l2
00
0
-0
.0
80
0.
01
0
**
*
-0
.0
46
0.
01
0
**
*
-0
.0
59
0.
00
9
**
*
-0
.0
32
0.
01
0
**
-0
.0
74
0.
01
8
**
*
R
ai
l1
86
5
-0
.0
07
0.
00
8
-0
.0
24
0.
00
9
**
-0
.0
09
0.
00
7
-0
.0
25
0.
00
9
**
0.
04
5
0.
01
5
**
R
ai
l1
92
5
-0
.0
11
0.
01
3
-0
.0
03
0.
01
3
-0
.0
04
0.
01
1
0.
01
0
0.
01
3
-0
.0
21
0.
02
2
R
ai
l1
96
0
0.
00
2
0.
01
1
-0
.0
13
0.
01
2
0.
00
6
0.
00
9
-0
.0
12
0.
01
2
0.
04
7
0.
01
9
*
B
us
20
10
0.
02
4
0.
00
9
**
0.
01
0
0.
00
8
0.
01
1
0.
00
8
0.
00
4
0.
00
8
0.
00
7
0.
01
5
D
en
si
ty
-0
.0
06
0.
00
4
.
-0
.0
03
0.
00
3
-0
.0
03
0.
00
3
-0
.0
03
0.
00
3
-0
.0
13
0.
00
8
.
R
oo
m
s/
H
U
0.
02
6
0.
00
4
**
*
0.
02
7
0.
00
5
**
*
0.
01
5
0.
00
4
**
*
0.
02
4
0.
00
5
**
*
-0
.0
21
0.
00
8
**
%
Lo
w
re
nt
-0
.0
31
0.
02
2
-0
.0
07
0.
02
0
-0
.0
13
0.
01
9
-0
.0
05
0.
01
9
-0
.0
61
0.
03
9
%
pr
e-
19
40
-0
.0
31
0.
01
5
*
-0
.0
40
0.
01
5
**
-0
.0
12
0.
01
4
-0
.0
33
0.
01
5
*
0.
03
6
0.
02
9
C
on
ne
ct
iv
ity
-0
.0
34
0.
02
2
-0
.0
24
0.
02
0
-0
.0
25
0.
01
9
-0
.0
22
0.
02
0
0.
01
7
0.
04
0
N
ot
in
W
ar
d
0.
03
3
0.
00
9
**
*
0.
02
2
0.
01
1
.
0.
01
5
0.
00
8
.
0.
00
3
0.
01
3
0.
01
7
0.
01
8
%
0
C
ar
H
H
-0
.3
98
0.
04
4
**
*
-0
.3
37
0.
04
4
**
*
-0
.2
73
0.
04
0
**
*
-0
.2
63
0.
04
5
**
*
-0
.0
14
0.
07
4
La
m
bd
a
0.
59
0
**
*
R
ho
0.
41
1
**
*
0.
44
0
**
*
A
IC
-1
64
5.
6
-1
74
2.
3
-1
76
1.
3
-1
79
0.
7
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256 APPENDIX G. MODE CHOICE MODELS
E
st
SE
E
st
SE
E
st
SE
E
st
SE
E
st
SE
Intercept
0.507
0.061
***
0.310
0.056
***
0.499
0.046
***
0.244
0.037
***
0.200
0.025
***
A
uto
M
ode
%
-0.604
0.038
***
-0.487
0.032
***
-0.593
0.037
***
-0.417
0.030
***
-0.240
0.029
***
%
W
hite
0.016
0.022
0.023
0.024
0.012
0.020
0.052
0.023
*
 
%
W
hite
-0.012
0.032
-0.002
0.035
-0.011
0.032
0.023
0.035
%
65+
0.320
0.065
***
0.196
0.066
**
0.360
0.059
***
0.247
0.064
***
 
%
65+
0.245
0.070
***
0.173
0.072
*
0.316
0.061
***
0.260
0.065
***
%
5-17
0.316
0.098
**
0.082
0.097
0.374
0.066
***
0.381
0.073
***
 
%
5-17
0.330
0.082
***
0.219
0.085
*
0.366
0.076
***
0.408
0.082
***
%
D
orm
s
-0.180
0.034
***
-0.189
0.035
***
-0.173
0.033
***
-0.177
0.036
***
 
%
D
orm
s
-0.413
0.059
***
-0.450
0.061
***
-0.382
0.058
***
-0.398
0.062
***
%
For
B
orn
-0.140
0.045
**
-0.137
0.048
**
-0.154
0.044
***
-0.191
0.048
***
 
%
For
B
orn
-0.147
0.041
***
-0.153
0.044
***
-0.154
0.040
***
-0.219
0.044
***
%
15+
sch.
-0.144
0.023
***
-0.144
0.024
***
-0.131
0.019
***
-0.066
0.020
***
 
%
15+
sch.
-0.128
0.030
***
-0.066
0.031
*
-0.125
0.030
***
-0.019
0.031
R
ail2000
-0.033
0.008
***
-0.031
0.009
***
-0.034
0.008
***
-0.034
0.009
***
-0.052
0.010
***
R
ail1865
-0.011
0.007
-0.009
0.007
-0.014
0.007
*
-0.012
0.008
-0.011
0.009
R
ail1925
-0.014
0.010
-0.011
0.011
-0.019
0.010
*
-0.010
0.011
-0.011
0.012
R
ail1960
0.000
0.009
-0.005
0.010
0.004
0.009
-0.004
0.010
0.001
0.012
B
us
2010
0.000
0.006
0.003
0.007
-0.004
0.006
-0.003
0.007
-0.004
0.008
D
ensity
-0.003
0.003
-0.006
0.003
*
 
D
ensity
-0.009
0.007
-0.014
0.007
*
%
R
enter
-0.010
0.027
-0.030
0.028
 
%
R
enter
-0.063
0.033
.
-0.109
0.033
**
R
oom
s/H
U
0.004
0.007
0.023
0.007
**
 
R
oom
s/H
U
0.006
0.008
0.018
0.008
*
%
pre-1940
-0.029
0.015
.
-0.026
0.016
.
 
%
pre-1940
-0.041
0.024
.
-0.038
0.025
N
ot
in
W
ard
0.027
0.009
**
0.035
0.009
***
0.026
0.008
**
0.039
0.010
***
0.029
0.011
**
%
0
C
ar
H
H
-0.321
0.043
***
-0.353
0.036
***
 
%
0
C
ar
H
H
-0.296
0.043
***
-0.345
0.039
***
Lam
bda
0.489
***
0.557
***
0.466
***
0.535
***
0.496
***
A
IC
-1972.9
-1914.3
-1973
-1868
-1710.4
adj.
r
2
(O
LS)
0.499
0.427
0.494
0.377
0.167
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E
st
.
SE
E
st
.
SE
E
st
.
SE
E
st
.
SE
E
st
.
SE
C
on
st
an
t
(P
T
)
-2
.8
7
1.
46
.
-0
.0
3
0.
90
-1
.3
2
0.
84
-1
.6
2
0.
84
.
-3
.8
4
0.
78
**
*
C
on
st
an
t
(W
k)
-1
.2
8
1.
03
-1
.3
5
0.
90
0.
66
0.
45
0.
35
0.
45
-2
.0
4
0.
35
**
*
C
os
t
-0
.3
7
0.
03
**
*
-0
.3
6
0.
03
**
*
-0
.3
8
0.
03
**
*
-0
.3
8
0.
03
**
*
-0
.4
0
0.
03
**
*
Tr
av
el
T
im
e
-0
.0
6
0.
00
**
*
-0
.0
6
0.
00
**
*
-0
.0
6
0.
00
**
*
-0
.0
6
0.
00
**
*
-0
.0
7
0.
00
**
*
In
d
V
ar
ia
nc
e
(A
u)
3.
61
0.
17
**
*
3.
61
0.
17
**
*
3.
66
0.
17
**
*
3.
67
0.
17
**
*
4.
14
0.
18
**
*
In
d
V
ar
ia
nc
e
(P
T
)
2.
19
0.
24
**
*
2.
16
0.
23
**
*
2.
05
0.
22
**
*
2.
09
0.
22
**
*
2.
30
0.
23
**
*
R
ai
l1
92
5
(P
T
,D
)
-2
.4
0
1.
24
.
-2
.3
2
1.
21
.
-2
.2
0
1.
15
.
-2
.1
3
1.
15
.
-1
.6
6
1.
19
R
ai
l1
92
5
(P
T
,O
)
1.
13
1.
22
1.
39
1.
18
3.
39
1.
14
**
*
3.
50
1.
15
**
*
4.
58
1.
20
**
*
R
ai
l1
92
5
(W
k,
D
)
0.
05
0.
76
-0
.0
3
0.
75
1.
19
0.
74
1.
22
0.
74
2.
13
0.
76
*
R
ai
l1
92
5
(W
k,
O
)
-0
.4
6
0.
78
-0
.4
0
0.
77
0.
48
0.
75
0.
56
0.
75
1.
44
0.
78
.
B
us
20
00
(P
T
,D
)
0.
78
1.
36
0.
59
1.
32
2.
35
1.
26
.
2.
39
1.
26
.
3.
00
1.
30
*
B
us
20
00
(P
T
,O
)
0.
12
1.
36
0.
14
1.
33
-0
.1
0
1.
27
-0
.3
2
1.
27
-0
.2
6
1.
30
B
us
20
00
(W
k,
D
)
-0
.3
0
0.
61
-0
.2
4
0.
61
0.
51
0.
58
0.
50
0.
58
0.
82
0.
60
B
us
20
00
(W
k,
O
)
0.
10
0.
61
0.
20
0.
60
1.
26
0.
58
*
1.
16
0.
58
.
1.
35
0.
59
*
R
ai
l2
00
0
(P
T
,D
)
1.
75
1.
08
1.
86
1.
06
.
4.
41
0.
92
**
*
4.
53
0.
92
**
*
4.
63
0.
95
**
*
R
ai
l2
00
0
(P
T
,O
)
1.
33
1.
05
0.
98
1.
02
1.
30
0.
92
1.
41
0.
92
2.
26
0.
95
*
R
ai
l2
00
0
(W
k,
D
)
2.
65
0.
79
**
*
2.
58
0.
79
**
*
2.
59
0.
73
**
*
2.
77
0.
73
**
*
2.
79
0.
76
**
*
R
ai
l2
00
0
(W
k,
O
)
1.
84
0.
81
*
1.
72
0.
81
*
3.
71
0.
77
**
*
3.
83
0.
77
**
*
4.
33
0.
80
**
*
D
is
t
to
C
B
D
(P
T
,D
)
-0
.0
5
0.
09
-0
.1
0
0.
08
-0
.2
5
0.
07
**
*
-0
.2
4
0.
07
**
*
-0
.2
0
0.
08
*
D
is
t
to
C
B
D
(P
T
,O
)
-0
.1
3
0.
09
-0
.1
0
0.
09
0.
02
0.
07
0.
01
0.
07
-0
.0
7
0.
07
D
is
t
to
C
B
D
(W
k,
D
)
0.
05
0.
06
0.
05
0.
06
0.
09
0.
06
0.
09
0.
06
0.
09
0.
06
D
is
t
to
C
B
D
(W
k,
O
)
-0
.0
8
0.
06
-0
.0
9
0.
06
-0
.1
7
0.
06
**
*
-0
.1
7
0.
06
**
*
-0
.1
8
0.
06
**
*
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G
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E
st.
SE
E
st.
SE
E
st.
SE
E
st.
SE
E
st.
SE
D
E
M
O
G
R
A
P
H
IC
A
partm
ent
(P
T
)
1.55
0.39
***
1.58
0.38
***
1.71
0.38
***
1.84
0.38
***
A
partm
ent
(W
k)
1.18
0.28
***
1.15
0.27
***
1.24
0.27
***
1.35
0.28
***
C
ondo
(P
T
)
0.52
0.49
0.58
0.48
0.78
0.46
.
0.98
0.47
*
C
ondo
(W
k)
0.93
0.34
*
0.92
0.34
*
1.24
0.33
***
1.40
0.34
***
Inc
<
$20k
(A
u)
-2.30
0.33
***
-2.33
0.33
***
-2.39
0.32
***
-1.70
0.29
Inc
$20k-40k
(A
u)
-0.81
0.22
***
-0.85
0.21
***
-0.94
0.22
***
-0.55
0.20
*
#
K
ids
(P
T
)
-0.68
0.43
-0.67
0.42
-0.69
0.41
.
-0.67
0.41
#
K
ids
(W
k)
0.13
0.22
0.13
0.22
0.08
0.21
0.11
0.21
Lic.
driv
(A
u)
2.92
0.27
***
2.89
0.27
***
2.86
0.26
***
2.98
0.27
***
O
w
n
hom
e
(P
T
)
-0.68
0.35
.
-0.69
0.35
*
-0.72
0.34
*
-0.88
0.34
*
O
w
n
hom
e
(W
k)
-0.71
0.22
***
-0.73
0.22
***
-0.85
0.22
***
-1.00
0.22
***
Student
(P
T
)
1.29
0.32
***
1.30
0.31
***
1.31
0.30
***
1.26
0.30
***
Student
(W
k)
0.94
0.23
***
0.96
0.23
***
0.92
0.23
***
0.86
0.23
***
V
eh./W
orker
(A
u)
1.11
0.21
***
1.11
0.21
***
1.16
0.21
***
B
U
ILT
E
N
V
IR
O
N
M
E
N
T
E
m
p.
D
ens.
(P
T
,D
)
0.76
0.15
***
0.69
0.14
***
E
m
p.
D
ens.
(P
T
,O
)
-0.26
0.15
.
-0.20
0.14
E
m
p.
D
ens.
(W
k,D
)
-0.12
0.07
-0.13
0.07
.
E
m
p.
D
ens.
(W
k,O
)
0.46
0.08
***
0.46
0.08
***
C
onnectivity
(W
k,D
)
0.62
0.38
0.79
0.36
*
C
onnectivity
(W
k,O
)
1.03
0.41
*
1.01
0.40
*
Int.
D
ens.
(W
k,D
)
1.48
0.55
*
0.00
0.00
*
Int.
D
ens.
(W
k,O
)
0.63
0.50
0.00
0.00
P
ers.
D
ens.
(P
T
,D
)
0.06
0.13
-0.04
0.12
P
ers.
D
ens.
(P
T
,O
)
0.83
0.22
***
0.76
0.22
***
P
ers.
D
ens.
(W
k,D
)
0.35
0.10
***
0.36
0.09
***
P
ers.
D
ens.
(W
k,O
)
-0.05
0.12
-0.04
0.12
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E
st
.
SE
E
st
.
SE
E
st
.
SE
E
st
.
SE
E
st
.
SE
E
C
O
LO
G
IC
A
L
%
Fo
r.
bo
rn
(P
T
,D
)
3.
81
2.
58
%
Fo
r.
bo
rn
(P
T
,O
)
6.
04
2.
87
*
%
Fo
r.
bo
rn
(W
k,
D
)
0.
98
1.
48
%
Fo
r.
bo
rn
(W
k,
O
)
2.
29
1.
48
%
P
T
JT
W
(P
T
,D
)
-1
.1
3
1.
09
%
P
T
JT
W
(P
T
,O
)
2.
00
1.
05
.
%
Lo
w
re
nt
(P
T
,D
)
0.
89
0.
77
%
Lo
w
re
nt
(P
T
,O
)
-1
.7
8
0.
76
*
%
Lo
w
re
nt
(W
k,
D
)
-0
.5
6
0.
42
%
Lo
w
re
nt
(W
k,
O
)
-0
.3
8
0.
42
%
Sa
m
e
ho
us
e
(P
T
,D
)
0.
43
1.
26
%
Sa
m
e
ho
us
e
(P
T
,O
)
3.
44
1.
30
*
%
Sa
m
e
ho
us
e
(W
k,
D
)
-0
.3
8
0.
61
%
Sa
m
e
ho
us
e
(W
k,
O
)
1.
08
0.
61
.
Lo
g-
lik
el
ih
oo
d:
-4
11
4.
2
-4
12
9.
7
-4
23
2.
5
-4
24
9.
9
-4
55
4.
0
ad
j.
r2
0.
45
9
0.
45
9
0.
44
7
0.
44
5
0.
40
7
N
ul
ll
og
-li
ke
lih
oo
d:
-7
71
9.
53
N
um
be
r
of
ob
se
rv
at
io
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